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Abstract
This thesis presents the results of a study involving very young learners of English
as a foreign language in Spain. In Phase I of the study, the feasibility of developing a
series of guidelines that could be used to develop English lessons based on ICT-stories
and communicative tasks was investigated. In Phase II, the lessons derived from the use
of the guidelines were implemented with the purpose of exploring the development of
story-related emergent literacy skills of a group of 3- and 4 year-old children receiving
daily English lessons.
The study has extended previous research studies regarding emergent literacy devel-
opment in first and second language contexts by studying a foreign .language context.
The children were asked to retell stories viewed and the transcribed retellings were anal-
ysed under the Narrative Scoring Scheme. The children participants showed signs of
developmental changes throughout the duration of the course. However, there were
marked individual differences in these changes. FUrther investigation is suggested to
study the reasons that might provide insight into why the children developed under-
standing of story structure in such high variations.
Results showed that the ICT-stories motivated the children and as a consequence,
their level of participation in the lesson improved. Additionally, teachers found the
use of leT as a positive strategy to enhance young children's learning environment,
but they said that implementing rcr-based projects in the young learner classroom
necessarily raises-issues-of-sch~ol's provision for training and technical support as well
as considerations of teacher:child ratios. From the children's perspective, an evaluation
of the lesson tasks via a survey showed positive reactions to the inclusion of ICT in the
English lesson.
Findings of the study show how the young learner English curriculum could consider
children's development of emergent literacy skills as a result of learning English via reT-
enhanced stories. They also show how leT integrated in the foreign language curriculum
can motivate young children and provide meaning to the activity of learning English at
a time when their mother tongue is still developing.
The study also yielded unexpected results related to how young children address a
task in which a story has to be organised in sequence. These results present interesting
research opportunities that could be explored further in the light of theories of cognitive
development.
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''We shall not cease from exploration
and the end of all our exploring
will be to arrive where we started
and know the place for the first time"
xi
T. S. Eliot
Little Gidding
(Eliot, 1969)
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation for the study
English programs are being integrated at the preschool level in private and public schools
in many countries around the world (Cameron, 2(03). In some Spanish-speaking coun-
tries, this integration is accompanied by a steadily growing interest in the use of infor-
mation and communication technologies to support the delivery of education across all
school levels, including preschool. These two trends constituted the drives of this study.
I developed an interest in these issues during the time my daughter was two years old
and, due to my work schedule, needed to attend a day-care facility. All the schools we
visited which worked with children the age of my daughter offered English and Computer
classes, starting with the group of two years old and onwards. I could not help but wonder.
about the methods that were being followed to teach children that young English and
computer skills. The kindergarten that my daughter finally attended offered a nursery
program which included general activities, such as motor-skills development and drama,
and also specific subjects like English and Computer lessons. During the school year,
the children used two textbooks where they worked in different ways, colouring, cutting,
pasting, and tracing. The books were organized into themes such as Health or Good
Manners and each theme had activity sheets with common phrases related to the theme.
Each phrase written in Spanish was translated into English in a phrase in brackets
written underneath the original. This material constituted a form of written support for
the English lessons. I had the opportunity to attend an Open Day for the English class
and to observe that the emphasis of the teacher during the lesson was on the development
of the children's oral skills. She taught them nursery rhymes and songs by having them
listen to tapes or she and the children would repeat the words they heard following
the teacher's lead. During the Computer lessons, the children were able to play on the
1
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computer twice a week. However, the integration of the computer activities within the
overall nursery program was always unclear to me. The use of the computer was limited
to games which were mostly in English. Computer time was however dispensable and
could be left for the after-school care which was not attended by all the children.
At the end of the school year I had a number of questions regarding the nursery and
preschool programs being used at the time, such as how the English and ICT curricula
were addressing the needs of the very young children. I started to think of questions
regarding the preschool level using the experience of finding a school for my daughter. I
wondered about the materials being used for English lessons, the approach taken in the
teaching of English and the integration of technology in the preschool program.
Some of the questions I had were:
• Was the material written in English motivating the children to speak phrases in
English?
• Was the oral-oriented approach from the English teacher more useful than the
written material provided in the textbooks? If so, how?
• Were the nursery rhymes and songs that the children were learning too difficult
considering their fledging first language oral skills? and
• Was it possible to integrate the use of the computer in the lessons so as not to see
it as a dispensable activity, and if this were possible, would it be beneficial for the
children?
Of particular interest for me was the notion of language and literacy development
of the children in the nursery. Was it possible for the children to use developing notions
of literacy in Spanish to understand the songs and rhymes that they were working with
in the English lesson? This interest became one major interest and turned into the core
issue of this current research study.
Literacy development of young children learning a foreign .language. For decades,
literacy has been an area which has raised great interest. After WWII, when theories of
social interactionism gained strength, literacy development started to be studied from
multiple perspectives. Social aspects of literacy development were taken into considera-
tion and it was recognised that learning to read and write is a multilayered process and
not necessarily a cognition-bound skill (Sulzby & Teale, 1991). Literacy development in
two or more languages has also raised the interest of bilingual educators and researchers
(Bialystok, Luk & Kwan, 2(05). With the present status of English as "lingua franca"
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and the foreign or second language to be learned "par excellence" all over the world
(Piquer-Piriz, 2004), the interest of developing literacy in English is high.
In a review about literacy development in multicultural contexts, Durgunoglu and
Verhoeven (1998) write: "A multiplicity of literacy practices can be distinguished which
are related to specific cultural contexts and associated with relations of power and ide-
ology" (Durgunoglu & Verhoeven, 1998, p. ix). This is true as can be observed in three
of the contexts which are relevant to my study.
In certain areas of Mexico, my country of origin, it is expected that children show
competencies in English from as young as two years of age. In the USA, one of Mexico's
neighbour countries, learning English is related to the progress of children in mainstream
schooling. This becomes relevant due to the large migrant population who feel the pres-
sure to learn English rapidly. A great proportion of this population travels back and
forth from the USA to Mexico, a phenomenon that increases the pressure to learn En-
glish, which ultimately influences Mexican culture. In the UK, children with different
language backgrounds are encouraged to learn English so that they become part of the
multicultural society in which they are growing up. In the south of Spain, learning En-
glish is important for purposes of, for instance, career advancement. However, children's
learning of the foreign language is spread throughout the schooling years and as opposed
to the situation in the north of Mexico, there is a feeling of no-urgency to learn English.
It must be learned but in due course and not at the expense of the learning of Spanish.
While recognising the contextual differences in how English is learned, one common
factor remains: children are learning English ever younger. If children start learning
a second or foreign language when their first language is still developing, how can de-
velopment of literacy in two languages be supported? How are young learners being
supported to develop English as second or foreign language literacy while sumultane-
ously developing L1 literacy? One theoretical concept that allows exploration of this is
emergent literacy, which studies how and in what circumstances young children learn
the behaviours and skills that might lead them to becoming literate. Such behaviours in-
clude understanding of story structure and comprehension of stories. In a context where
children start to learn English as a foreign language from an early age, could the children
be encouraged to develop literacy behaviours that are in some sense universal and not
dependent on specific languages, that is, behaviours that are useful to comprehend and
develop understanding of story structure of stories heard in a foreign language?
All the above questions constituted the first attempts to sketch the structure of the
research project that I was able to materialize and which is discussed throughout this
report.
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The following sections present general aspects from a broad literature review con-
ducted before starting this research. A more detailed examination of these general topics
is covered in Chapter 2, which develops in detail the theoretical foundation of the thesis.
1.2 Theoretical overview
Regarding the expansion of the English curriculum, Cameron (2003) writes about two
influencing factors for this development taking place around the world: the lowering
in the age at which children start school and parents' conviction that younger children
need to learn English because it is advantageous to start young. She also posits some of
the challenges to the language teaching practice brought about by the expansion of the
curriculum. These include:
• the aspects that curriculum design must take into consideration for long term
language learning;
• the need for teachers to understand young learners' thinking and learning meeha-'
nisms; and
• the importance of understanding that very young children cannot learn English
. literacy in the same way that they develop oral skills. Language curricula should
address this characteristic of young children as language learners.
In connection to the use of technology for the support oflanguage teaching, some
authors--believethatthe inclu:'ion of technology in thelanguage-olassroom encourages
pupils' creativity and sets up learning environments that are appropriate for collabo-
rative learning (Dresang & McClelland, 1999; Tsou, Wang & Tzeng, 2006; Unsworth,
2(03). Could this apply to children who start preschool education at the age of three
and are offered English and Computer lessons?
Given these points, I considered this to be an optimum time to conduct empirical
work to investigate issues that for some time have been discussed, such as the benefits
for children to learn a second language (Curtain & Pesola, 1994; Rodriguez, Dfaz &
Duran, 1995); the advantages of starting to learn it at a very young age (Finocchiaro,
1964; Lightbown & Spada, 2006; Curtain & Pesola, 1994); and issues connected to using
technology to support its teaching (Plowman & Stephen, 2003; Andrews, 2004; Condie &
Munros, 2(07). The theoretical foundation of this study presented in Chapter 2 expands.
further on these issues.
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1.3 The problem
One of the problems recognized in the domain of teaching English to very young children
is the difficulty of finding specific methods developed for learners in the age range of 3 to
5 years old. The problem of finding a method to teach English specifically designed for
young learners that also integrated technology proved to be a further challenge. Piquer-
Piriz (2004) and Molina-Navarrete (2006) looking at the Spanish context in particular,
contend that the materials used with children around 8 years old have been essentially
transposed to teach 3 and 4 year-old children, without recognising the developmental
and cognitive requirements of the younger language learner. The second problem found
is related to the benefits associated to the teaching of English to very young children, an
issue that has been debated for years (Finocchiaro, 1964; Lightbown & Spada, 2006) and
that still presents unresolved problems that require further research. The third concern
of this project is whether technology can support the practice of language teaching to
young learners.
1.4 Aims of the study
This project was set up to explore whether a work scheme based on the storytelling
approach -a teaching method that has been studied and already proven as being effective
with young learners, enhanced by technological tools- can lead to the development of
emergent literacy skills of young children in a foreign language context. I hypothesized
that technology would be able to provide the support required by young learners to
develop such skills. The study pad four main aims, planned to be reached in two phases:
Phase I
• Aim 1: Design and implementation of a work scheme based on ICT -enhanced
stories to teach English to preschool-aged children
Phase II
• Aim 2: Exploration of the effects of the work scheme on the development of emer-
gent literacy skills in a group of preschool-aged children
• Aim 3: Identification and analysis of children's attitudes towards learning English
and ICT -enhanced stories via the work scheme
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• Aim 4: Identification and analysis of teacher's attitudes towards the work scheme,
the use of ICT and ICT-enhanced stories in the teaching of English to preschool-
aged children.
1.5 Research questions
The project aims were guided by four research questions which looked into the three
aspects explored in the study: the work scheme, the children and the teachers. Ques-
tion 1 involved the development of the work scheme; questions 2 and 3 focused on the
participant children and question 4 regarded the participant teachers.
Aim 1
Q1. What pedagogical and technical aspects are involved in the design and implemen-
tation of a work scheme based on ICT-enhanced stories to teach English to young
children?
Aim 2 and Aim 3
Q2. Can some form of change in children's skills associated with emergent liter-
acy development, specifically in story grammar elements incorporated into chil-
dren's story retellings, be observed throughout the lessons prepared with the work
scheme?
Q2a. If yes, what type of development?
Q2b. What were the indicators of the observed development?
Q3. What is the attitude of the children towards learning English using ICT-enhanced
stories integrated in the work scheme? About the English course at all?
Aim4
Q4. What are the opinions of the teachers involved in the study about the integration
of ICT in the preschool curriculum?
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1.6 Methods
Different methods were used to generate and collect the data that could answer the
research questions. The first research question was informed by data that stemmed
from a. research diary and a participant teacher.
Q1. What pedagogical and technical aspects are involved in the design and imple-
mentation of a work scheme based on ICT-enhanced stories to teach English to young
children?
I kept a research diary where I recorded an account of the procedures followed in
the development of a work scheme, which would later be used to design the language
lessons for the second phase of the study. The diary included reflection notes, results
of conversations with one of the participant teachers, relevant literature and notes from
a. literacy course aimed at children enrolled in a nursery in a. sta.te school of the UK.
In parallel, a review of the literature related to methodologies for teaching English was
conducted. Data from the research diary was complemented with data from interviews
conducted with the teachers involved in the development and teaching of the lessons
based on the work scheme. The purpose of interviewing the teachers was to explore
their opinions on issues related to the use of technology with young children to support
the teaching of English.
After a version of the work scheme had been completed (in the form of a document
containing the guidelines to plan a lesson according to the work scheme which has been
included in Appendix A), it was sent to an English teacher with previous experience in
teaching children of the age range required by the project. In collaboration with this
teacher, a course comprised of three stories and 12 lessons was designed. The lessons
were implemented in July 2006, during a summer course run by a private organization
approved by the Junta de Andalucfa in Spain. The characteristics of the course, which
provided daily English lessons for the children, in conjunction with the previous work
experience of the participating teacher in this school, provided a highly suitable location
for the development of my project's fieldwork.
With the course in place, the second stage of the project was started. This stage
was aimed at addressing Aims 2 and 3 of the project. The questions that guided this
phase were:
Q2. Can some form of change in children's skills associated with emergent literacy
development, specifically in story grammar elements incorporated into children's story
retellings, be observed throughout the lessons prepared with the work scheme?
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Q2a. If yes, what type of development?
Q2b. What were the indicators of the observed development?
Q3. What is the attitude of the children towards learning English using ICT-
enhanced stories integrated in the work scheme? About the English course at all?
Seeking to provide answers to the second and third questions, different methods had
to be used. The main data to answer question 2 came from transcriptions of retelling
tasks conducted with the children during the English sessions. Children were asked to
participate in two or three retelling tasks for the stories used in class. These tasks were
part of the lesson in the sense that I did not ask the children to leave the classroom
when we worked on them. Each lesson had three main stages: a whole class storytelling
session, group work with the teacher and individual work on the computer with me. The
children worked with their teacher on story-related tasks while I worked with one child
on the computer. Retelling tasks occurred after at least two viewings of the story on
the computer and in some cases pictures from the story were used as stimuli to foster
children's narratives. Recordings of the retold stories were transcribed for analysis.
Data was interpreted from both quantitative and qualitative perspectives. The purpose
of this approach was to validate the interpretation of the performance of the children in
their retold stories. Whereas quantitative analysis allowed for a relatively objective and
comparable understanding of the data, qualitative analysis proved to be illuminating
with regards to the children who told the stories, how they felt, their personalities,
how they behaved in other moments of the lesson or in the playground and how these
might have influenced the construction of their stories. In my view, understanding those
aspects-is vital to eval1iatea-t~lree or four-year-old-child's-storywhen-this-is set within
the boundaries of a research study and the story is to become research data (Fraser,
Lewis, Ding, Kellett & Robinson, 2004). Field observation notes were taken during and
after the retelling tasks. These notes and the analysis of teachers' interviews (conducted
at the beginning and at the end of the course) were used to complement the qualitative
analysis of the data by providing a picture of the events that took place during the
retelling tasks from the perspective of the researcher and by providing a picture of the
children from the perspective of their teacher and myself.
I consider question 3 of great importance given that the way children felt during the
course constituted a measure for the effectiveness of the work scheme. In order to answer
it, data from teachers' interviews, field notes and a survey completed by the children were
combined. Children's perceptions of the course were valuable because they provided an
evaluation of the tasks given directly by the children. Data from the children's survey
were also complemented by the interviews with the teachers and my field notes. The
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comparison of these data yielded a perception of the work scheme lessons and a rate of
success was given based on participants' perception and task outcomes.
Aim 4 of the study was guided by one question:
Q4. What are the opinions of the teachers involved in the study about the integration
of ICT in the preschool curriculum?
Data to provide an answer to this question originated from the interviews conducted
with the participant teachers previous to the implementation of the work scheme at the
beginning of the course and at the end of it. The teacher who participated in planning
the lessons based on the work scheme and the teacher who was in charge of teaching
those lessons were interviewed.
1.7 Thesis outline
Chapter 2 of this thesis lays out the theoretical grounds for this work. Issues that arise
from the use of leT with young learners are presented. It also provides an account of the
challenges that the expansion of the English curriculum to younger learners presents to
teachers and the English curriculum itself. It proposes a relationship between the tradi-
tional practice of storytelling and what lately has been labelled as enhanced storytelling
(Farmer, 2004) and the teaching of English in foreign language classrooms. Finally, the
area of development of new forms of literacy that can be supported by ICT is explored.
Chapter 3 presents the research questions addressed in the study. Chapter 4 provides
an account ·ofthe-design of a ~rk ·schemebased on ICT -enhanced stories ·and its -imple-
mentation during a summer course in Spain. Chapters 5 presents the findings reached
during the design of the work scheme and the work scheme lessons. Chapter 6 outlines
and describes the methodological approach chosen to implement the work scheme and
explains the reasons underlying the choice of methods and chapter 7 presents the strate-
gies followed during the analysis of the data generated during Phases I and II of the
study.
Chapter 8 describes the results of this project focusing on four of the participant
children. The reasons for the selection of the children are given at the beginning of
the chapter. Chapter 9 presents the findings of the study from an overall perspective
with the purpose of offering a comprehensive picture of what was accomplished with
the study. Chapter 10 provides a discussion of the findings in an inclusive manner,
attending to individual cases as well as whole-class results. Lastly, Chapter 11 elaborates
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on the implications and future work that could be developed in connection to the areas
investigated throughout the study.
Chapter 2
Exploring the effects of using
I'C'Tvenhanced stories and tasks
with young language learners
2.1 Overview
In the previous chapter, I presented the motivations for this study along with the research
questions that the project seeks to answer. This chapter looks at the areas of knowledge
that informed the project. The decision to look at the areas presented here resulted
from an analysis of the assumptions, also delineated earlier, that gave origin to the
study, namely:
• English lessons based on leT-delivered stories and communicative tasks can be
used to teach very young children.
• leT can provide the support that children might need to understand stories pre-
sented to them in English without offering a translation into Ll.
• Using ICT -delivered stories in English lessons could be a strategy to integrate ICT
seamlessly in a preschool classroom and as a result, increase the likelihood that
teachers exploit features of technology appropriately to support the early years
curriculum and young children's learning environments.
• Young children can make use of Ll skills to construct the meaning of stories
heard/viewed in L2.
• The use of ICT-stories by children learning English as a foreign language might
support the development of emergent literacy skills related to story construction.
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In order to explore these assumptions and find previous work that supports or opposes
them, I conducted a review of three academic areas: •
• leT in early childhood education
• English language teaching methodologies and
• Emergent literacy.
Figure 2.1 presents the topics within the above areas that were examined throughout
this literature review. The green boxes represent sub topics in each of the reviewed areas.
The connection between ICT-support for the development of new literacies and emergent
literacy (represented with a dotted line) indicates the link that I created between these
areas through the study's aim of exploring the participant children's development of
emergent literacy skills. The link between enhanced storytelling (stories based on leT)
and task-based learning is created through the work scheme that took both approaches
to design trial English lessons for young children (explained in detail in Chapter 4).
The chapter starts with a discussion of issues associated with the use of ICT with
and by very young children and the integration of ICT in the early learner curriculum. I
then detail the role played by ICT in the foreign language scenario and the potential of
ICT to foster a positive attitude in children towards learning. The review continues with
an examination of the approaches to language teaching of storytelling and task-based
learning (TBL) and the contribution of ICT to the enhancement of story-delivery for
language education. The section following these looks at the construct of emergent liter-
acy and the role played by stories in the development of young children's early literacy
skills under this approach. Th~ chapter ends with a review of research that has studied
the use of ICT-delivered stories as support for literacy development in monolingual and
bilingual preschool-aged children. This last topic concludes the chapter as it represents
the merger of all the areas that informed the study and that were explored throughout
the review.
2.2 Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and
preschool education
Technology in its many forms has changed our lives in important ways. We no longer
conduct business, shop or perceive education as we used to (Chapelle, 2(03). Particularly
in the field of education, the use of technological devices has gained strength through the
years and several forms of technology including computers, digital cameras, educational
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2.2.1 Young children using leT
For years, a key concern regarding ICT and early childhood education has been whether
young children should be exposed to technology or not. Although the controversy has
weakened, the need to be aware of this matter is not less important (Plowman & Stephen,
2003). As (Bolstad, 2004, p. 21) points out "[... } most authors agree that early childhood
educators [and researchers} need to be aware of the debate about lOT use by young
children {... j". Therefore, I review here issues raised in the debate.
A highly quoted publication about the use of technology by young children is "Fool's
Gold" (Cordes & Miller, 2000). The report raised concerns regarding the potentially
harmful effects that the use of technology could have on young children. Issues like the
effects of working with a mouse at an age in which hand-eye coordination is developing
were argued vehemently, provoking as a result a great number of mixed positive and
negative reactions (Clements & Sarama, 2(03). Among the most important claims of
the report were found those related to the need for young children to develop through
creative play, which could not be provided by any type of software. The report argues,
quoting work from Healy (2000) and Cuban (2001), that young children's development
can be hindered by the decreasing time spent in outdoor activities in favour of time
spent on the computer. The report "Tech Tonic" (Cordes & Miller, 20(4) followed up
with a new proposal for the nascent concept of technology literacy and was less critical
of the use of technology by young children; however, perhaps due to the reactions that
the original report caused, discussions about the negative effects of technology on young
children do not focus in the second report. Some of the problemsraisedin the "Fool's
Gold" were that children can develop health problems such as sight conditions as a
consequence of prolonged exposure to the computer screen or wrist strain caused by
repetitively placing the hand in an unnatural position with respect to the traditional
computer keyboard (Cordes &Miller, 2000; Levin & Rosenquest, 2(01). Other problems
are related to social and emotional development due to the type of content that children
could be exposed to when for instance browsing the Internet or playing video games of a
violent nature (Healy, 2(00) and very recently, to a possible relationship between a delay
in language development and television viewing of commercial baby videos that claim
to support vocabulary learning of children under 2 years of age (Zimmerman, Christakis
& Meltzoff, 20(7) 1
lIt must be noted that the study did not explore the reasons why early viewing of baby DVD/videos
was found to be related to decreased measures of language development. Reasons might include quality
of parents' interactions with children -which would need to account for viewing time and nature of verbal
input of parent with a child. In addition, other types of media exposure, such as educational TV, were
not found to be related to poor language development. Zimmerman et al. (2007) suggest the need to
conduct further research on the components of baby DVDs that could be responsible for the association
of viewing baby DVDs' time with decreased language development.
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The notion that the concerns issued in the "Fool's Gold" report were based on
rather narrow interpretations of research regarding young children and ICT (Cuban,
2001; Clements & Sarama, 2003; Cook, 2003), coupled with the shift in the focus of
research in the area of technology and its influence on learning, have shaped the state of
affairs regarding technology in early childhood education. Authors and researchers who
support the use of ICT with young children regard the use of technology as potentially
capable of supporting children's learning (Papert, 1993). Language and literacy devel-
opment, mathematical thinking and social development are areas that have been widely
researched and where technology has provided enhancement of learning opportunities
for the young (Amante, 2007). Research that has looked at the potential educational
benefits brought through the use of ICT by very young children suggests that:
• Children's interaction with technology, whether represented as a traditional PC
interface or "smart" digital toys, evidences the ability of children to exploit tech-
nology for leisure or as a tool to solve a problem (Luckin, 2002);
• Children can learn while interacting with computer games (Gee, 2007; Prensky,
2001a);
• Technology has the potential of motivating children's attitudes towards learning
(Condie & Munros, 2007) and turning learning experiences into more meaningful,
entertaining, and motivational practices (Purushotma, 2005). ICT integrated into
computer centres promotes as much interaction as dramatic play, additionally
"[technologies] can enhance, extend, and augment {children's}Jeerning experiences"
(Tsantis et al., 2003, p. 7);
• When developmentally appropriate, ICT empowers children to become active par-
ticipants in their own learning while enabling them to control the learning process.
It also allows children to construct knowledge by means of exploration (Haugland
& Ruiz, 2002);
• ICT presents opportunities for the development of fine motor skills (Davis & Shade,
1994).
• The learning of abstract concepts which take place in subjects like early childhood
Mathematics (Clements, 2002; Papert, 1993) can be supported through technol-
ogy. Other knowledge areas like literacy or language can also benefit from the use
of technologies such as TV and video (Irlen, 2003; Uchikoshi, 2005; Linebarger,
Kosanic, Greenwood & Doku, 20(4) or computers and software to support liter-
acy development (Caplovitz, 2005; Lankshear & Knobel, 2003; Labbo, Sprague,
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Montero & Font, 2000; Blok, van Daalen-Kapteijn, Otter & Overmaat, 2001} and
language learning (Dominguez, Rico & Cumbreiio, 2005; Zhao, 2003).
The following studies elaborate on the above statements.
Research on the use of "smart" toys (digital devices with interactivity features)
provides insights into the learning benefits for children interacting with technology in
formal and informal learning contexts (school, home and after school clubs). Through
the CACHET (Computers and Children's Electronic Toys) project, Luckin and col-
leagues (2002) investigated the use of soft toys with kindergarten-age children. The toys
provided the children with help through spoken phrases constructed from a vocabulary
database. In addition, a computer interface offered educational games. Children's in-
teractions with the toy and computer while performing different tasks were videotaped.
Analysis of the videotaped sessions allowed researchers to develop an understanding of
children's interactions with toys and PC in order to find whether the children made use
of hints delivered by the toy and/or the software interface in those instances when help
.was required. Findings from their research indicate the potential for this technology,
especially the toy, to provide the "effective and affective dimensions" (Luckin, Connolly,
Plowman & Airey, 2003, p. 175) which are considered to be essential elements in very
young children's learning experiences.
The educational value of children approaching technology for the purpose of enter-
tainment has been studied by several authors (Gee, 2007; Mulho11a.nd& Robertson, 2001;
Prensky, 200180;Robertson & Good, 2OO4). One of these authors is Prensky (2001b),
who, taking a radical perspective with which some may be in disagreement (Bennett,
Maton & Kervin, 2008), coined the term "digital natives" to-refer-to the-generation that
was bom surrounded by technology and as a result learns in ways that the education
system as it currently stands cannot understand and much less cater for. Based more
on opinion than research, Prensky's claims suggest that there is an impending need for
"digital immigrant" educators (the generation that created the technology but which is
not its heavy user) to radically change the way they perceive and consequently how they
deliver education to the digital natives: "[... J if Digital Immigrant educators really want
to reach Digital Natives i.e, all their students they will have to change. It's high time
for them to stop their grousing, and as the Nike motto of the Digital Native generation
says, 'Just do it!' " (Prensky, 2001b, p. 6). Without engaging in the debate sparked
by Prensky's sense of "outdatedness" and "urgency" of the educators and the education
system, it should be recognised that young children's disposition to use technology can
stem from the fact that they perceive technology as part of their lives. They are as much
inclined to learn how to use technology as they are to learn how to play with any other
toy. The capability of digital technology to deliver different content engages children
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because it is like having a new toy every time they "play." For example, in the case of
computers, children can experience many different games within the same "toy". One
key aspect of Prensky's work is how through digital games, children approach learning
with a sense of "play" and through the engagement that playing generates, children learn
a range of literacies and "competences that may transfer to other social and work-related
uses of digital technologies" (Kirriemuir & McFarlane, 2004, p. 3).
The notion of the educational value of games has also raised questions of how game
designers motivate young people to learn and how the same concepts could be used in
formal education scenarios (Condie & Munros, 2(07). A model brought forward by Gee
(2005), suggests an explanation based on learning principles categorised in three groups,
which he has found to be common of good video games. Video game designers create
complex plots in which they ask people to solve problems (problem solving principles)
choosing from a selection of devices (empowered learner principles) and see the results
of their actions from the overall system of the game (understanding principles). In
this way, video games engage people in learning tasks without explicitly teaching any
concept. Features of on-demand help found in video games also allow people to learn .
at their own pace without having to process large amounts of information at once, but
when actually needed. An important point of the analysis conducted in the learning
principles underlying video game design is that technology makes this material possible.
As Gee (2005) points out "[... J the power of video games resides not just in their present
instantiations, but in the promises the technologies by which they are made hold out
for the future. Game designers can make worlds where people can have meaningful new
experiences,~ences that their places in life would never alltw.--themto have [... J" (p.
6). Other research studies that have investigated children's use of games for educational
purposes include Adventure Author (Robertson & Good, 20(4), which involved the
development and trial of a software tool that allows twelve- and fifteen-year-old children
to create non-linear stories in a 3-D digital world. According to the researchers, the
experience for children of producing stories helps them to develop narrative structures
and literacy because they engage in the creative process of producing a story through
an enjoyable and rewarding experience. Similarly, a storytelling creation project was
conducted by Mulholland and Robertson (2001) using e-mail technology. During a
period of six weeks, four story tellers and nine children developed a story via e-mail
about saving Planet Eerf from a horde of machines. The researchers report that "[tJhe
pupils enjoyed the project and are eager to take part in another one. Although this
was a short pilot project, we feel it has exciting possibilities. One main strength of this
model is that the pupils got individual attention from a storyteller who helped them to
develop their characters and stories. The storyteller was able to adjust her responses to
the pupil's ability level [... J give the more able children extra missions. The storytellers
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spent about an hour a week emailing the pupils, which makes this a cost effective way of
providing regular storyteller input to projects" (Mulholland & Robertson, 2001, p. 37-
38).
When technology is used in formal learning scenarios, as for example in the teaching
of Mathematics, Papert (1993) believes that computers can help children to develop
skills or love for subjects for which they were believed to have no intellectual capacity.
Based on these assumptions, the LOGO language was created to assist in the teaching
of geometry. Children can for instance, practice their understanding of concepts such
as length, width and angles by means of basic programming instructions which produce
a drawing on a computer screen. Results of their computer programme reflected on the
drawing can provide feedback on the children's understanding of the concepts. Clements
(2002), in his review of the supporting role that technology can play in the teaching of
Mathematics also suggests that technology offers unique opportunities for learning, af-
forded by the features of software programmes. For example, "computer manipulatives"
(p. 167) help children to understand concepts related to shapes (symmetry and spatial
order) because they are able to create, copy and colour shapes by manipulating objects
or manipulate primary colours to create secondary ones. In the software called Building
Blocks which Clements developed in collaboration with Julie Sarama, children encounter
everyday activities which have been embedded with Mathematics concepts (counting,
sorting). As a result, they created activities in the software where for example, children
had to decorate cookies according to a given number of chocolate chips or adding the
number of chips required to match a cookie model provided. The software also includes
"free-explore" activities in which children design tasks for other children to solve. Inthis
type of computer program, children have opportunities to engage in tasks which require
the use of arithmetic skills in 'purposeful problem-solving contexts which can have the
effect of raising interest for children.
Research into the effects of technology on young children's motivation to learn have
explored, in addition to computers, other types of technology (Irlen, 2003; Uchikoshi,
2005). For instance, the effect that media technology such as television has on academic
achievement has been widely studied through the program Sesame Street. Since the
19708, Sesame Street has been the object of several studies that have looked at the
effects that viewing this type of program has on children's attention span, imagination,
behaviour and social development among other aspects. After such a long period of
research on this TV show, conclusions point towards the positive effects of using this
programme. As pointed out by Seels, Fullerton, Berry and Hom (1996): "[Sesame Street]
is reaching and helping low-income children who have a narrower range of educational
opportunities in the critical preschool years and that therefore it should be an important
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element in a national strategy for reaching our educational goals by the year 2000" (p.
46).
An important finding from the reviews of research was that educational television
is different from commercial programmes and that content is as important as format.
Research into television looking at two different programmes and the different effects
that they have on children's development of early literacy skills is exemplified by the
study conducted by Uchikoshi (2005) where she looked at the effects of television on
learning, specifically early literacy development. In the year-long longitudinal study with
150 Spanish-speaking English language learners (kindergarteners) Uchikoshi assessed the
effect of two television programs, "Arthur" and "Between the Lions" , on the development
of early literacy skills of the participant children. Narrative development, phonological
awareness and letter-word identification growth rates were examined. The results of
her study indicate that educational television served as a facilitator of young children's
emergent literacy acquisition. Children in the intervention group watched "Arthur" and
"Between the Lions" three times a week during school hours. Whereas "Arthur" is a
program which does not emphasise direct teaching of reading (based on stories where
the characters learn to make decisions and solve problems), "Between the Lions" has a
format that directly instructs text structure, individual words and decoding. Perhaps not
surprisingly, Uchikoshi's findings indicate that children who watched the latter showed
greater gains in subtasks of phonological awareness and children who watched "Arthur"
had steeper growth curves on narrative measures. Since the study took place in the
United States, where the population of English learners is growing rapidly, studies of
this type are highly relevant considering that children who start school at a literacy
disadvantage are likely to fall behind other academic areas. Watching the 'programs
helped the children to develop the skills that are considered to be vital in the path to
literacy.
The program "Between the Lions" was also used in a separate study (Linebarger
et al., 20(4) to investigate its effects on the development of emergent literacy skills
of 79 kindergarten and 85 first grade children. Linebarger et al. (2004) designed an
intervention in which randomly selected children watched 17 half-hour episodes of the
program (one episode per day). The children were pre- and post-tested on skills such
as phonemic awareness and letter-sound correspondence before and after viewing the
programme. Linebarger et al. found children who viewed the program got higher im-
provement measures than those in the control group who did not view the show. Their
conclusions suggest that TV programmes specifically designed to teach reading skills
can be effective.
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One more study regarding the effects of television on emergent readers was conducted
by Irlen (2003). She studied 64 four- to five-year-old children from three kindergartens
who were part of one of three condition groups: storybook-repeat (children heard a
story two times), video-repeat (children watched the story two times) and control group.
For 10 days, children interacted with printed text or video material. Children in both
storybook-repeat and video-repeat groups showed gains in measures of narrative compre-
hension. Based on her findings, Irlen suggests that video narratives (just like listening to
stories read from printed books) may influence children's knowledge of story grammar.
These studies have been included in this review because the purpose of this section
is to highlight the benefits that technology can offer to young children. Since this
thesis is concerned with a specific type of technology, ICT-stories, the relationship of
the above studies is tangential. However, the point that I want to address is the one
of children's motivation to use technology. Since technology has the potential to raise
children's interest and spark their curiosity, they feel motivated and encouraged by it
and motivation may then be a strong drive for an improved attitude towards learning.
The influence that technology has had on foreign language education specifically,
may be exemplified by a project initiated by the International Society for Technology
in Education (ISTE) in the U. S. This project had the purpose of developing national
standards for the integration of technology in the PreK-12 curriculum. ISTE suggests
that the competencies expected of students engaged in foreign language learning can be
attained through the integration of technology. These competencies include interaction
with speakers of the foreign language and the gain of knowledge and .understanding of
other cultures via active communication in other languages through an involvement in
multilingual communities- at h?me and around the world 2. Thinking of the capabilities
of computer-mediated technologies such as chats or peer-to-peer applications, it is not
hard to imagine language learners communicating instantly with na.tive speakers of the
foreign language being learned, who are loca.ted geographically in other parts of the
world, without leaving their classroom. Chapelle (2003) also notes that technologies such
as CD-ROMs, DVDs, interactive whiteboards, the Internet and sophisticated software
applications available to teachers and learners (Condie & Munros, 2007; Felix, 2005;
Bolstad, 2004; Verkler, 2004) are reshaping the English language teaching practice.
Other examples of the role played by technology in teaching of languages can also be
seen in a review by Zhao (2003), which suggests the need to investigate learners of all
ages as there is a predominance of research conducted with teenage and adult learners
in the field. Because of this, the following study is relevant as it explores how technology
can support young learners of foreign languages.
2The Standards for foreign language learning are available online on the ISTE web site at
http://www.iste.orgf AM/Template.~fm?Section=NETS
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Spanish researchers Dominguez et al. (2005) are developing a tutoring system aimed
at teaching foreign languages to young learners (3-6 years old), and studying the ways
in which technology supports the process. The system is adaptive in the sense that the
tasks presented to the learners match their abilities. The system presents new tasks
based on successful completion, so the tasks that have to be solved are not too difficult
or too easy for the language skill level of the learner. This has the purpose ofmaintaining
interest while increasing the difficulty level of the task, presenting challenges that are
solvable and thus supporting learning, resembling the principles of video games where
garners advance to a higher level only after completing all the tasks in one level, and
with completion, skills required to solve more complex tasks are acquired. According
to the authors, this type of technology has the objective of integrating ICT into the
teaching of languages and exploiting children's exploratory nature in ways that suit their
needs and according to their language abilities. This type of system looks promising;
however, a point to note regarding the software design is the lack of information about
the children's input during development. The contents of the system are based on the
curriculum for the second level of infant education in Spain (children between 3-6) and
teachers' input (Agudo, Sanchez & Rico, 2006), however, I have not found information
on children's involvement in the design. As in the Adventure Author project described
above, in system design, feedback from the user is not only an experience useful for the
programmer, but essential if computer systems are to suit the user needs. Children's
reactions towards graphics and feedback hints (which have been seen as being annoying
to the children and eventually ignored if the help they provide is not useful, as was
observed by researchers in the CACHET project) could inform the design and increase
the support that it can provide to the learner.
The multiple shapes of teclmology no longer restrict children to passively sitting
in front of a computer screen handling a mouse. The concerns about letting children
handle technological devices because of the harmful potential of exposing them to screen
light or mouse handling are limited to one type of technology, the more traditional PC.
Changes in technologies have broadened the spectrum of tools and software, spawning
the development of new devices which create new interaction dynamics and free the
hands from performing a repetitive task. The use of technology does not limit interaction
of children with peers and adults either. Children can actively interact with other
children and adults while using technology in informal play and formal school settings.
Furthermore, the debate initiated by "Fool's Gold" resulted in an awareness of health
issues related to young children working with ICT. This awareness has turned into
recommendations like these of Siraj-Blatchford and Siraj-Blatchford (2003) who suggest
that 3-year-old children should interact with a computer in time slots of up to 20 minutes,
extending to a maximum period of 40 minutes for 8 year old children and interactions
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should ideally be under adults' supervision to ensure that children work with mice and
keyboards of appropriate size and shape, try alternative interfaces such as touch-screens
and wireless devices and keep a correct posture when working at the computer.
In sum, the variety of interfaces, (from screen to cuddly toys) and purposes (from ed-
ucational to recreational) broadens the scope of uses of technology, allowing researchers
to focus on finding ways to tap on the potential of ICT to add value to the learning ex-
periences of children. Assuming that the potential benefits that the use of ICT offers to
young children surpass the concerns found in the literature (especially since the problems
associated to the use of technology can be avoided by following the recommendations
from authors and researchers), the following sections move on to present findings from
the literature regarding not whether technology· should be used but the ways in which
technology can be used to enhance young children's learning environments.
2.2.2 The integration of leT into the early childhood classroom
ICT has the potential to "enrich the learning environment[s]" (Patterson, 2004, p. 25)
and enhance the learning opportunities of students in classroom settings. According
to Cuban (2001) and Turbill (2001), this potential can be attained by integrating ICT
into the curriculum. Technology, however, sometimes fails to be integrated due to being
seen as a random, game-related, self-contained type of activity and not as an element of
the daily curriculum-related routine of the classroom (Cuban, 2001; Labbo et al., 2000;
Davis &. Shade, 1994). As a result of these practices, technology often fails to offer the
children the support for learning that it is intended and has the potential to provide
(Thrbill, 2001).
Research studies have looked at ways of integrating leT into meaningful classroom
activities to enhance students' learning opportunities. One of these was a study con-
ducted by Labbo et al. (2000) which looked at the role played by computers to support
the literacy needs of a group of kindergarten children. Their observations showed few
gains from children's use of computers due to a series of problems that children were hav-
ing with turn-taking and mouse-sharing. After interviewing the children, the researchers
found that the problems were mainly due to (1) the children's lack of a learning objec-
tive when working with the software that was available and (2) the children not sharing
a common goal when engaged in computer work. As opposed to other centres in the
classroom which were built into thematic units around which the curriculum was struc-
tured, the computer-centre did not have a connection to any theme. In order to solve
the problem, the researchers designed computer activities that fit into the three types of
activities that were assigned to the children's routine, namely brief targeted moments,
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spur-of-the-minute ideas, and thematic connections. After the implementation of this
strategy, children began to show improvement in areas of literacy skills development
initially identified as problem areas. LabOOand colleagues (2000) concluded that:
Over the course of the school year, we discovered that a classroom computer
center can fit beautifully into the ebb and flow of kindergarten life when the
teacher finds ways to use the technology to support children's literacy needs
and to enhance the thematic units and literature-based activities occurring in
the classroom {Lobbo et al., 2000, p. 10).
With the purpose of increasing children's access to technology, J. Siraj-Blatchford and
Siraj-Blatchford (2001, 20(4) conducted a project known as the KidSmart Early Learn-
ing Programme. This project took place initially in six European countries and was
extended to the Asia-Pacific region as a national project in Australia. It involved the pro-
vision of computer learning centres in a number of economically disadvantaged schools.
The final report of the project (J. Siraj-Blatchford & Siraj-Blatchford, 20(4) evaluated
KidSmart to be effective in relation to the development of innovative learning systems,
curriculum development and effective teaching and learning with the use of ICT. One
of the reasons found to be relevant for the success of KidSmart was the integration of
ICT into the curriculum. Additionally, they found that the participation of educators,
children, and families as active elements that enrich the learning environments of the
children through ICT also played a role in the project's success. The study of KidSmart
that took place in Australia and that was reported by O'Rourke and Harrison (2004)
also emphasized the importance of the integration of ICT in the classroom with the
children's playtime activities, home activities and curriculum targets. Again O'Rourke
and Harrison (2004) found tlfat the successful integration of ICT in preschool educa-
tion settings would not depend solely on the children's reactions towards the technology
being used or the materials delivered via ICT tools. The attitude of others involved
in such studies, including teachers and parents, influences the success or failure of such
projects. The report of the KidSmart project emphasizes this notion:
The possibilities conceived by teachers, parents, and children in relation to
the use of the Young Explorer [KidSmart Language Centres} in the early
childhood setting resulted in high enthusiasm, willingness to persevere in the
face o/technical difficulties, and willingness to share and experiment. Parents
were often aspirational, seeing the computer as providing their children with
opportunities to 'get ahead' (O'Rourke fj Harrison, 2004, p. 10).
After exploring the use of ICT to support the teaching of literacy and teachers' re-
sistance to technology in kindergarten classrooms in Australia, Turbill (2001) concluded
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that teachers need increased support to prepare projects related to technology, more
time to familiarise themselves with available software and a low computer:child ratio.
Other studies that have looked at the factors that influence teachers' willingness to use
ICT in the classroom (Clements, Nastasi & Swaminathan, 1993; Bolstad, 2004; Han,
2003; Miles & Sweetland, 2001; Plowman & Stephen, 2003; O'Rourke & Harrison, 2004;
J. Siraj-Blatchford & Siraj-Blatchford, 2001) have reached similar conclusions.
One of the aspects which all the above projects agree upon is the role played by
practitioners in the successful use of ICT in the classroom. Teachers need to become
confident users of the technology in order to use it to design meaningful learning oppor-
tunities for the students in a classroom. Hence, it is not surprising to learn that lack of
integration of ICT in classrooms has been associated with teachers' level of confidence in
the use of technology, their perception of the support available to plan learning activities
that involve the use of ICT and the support available to solve the potential problems
that could arise because of the use of ICT.
Ina discussion of the role played by practitioners in the creation of rewarding learning
experiences for children by means of ICT, Davis and Shade (1994) suggest that despite
the potential of any software tool to foster learning, one key aspect to its successful
use is how teachers implement it. Bolstad (2004) takes this notion further and while
she emphasises the role of practitioners in the enrichment of early childhood learning
environments (ibid. p. 25), she also stresses the importance of providing teachers with
appropriate training to guide them through these tasks. In a study of Australian kinder-
garten teachers' use of ICT, Turbill (2001) reports that teachers of early literacy found
it challenging to integrate lCT into their curriculum because of a need for professional
development.-In-her findings, ~he emphasises that:
f... J implementation of technology was hindered by lack of time and expertise
to explore and understand available software, teachers' nam>w definition of
literacy as including only paper-based texts, and lack of understanding of and
confidence in the potential of the use of technology in the early years (Turbill,
2001, p, 255).
Results like those of Turbill indicate that the success or failure of ICT use in the class-
room can be related to teachers' opinions and attitudes towards the use of ICT to
support the learning experiences of students and their opinions of their own capabilities
regarding the use of ICT (Cuban, 2001). Therefore, it is important to explore teachers'
views on these matters, as the successful implementation of ICT in classroom settings
will depend to some extent on how teachers make use of the technology available in
the classroom. In my research I explored these matters with the participant teachers in
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order to understand in more depth teachers' perceptions of using ICT during their En-
glish lessons and to view the outcome of the thesis from the perspective of the teachers'
practice.
Having considered the use of technology by young children and strategies for the
integration of ICT into the classroom, the second area of this thesis is reviewed: language
learning.
2.3 Characteristics of young children as language learners.
In order to provide young learners with opportunities to learn a foreign language, it
is important to identify first their characteristics and educational needs as language
learners. The review starts by exploring these matters.
Considering individual differences in children's language development and the the-
ories that explain the processes involved in its acquisition and growth (first or second
languages; developmental or socially constructed), it can be said that children learn
languages relatively easily. For instance, linguistic theories maintain that children have
a natural ability to learn languages (Kies, 2006) and studies conducted on bilingual-
ism show that children are able language learners (Bialystok, 2(01). One condition for
learning is however related to the opportunities that children have to use the language, '
which in foreign language contexts are limited to the language classroom. This means
that making classroom language learning opportunities meaningful and appropriate to
children's learning needs is vital to support the language learning process (Nunan, 1991,
1995; J. Willis,l996jEdwar<!s-&Willis,--2005; Hinkelman,2(04). In order to create
language opportunities conducive to learning it is important to understand the needs of
the learners. Taking into consideration that such needs arise from their characteristics
as language learners, the following section reviews the ways in which very young children
learn and use language.
Drawing from examples of young learners' language lessons taking place in several
places in the world, Moon (2005) identifies some of the abilities that children show when
they are engaged in learning a language, including, using language creatively, going
for meaning, using-t'chunks" of language, having fun .and joining in the action. Other
authors agree with her and suggest that each one of these skills should ideally shape
the language curriculum of the young language learner. For instance, when children use
language creatively they are able to "make up" words by generalising rules and applying
them to their linguistic repertoire, as would be the case of a Spanish-speaking child
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saying "planching" to refer to the action of "ironing" 3, constructing the term from the
familiar verb in Spanish "planchar" (to iron) and the particle -ing for the gerund in
English. Halliwell (1992) and Cameron (2003) describe this characteristic of children
as being uninhibited in language production and having great skill in using language in
creative ways.
Children are less inhibited than older learners to talk in the foreign language (Cameron,
2003) because they are more interested in finding the meaning in situations. For exam-
ple, when they are listening to stories, they are able to understand language at a holistic
level, without necessarily understanding individual words (Halliwell, 1992), making sense
of stories by means of background knowledge, known vocabulary, illustrations, gestures,
repetition and every means available to them.
Conteh (2003) points out that children take great delight in talking, and McIlvain
(2004) suggests that they generally show a lack of self consciousness when they speak
a new language. These skills may be observed when children have fun with language
like for instance on those occasions when a child notices that "mat" rhymes with "cat"
and make a game of finding more words to rhyme with them or when children try to
speak English by imitating the sounds they hear and applying them to words in Spanish,
saying "carro" (car) in the "English way" and pronouncing the word as lb.-roh/.
Children make use of language to understand their worlds. They learn actively by
continuously asking questions, wondering (Tizard & Hughes, 1984). They are always
searching for meaning (Cameron, 2(03) causing them to be actively involved in a process
of formulating the rules that leads to the understanding oftbe world (Wells, 1987). They
like to-process new experiences, ask questions, experiment (Donaldson, 1987; Tizard &
Hughes, 1984). For example, ~ child who needs to change the flavour of the sweet that
she got as a reward for a job well done understands that if she speaks English she will
get the sweet that she wants and so she learns to ask the whole "chunk" of language:
"Miss, may I have a lolly of a different flavour?" This child understands that in the
"world" of the classroom she will get her favourite sweet only if she uses language in a
certain way. She understands her world and the rules in it, experiments with language,
joins in the action and gets what she wanted, indirectly as she learns language because
of the purpose and not because of the wish of learning a language in the void.
A last point that I want to make when planning lessons for young learners is that
the language methodology chosen has to take into consideration the children's nascent
literacy skills. Literacy teaching in the foreign language should be sensitive to the de-
velopment of first language literacy, to the differences between the first language and
31 illustrate the abilities of the children 88 language learners with examples gathered from my expe-
rience 88 an elementary school teacher in a bilingual school in Mexico.
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English in the relationship between spoken and written forms, and to the learners' knowl-
edge of spoken English (Cameron, 2003, p. 108). This is important if the development of
the first language is to be preserved and not delayed at the expense of the development
of the foreign language.
The language learning approaches explored in this thesis were chosen because they
have the potential to address children's needs as language learners that arise from their
characteristics as language learners discussed above. In addition, they allow that in-
struction materials be chosen taking into consideration children's literacy needs. The
following sections discuss one of the language methods explored in this thesis: story-
telling. First I describe the role played by stories in the education of young children.
This is followed by an analysis of how the delivery of stories supported by technology
may enhance a storytelling session whilst encouraging language teachers to use this
important resource with young language learners.
2.4 Children, stories and language learning
The practice of storytelling and the creation of literary environments where children have
access to storybooks have contributed to the education of young children. Donaldson
(1987) and Wells (1987) share the notion that through the language used in stories,
children are able to reflect and internalize ideas generated through real life experiences,
which is considered to be an important process in children's advance of knowledge. By
serving as a vehicle for socialization and -transference of social knowledge (Engel, 1995;
Egan, 1989), stories are believed to encourage social and emotional development as well
as a sense of cultural inheritance.
The use of stories and the practice of storytelling for educational purposes have
been widely supported by several authors and researchers (Garvie, 1990; Wright, 2000;
Messner, 1989; Malkina, 1995) because children feel drawn to stories. After conducting
a review of research projects related to storytelling, Boltman (2001) found three major
reasons why children like stories, namely, stories help the children to make sense of the
world, to construct a sense of self, and to participate in the culture. G. Ellis and Brewster
(1991) support these notions, suggesting that stories exercise children's imagination in
fun and motivational ways by allowing them to know social experiences that can be
shared with others. It has been recognized that the use of stories benefits children in
numerous ways. In particular, stories :
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• have the capacity to help children to make sense of their world by means of ex-
ploring the diverse situations that take place in stories of different genres (Phillips,
2005);
• encourage children's social and emotional development (G. Ellis & Brewster, 1991);
• support the development of literacy skills such as story comprehension and recall
in English as L1 (Boltman, 2(01); story comprehension of stories read in Span-
ish and English in a biliteracy context (Martines-Roldan & Sayer, 2006); story
comprehension (through reading stories that have a pattern of repetition elements
in their construction (Damton, 2001; Ghosn, 1997» and use of decontextualized
language, that is, language detached from historical or spatial context (Ryokai,
Vaucelle & Cassell, 2003);
• foster the acquisition of vocabulary (Ryokai et al., 2003; Nation, 2001);
• support the acquisition of foreign languages (through patterns of repetition) (Garvie,
1990; Tsou et al., 2006; G. Ellis & Brewster, 1991; Wright, 1995; Ghosn, 2002;
Rixon, 1988); support the development of children's listening skills (G. Ellis &
Brewster, 1991; Luque, 2000); play an important role in increasing children's mo-
tivation to participate in language lessons (Garvie, 1990; Wright, 2000; Cameron,
2001).
Ghosn (2002) recommends the use of literature in the primary classroom for four
reasons: stories increase motivation, promote language learning, encourage academic
literacy and transform the social attitude of children towards diversity. The following
studies serve to illustrate the above reasons in research practice.
Regarding the reason of how stories promote language learning, Rixon (1988) pre-
sented her work to a group of elementary school teachers in Italy during a year of training
as teachers. The use of storytelling to support the teaching of languages and the type of
stories that may appeal to the young language learner were among the topics discussed.
They studied the use of stories with a simple structure, constructed with cumulative
repetition patterns, such as the one found in the story of "The Great Big Enormous
Turnip" in which each new episode adds an element from the previous. In this story,
repetition takes place when a description is given for how the characters of the man,
followed by the old woman and then the grandson cannot pull the turnip up: (1) "the
man pulled the turnip' (2) "the old woman pulled the old man, the old man pulled the
turnip" (3) "the grandson pulled the old woman, the old woman pulled the old man, the
old man pulled the turnip." The teachers in these training sessions found this type of
story highly useful as they organised complete sessions based on them. The possibility
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of using tapes to support or provide another telling of the stories was also discussed in
the sessions. Furthermore, the use of stories written for native speakers was explored
and encouraged, as their use widens the range of materials that could be adapted for the
young learner. This last aspect of the training conducted by Rixon (1988) also addresses
another of the reasons suggested by Ghosn (2002) about why the use of literature in
the original language is valuable for the expansion of academic literacy. By presenting
children with high quality literature in the foreign language, children are offered the
opportunity of developing critical thinking skills, as for example comparing or searching
for cause-effect relationships (Rixon, 1988, p. 176).
Ryokai et al. (2003) conducted a study which involved 28 five-year-old girls interact-
ing with an leT-based storyteller pal in order to study the children's social interaction
during storytelling sessions. The study involved the creation of Sam, a system composed
of a conversational agent designed to resemble a six-year-old child which was projected
on a screen, and a toy castle with a small character. After having observed the partici-
pating children's interactions with the toy and/or with Sam, they concluded that Sam's
presence asa storytelling partner increased the complexity of children's stories, taking
as comparative features the number of spatial and time expressions and quoted speech
used by children while telling their stories. Children in the study who played with Sam
produced more decontextualized language, considered to be an important element in the
development of children's literacy skills (Snow, 1983 cited by Ryokai et al., 2(03). This
research exemplifies how the use of stories to introduce complex language to children
(taking children's age as reference to establish degree of complexity), results in linguistic
learning, as attested by researchers such as G. Ellis and Brewster(I991}, Wells (1987),
Grugeon and Gardner (2000), Phillips (2005). I must note that although Ryokai et al.
(2003)'s study was conducted \>lithnative speakers of English and not language learners
as described by Ghosn (1997) earlier, repetitious structures have been seen to be helpful
for beginner L1 or L2 language learners.
In a study that involved 26 4-year-old kindergarten children learning English, she
observed how the pattern of repetition from the story The Very Hungry Caterpillar
helped pre-readers get engaged and understand the plot of the story. Ghosn and the
class teacher, Miss Betty, prepared a lesson which started with the reading of the story.
After the reading the children started to discuss the story and the food items that the
caterpillar ate throughout the narrative. The teacher allowed the children to comment
on the story using Ll (Arabic) and Miss Betty listened to the children's comments
adding to or translating them into English. The exercise for the English lesson resulted
in a very positive experience as vocabulary from the story was used to set up a grocery
shop in the classroom, and the story itself motivated the children to participate in the
lesson and even make attempts to "read" the story to friends. The repetitive structure of
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the story allowed the children to predict the episodes and understand the story without
asking for a translation. A conclusion that can be drawn from the previous examples is
that repetition patterns of stories have the potential to support both L1 and L2 learning
and/or development.
In a year-long study conducted by Mello (2001), the social transformational potential
of stories was experienced. A group of year 4 students of diverse backgrounds including
Franco-American, Irish-American, Native American and "Yankee" (quotation marks in
the original) participated in two storytelling sessions per month in which they heard
stories from different places around the world. In the sessions, children listened to
stories and discussed them with the group, relating them to their own lives. Through
the stories, they learned about places and peoples, establishing "empathical" connections
with them. In her conclusions Mello (2001) writes: "by participating in storytelling, the
children in this study created transactional experiences that increased their knowledge
of self and others. They did this by reflecting on images and conditions in stories and
linking them to known cultural concepts and paradigms" (p. 10). Her ideas are shared
by Messner (1989) who, in a small scale study to identify the effects of the fairy tale
genre of stories, found that stories have the power to influence students' views about
diversity and equity.
With respect to the acquisition of foreign languages, Wright (1995) advocates that an
important reason why stories should play a central role in teaching a foreign language
to children is the practice that learners receive in all four language skills. Listening,
speaking, reading, and writing are all in one way or another influenced by listening to and
eventually telling stories. Skills such as fluency in fistening and reading are supported by
the continuous practice of be~ in contact with-stories. Children's -motivation to keep
listening to stories, and their continuous search for purpose in what they are listening,
which in tum improves their understanding, prediction skills, and language awareness,
are abilities practiced, learned, or encouraged by storytelling. For Dunning (1997), two
central qualities of stories, content and process, make them very valuable in language
teaching and learning languages -French in his case. The content quality of stories
present people's centuries of experiences "across families, communities and nations" (p.
5); the process quality offers structure: (1) of the way the story is constructed with a
beginning and end, characters involved, choices they make, actions they take and results
of such actions and (2) of language structure in forms of fixed sentences, expressions and
voca.bulary.
Garvie (1990) notes that "children would learn another language more easily if they
knew more a.bout the patterns and strategies of [the foreign] language" (p. 10). Stories
written for native speakers are structured with patterns and strategies that belong to
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the native language. If children learning languages are exposed to these natural Ian-
'guage structures (as opposed to material designed purposefully for language textbooks)
in books or educational software, it seems likely that language awareness and children's
learning of the language could be naturally supported. I must add that even though
story structure is limited to the genre of stories, research has connected children's under-
standing of sequential structure typical in stories (events that occur first, second, last)
with reading comprehension (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998) in later stages of literacy de-
velopment. It seems that in the path towards traditional literacy, broader story/reading
comprehension is as important as decoding printed text.
Cameron (2001) and Ghosn (2002) emphasise the importance of considering language
content as well as number of episodes of stories when selecting this type of material for
the language classroom. Episode repetition, repeated grammatical structures and a
certain amount of formulaic expressions are useful elements to take into consideration
when selecting stories for young learners. Books for language learners, however, tend to
be constructed With language that is unlikely to be used in real life situations and do
not take advantage of the language elements that enhance the value of stories.
Figure 2.2 shows two scanned images from the story of Goldilocks and the Three
Bears found in a storytelling textbook aimed at young learners in ESL/EFL contexts.
They are included in here to illustrate how some materials created for language lessons
do not take advantage of the repetition structures which seem to help the young lan-
guage learners to understand stories (Ghosn, 2002; Crystal, 1987; Exton & O'Rourke,
1993). As can. be observed,._rightafter. the episode of Goldilocks and the chairs comes
an illustration of Goldilocks sleeping in Baby Bear's bed. The repetition pattern that in
this story-children-could-use-tql>redict what Goldilocks might do after trying something
belonging to Father Bear and then something belonging to Mother Bear is absent, and as
a consequence the material fails to provide the support that prediction offers to under-
standing (Exton & O'Rourke, 1993, p. 27). It could be hypothetised that the authors'
decision to shorten the length of the text and the range of vocabulary used in the story
has the purpose of simplifying the story to make it easier for the children to understand.
However, as has been seen in the work of Rixon (1988) described earlier, it should not
be necessary. The story can be used as it has been written for the native-speaker of
English child, as long as considerations of linguistic support provided by the story (in
terms of repetition), illustrations, story-related activities and number of episodes (with
more linear sequences for the younger children, minimising the amount of twists in the
story) are taken.
The literature discussed above has looked into the traditional mode of delivering
stories, that is, printed text with or without pictures or images. The following section
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FIGURE 2.2: ImagesfromStoryworld:AnESLjEFL Englishlanguagecourse
She sot on
Boby Beer's ChO.I~
She broke It
Golddocks went
to sleep on
Beby Bear's bed
now introduces the concept of modern forms of storytelling and reT-enhanced stori s,
in order to focus the interest of this project: children's development of emergent literacy
skills supported by stories delivered via a computer.
Traditional and ICT-enhanced storytelling.
Stories in the classroom have been delivered for many years in the traditional sto-
rytelling fashion: children gather in a semi-circle in front of the teacher while she reads
a story from a printed book (standard size or big-book versions), holding it in her
hands and showing -if possible-, the pictures of the story to the childr n. On occasion,
in traditional storytelling scenarios, teachers use support material such as puppets or
story-related objects to attract the children's attention and keep them interested or
to help them reach an overall understanding of the story. The use of added devices
such as puppets and daily life objects, supports the notion that the use of props and
other resources during storytelling can assist learners in such processes as the general
understanding of a story plot; story recall, (Boltman, 2001) or an increase in listeners'
attention span (Garvie, 1990).
In recent years, advances in technology have increased the number of means used
to deliver stories, strengthening indirectly the storytelling activity by making it more
engaging and lesschallenging. Technologymakes it possible to tell facts or myths without
having to rely on memory and to support the telling with special sound effectsor music.
Such technological means include the use of tape recorders, specialized software for
computers and the Internet. According to Haddad and Jurich (2002), leT may be a
powerful "added device" which can enhance the delivery of texts read to children.They
suggest that:
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lCTs can take students on exciting journeys through time and space. Movies,
videos, audio technology, and computer animations bring sound and move-
ment to static textbook lessons and enliven children's reading classes (p. 35).
Similarly, Chen, Ferdig and Wood (2003) note: "[ ... ] with the advent of extensive
technology integration in our society and in our schools, the way in which a story can
be presented is dramatically changing" (p. 1). Such changes are evidenced by recent
storytelling-related efforts such as those of digital storytelling or interactive digital sto-
rytelling (Gobel, 20(4), in which a number of technological devices such as video and
photographic cameras as well as software applications based on artificial intelligence
concepts are used to strengthen the telling of stories, making them more memorable or
adaptable to the audience.
The use of technology to deliver stories is not new. For instance, tape recorders have
been used for decades to support the delivery of stories in foreign language lessons. G.
Ellis and Brewster (1991) associate the following advantages with playing stories:
• learners can hear English with an accent and voice different than the teacher's,
providing variety;
• the recording voice is from native speakers, which provides an accurate model of
natural spoken English;
• the special sound-effects that some recordings offer increase the opportunity for
learners.to understand.tbe.story, thevocabu.lary, and the context in entertaining
and motivational ways.
Advances in technology have widened the choice of devices that can be used in sto-
rytelling. As such, ICT-delivered stories (via computers, talking books or video games)
are now widely used in classrooms to support literacy lessons (Lankshear & Knobel,
2(03) or language lessons (Chapelle, 2003). The advantages over tape recorders that
other types of media offer are the features such as animations and interactivity provided
by multimedia capabilities of the device. As a result, a CD-ROM played on a computer
delivers audio and video, extra activities associated with the story and interacts with the
reader, extending its potential to create or enhance learning opportunities. The ways
that technology has enhanced stories used in classrooms, particularly for the group iden-
tified as very young learners, has been by adding elements that exploit the features of
the technology (see Table 2.1). Features like highlighted text which use colour to em-
phasise the text of the story as the narration plays, sound effects and animations that
add meaning to the graphics or games related to stories provide the "software scaffold-
ing" (Yelland & Masters, 2007), that is, the contextual support required by children to
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TABLE2.1: Characteristics ofICT-enhanced stories
Hardware/Software features Ways stories are enhanced
Electronic scaffolding Animations can support understanding
of vocabulary used in the story
Sound Pronounced words; narrated stories (oral
readings); songs; oral feedback
Text Linear and multilinear; hotspots (icons on the screen
that execute an action when clicked) or hyperlinks
Games Interactive activities that can reinforce concepts
related to the story e.g. vocabulary, story plot
Multimedia Multiple representations of the same concept
through text, sound, and animations or pictures.
This feature scaffolds story comprehension
and enhances the story and the storytelling
task by animating text and pictures
make sense of the plot of a story during the process of story comprehension (Chen et al.,
2(03), to increase and/or maintain their interest in the story (Lewin, 2(00) or to help
the children when they interact with stories on their own (James, 1999). As a result
children may understand stories or learn more complex vocabulary structures thanks to
the auditory and visual clues provided by the story software (de Jong & Bus, 2003).
Many people believe that storytelling is a challenging task. Whether a story is
told from memory or read from a book not all teachers feel they have- the skills to
be good storytellers. In addition, if the story has. to be told or read in a different
language, the challenge increases and the chances for the stories to be used in the
language classroom decrease (Garvie, 1990). The use of tape recorders CD/DYD players,
computers, and projectors, software applications and so forth to deliver stories can
extend their use ineducational contexts by giving practitioners new perspectives on how
they can be used in the classroom. Furthermore, multimedia capabilities of technology
could persuade teachers to use stories in language lessons by helping them to solve
the challenges that they might face when using stories written for native speakers in
language lessons (Tsou et al., 2006). Teachers could organize storytelling sessions with
children and play the story on a computer instead of reading it, easing the demands of
telling a story with the correct pronunciation and in ways that motivate the children to
listen. In Taiwan, Shih, Chang and Chen (2007) explore this hypothesis by developing
a storyteller robot to motivate teachers to use stories in the language classroom (Shih et
al.,2(07). The system includes a software interface for the students and a tangible user
interface for the teacher. The software allows the users to program actions for the robot
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including repetition of phrases, body gestures and emotional expressions. According to
his creators, these features enhance the storytelling experience by allowing the teacher
to program as many actions as required to help students understand the meaning of the
story. The storytelling robot project has in my view two important limitations. First,
the robot was tried with Year 5 students, which narrows the age of the learner who might
be able to use the software to work with the robot. Students working with this system
would be required to have a certain language level since the meaning from the story
would have to be constructed from the oral telling offered by the robot and the human-
like movements which would accompany the story. This support for understanding
might not be enough for younger learners given the level of language that they have.
In addition, supporting the activity of storytelling with technology requires preparation
from the teacher and the whole solution might raise issues such as teacher ICT training
and confidence to exploit such a sytem.
Like Shih et al. (2007), intending to explore ways in which ICT may encourage
teachers' use of stories in foreign language lessons, but in a more viable format, Tsou
et al. (2006) designed and implemented a storytelling website for a group of Taiwanese
primary children with the purpose of studying how web-based technology could assist
EFL teaching and learning processes through storytelling and story recalls. In a 5th
grade class, 35 children used the storytelling website for 10 weeks and at the end of
this period they were tested in general language proficiency, story sentence complexity
and story comprehension. Differences in learners' story recall and recreation were found
between the control group (who worked with the same language teacher in a traditional
oral storytelling mode) and the -experimental group who worked via the storytelling
website. Through the results of the study, Tsou etaL (2006) suggest that: "[... J with
the multimedia computer-assisted process, students retained more words, phrases and
sentences. Thus, when recall stories, they tended to copy or recreate more language
from what they listened and read, and this resulted in greater sentence complexity and
language proficiency" (Tsou et al., 2006, p. 26).
In summary this section has discussed the use of stories in diverse areas of education
of young children. It has also presented how technology has enhanced the delivery of
stories through the exploitation of multimedia capabilities like sound and animation.
Such capabilities can benefit the audience by scaffolding story comprehension and learn-
ing. Additionally, I developed the notion that technology might encourage teachers in
foreign language contexts to make use of the rich resource that stories could be. The fol-
lowing section describes the second language methodology reviewed in this thesis: TBL.
A connection between children's characteristics and needs as language learners and ped-
agogical principles of TBL is presented (Table 2.2). Through this connection, I provide
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a theoretical rationale why TBL with ICT-stories may be suitable for the teaching of a
foreign language to young children.
2.5 The potential of Task-based learning (TBL)
A1:. part of the communicative approach to language teaching, TBL is situated in the
group of methodologies that base lesson design from a leamer-centred perspective (Gi-
labert, 2004; Richards & Rodgers, 2001). TBL differs from grammar-translation or
audio-lingual approaches by changing the underlying principles of curriculum design
(R. Ellis, 2003). In TBL, morphosyntactic, phonological, and lexical language elements
(grammar, phonology, discourse, and vocabulary) are located second in curriculum de-
sign, while specific learners' needs and ways of learning the language are situated first
(Nunan, 1991; R. Ellis, 2003). This thesis is focused on TBL because of the possibilities
it offers to design lessons centred on the learner. A look into the characteristics of TBL
(J.Willis, 1996; Edwards & Willis, 2005; R. Ellis, 2003; D. Willis & Willis, 2007), shows
its potential to address young children's educational needs by (1) catering their char-
acteristics as language learners (See 2.4) and (2) providing the methodological support
required to design a language curriculum for them. The assumptions to support the
potential of TBL as a methodology include:
• It has a rich base of language teachers using the approach with learners of all ages,
offering the basis for planning courses for young children (Edwards &Willis, 2005);
• It addresses the issue of teaching grammar and the amount of L1 and L2 that
could be used within the language lessons taking into consideration learners' age
and knowledge of the language (D. Willis & Willis, 2007);
• Recent research on TBL has produced positive results related to young children's
learning of a foreign language (Pinter, 2006; Carless, 2002, 2004).
Bourke (2006) reporting on his work of designing a topic-based curriculum for young
learners (where a topic could be story-theme based), states that a language cannot be
taught but the conditions in which it can be acquired could be created, although adding
that those optimal conditions remain an elusive question (p. 281). Krashen (1987) sug-
gest that among optimal factors required to create opportunities for language acquisition
are found: providing the learners with comprehensible input, a stress-free environment
and rich interaction. TBL has the potential to create these environments since it allows
curriculum designers and practitioners to focus on learners' needs and tailor language
lessons according to these, promoting the use of materials targeted at providing the
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comprehensible input required by the learners, and encouraging rich interaction in the
language lesson (D. Willis & Willis, 2(07).
2.5.1 The concept of task for very young language learners
The diverse understanding of the elements that compose task definition, namely scope,
perspective, authenticity, linguistic skills, and psychological processes concerned with
task performance, is the source of the varied meanings of tasks found in the literature
(R. Ellis, 2(03). For instance, considerations regarding the scope of tasks vary in terms
of differentiating a classroom exercise from a task, so while some believe that tasks
are "activities that call for primarily meaning-focused language use" others think that
'any kind of language activity' can be considered a task" (ibid. p. 3). For instance,
Nunan (1991) writes that a task is a piece of classroom work which involves learners
in comprehending, manipulating, producing or interacting in the target language while
their attention is principally focused on meaning rather than form. (p. 10). Prabhu
(1987) considers that tasks should involve learners in making connections, deducing,
and evaluation pieces of information. R. Ellis (2003) expands this view by considering
other skills involved in task performance, such as visual skills put in practice when
doing tasks. This diversity of definitions affects each of the elements of task definition
mentioned above, and as it is not my intention to create a new meaning for "task", I
suggest the use of a working definition, based on already existing descriptions (R. Ellis,
2003; Prabhu, 1987; Cameron, 2001; Skehan, 1998; Nunan, 1989) and that considers the
age of the-ieamers that will be using tasks and the context in which the tasks will be
implemented. In view of these conditions, task within this research project is defined
as:
A meaningful and purposeful activity [specifically for young children] that
involves learners in comprehending -understanding-, manipulating, produc-
ing or interacting in the target language, while their attention is principally
focused on meaning rather than form; there should be specific requirements
set by the teacher as to what will be regarded as successful completion of
the task -noi necessarily the production of language-, where learners are re-
quired to arrive at an outcome from given information through some process
of thought.
Types of task that suit young learners related to the storytelling approach are shown
in Table 2.3. The collection of tasks presented are based on those suggested by J. Willis
(1996) and on tasks carried out during a literacy course for Reception Year children
that I attended before conducting field work (See Chapter 4 section 4.2.1). The tasks
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described were successful with the children as could be observed in their level of interest,
understanding and outcome ofthe task. Tasks included listing (characters from stories);
ordering and sorting (elements from stories such as vocabulary); comparing (story ver-
sions) and problem-solving (story plots) (J. Willis, 1996). Taking into account that this
classification is not all-embracing (R. Ellis, 2003) other types of tasks can be used when
planning lessons for young learners.
FIGURE 2.3: Story tasks suita.blefor young learners
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Based on the task-cycle suggested by (J. Willis, 1996), a telling-a-story-task would
follow the pattern shown in Figure 2.4. In this type of task, children are asked to
tell a story and are encouraged to construct their telling using a beginning-middle-
end structure. Following the same task-cycle and taking into consideration children's
abilities (including motors skills when asked to draw or cut out), other tasks based on
stories may include ordering the characters as they appear in the story, comparing one
character with another or "read" the story to a friend.
2.5.2 TBL attributes in the light of young children's characteristics as
language learners
This thesis proposes that young learners of English can benefit from a methodology that
situates learners at the starting point of syllabi design. This is based on a speculative
connection between children's characteristics as language learners (described in detail in
Section 2.4) and the characteristics of the methodology. This connection is summarised
in Table 11 (p. 11) and analysed below.
1. Learners' needs. As Cameron (2003) children use language -among other reasons-,
to understand the world, to make sense of their reality and the rules to engage
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FIGURE 2.4: Storytelling-based task cycle: Telling a story
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with other children and adults. Tasks in a language classroom can address the
need of children to make sense of their reality because the approach allows for
planning the language objectives based on learners' needs. For example, a task
in a young learner classroom could be to draw a picture about how Goldilocks
felt when she left the bears' house and talk about this picture with the target
language vocabulary related to emotions. The language task will help the children
understand or deal with the moral of the story, that which advises children not to
get to other people's house without a proper invitation.
2. Learner-centred curriculum. In TBL, learners influence curriculum design (D.
Willis & Willis, 2007). This is interesting when the learners are young children who
can change the course of a task or go beyond its expected outcome because of their
natural curiosity towards new experiences. If the teaching approach provides room
to let learners guide the learning process to an extent which the teacher considers
appropriate or useful, more opportunities to create environments conducive to
language acquisition will arise.
3. Learners communicating in the target language. One of the purposes of using
communicative tasks in language classrooms is to get learners to talk in the target
language (J. Willis, 1996; R. Ellis, 2003; D. Willis & Willis, 2007). Children's
typical lack of inhibition to talk and communicate (McIlvain, 2004) becomes an
advantage because if the topic of the tasks interests children, communication is
likely to occur and even be initiated by children effortlessly. It must be recognized
that very young learners might be communicating largely in L1. However, because
they are unlikely to feel intimidated by the use of the target language, teachers can
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still encourage its use and children will likely respond positively to it, imitating
the teacher's use of the target language.
4. Focus on form. TBL allows for a type of syllabi where complex features of the
language are taught according to learners' needs (Nunan, 1991). Young children
probably cannot benefit from explicit teaching of these features because they are
still developing the skills to grasp the concept of a language rule (Snow, 2006). The
delay in the teaching of complex language features can be planned because TBL
in principle accepts the teaching of these concepts as secondary. Learner needs
such as playing with the language and being exposed to it, come first. Moreover,
if the young learner curriculum is planned on a long-term basis, communicative
tasks can incorporate a focus on form gradually, considering how children develop
the skills to understand concepts related to complex features of language.
5. Correction of form. TBL asks for a focus on form to happen in "natural interven-
tions" (Harley & Swain, 1984) as for instance when learners ask for an explanation
or actually make a mistake. If for instance children use the wrong form of the past
tense of a verb, parents, family or carers might correct them. However, these cor-
rections happen naturally without formal teaching of a language rule. The person
who corrects a child does not go into detail as of why the form for the past tense
of the verb run is ran and not urunned." In TBL communicative tasks, focus on
form can happen spontaneously. If children doing communicative tasks make a
mistake with form, they can be corrected in the way they would be corrected by
parents, when the mistake occurs and without formal language rule explanation.
Furthermore, the focus on form is not necessary for communicative tasks to take
place.
Research on TBL and young learners.
The common feature of the majority of studies in the task-based literature is that
they focus on the performance of sophisticated adult English language learners whose
English is of fairly high level (Pinter, 2005, p. 113). To date, with the exception of
studies conducted at the primary level (Prabhu, 1987; Carless, 2002; Lee, 2005), studies
connected to the implementation of TBL with children in the age range of 3 to 5 years
old are scarce. Research in the field is encouraged by Carless (2003) who, in a study
conducted in Hong Kong primary schools, concluded that curriculum innovation based
on the task-based approach needs to be adapted to local contextual conditions and the
characteristics of the target learners, but such adaptation requires investigation. Two
relevant studies are that of Pinter (2005) because her work focuses on young learners of
English and that of Prabhu (1987) because of his views on the importance of involving
teachers in a project regarding the implementation of a task-based approach.
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In a small number of elementary and secondary English classes in India, Prabhu
(1987) conducted a study that involved changing the language curriculum prevalent at
the time (based on a structural-oral-situational method which resembles the direct teach-
ing instruction of the audio-lingual method), to a communicative approach. Findings
from the five-year-long study that looked into teachers' role for the successful implemen-
tation of the communicative approach suggest that teachers' involvement in curriculum
innovation is critical to success. Teachers were given opportunities to input ideas and
experience into the project and so their level of involvement increased, as ideas from "out-
side" were not imposed without valuing teachers' own notions about language teaching.
In addition to involvement, Prabhu stresses the importance of teaching materials which
according to him should be source books and not text books, that is, teachers should
ideally be allowed to plan lessons based on materials that meet learners' needs. Findings
from the study of Carless (2003) are in line with Prabhu's when he points out that the
factors that were found to influence how primary school teachers implemented the use of
communicative tasks include teacher's attitudes and beliefs about the innovation. When
those are incompatible with the changes in the curriculum, implementation success is
reduced (p. 6).
Pinter (2007) found benefits in using "spot-the-difference" communicative tasks with
two elementary school children learning English in Hungary. The task consisted of
discussing differences between two pictures (each child had different versions of the
picture). One of the pictures for instance was a house with five rooms in which people
were performing different activities and objects present in one picture were absent in
the other. In total the children worked the same type of task four times. The first
one was conducted in Hungarian so that children understood how to work with the
task and the other three (spread throughout three weeks) were performed in English.
After analysing recordings from the children working on the task and interviews, Pinter
found the use of the task to be beneficial for the children in three ways. First, the
children enjoyed the opportunity to speak English spontaneously created by the task,
second, solving the task served as a vehicle for children to interact with each other, listen
attentively to their contributions and use assisting skills with the purpose of solving a
task and third, repetition of the task allowed children to improve their performance
each time they solved the task, moving from an individual way of working out the task
to a more collaborative one. From this study it may be concluded that the use of
communicative tasks with young children provides opportunities for language learning
that are motivating. Furthermore, allowing the children to repeat the same task was
also beneficial.
As has been pointed out, the literature on this topic although scarce, shows the
potential of communicative task use with young children. For this reason, this study
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TABLE2.2: Methodologicalcharacteristics ofTBL and young children's characteristics
as language learners
Methodological charac-
teristics of TBL
Children's characteristics
as language learners
Learners'
needs
Language learning activities should
directly reflect what learners
"potentially or actually need to
do with the target language" (the
"rehearsal rationale" [Nunan, 1991])
Children as language learners
are always looking for meaning
(Cameron, 2003). They are involved
actively in the formulation of rules
that lead to the understanding
of the world (Wells, 1987).
Curriculum
flexibility
Teacher-control instruction lessens
in favour of learner-centredness
(Willis,1996; Skehan, 1998)
They like to process new experiences,
ask questions, experiment (Donaldson,
1987; Tizard and Hughes, 1984).
Learners
communi-
cating in
the target
language
Communicative tasks are especially
suited for this approach (Ellis, 2003;
Skehan, 1998; Willis, 1996).
They are less inhibited than older
learners to talk in the foreign
language (Cameron, 2003). Most lack
self-consciousness when they speak
a new language (McIlvain, 2004).
Focus on
form
Procedural syllabi allows for a
random selection and sequencing
of tasks (Gilabert, 2004). In TB!,
morphosyntactic, phonological, and
lexical language elements (grammar,
phonology, discourse, and vocabulary)
are located secondly and curriculum
[and tasks] design parts from specific
learners needs and ways of learning
the language (Nunan, 1991).
They are developing first and second
language literacy, familiarizing with
the written word (Cameron, 2003).
Correction
of form
Focus on form is required (to foster
the acquisition 'of formal linguistic
elements) but should occur in
natural interventions during tasks
(Harley and Swain, 1984).
They require that language learning
opportunities have appropriate
literacy demands. They may not
be ready for certain structures
and complexities in either first or
second language (McIlvain, 2004).
explores the implementation of an English course based on the TBL approach with very
young children.
Having reviewed the approaches for language teaching that were explored in this
thesis, the following section analyses the approach to literacy that I studied with the
children, based on the reasoning that using stories with children and using technology
to deliver stories has an effect on the development of literacy of young children.
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2.6 The emergent literacy approach
One of the aims of this thesis is concerned with very young children studying a foreign
language from an early age. In the literature, a recognised benefit that can result
from this practice is the gaining of native-like spoken fluency that children can develop
because of an early exposure to the phonemic system of the foreign language (Lightbown
& Spada, 2006). This point however has been challenged by research that shows that
adult learners can also acquire that level of fluency in specific circumstances (Molina-
Navarrete, 2006; Lightbown & Spada, 2006). Because of this, I wanted to explore other
benefits that learning a foreign language could bring to very young learners. Since one of
the methodologies investigated in this study is storytelling and one of the most important
gains associated -with the use of stories with young children has been connected to the
development of literacy skills, I decided to investigate emergent literacy development
as a potential benefit of learning a foreign language. Could children's encounters with
stories heard and viewed in English be supportive to the development of story-related
emergent literacy skills? If so, this could be recognised as a benefit of starting to learn
a language from an early age. Furthermore, literacy has long been an area of interest
for educators, parents and researchers because of suggestions that children who learn to
read early could develop the skills to read more and as a result extend the knowledge
they can acquire over time. These reasons were strong motivators to explore in my
research the development of skills related to literacy.
Historical notions of emergent literacy.
Research into literacy has been influenced by two distinct perspectives: reading
readiness and emergent literacy. Reading readiness was closely linked to assumptions
that children were ready to understand concepts related to print at around seven years
old and only then they were ready to receive reading instruction (Prinsloo, 2005). Teale
and Sulzby (1986) suggest that the maturationalist perspective prevalent in the 1920s
and 19308,which rejected. the effect that the environment could have on children's think-
ing, supported the notion of reading readiness. It was best to delay the instruction of
literacy-related concepts until the children were ready to understand, and consequently,
learn them.
In the late 60s, developments in the field of psychology which started. to regard
young children as active participants in the development of their own language, made
researchers tum their attention to the first years of a child's life to understand read-
ing and writing in the light of language acquisition (Prinsloo, 2005). It was argued
that reading readiness did not take into consideration children's thinking and it was
disregarded when studying literacy development. Teale and Sulzby (1986) suggest:
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It might be said that reading readiness was a good concept that got applied
in a bad way. There should be no quarrel with the notion that certain prior
knowledge, language facility, cognitive development, and attitudinal orienta-
tions toward literacy all probably facilitate the child's learning to write and
read in school-like settings. However, the reading readiness program is built
upon a logical analysis of literacy skills from an adult perspective rather than
upon a developmental perspective [which] recognizes children's thinking as be-
ing qualitatively different from, yet growing toward, adult modes [... J (p.
xiv)
The maturationalist perspective began to change under the influence of developmental
concerns which regarded the contribution of environmental factors to children's liter-
acy development (Teale & Sulzby, 1986). As a result, literacy acquisition began to be
perceived as a process which originated in infancy, developed over time and was influ-
enced by children's literacy experiences (Talley, 1994). This perception became known
as emergent literacy in the research of Clay (1979) regarding literary development of
beginning readers in which she introduced the term (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998; Teale
& Sulzby, 1986).
The concept of emergent literacy characterizes "a new perspective which stresses
that legitimate, conceptual, developmental literacy learning is occurring during the first
years of a child's life" (Teale & Sulzby, 1986, p. 28). McGee and Lomax (1990) echo
Teale and Sulzby and note:
[... / a basic concept of emergent literacy is that children do read and write
even though their products are not conventional and that this unconventional
reading and writing are as crucial to literacy acquisition as any other reading
or writing (p. 194).
Emergent literacy proponents conceptualize literacy in a way that differs from con-
ventional definitions. Literacy is no longer perceived as simply a cognitive skill but as
a process encompassing cognitive, social, linguistic, and psychological elements (Teale
& Sulzby, 1989). Literacy is viewed as the ability of individuals to communicate effec-
tively for real life applications, including the skills required to read, write, and think
(Zygouris-Coe,2001).
For the emergent literacy approach, literacy development does not begin when chil-
dren start receiving formal literacy instruction in school nor do children go through a
pre-literacy stage in the path to literacy development (McGee & Lomax, 1990). In this
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sense, emergent literacy "signaled a break with the theoretical concept of reading readi-
ness particularly with the notions that young children needed to be taught a series of
prerequisite skills prior to reading [... J" (Yaden, Rowe & MacGillivray, 2000, p. 425).
Situations that foster literacy development take place during activities in school or
home while reading to children. These situations generate opportunities for children
to interact with print and language (Talley, 1994, p. 1) and take place when there is
not an overt intention of teaching conventional components of literacy, such as letter
recognition or phonemic awareness. According to Mason and Allen (1986:37) "[... ] lin-
guistic contexts for learning play profound roles in the course of literacy development."
Zygouris-Coe (2001) expands the notion indicating that parents, teachers or peers can
provide real life opportunities and support required by children to develop emergent lit-
eracy abilities. These linguistic contexts or real life opportunities necessary to encourage
literacy development in children include storybook reading scenarios, such as following
a story being read by an adult or telling a story using pictures (Hiebert & Papierz,
1990; Gunn K., Simmons C. & Kameenui J., 2004). In situations like these, reading is
perceived in a non-conventional way in the sense that children's interpretation of the
illustrations found in a picture storybook and their attempts to tell the story are seen as
"reading" (Snow, 2006). Whitehurst and Lonigan (1998) and Yaden et al. (2000) write
that the abilities, knowledge, and attitudes that very young children use in such reading
attempts which include learning how to correctly hold and tum pages of books, telling
a story from a book while pretending to read it, constructing a narrative, and using
invented spelling to write messages (Goodman, 1984; Reyes, 2006; Ziolkowski, 2004),
eventually grow into-oonventionalliteracy.
F'rarning-this.*sis- within,-the-emergent-iiteracy approach.
Whitehurst and Lonigan (1998) identified two major research strands in the field
of emergent literacy: studies situated in the quantitative tradition which have tracked
children's knowledge of literacy as it moves to conventional literacy (relation between
emergent and conventional literacy) and studies from the qualitative tradition which
have "examined the development of behaviours of preschool-aged children in response
to literacy materials and tasks" (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998, p. 849). Sulzby and
Teale (1991) classified research on emergent literacy into four areas, namely storybook
reading, emergent writing, home literacy influences, and metalinguistic awareness. This
thesis focuses on storybook reading, which has been traditionally studied by researchers
interested in investigating how the exposure to stories can help the children to develop an
understanding of structure of stories (Cutspec, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1994;Whitehurst
& Lonigan, 1998).
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Story structure under the approach of story grammar has been used to study chil-
dren's development of language and narrative abilities (J. Miller, 1981; Talley, Lancy
& Lee, 1997; Uzuner, Kircaali-Iftar & Karasu, 2005) and knowledge of stories acquired
from viewing television (Talley, 1994, p. 13). Story grammar sees stories as consist- ,
ing of different elements arranged in sequence (Stein & Glenn, 1979; Rumelhart, 1980;
Schirmer, 2003; Uzuner et al., 2005) where characters initiate events with the purpose
to reach a goal and the stories end with consequences related to the characters' actions
(Uzuner et al., 2005, p. 16).
In my research, the approach of story grammar is used to investigate acquisition of
story structure from stories viewed on a computer given that lCT and stories working
together create a dual relationship where features of technology equip stories with tools
to support literacy development (Plowman & Stephen, 2003). Furthermore, my research
is situated within the qualitative category since the focus lies in the moment-by-moment
evolutionary, systemic nature ofliteracy growth [... J (Yaden et al., 2000, p, 428) without
attempting to follow the changes between this growth and later conventional literacy.
2.6.1 Studies on emergent literacy development of bilingual children
Studies of emergent literacy had been mostly conducted with monolingual English-
speaking children (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998, p. 849); recently however the devel-
opment of early literacy under this approach has been used in studies with children who
speak other languages and with children in second language contexts. Examples of these
include Hebrew-speaking children, (Karat & Shamir, 2008), children learning Dutcll as
a second language (de Jong_kBns,_2004;,Verhallen"Bus&deJong,2006) .and.children,.
learning English as a second language (Reyes, 2006; Martinez-Roldin & Sayer, 2006;
Araujo, 2002).
According to Reyes (2006) and Araujo (2002), there is little research on literacy
development among young emergent bilinguals. Reyes (2006) reported case studies of
three four-year-old children living in a community in the south of the United States
predominantly composed by Latino families. The children who live in these commu-
nities speak Spanish and English in school and since much of the interaction outside
school takes place also in Spanish, literacy development in English may be delayed
(hence the consideration of these children as at-risk of falling behind expected literacy
development). She found in her study that children who are exposed to stories both
at home and school show gains in certain components of emergent literacy, including
print and metaliteracy awareness. Similarly, Araujo (2002) conducted a year-long study
in which 20 kindergarten children enrolled in a full-day Portuguese-English bilingual
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program were observed participating in literacy events that took place in the classroom.
The purpose of the study was to investigate the effects of a literature-based literacy
curriculum on the children's literacy growth. The researchers report that emphasizing
construction of meaning from texts supported children's construction of literacy under-
standings. In addition, the limited oral language proficiency of the children did not
restrict their emergent reading development.
In the case of the study conducted by Martfnez-Roldan and Sayer (2006) the literacy
development of bilingual third grade students of Latino background was followed for two
years. They used a story grammar approach to analyse 24 retellings of story books told
in Spanish and English. The researchers wanted to investigate the role of ·language
in the readings and retellings of the students. What they found in the first year of the
study was that comprehension scores of stories was higher in Spanish but as the children
progressed through school, comprehension scores differences reduced between the two
languages. Interestingly, Martfnez-Roldan and Sayer and colleagues also found that the
children used the two languages to negotiate comprehension and construction of stories,
giving indication of their growth as bilinguals. Another relevant finding was that related
to the influence of the contents of the story on the retellings. The children for instance
had higher scores in the story that was close to their cultural background as Mexican
American children.
The studies so far reviewed look into the emergent literacy development of young
children in ESL contexts that have not used ICT. Below I present a review of research
that has used ICT-delivered stories to study literacy development of children in various
contexts and languages.
2.6.2 Research into leT-stories and development of emergent literacy
ICT-delivered stories have been shown to have a positive effect on the development
of early literacy skills in young learners. The studies reviewed in this section have
looked at discrete components of literacy (phonological awareness, letter recognition, and
lexical access) coming from an instructed position view of literacy, or holistic components
(meaning-making and understanding of story structure) coming from a more social and
culturally-distinct view. While some studies have compared the use of the same book
presented in printed and electronic formats (Matthew, 1997; L. Miller, Blackstock &
Miller, 1994; de Jong & Bus, 2002), others have looked at the benefits to literacy skills
development within contexts of ICT-story use, comparing development when more or
less story assistance or entertainment features are activated (Boltman, 2001; Lewin,
2000; Talley, 1994; Trushell, Maitland & Burrell, 2003). It is important to note that
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although the studies are mainly focused on contexts with monolingual English-speaking
children, some studies have investigated children with language backgrounds other than
English.
In a study to compare the impact of electronic text and printed text on reading
comprehension and retelling of third-grade students, Matthew (1997) found the students
who read the CD-ROM storybooks scoring significantly higher on retellings than the
students in the print-read group. These results suggest that features from the electronic
version of the story (animation, dictionary support, and sound effects) could have been
supportive to reading comprehension and consequently to enhancement of retellings. In a
similar comparative study of stories delivered in different media, L. Miller et al. (1994)
also found CD-ROM readings advantageous compared to traditional print storybook
readings. In their study, they asked four 8-year-old children to repeatedly read stories
from a CD-ROM and printed stories in five separate sessions. Their findings suggest
that the availability of the on-demand help features in the electronic stories fostered
the rate of vocabulary gains and general reading improvement in the children. In a
comparative study that yielded mixed results about the benefits of reading from CD-
ROMs, de Jong and Bus (2002) found the features contained in electronic books to be
potentially disruptive to the rea.ding process when a child is left to read an electronic
book without adult support. Their findings suggest the electronic book to be "less
efficient [in] supporting internalizations of story content" (p, 154). From a total sample
of forty-eight children assigned to four different conditions (regular book, computer
book with restricted game features, computer book unrestricted, and control groups),
twelve children were read a story from a print book and twenty-four children explored
an electronic book. During the reading sessions, the children who were asked to explore
the electronic book in the unrestricted group, which allowed them to have full access to
the games contained in the software, could not complete a full reading of the story in the
six reading sessions. The many attractive options of the unrestricted version of the story
diverted the children's attention from text. The result was that they played games 43%
of the time. The children in the restricted computer book group heard the whole story
three times at most, in comparison to the children of the regular book who heard the
story six times. The results on emergent literacy gains which do not statistically favour
the children in the computer group, can be linked not to the failure of the electronic book
to provide support in the development of emergent literacy reading, but to the design
of the software. As it has been pointed out by Korat and Shamir (2008), "good quality
CD-ROM storybooks, which include hotspots that are congruent with and integrated
into the content of the story, fostered children's understanding of the story line (Labbo
& Kuhn, 2000) and their story recall ability (Underwood & Underwood, 1998)" (p. 111).
One important conclusion from the innovative study of de Jong and Bus (2002) is that
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reading from an electronic book does not substitute the practice of reading from printed
text nor does it provide all the support that an adult could offer to a child interacting
with an electronic story.
The study conducted by G. Underwood and Underwood (1998) did not look into
stories presented in different media, but into the effects of gender composition when
children were asked to work in pairs with a CD-ROM story. The researchers studied
children's dyads interacting with ICT-delivered stories in order to understand differences
in comprehension and recall by gender. They focused on the interactive features and
animations of the ICT-talking books, and found that the children used and enjoyed.
these features while working with the stories. Interestingly, results on comprehension
did not differ between groups of children (girl-girl, boy-boy and girl-boy). However, on
recall measures, pairs formed by girls outperformed the other pair types. Interaction
with the stories was not found to be influenced by gender composition. A second study
conducted by J. Underwood (2000) compared the use of CD-ROM stories using different
features offered by the software. The author found that the use of talking books had
effects on the children evidenced in learning gains (comprehension and recall), although
she described these gains as "serendipitous." Differences were suggested to be influenced
by characteristics of the story software.
Other studies have not compared stories delivered in different formats. Instead,
they have focused on the support that assistance features (dictionary, pronunciation)
or multimedia features (hotspots, music, zooming) of story software offer to children's
development of early literacy (Boltman, 2001; Lewin, 2000; Talley, 1994; Trushell et al.,
2(03).
Boltman (2001) conducted'a study in which 72 children aged between 6- and 7- years
old, distributed evenly between two schools located in England and Sweden, were as-
signed to one of three conditions: a printed picture book, a computer presentation of the
printed book with traditional hyper links or a spatial computer presentation of the book
(which included animated panning and zooming between pictures). The children in the
study were asked to look at the story with one of the three conditions. Afterwards, each
participant completed a retelling task, a recall task (narrating the story without looking
at pictures) and an affective task (answering questions about their experiences with the
story). Results of the study show greater gains in elaboration of stories on the children
in the spatial computer presentation group. More complex story structure and greater
understanding of initiating events and goals were aspects observed in children's stories.
Considering that half of the children in the school in Sweden had language backgrounds
other than English, the findings are relevant for the effects on story construction that the
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storytelling technology used in the study (KidPad) had on this group of second language
learners.
In a study by Lewin (2000) of 5 and 6 year old children identified as struggling read-
ers, the participant children were asked to work with two different versions of talking
books, one with features of highlighted speech and the other with other added fea-
tures such as pronunciation hints and reinforcement activities. During the one-month
intervention of the study, the children were asked to read online multimedia talking
books. Children were found to benefit from talking books which included reinforcement
activities related to the story presented as evidenced by increased measures of word
recognition. Findings from the study suggest that interactive storybook software would
motivate children and contribute to development of general reading and ICT skills.
Talley (1994) studied the effects of the IBM CD-ROM story "Stories and More" on
73 children of diverse language backgrounds enrolled in a Head Start program. All the
children were aged 4-years-old at the beginning of the study. In a 12-day intervention,
children in one of two conditions (well-read-to at home and not-well-read-to at home)
spent an average of 15 minutes per day working individually with the computer sto-
ries. After the intervention period, post-test results showed significant improvement in
children's emergent literacy levels (concepts about print and print awareness). Her find-
ings suggest that "exposure to CD-ROM storybooks is valuable for even the youngest
students, helping pre-readers to develop an understanding of story structure and se-
quence" (Strangman & Hall, 2003, p. 10). Furthermore, children were motivated to use
computers and an improved hand-eye coordination was observed during the children's
interaction with the stories. It is worth noticing that the children in the test group
had Increased-meesuree-of-eraergent literacy but still did not .reach-the-sceres-of the
well-read-to group, which would emphasise the importance of the home environment in
the literacy development of a child.
A study that is cautious about how ICT-stories are used in classrooms was conducted
by Trushell et al. (2003) with three Year 5 classes organised into seven groups. Students
watched Kiyeko and the Lost Night (Jacquin & Testamarck, 1995), a story about a
fearless Indian boy who rescues the night from the snakes by trading it for a rattle and
poison, and by doing so he gave origin to the rattle snake. The groups were observed
viewing the story without teacher intervention and were later asked questions to measure
episode recall according to the story grammar of the plot. Poor episode recall was
associated with the number of story feature cued animations and effects referred to
as "eye-candy", which totaled 200 throughout the story, and which were not always
supportive to the story plot. Like in the study of de Jong and Bus(2002), children
benefit from the use of this type of stories if there is at least minimal adult intervention
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as only two groups out of the seven read the story from beginning to end. Teacher
would ensure a linear progression while reading and help to ensure a more moderate use
of "eye-candy" features.
It is important to note that although children who use CD-ROM stories can benefit
from the interaction with this technology (Blok et al., 2001), in comparison with other
media studies provide mixed evidence of the benefits of using CD-ROM stories in the
development of literacy. Given that research has shown the positive effects that the
interaction with this type of technology has on children, perhaps it is more useful to
explore ways in which it can reach more children instead of comparing the media in
order to find the "best." Just like the debate of Clark (1983) and Kozma (1991) on the
advantages of learning from media compared to traditional teaching methods proved to
be not useful, this debate might end leading us nowhere. On one hand, it has been seen
that children benefit from books and benefit from leT-stories. On the other, it is a
fact that technology is not meant to substitute parents or teachers, but to support the
learning experiences of children. Our efforts should focus on finding ways to provide
access to literature for children by every means available.
AB it has been discussed, many aspects have been studied from the interactions
that children have with ICT-stories. For instance, the development of children's social
skills or the ways in which software features support the development of literacy with
regards to story understanding, vocabulary development and phonological awareness.
There are, however, other areas that require exploration. In this regard, Plowman and
Stephen (2003) write:
There is a need-to explor;e-/urther the use 0/ screen-based literacy software to
support pre-school children's emerging literacy. The evidence suggests that
this is most likely to be effective when part of a planned programme for lit-
eracy. Researchers and practitioners should find ways to explore further the
ways in which ICT use can assist with particular aspects of emergent reading
and writing in a way that accommodates children's learning styles and needs
(Plowman & Stephen, 2003, p. 25).
The current study attempts to contribute to the area of emergent literacy within the
line of research of de Jong and Bus (2004), Talley and Korat and Shamir (2008) who have
studied emergent literacy development of pre-kindergarten children learning a second
language or a first language respectively. Results of those studies suggest that children
who are learning a second language or those who have not had much interaction with
printed books can develop components of emergent literacy when heaming leT-stories.
Listening to these stories resembles the moments when children are being read to by an
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adult. There is an emphasis on the notion that technology should not substitute the
important activity of traditional storytelling with children. Technology should enhance
the activity or provide the children with opportunities to interact with books and be part
of literacy events. In the current study, development of emergent literacy, in particular
development of story comprehension and story structure of a group of preschool-age
children in a foreign language context is investigated in the current study through the
cognitive device of a story grammar model (Stein & Glenn, 1979). The use of this
approach and the context in which development of emergent literacy is investigated are
two aspects that differentiate my study from those aforementioned.
From this review of the literature on the areas of ICT and young learners, storytelling
and TBL and emergent literacy development supported by ICT the following issues arise:
• Can the methods of storytelling and TBL be used in practice with 3- and 4-year-old
learners;
• If the methods were implemented in an English course, would there be effects on
the development of emergent literacy skills, given the fact that the course is based
on stories?;
• Would children enjoy it?;
• Would teachers implement it?
Subsequently, the research questions that originated from the literature are:
Ql. What pedagogical and teclm.ical aspects are involved in the design and implemen-
tation of a work scheme based on ICT-enhanced stories to teach English to young
children?
Q2. Can some form of change in children's skills associated with emergent liter-
acy development, specifically in story grammar elements incorporated into chil-
dren's story retellings, be observed throughout the lessons prepared with the work
scheme?
Q2a. If yes, what type of development?
Q2b. What were the indicators of the observed development?
Q3. What is the attitude of the children towards learning English using ICT-enhanced
stories integrated in the work scheme? About the English course at all?
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Q4. What are the opinions of the teachers involved in the study about the integration
of ICT in the preschool curriculum?
2.7 Summary
The fact that children are being taught English at ages younger than ever brings im-
plications to language curriculum design; to training provision; to language teaching
methodologies; to children's Ll development as a result of learning a foreign language
from an early age. Practitioners face the challenge of finding methods of instruction that
can cater for the needs of the new group of young learners and of developing strategies
to integrate the methods into the curriculum.
Amidst all these changes in language teaching practice, a second important trend is
the increasing inclusion of technology in the preschool classroom. Research has shown
the potential of ICT to enhance the learning opportunities that young children meet
during their preschool education. One of the ways to exploit the potential of ICT is
by integrating technology available into the subjects and goals of the curriculum. For
instance, using technology to support school projects like printing pictures to decorate
a story, using digital cameras to illustrate how a bean sprouts or using a text processor
to write sentences and practice punctuation rules.
In this study I decided to look at modem forms of storytelling and task-based learn-
ing approaches to investigate the above issues. The decision to use both methods was
based on a review of the literature related to foreign language instruction and was sup-
ported by personal experienc~ in teaching English to young children. The following
summarizes the major aspects developed through the literature review.
• Storytelling has been used in language teaching with young children because stories
have characteristics that can appeal to young children. Stories are entertaining and
engaging, they constitute a natural way for children to understand their world,
they promote creativity and comprehension, and they can influence multicultural
awareness in children by presenting other people's traditions and culture in a
way that children understand and enjoy. When a lesson is built around a story
theme, the children are given a purpose for learning a language. Adding to the
story theme, when ICT tools are the delivery medium of the story, the learning
experience can be enhanced due to the support provided by technology .
• ICT features can provide teachers with tools to support children's understanding of
stories written for L1 English speakers. As a consequence, language learners can be
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exposed to materials written 'for children learning English as L1. The result of this
practice could be an increase in learners' proficiency in L2, since there is a contact
with the natural (unmodified) structure of English. The "unconscious" awareness
that young learners can develop of the structure of a foreign language could provide
them with a better understanding of the discourse differences between languages .
• Task-based learning was the second language approach reviewed for language
teaching. This method allows for the design of language learning environments
where learners can approach the foreign language following their own purpose for
learning it. The method can be used to create story-related tasks and provide
children as language learners with a goal to learn a target language. The goal
might be amusement from the children's perspective because of the nature of the
tasks and the developmental stage of young children, which makes children see
every event in their life as a game. However, the same goal is educational from
the teacher's perspective.
• According to the"emergent literacy approach, young children can develop the be-
haviours and attitudes that lead to conventional literacy by being immersed in
environments where stories are available and frequently used. This implies that
using stories to teach a foreign language could support the development of emer-
gent literacy skills of the learners.
.Chapter 3
Constructing the methodology
3.1 Overview
Chapter 1 outlined the questions that this project aimed to answer. In this chapter, I
firstly return to those questions with the purpose of describing the design of the study.
Secondly, I attend to the nature of the study by explaining the paradigm under which
it was set. Thirdly, I present a summary of ethical considerations when conducting
research with young children and how these influenced the choice of methods adopted in
the study. I also include a description and rationale for the methods used in each phase
of the study. The chapter ends with a description of the measures taken to enhance the
validity and reliability of the data collected through the chosen methods.
The design of the study involved two phases. Since I present the methodology for.
each phase separately, this chapter is complemented by Chapters 4 and 6. Chapter 4
describes the procedures followed during the design of a work scheme to teach English
to young learners, the preparation of twelve English lessons under such work scheme
and the pilot report of one lesson. Chapter 6 presents procedures used during the
implementation of these lessons, thus representing the fieldwork of the study.
3.2 Aims and structure of the study
ABhas been explained in Chapter 1, this project was set up to explore whether a work
scheme based on the storytelling approach enhanced by technological tools can lead
to the development of emergent literacy skills of young children in a foreign language
context, hypothesizing that technology would be able to provide the support required
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by young learners to develop such skills. The study had four main aims planned to be
reached in two Phases (Figure 3.1).
FIGURE 3.1: Phases of the study
Phase I: Designing the work scheme. During this stage, a work scheme to teach English
to young learners based on ICT-enhanced stories and the task-based learning ap-
proach was designed and piloted. The work scheme design and pilot were planned
to take place within the first year and a half of the project timeline.
Phase II. Implementation, analysis and outcomes. The work scheme was implemented
during a summer course. The lessons were prepared with the teacher who was
teaching the course. The lessons were observed and audio taped. Language sam-
ples from the children were collected from retelling stories for later analysis.
The aims and the research questions which guided the work conducted in the two
phases of my research are presented in Table 3.1 (p. 57). A detailed account of the
events that occurred in each phase is presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6.
3.3 Situating the study within the paradigm of naturalistic
inquiry
A researcher's inquiry is guided by a belief system that within the research endeavour is
referred to as paradigm (Creswell, 1998, p. 74). A paradigm is constituted by the "blocks
that construct the theoretical systems or structures" (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998, p. 3),
that is, what an individual accepts as reality and valid knowledge within a particular dis-
cipline at a given time. Historically, positivism has been the research paradigm that has
most strongly influenced research practice, including educational research. In its purest
form, positivism holds that it is possible for research inquiry to produce generalizations
independent of context and time; that causes of social phenomena can be established;
and that inquiry is free of values, because the observer can be isolated from the social
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TABLE3.1: Phases of study and research questions
Phase Aim Research question
I Aim 1: Design and implementation
of a work scheme based on lCT-
enhanced stories to teach English
to preschool-aged children
Ql. What pedagogical and technical
aspects are involved in the design
and implementation of a work scheme
based on ICT-enhanced stories to
teach English to young children?
II Aim 2: Exploration of the effects of
the work scheme on the development
of emergent literacy skills in a
group of preschool-aged children
Q2. Can some form of change in children's
skills associated with emergent literacy
development, specifically in story grammar
elements incorporated into children's story
retellings, be observed throughout the
lessons prepared with the work scheme?
Q2a. If yes, what type of development?
Q2b. What were the indicators of the
observed. development?
Aim 3: Identification and analysis
of children's attitudes towards
learning English and lCT-enhanced
stories via the work scheme
Q3. What is the attitude of the children
towards learning English using ICT-
enhanced stories integrated in the work
scheme? About the English course at all?
Aim4: Identification and analysis
of teacher's attitudes towards the Q4. What are the opinions of the teachers
work scheme, the use of lCT and involved in the study about the integration
ICT-enhanced stories in the teaching of ICT in the preschool curriculum?
of English to preschool-aged children
reality being investigated (Onwuegbuzie, 2002). Changes in the way researchers view
reality, especially within the social sciences, gave rise to a different paradigmatic posi-
tion, the interpretivist paradigm, also called constructivist or naturalist. Advocates of
this school believe that:
{... } reality is socially constructed and only knowable from multiple and sub-
jective points of view. The knower and the known are inseparable [... } and
inductive logic and qualitative methods are generally employed with the goal
of understanding a particular phenomenon within its social context [Further-
more} from this perspective, inquiry is considered to be inevitably value laden.
(Rocco, Bliss, Gallagher & Perez-Prado, 2009, p. 21).
The qualitative approach to research is linked to the interpretivist paradigm and conse-
quently it has always been directed to individuals, relies heavily on the context where
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research is taking place and does not consider generalisibility as an ultimate goal of the
research. This approach has made extensive use of research methods that allow the re-
searcher to study phenomena in close and individualistic detail such as semi-structured
or open-ended interviews, participatory observations or document and audiovisual ma-
terial analysis.
In this study, the decision to take a naturalistic or constructivist approach (from how
reality is known) or qualitative (from the methods employed) as postulated by Lincoln
and Guba (1985) stemmed from the aims of the project which attempt to "discover
constructs and propositions" (Tesch, 1990, p. 90) that explain the phenomenon under
study from an individualistic and participatory stance. The constructivist paradigm
allowed for the exploration of the project's questions and constructs since they are
consistent with the most important tenets of interpretive inquiry as have been presented
by different authors (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004; Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Lincoln
& Guba, 2000; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998). How my study is consistent with these
principles is explained below.
Ontology. From the various approaches that can be used to study children's literacy
development (e.g. socio-political, psycholinguistic), I decided to situate the aim of the
study related to this area under the emergent literacy construct which shares the views
of the socio-cultural approach to literacy (Yaden & Tam, 2000). From this perspective,
literacy is "social, psycholinguistic, conceptual, and developmental in nature" (Teale &
Sulzby, 1986, p. xxi) and as such considers home literacy environments, literacy events
and-adult interactions as relevant elements in the study of children's .emergent literacy
development (McGee & Purcell-Gates, 1997).
This view of literacy provides a multi-dimensional perspective on how being literate
can be conceptualized, and differs from the reading readiness concept that defines being
literate as a "product of either natural maturation or the acquisition of prerequisite
skills" (Yaden & Tam, 2000, p. 6). It is in this sense that in this study being literate is
constructed within one of the multiple approaches that can be used to define literacy,
hence agreeing with the ontological notion shared by the naturalistic inquiry related to
the existence of multiple realities, in other words, multiple definitions of literacy.
Epistemology. The semi-participant or fully-participant observations that are re-
quired when working with very young children would make me part of the classroom
community. The fact that I planned to be the person in charge of the leT tools in order
to complete the work that the children had to do on the computer would turn me into an
active part of the class more than a spectator. By becoming an active participant of the
phenomenon (the-wanted-to-be-known) under study and interacting with the children
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in a direct way, an inseparable relationship was created between the knower and the
known (the researcher and the children).
Generalisibility. This is a study of one group of children that does not seek to
generate conclusions applicable to the whole of the preschool population of the studied
community. The number of children who participated in the study and the procedure
followed to select the participants left no scope to attempt generalisibility of the findings.
However, the study seeks for replicability considering that interventions in small settings
like the one described in the study can over time provide the required "numbers" to
attempt a generalisibility claim. Moreover, it is hoped that the research outcome will
provide relevant ideas to inform the fields of study involved in the project, and open more
sources of research that can be followed on a larger scale in different contexts. I must note
that replicability in this study considers that contexts are varied and modifications to
the design need to be considered. Additionally, the word "numbers" is used figuratively,
that is, I do not imply statistical numbers, but number of replicated cases of the study.
Possibility of causal linkages. This study does not seek to establish a cause-effect re-
lationship between what I set to study and the results obtained. It is important to note
that there could be different explanations connected to children's literacy development
during the course, if this is observed at all. I can say that the English course designed
under the guidelines of the work scheme influenced the development of children's emer-
gent literacy skills, but I must accept that factors like home literacy events can influence
the same skills. Since I am not observing children in their home environment, I am just
seeing a part. of the picture. The children in this,study are not ·isolMed,·from the rest
of the world and it is this principle that emergent literacy acknowledges in developing
its fundamental theory. The exposure that children have in different literacy events to
printed text or literacy material, including watching stories on television, influences the
development of emergent literacy skills (Irlen, 2(03). I then did not intend to establish
a cause-effect relationship between the intervention and the development of the skills.
However, I wanted to observe the influence of the intervention on the skills by under-
standing the circumstances in which they are supposed to be developed and observing
changes on children's emergent literacy skills during the intervention. Within the scope
of this study cause is different from influence. Whereas a cause triggers an effect and
its absence eliminates it, influence has an effect on consequences but its absence does
not necessarily eliminate them. For instance, the absence of the summer course does
not mean that the participant children are not going to develop emergent literacy skills.
Their participation in the course however, would provide the occasions for the children
to practice story related skills that could lead to development. The provision of the
story-related occasions then influences development but in a less restrictive way than a
cause-effect relationship could present.
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Axiology. Aims and research questions in the study were advanced assuming that
emergent literacy skills can in fact develop when young children are exposed to stories
(Teale & Sulzby, 1986) even if these are presented in a foreign language, just as long as
the story has elements that support children's understanding of the story (de Jong &
Bus, 2004). Those were the values which guided the development of the study and must
be considered especially at the stage of analyzing data and interpreting results.
3.4 An exploratory study
This study follows an exploratory design (Tesch, 1990) from the perspective that it is not
following a previous theoretical model where stories, TBL and lCT had previously been
brought together to look at the development of emergent literacy skills of young children
in a foreign language context. Previous studies on emergent literacy development have
mainly been conducted using children's L1 (Teale & Sulzby, 1986; Korat & Shamir,
2008) and only recently have researchers started to look at the development of these
skills in second language contexts using young children's L1 and L2 (de Jong & Bus,
2004; Reyes, 2006). This study focuses on foreign language context in an attempt to
find what is out there with relation to children with fledging language skills immersed
in foreign language lessons.
The exploratory nature of this study is also reflected on the ways that the teachers
and the children participated in the study and the place where data collection took
place. The teacher in charge of the classroom is able to make changes in the lesson and
make decisions on the participation of the children in the tasks. The children are allowed
to withdraw from the tasks. The implications for the study are mostly related to the
challenges that empowering the participants in this way may result in the research not
developing as planned. The benefits should be a study which is not as disruptive for
the children and the teacher as a project conducted in an "artificial" setting, such as a
laboratory. The importance of collecting the data in natural and realistic environments
is that in life, literacy events occur in real settings, such as home or the classroom.
Such contexts are noisy, interruptions are likely to occur and distractions are normal.
In spite of the complications that conducting the work in the children's classroom could
bring to the collection of the data for my study, there are also important advantages.
Children normally feel safe in these places and they are "themselves". They do not
try to behave in particular manners because they are in control of the environment. I
decided that working with the children in such ways would provide the same sense of
security that they would find in other familiar settings and as such, the study would not
present stressful experiences. The fact that studying emergent literacy in the classroom,
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as was designed in my study, was not based on previous research models, also required
an exploratory design.
A further feature of my study determined the nature of the design. My goal was
to provide rich descriptions of the context of study adding to the perspectives that
have been described in previous studies of the same nature (de Jong & Bus, 2004).
Hence, the study required that the description of the context and the processes that
took place during field work started from a holistic perspective. In an exploratory study
it is possible to begin an investigation studying the whole and to gain precision as the
research advances (Routio, 2(07).
Finally, my study is exploratory since the focus of studying foreign language contexts
is novel to the emergent literacy approach, I wanted to provide the richest description
of the context of study which would allow for a deep understanding of the hypothesis
that started this study.
3.5 Ethical considerations when conducting research with
young children: design issues
Conducting research with very young children is not a simple task. As is the case for
conducting research with older participants, doing research demands careful planning
and arduous work. In addition however, working with children requires that the re-
searcher take careful consideration <If method in order to mjnimjze the iDftuence that
as adults we could have on children due to power and status relationships. Concerning
these points, Clacherty and Kushlick (2004)-write:
Enabling and assisting young children to articulate their knowledge, feelings,
or reactions {... J without leading their responses and within the respon-
sibility of an ethical framework requires a skilled fieldworker with tailored
methodologies and tools (p. 5).
Young children hold a view of the world that does not always conform to the one shared
by adults and their experience of the world does not allow them to understand the
concept of being participants of a research project. However their views and opinions
are as legitimate as those of older participants. For these reasons, consent to participate
in a study must be granted by an adult responsible for the child but has to be agreed with
the child as well. Consequently, in this study I followed what Homan (2001) describes as
gaining access to children via "gatekeepers" , in this case, their teacher and their parents.
Additionally, in order to give children their own voice, which involved respecting their
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right to withdraw from the study at any time and involving them in the decision of
being part of the study or not, the children were invited to voluntarily participate in
the individual story retelling tasks that were designed to take place during the study's
fieldwork. If any child decided not to participate, his or her decision was respected.
Children need to get used to the people in their environment (school, neighbourhood) in
order to trust them. This has an impact on some of the techniques that may be used to
gather data during fieldwork. For instance, it is not possible to consider the use of non-
participant observations with them since their natural curiosity towards the world that
surrounds them is going to raise their interest in any new event happening within their
world, such as the case of a researcher coming into their classroom. In addition, gaining
children's trust takes time that should be considered during the period of data collection.
Children also need to be at all times protected from any form of distress that the activity
of research could cause them. AB with all participants involved in research studies,
participants' well being always comes before the project's objectives. With children this
is especially true as they are more vulnerable and can be more easily affected by changes
occurring in their daily lives, including changes introduced by research projects. Thus,
in order to allow the children to stay in a friendly environment while participating in the
project I collected the research data in their classroom. This was an important decision in
the project because it considered the children's well-being and simultaneously enhanced
the validity of the data collected, in the way pointed out by Fraser et al. (2004):
/ ... J research with young children which is carried out in an environment
that is familiar to them may be of greater value in terms of the validity of
tlurjindings than studying the children in an unfamiliar setting" (Fraser et
al., 2004, p. 153).
3.6 Choice of methods
Some of the ethical implications of working with young children result in restrictions
on the type of research methods available for use during the fieldwork of a research
project. In this study, these implications were reflected in the ~e of audio recorders
for the conduction of the fieldwork. The Ministry of Education in the area of Spain
where this study took place does not allow the use of photography or video cameras in
school grounds. Even though the use of video cameras could have been advantageous
to understand and record children's reactions when working with the computer or while
listening to the stories, as had been the case in previous projects such as Klerfelt (2007)
who used video to study children's gestures when creating stories using computers, in
this case this was not possible. Nevertheless, other studies that have analyzed children's
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stories have relied on audio taped speech (Isbell, Sobol, Lindauer & Lowrance, 2004).
Seeing that it was possible, I planned for the use of audio recorders during the fieldwork
of the project.
I also decided to conduct participatory observations in order to establish a rela-
tionship of trust with the children. AB O'Kane (2000) suggests, the use of participatory
techniques can bring more value to research projects involving children by allowing them
to U I... } engage more productively with Ithe} research questions using the talents which
they, as children, possess (Jones, 1995 p, 15 in O'Kome, eOOO)."
Each phase of this study used the methods deemed necessary to gather the data
required to answer the research questions. The methods used and the reasons for using
them are described below.
3.7 Rationale for the instruments used in Phase I of the
study
The purpose of the methods used in phase I of my study is detailed below. A summary
of these instruments, the type of data gathered through them and the strategy followed
to analyze the data are shown in Table 3.2 (p. 66).
Research diary
Detailed descriptions of the activities that took place during the planning and devel-
opment of the work scheme were kept in a research journal. In it, I kept -track of the
activities regarding the making of a set of .guidelines.xhatcould. he used by a teacher
to plan English lessons for young learners following the criterion of using ICT-delivered
stories and the TBL approach to plan the lessons. This journal achieved two main goals.
It systematised the development of the work scheme by providing insight into what was
involved during the process of establishing connections between theory and practice. It
yielded the data directed at responding the first research question of this study. The
research journal was started in November 2005 and completed in March 2006. The
following entries from the research diary illustrate the records that were kept.
18/09/06. The work scheme will rely on ICT tools to provide the support
that L2 children would require in order to understand the stories that will be
presented to them construct a conducive learning environment based on the
fact that children like stories and the assumptions that interactive stories ap-
peal to children because they call to their learning styles as young learners; to
children's natural curiosity to try new things; to the notions that a story with
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music, sounds, special effects, and a type of interaction, i. e. a story played
in the computer where the child can decide whether to hear it (narrated) or
play with it (a narrator tells the story but the child must change the page, click
on objects to see what happens, hear characters say things off the main story,
such as jokes, or put together a puzzle from a caption of the story). Some
of these stories: The Book of Lulu, Payuta the Ice God, Kiyeko, Digitexts
from Longman http://www.longman.co.uk/Digitexts/interactive/index.html,
BBCinteractive stories. Now, in order to investigate, a work scheme is cre-
ated and lessons implemented. For its creation, several observation events
have taken place in order to learn how stories are used in an Ll environment.
During so many weeks (check my family literacy journal to gather the exact
number) a literacy course has been observed in one school plus other 2 schools
have been visited (all reception years) and records have been kept. From these
visits, the main conclusion is: it is possible to use this approach because it
already happens with children of the same age. Children in a second language
environment but who speak English in school and everywhere but not home.
The remaining question is: how to adequate it to an L2 CR. Two stories have
been taken and worked with a child (in an additional language environment)
as a case study alike observation: The Book of Lulu and Kiyeko. Some of
the conclusions from these activities [. .. J
29/03/06. Belen and I spent an hour chatting in the msn about the work
scheme and the summer course. The stories chosen are fine with her, btt.t
she wants to work the tasks more carefully. She is going to create a list of
tasks and share them with me next Wednesday. Story to work with now: The
Gingerbread Man. AM The objective of the summer course has been set up.
5/11/05 MN: The following activities will be carried out during the next two
weeks. A detailed account of the tasks performed to complete them will be
written in this Diary. 1. Review methodologies that make use of leT even
if they are aimed at higher school levels or subjects other than English 2.
Review literature regarding the development of a language methodology
5/13/05. Stern, H. H. (1992) in his book Issues and Options in Language
Teaching presents another categorization for goals. This time offering four
types of goals: Proficiency goals, Cognitive Goals, Affective goals, Transfer
goals. Objectives
In terms of type, objectives are mainly categorized as general and specific.
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In terms of junction, J. D. Brown (1995) adapted a criteria suggested by
Robert R. Mager (1962) in his book Preparing Instructional Objectives, and
indicated that for objectives to be usejul, they must contain five elements: the
subject to whom the objectives are thought for, expected performance, con-
ditions for the subjects to perform, assessment measure and criterion -how
well the subject will be able to perform. (J. D. Brown reference: Elements of
language curriculum: a systematic approach to program development, 1995).
Defining goals and objectives could become a somewhat paradoxical activity,
considering that under the constructivism approach, learners should be al-
lowed to establish their own leaminggoals and objectives according to their
needs and learning preferences. Nevertheless, it is clear that it would be quite
difficult to face a whole annual, semester, or summer program with a blank
picture of the aspects of language that are expected from students to learn,
practice, or improve. The paths to construct that final picture might change
along the way, so goals and objectives are expected to be flexible and adapt-
able enough to always address students needs. So if students needs change or
the objective set is being too challenging or too unchallenging, the objectives
-and even goals- can be adapted in order to provide students an appropriate
learning environment suited to their needs and interests ..
The main topics included in the research diary after conducting an analysis of its
contents were:
• Personal reflections on the technical restrictions that could arise when there is an
intention to introduce lOT in a young learners' classroom.
• Record of the process followed in the selection of teaching materials and the cre-
ation of lessons plans.
• Description of the learning experiences that I acquired as researcher throughout
the development of the work scheme, such as interactions with the participant
teacher or some of the tensions that arise between theory and restrictions imposed
by practice.
Conversations with my supervisors led me to reflect on the reasons that I had for
stopping this journal. In all honesty, I stopped due to time constraints imposed by the
conduct of the fieldwork. However, I recognize that it would have been valuable for the
research to continue working on the journal.
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TABLE 3.2: Research stages: Phase I
Research Strategy for Source Outcome/Data Strategy for
question data collection analysis
Ql Research diary Newbury, D. Entries in re- Nature: Qualita-
(2001); Parents' search journal tive Interpretive.
literacy course; Tool NVivo. Cod-
Personal reflec- ing of journal and
tions; Personal summarized notes;
communications selection of patterns
with participant or groups of notes
teacher; Liter- with similar themes
ature review
Q4 English lessons Participant Entries in research Nature: Qualitative
to be trialled in teacher journal. English lessons Interpretive. Tool
Phase II pre- NVivo. Coding of
pared. under the summarized notes;
guidelines of the selection of patterns
work scheme or groups of notes
with similar themes
A final version of the document referred in this thesis as the work scheme was sent
to the participant teacher in February 2006 so that the preparation of the lessons could
start. A copy of this document can be seen in Appendix A.
English lessons
The participant teacher and I exchanged notes on what were the requirements of the
lessons according to the aims of the project. During our conversations, she talked about
what the children in the Spanish context knew about English, based on her experience,
what tasks she believed the children were going to be able to complete during the lessons
and whether the stories that I had chosen to work with were suitable for the children's
age and interests. Notes on these exchanges were kept with the purpose of analyzing
them and complementing the teacher's opinions on the use of ICT with young children
gathered through interviews conducted in Phase II.
3.8 Rationale for the instruments used in Phase II of the
study
Data collected during the second phase of the study required the use of diverse research
methods, namely recordings of children's retellings, semi-structured interviews, class-
room observations, a collection of materials from some of the children's tasks and a
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survey responded by the children. In this section I present the reasons for the use of
each of these methods. The type of data gathered during phase II of this study along
with the strategy followed to analyze the data are described in Table 3.3 (p. 68).
Children's retellings
The purpose of collecting the individual stories retold by the children was to answer
question two of this study.
Q2. Can some form of change in children's skills associated with emergent literacy
development, specifically in story grammar elements incorporated into children's
story retellings, be observed throughout and/or after the lessons prepared with
the work scheme?
Q2a. If yes, what type of development?
Q2b. What were the indicators of the observed development?
To this end, children's retold stories were audio taped following the work of J. Miller
(1981) in which the process of defining elicitation contexts, sampling recording and
interpretation are thoroughly detailed. I transcribed and further analyzed the retellings,
comparing the children's stories of Weeks 1 and 2 and Weeks 2 and 3. The analysis was
conducted by means of a software application developed by J. Miller and Chapman
(2006) which is an analysis tool for narratives of children whose language background is
English and/or Spanish.
Semi-structured intemews
Interviews are understood as ,the dialoguenrrwhielr the researcher as-interviewer and
the participants as interviewees engage with the purpose of generating and obtaining
information relevant to the research, and where the researcher takes the decision of topic
relevance (Johnson & Christensen, 2004). Semi-structured interviews allow for some.
flexibility in the scope of the interviewees' responses because the questions are answered
by the participants without choosing from a. pool of provided choices. Topics that
may arise during an interview can be discussed even if the researcher did not originally
consider them (Hoepfl, 1997). I was interested in giving the teachers interviewed the
flexibility of elaborating on their responses in order to gather data related to their own
teaching contexts. I also wanted to have the opportunity to probe for expansion of
answers when I considered it necessary or interesting following the goals of the research.
This type of interview met these needs. In this study, semi-structured interviews were
used to find out the participant teachers' opinions regarding:
• The use of ICT with very young children;
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TABLE 3.3: Research stages: Phase II
Research Strategy for Source Outcome/Data Strategy for
question data col- analysis
lection
Q2. Recordings Individual ICT- Children's retelling Nature of analy-
of children's tasks conducted of stories sis: Qualitative
retellings with partici- and Quantitative.
pant children Tool: SALT
Ql. Q3. Semi- Based on previ- Teacher's opinions on: Nature: Qualita-
Q4. structured ous research stud- -the use of ICT with tive. Tool: NVivo.
interviews ies (Clements et young children -the Transcription; cod-
al., 1993; Bolstad, use of ICT-delivered ing of summarized
2004; Han, 2003; stories to teach En- notes; identifica-
Miles & Sweet- glish to very young tion of patterns and
land, 2001; Plow- children -children's classification of an-
man & Stephen, attitude towards the swers in the defined
2003; O'Rourke work scheme -the inte- categories; cross-
& Harrison, 2004, gration of ICT in the reference with data
KidSmart: Guide preschool classroom from observations
to Early Learning
and Technology)
Q3. Classroom Researcher field Researcher's record Nature: Qualitative.
semi- notes of the activities that Tool: NVivo. Coding
participant took place in the of summarized notes;
observations classroom during the selection of patterns
lessons before and or groups of notes
during implementation with similar themes.
of the work. Record of Cross-referenced
teacher's views of the with data coming
lesson after the lesson. from interviews
Record of children's
attitudes towards the
English lesson and the
stories that took place
outside the classroom
Q3. Materials from Material created Posters. Story se- Nature: Qualitative.
activities by children during queneing task Interpretive. Used
the sessions will be to illustrate the
kept in separate children's cases
per-child files
Q3. Rating scale Adapted version Children's preferences Nature: Qualitative.
of Airey, Plow- of the tasks that took Interpretive. Used
man, Connolly and place in the classroom to support of ehil-
Luckin (2002): Rat- and the stories viewed dren's opinion on
ing children's en- the lesson structure
joyment of toys, and materials
games and media
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• The role that ICT could have on the teaching of English as a foreign language;
• How rcr supports the teacher's professional development.
I designed the interview (Appendix C) based on previous research that looked into
teachers' perceptions of using ICT in the education of young learners (Bolstad, 2004).
The reason why I decided to base my interview in previous work was that these issues
were not the primary purpose of my study (as mentioned earlier the primary purpose is
explored through research question two), hence, I did not approach the study of teacher's
opinions on the use of ICT from a strict exploratory perspective. I had anticipated that
to some extent, a successful implementation of the English lessons that were put into
practice in Phase II of the study could be influenced by the teacher's opinion regarding
the benefits that ICT could bring to young children or by the role played by ICT in
teaching a foreign language, therefore gathering the opinions of the teachers involved in
the project before the lessons implementation was important. I based this assumption
on research results that showed that the success or failure of using some form of ICT
for educational purposes can be influenced by the way it is implemented, that is, how
the teachers ultimately deliver instruction with ICT (as a support tool or as integral
part of the curriculum (Joy II & Garcia, 2000)). For all of these reasons I decided that
it was necessary to gather teacher's opinions but keep them at the level of opinions
and not beliefs, in the sense that teachers' responses were not studied against their
teaching practices. How I approached this matter did not allow me to make strong
claims regarding teachers' beliefs on the use of ICT with young learners. These data,
however, provided rich insight related to the reasons for teachers'use of ICT during
English lessons with young learners.
Piloting the semi-structured interview. In September 2005, I interviewed a
teacher working in the Foundation Stage of a state school in the UK to pilot this instru-
ment. The objective of the piloting was twofold: (1) review the interview instrument
and (2) practice my skills as interviewer. In order to validate the instrument, I:
• Reviewed the construction of the questions to see if the participants' answers could
provide the data that the study required;
• Reviewed the categories that I had selected from the literature to classify the data
gathered through the interview (For a detailed explanation of why I chose to have
a priori categories for the interview data in the context of a study using inductive
analysis see Section 7.3 on p. 117);
• Gathered feedback on the instrument from the interviewee, namely clarity of ques-
tions and length of interview.
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In order to practice my skills to conduct interviews for the purpose of collecting data, I
transcribed the interviews and made observations regarding the tone Iused during the
interview and how I prompted the responses of my interviewee. Detailed below is the
learning experience gathered from the pilot.
Procedures. The interview took place in the nursery classroom at the teacher's
workplace after the children had gone home for the day. The way I conducted the
interview was by reading the questions. The interview with Jane (pseudonym) was
recorded after having obtained her consent. The conclusions reached after the pilot
were related to the instrument and my own performance as interviewer.
Regarding the questions asked during the interview. In order to obtain
feedback from the instrument itself, I asked Jane directly about the questions, whether
she had found them difficult to understand and therefore answer, if they had been too
long or covered too many ideas and led to any kind of confusion. Her response was
positive and an interesting comment she made was: "It seems like I answered some of
the questions before they were even asked." She referred to the fact that while answering
some of the questions, her answer was related to a subsequent question. She noticed
this because I was reading the questions and I would comment something such as: "Ok,
we have covered this topic, so I'll go to the next question."
Something like the above happened when I asked interview questions 5 and 6:
5. Do you think ICT can be used to support language development? How?
6. How can ICT be used to supportehildren from diverse-eultmahmd language back-
.grounds?
When Jane was talking about language development, she chose to talk about children
whose first language was not English, and therefore, mentioned that those children found
the support from the computer programs highly useful. This seemed to me a positive
feature of the interview questions because they prompted for the answers that I wanted
to gather, and they did so naturally. If one answer did not provide sufficient data, the
next question completed the information.
Conclusions obtained from piloting the interview. Data from the interview
provided information to see that some topics can be explored in more depth, such as
how ICT supports children in FL and L1 settings. Also, it showed how despite the
difficulties related to working with ICT during daily activities, Jane found it useful and
had ideas that with the proper equipment and technical support, she was willing to put
into practice. The information that Jane provided was interesting enough to see the
importance of exploring these topics deeper and with a larger number of teachers.
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Given the fact that this is just one interview, the data. generated from it was not
used to reach any type of conclusions regarding the study's research questions. The
major conclusion drawn with respect to data analysis was that the three categories that
I had previously developed to organize the interview data proved to be useful for the
initial stage of analysis.
I must recognize the fact that this interview was very friendly and easy to handle.
Perhaps the fact that I had known Jane for a year by the time of the pilot influenced
the way in which the interview developed. However, reflecting on the whole process and
reviewing the interview data, I could see that I tended to over-sympathize with Jane by
using expressions such as: "That's great" when Jane said something that corroborated in
a.way what I have read in books and articles about the topics being discussed. Because
I was aware that this type of behaviour can develop when a researcher does not have
too much experience in conducting interviews, I was able to "see" myself using such
expressions while the interview was taking place and thus, at some point along the way,
I stopped using those words or gesturing in response to Jane's answers and just nodded,
limited myself to say OK or prompted for any other comments related to the question.
Semi-participant and participant observations. Observational methods are tech-
niques that allow researchers to collect visual evidence of the natural actions performed
by individuals at the settings where they are occurring (Creswell, 2003). Observations
in this study provided data to inform research questions 3 and 4, on the topics of:
• Children's attitude towards learning English using ICT;
• Children's reactions towards the stories;
• The use of ICT-delivered stories and tasks in the English lesson.
Although it is true that it is possible to conduct interviews with young children, in
this study the participants were too young to expect large answers from them whilst
being interviewed. It would have been difficult to decide whether the children's answers
represented what they thought or if their answers would have been somewhat influenced
to what they thought I was expecting to hear. Because of the children's age, it was more
advisable to conduct observations and gather field notes. Field notes from observations
were taken during the whole class storytelling sessions and during/after the children
worked individually in the lCT-tasks of the lesson. The aspects observed grouped in
themes were (explained in more detail in Chapter 7 Section 7.2 on p. 114):
• Children's attitude towards lCT;
• Dynamics of the storytelling session with the computer as the delivery medium;
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• Teacher's participation during the storytelling session;
• Attitude towards the stories selected (from the perspective of children's behaviours);
• Children's reaction towards the content of the story;
• Children's comprehension of the familiar and new stories;
• Use of Ll during the English lessons;
• Organization of lessons into tasks;
• Children's reactions towards working with clay, cut-outs and puppets during non-
ICT tasks;
• How target vocabulary was introduced and practiced;
• Children's use of target vocabulary;
• Reaction to the songs;
• Story comprehension;
• Children's reactions during retelling of stories;
• Children's participation and reactions during drama tasks.
Recordings of the lessons, the individual ICT-tasks conducted with the children and
teacher's comments after the lessons complemented the field notes taken during the
observations.
Rating Scale. By means of a modified version of the "Sticky ladder rating scale"
as described by Airey et al. (2002), children were asked to rate the tasks carried out
during the English lessons as well as the stories viewed. The childen were given cut-
outs of pictures that represented the lesson tasks and asked to paste their pictures
in a horizontal manner under a face that represented how much they liked the task.
The modification consisted of asking the children to give their opinion by looking at
pictures distributed horizontally. The stories however, followed the criteria from Airey
and colleagues (2002) as the children were asked to paste pictures from the stories from
least favourite to most favourite following a vertical bottom-up order. The main purpose
of generating this data was to learn how children felt regarding the activities that took
place in the classroom and where they participated. The importance of this tool was
that it allowed me to learn children's opinions directly from them, increasing the value
of the data and conclusions related to children's attitude towards the lessons based on
ICT-delivered stories and TBL.
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Materials from activities. Materials that resulted from the children's work during
the English course were used to support field notes related to children's success with the
sequencing-story tasks. Scanned images of these materials are shown in section 7.5 of
Chapter 7 (p. 122.).
3.9 Validity and reliability
Validity as defined by Eisenhart and Howe (1992, p. 644) refers to the "trustworthiness of
inferences drawn from data". It represents the degree of accuracy to which an account
describes research phenomena (Hammersley, 1998). Validity is highly significant to
the research process as it is the mechanism that will corroborate and legitimize the
interpretations of the findings developed from the entire research process (Onwuegbuzie
& Leech, 2005, p. 288).
Reliability is concerned with the research instruments and the replicability of scien-
tific findings over time and groups of respondents (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2000).
Independent researchers should be able to reach the same conclusions through the same
methods in similar contexts (LeCompte & Goetz, 1982, p. 32).
In educational research, in the light of the quantitative-qualitative debate, some
prefer to avoid the use of the terms "validity" and "reliability". In this study however,
I chose to use them, agreeing with Niglas (2004) when she writes:
However nam>w or broad a meaning we adopt for the tenn "validity" in
differentresearch-cont~,thereis a commonnotiorrofcorrectnessand truth
value of the research as well as (trust}worthiness [reliability} of the results
connected to it (Niglas, ~004, p. 13).
The outcome drawn from a research study must sustain the rationalization provided by
the researcher, thus, considerations of validity and reliability were planned in the present
study in a number of ways.
Validity of interpretations. Three strategies were used to enhance the validity of
interpretations drawn from the data .
• Corroboration via data comparisons. An overall strategy to corroborate data in-
terpretations was the comparison of different data that enabled me to study the
same phenomenon. Thus, data from interviews was compared to the data gath-
ered from classroom observations. Similarly, data from children's responses in the
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rating scale was compared against data from teachers' interviews and field notes.
Interpretations regarding the success of the work scheme and the children's at-
titude towards learning English were then supported by data coming from three
sources.
• Translations from interview data. In order to validate the translation of the in-
terview data, excerpts from the transcribed interviews were sent to two Spanish-
speaking external coders. As a "back-translation" strategy, I asked them to trans-
late the excerpt back to Spanish. Afterwards, I compared their version of the
excerpt with the original transcription from the interview. In this way, I was
able to compare if both texts conveyed the same meaning. The comparison of
the excerpts did not provide differences on the ideas expressed by the participant
teachers during the interviews.
• Scoring of children's retellings. Three native Spanish-speaking researchers and my-
self scored the retellings independently. The transcribed retellings were sent to the
reviewers without providing information on the dates of collection, enhancing the
treatment of each retelling as an independent account (See section 7.6 in Chapter
7 on p. 125).
Validity of data used for interpretations. Field notes were written during the lesson
and immediately after. In addition, the lesson was audio-recorded. Individual work with
the children during which the retellings were collected was audio-recorded as well. The
children were asked to respond individually to a survey on paper. This format allows
the survey data to be tracked back to each child, validating their responses.
Reliability. A rich account.of the research design and the processes followed during
field work of the study is presented in Chapters 4 and 6. This description has the
purpose of enhancing reliability since those chapters can be followed by other researchers
to transfer the study to different contexts.
3.10 Summary
The most important points discussed in this chapter are as follows:
• The reasons why this study is of a qualitative nature and why it was set under the
naturalistic paradigm were detailed. These reasons are:
- Literacy, seen as a cultural and social influenced process, lends itself to quali-
tative methods and much can be learned about reading processes by studying
children from a socio-cultural perspective (Reyes, 2006);
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- Qualitative methods of study can produce valid and rich data from very young .
children when studying literacy development from the emergent literacy per-
spective;
- In this project there is an intervention, but it does not have the characteristics
of an experiment. There is no control group and the conclusions drawn from
the intervention are interpreted from a developmental perspective, that is,
looking at changes between each week of the intervention and not from a
pre/post-intervention analysis.
• General concerns in relation to ethical considerations when doing research with
young children that needed to be taken into account and that influenced the choice
of methods used in this study were explained.
• Finally, I presented the general structure of the methodology adopted in the study.
Specific detail of the methodological procedures followed in each of the two phases
of my research are presented in the following two chapters.
Chapter 4
Methodology I: The work scheme
and the lessons
4.1 Overview
This chapter details the procedures followed during data collection for Phase I of the
study. The goal of this phase was to collect the data aimed at answering research question
1and part of question 4. A full response to the latter is reached after completion of the
second phase of the study.
Q1. What pedagogical and technical aspects are involved in the design and implemen-
tation of a work scheme based.onICT-enhanced-storiesto teach English to young
children?
Q4. What are the opinions of the teachers involved in the study about the integration
of leT in the preschool curriculum?
The activities that took place during this phase followed two different directions:
the planning and design of the work scheme to teach English to young children, and
the organization of the fieldwork. Planning and design involved different tasks, which
included a review of the literature regarding storytelling and TBL approaches and my
own training as a researcher. The organization of the fieldwork mainly consisted of
finding the most suitable school to trial the scheme and making the required preparations
to undertake the fieldwork. The two sets of activities occurred almost in parallel and
took place between October 2005 and May 2006. The organization of the present chapter
is as follows:
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• Process followed during the development of the work scheme;
• Report on the pilot of the work scheme;
• Lessons created for implementation in Phase II;
• Fieldwork plan.
4.2 Designingthe work scheme
I present in this section the steps followed in the planning, design and development of
the work scheme. The activities that took place in this phase were:
• Reviewing materials available;
• Selecting the language teaching approach to use in the work scheme;
• Talking to practitioners about the use of stories with preschool-aged children.
4.2.1 Plan, design and development
The design of the work scheme started by conducting an analysis of the young learner
curriculum in Spanish contexts, considering how the task-based approach could be used
to address the needs that learners in the preschool age have, as discussed in Section 2.5
of Chapter 2.
As part of this analysis and with the purpose of studying the context and the lan-
guage teaching scenario for the young learner age group, I conducted a search of English
programmes which could include all the elements that my study brought together, that
is, ICT-stories embedded within TBL directed towards very young learners. The search
did not yield results regarding the existence of a programme that met the requirements
of the study, and as a result, I made the decision to develop a work scheme based on the
literature and the practical experience that I gained from the activities that followed
the literature analysis (the stories however, as detailed later in Section 4.3, were selected
from commercial material).
What I called practical experience occurred when I joined a literacy course at a
Reception Year class in a school in the UK (currently part of the Foundation Stage).
The course ran from September 2005 to May 2006 in weekly sessions of 3 hours in length.
The course was directed to the parents of children enrolled in the Reception year of the
school. It was initially provided by an organization external to the school and was
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continued by the children's teacher. The purpose of being part of this course was to
learn how young children worked with stories in school settings. I was also interested in
learning from the teacher the kind of activities that could be designed using the story as
a central theme. Finally, I wanted to learn what a successful outcome of a task was, in
terms of the objectives set by the teacher and the children's performance. Throughout
the duration of the literacy course, I kept a detailed account of the sessions in a research
diary by taking notes right after each session. An analysis of these notes provided
practical teaching ideas and a pedagogical basis for the design of the work scheme. I
reported the case of one of the children from the literacy course that I was attending
through an article which was published in a Spanish magazine for English teachers
(Recio, 2(05). This exercise provided me with feedback on the acceptance of my ideas
in the academic and teachers' communities in the context of the research. Later, I also
gave a presentation (TESS: Teachers of English to Spanish Speakers: Learning to Teach
and Teaching to Learn. Department of English Philology, University of Jaen 2006) about
the material from the course on the topic of how the TBL approach in combination with
stories could be an appropriate methodology to teach young children. This opportunity
provided an audience for the project and allowed me to see possible reactions related to
the idea of the work scheme. Parenthetically, I found the reactions to be positive based
on the conversations that I had with researchers who had worked with Spanish-English
bilingual children and teachers who had worked in Spain with primary children.
In order to extend the knowledge that I was gaining from my participation in the
literacy course, I visited the Reception Class of a second school. I found many similarities
in the type of activities that the teachers were doing with the-children in the Literacy
Hour with stories and the activities from the course. Ialso found that this second school
made extensive use of the computer in the classroom for the support of literacy activities.
They kept a record of the times that a child worked on the computer, and made sure
that every child worked on different activities at the computer at least once a week, with
some of the children working two or three times a week. Also, the teachers in this class
used stories found in various web sites made available by other Reception Year teachers
to reinforce the stories that they used in the Literacy Hour. Finally, I conducted a pilot
in another Reception class in a third school with a group of 4-year-old children, putting
into practice one of the lessons designed by the teacher who had agreed to participate
in my project.
4.2.2 Test drives: piloting a lesson
Piloting of the work scheme took place on June 19, 2006. It involved 5 children attending
a nursery class of a state school in the UK. The children's age ranged between 4 and
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5 years. The trial lesson lasted 48 minutes. The ICT-story used during the pilot was
''The Gingerbread Man" (Inside Stories, 2003). The children were familiar with the
Gingerbread Man story but according to their teacher, not with the version that I
showed to them. The lesson used for the pilot was planned in collaboration with one of
the teachers who participated in the study. I chose the story of The Gingerbread Man
because I wanted to see children's reactions with respect to the story's ending. Ethical
considerations during the pilot followed those that guided the whole project and which
have been previously detailed in Section 3.5 (p. 61).
All the children had a language background different from English as the school is
located in an area highly populated by families of Pakistani origins. For this reason,
the children were ESL students under special circumstances, as it "cannot be said [that
they were] immersed outside school in a rich English-speaking culture" (Andrews,2004,
p. 94). This circumstance limits the amount of practice that children have with English
outside the classroom and presents the controversy of whether this group should be
considered ESL or EFL. However, for the sake of simplicity, I considered this context as
ESL since English is "the language of the wider community and the official language at
national level" (ibid. p. 94-95).
Procedures
Plot of the story used: The Gingerbread Man
The Gingerbread Man is a story with multiple variations. Inall versions it is about a
couple that bakes gingerbread shaped as a man from which the story takes its title. The
Gingerbread Man character jumps out of the oven to avoid being eaten and is chased by
different -characters, including, its makers. The chasing-characters are usually animals,
although in some versions there are also children, as was the case of the story that
I used. AB the Gingerbread Man escapes from its chasers, he repeats his well-known
phrase: "Run, run as fast as you can. You can't catch me -I'm the Gingerbread Man!"
showing its confidence on being faster than others and to some extent unbeatable. At
the end of the story and in spite of the Gingerbread's speed and cleverness, the character
is finally tricked by an astute fox and gets eaten.
Layout
I sat with the five children around a small table in their nursery classroom. I used
a 12" monitor laptop to play the story software (Inside Stories, 2003) and a short song
about the Gingerbread Man. I started telling the children about the things we were
going to do. Because their teacher had told me that for them speaking English could be
difficult, I tried to keep the pace slow.
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Story session
I started the lesson with a story-related activity by asking the children to sing "I
like Gingerbread" song. The children did not see the lyrics of the song but I asked
them to mimic the movements that I was doing as they sang along. After the singing
task, the children watched the story once. My original idea was not to pause it, but
because the children got really interested in the story and the pictures of this version of
the Gingerbread Man, I had to pause the story after the narration of every scene. The
children started to compare this version of the story with the previous versions that they
had seen. I decided to ask them questions about the pictures and the actions during the
pauses.
In order to see whether the interface of the software that I was using would engage
the children and was friendly enough for the children to understand how to interact with
it, I asked them what they thought they needed to do to make the story "moveforward"
after pausing it, and they could not tell me. I then showed them the arrow icon at the
bottom of the screen (as shown in Figure 4.1) and demonstrated that by clicking that
picture the story would start again. One of the boys sitting next to me understood
this and every time the narration stopped and the arrow changed colour, indicating the
ending of the scene, he would immediately say "Click again! And then click again."
During the pilot session, I asked the children to do the followingstory-related tasks:
• Colour in a gingerbread man: After the story, I gave out a big gingerbread picture
to the children so they could colour it in. As they coloured they talked about
the story, the characters, the clothes of the Gingerbread Man, and their choiceof
colours for their picture.
• Paper-Puppets. Children also coloured in the characters of the story to make
paper puppets. We used straws taped to the picture to let the children handle the
puppet more freely.
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• ICT-supported story-sequencing. I showed the children four pictures on the screen
that were related to the story. These pictures had to be ordered in four empty
squares labelled with the numbers 1 to 4. I explained to them that the pictures
were from the story but that they were not in the right order. They had to put the
pictures inside the empty squares to show how things had happened in the story.
Each time a picture was dropped inside a square, the story software provided
feedback on the action, indicating whether the choice was correct or not. The
children were able to complete the task by telling me what picture to move, but I
kept control of the mouse on the laptop all the time. Due to time constraints to
complete the pilot lesson in one session, Idid not give the children the opportunity
to drag the pictures to the squares by themselves, as this would have increased the
time to complete the task.
• Story-retelling. Using the puppets, I helped the children to retell the story as a
group. I gave each of the children a role from the characters of the story and asked
them to hold up the paper character that they would play when their tum to talk
came. Then, I started telling the story but when it was the turn of a character
to speak, Iwould go quiet and encourage the children to say what the character
should be saying. The resulting story is shown in Figure 4.2.
All the names of the children who took part of the lessons piloted were changed to
pseudonyms.
FIGURE 4.2: _Bet.eJl.ingof-t.he.,Gmgerhread.Mall-irom.pilotsession
A
Abbar
A
Noor
A
Aasir
A
Munir
A
Kazi
NO\\·,-you'll·sa~:-"I-want· to-make gingerbread"-(imitatmg-the lady's voice)
I now make gingerbread!
And the gingerbread goes out of the oven aDd sayll .•.
I want to get out of the oven! I wl\nt to get out of the odtoen
Very good. And the girl sees the gingerbread rwmiog and what does she say?
I say No, DO shtlop there I re re mu eat you
Very good. And the dog? What doe; he sny? wben he sees tbe gingerbread
Eh, eh stop it. v.'aDt to eat you
Very good. And the £OX finally, "'hat does he do?
Eat him
Girl: Noor Boys: Abbar, Aasir. Munir. Kazi Rcscarchcr: A (Alcjiludra)
4.2.3 Conclusions from pilot session that influenced fieldwork
Even though the context of the pilot differed from the context where the fieldwork of the
project took place, the experience obtained provided insightful and useful information for
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its organization. The children's reactions towards the tasks and materials helped me to
see that the lessons that were prepared could work successfully with 4 year-old children
in a school context. The reflections and decisions taken after the pilot are detailed below.
Inter/ace 0/ the story software. The children's successful understanding of the story
interface was observed in the behaviour of the child who cued me when to click for the
next "page" of the story when the arrow was highlighted after each of the episodes. Un-
derstanding was also evident when I asked the children a second time what I had to do
to move through the story. Noor responded by saying "Out" while pointing at the icon
of the arrow. I realized then that a symbol of an arrow is used in some signs to indicate
"Exit", hence, Noor's association of the icon with the action of leaving or moving out
of an episode to enter another made sense. Finally, children's interest in the anima-
tions and the differences between this story and other versions showed that the story
had an appropriate design to raise the interest of children of the age required in the study.
Retelling task. I learned that the amount of language that children would produce
was not extensive. However, they showed clear understanding of the task and the con-
cept of retelling, since the children were able to follow the beginning, middle and end
structure of the story, albeit with my support. In this respect, the retelling tasks planned
for fieldwork could be more challenging, as I need the children to re-tell the stories by
themselves. Knowing this in advance allowed me to think of possible support questions
to give the children without leading them completely during the retelling.
Motivation. The children showed interest throughout the lesson and enjoyed all the
tasks that had been prepared. This showed me that the tasks were balanced in terms
of demand. It also showed that the length of the lesson was appropriate, since children
were.willing to work through all of the tasks.
On the whole, the lesson raised children's interest to the point that it kept one of the
most active students in the nursery class busy and attentive during the time we worked
on the lesson. When I arrived at the classroom and before starting the work, the teacher
had expressed some concerns about this boy's participating in my lesson because of his
usual behaviour. I however did not find any of the children distracted while working on
the tasks. Although there could be many reasons for this behaviour, it was positive to
learn that the lesson's structure, the story and the materials prepared worked very well
with the children, including the most active one.
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Technical aspects.
• Screen size. During the pilot, I used a 12" screen laptop and saw that a monitor
of this dimension might be difficult to work with when more children are involved
in the story session. On this occasion, the children were able to see the story
properly, but with only five it was possible to sit all of them around a table in
front of the laptop. In a larger class, this screen would be too small because the
refiection of the light on the screen would not let everybody see clearly. Idea.lly I
should work with a 17" screen.
• Speakers. It is necessary to have speakers for the computer.
• Mouse. It could be difficult to let children handle the mouse, but it might be worth
trying as they showed interest in clicking the arrow on the screen used to advance
the story by themselves.
• Recording the children's interactions. The voices recorded were very clear and
easily recognizable and the recorder that I used seemed appropriate. I rea.lized
that the children lost interest in the recorder as soon as I told them what the.
device was and how it worked, so I was able to pla.ce it in the middle of the table.
4.3 Organization of the fieldwork
As has.already been-noted:,Phase I of the pmject..involvedtwodifferent tasks that were
carried out simultaneously. The second of these tasks was the organization and planning
of the fieldwork of the study. This second task also involved a series of activities which
are described below.
Contacting an English teacher who had experience working with very young children
and who would be willing to take part in the project. In July 2005, I searched for
a school in Spain which worked with very young children in an intensive English
course. Through friends, I learned of a school that met the conditions required
for the project and contacted Isabel (pseudonym), the teacher in charge of the
instruction of English in this school. I established and maintained contact with
Isabel via e-mail until we finally met in March 2006. By then, the work scheme
was ready. In our meeting, Isabel and I discussed the details of the work scheme
and I was able to answer a.ll the questions she had regarding the study. I informed
her of the need to conduct two interviews as part of the work to be done: the
first interview at the time the English course was about to start and a second
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one at the end of the course. I also informed her of the need to audiotape the
English lessons and my role during the classes. Other details remained unclear as
at that time she still did not know the number of children who would be enrolled
on the course and how the school would handle consent of participating in the
research project, including the parents on behalf of the children. However, these
issues were still unclear even for the school, so I kept close contact with the head
teachers of the school to keep myself informed on these matters. By establishing
a relationship of trust and regular communication, I ensured that the plan for the
work to be carried out during the summer remained. Isabel was also part of this
communication so all the participants of the project were informed of the latest
decisions or events.
Story selection. N3 the stories would be used without providing a translation,.and the
experience in English of the children where the stories would be used was limited,
the selection of appropriate material was a vital aspect for the participant children
and their teachers. In the selection of the stories I took into consideration aspects
of content, including the language and the structure of the stories, and technical
aspects related to the graphical interface, namely animations and sounds used to
support the delivery of the stories.
For the analysis of content, specifically the structure of the story, I looked for
stories that exploited repetition as support to meaning construction, based on the
assumption that a repetition pattern would help children to understand the story
plot. Hoey (2001) uses the story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears to describe the
pattern of triads found in stories where the main. character or characters experi-
ence similar events on three occasions. He.ccnciudesthat.thia.structure supports ..
children's comprehension of stories in Ll. Based on Hoey's work, Darnton (2001)
studied structures of repetition found in stories. She used the structures to mea-
sure reading comprehension of a number of traditional stories that are well-used in
school (The Three Little Pigs, The Very Hungry Caterpillar, and A Big Fat Pie).
The results were positive in terms of increased comprehension when repetitive
linguistic structures were present in the text of the story.
In order to reduce the pressure of not having a translation for the ICT-delivered
stories that the children were working with during field work, I decided to start
the English course using a familiar story. I had expected that this decision would
provide the children with the opportunity of using intertextuality as a linguistic
strategy to construct the meaning of the story. The children in this study were
familiar with Goldilocks and the Three Bears, hence this became the first ICT-
story in the field work. The Gingerbread Man and Three Billy Goats Gruff all
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use a three-moment construction to develop the plot and so I selected them as the
other two stories for my field work.
Length of story and the features included in the software were the technical aspects
used in the selection of the stories. Since the story would be used in a 45-min.
lesson, its length had to be in the range of 7 to 10 minutes. The storytelling
activity alone would be taking a fourth of the lesson time, therefore that length
was reasonable. Furthermore, this length was appropriate for the children, as I had
previously experienced in the literacy course I attended, the results of the pilot and
also with my daughter (aged 4 at the time I chose the stories), who provided very
insightful feedback on the titles that I analyzed. The features of the story provided
by the software had to include images that attracted the children's attention.
The story had to include animations and highlighted text. In this respect, the
works of de Jong and Bus (2003) and Turbill (2001) concerning evaluation of ICT-
stories proved useful in the selection process with regard to quality of content and
appropriateness of materials for the age of the participant children. I focused the
assessment of the stories on software features that included highlighted text, story
playing controls, simple interface, multimedia support to understanding and story
length. The stories that met the criteria that I had established were three titles
from the series Inside Stories (Inside Stories, 2003).
During our meeting in March I gave Isabel the ICT-delivered stories that would
be used to design the English lessons. With all the information that we exchanged
and the materials that I gave her, she started planning the lessons that were later
usedin June/July 2006.
Communication~-I ilad-virtuaJ meetings with IsabelthroughMSN (Microsoft Messenger
IRC software). During these meetings, we discussed the particular activities that
the children would carry out. By this time, the activities were called tasks as the
work scheme followed a communicative approach to language teaching.
Lesson design. By the third week of June 2006, Isabel and I had prepared 15 lessons
which followed the work scheme guidelines (an extract of a lesson can be seen in
Appendix B). These lessons respected the procedures that I had set in the work
scheme, but working with Isabel also was a helpful and constructive experience.
Our work continued to re-inform the work scheme on practical matters, such as
the level of difficulty of the tasks that I had thought as viable for the work scheme,
as for instance answering comprehension questions related to the story. Isabel
provided insightful feedback for the work scheme from her experience of working
with young children, the knowledge of the context where the implementation took
place, and her own training as a professional. She had studied in Scotland for a
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year and had practice with the use of stories and technology (although not with
lCT-stories) in young children's classrooms.
Number oj trial lessons. The primary question of this study is:
Q2. Can some form of change in children's skills associated with emergent lit-
eracy development, specifically in story grammar elements incorporated into
children's story retellings, be observed throughout the lessons prepared with
the work scheme?
Q2a. If yes, what type of development?
Q2b. What were the indicators of the observed development?
The procedure to gather the data aimed at answering this question was a retelling
task supported by pictures displayed on the computer used during the lessons.
I planned to carry out three retelling tasks per child that took place within the
time of the lesson. I worked with one child while the others worked with their
teacher on other story-related activities. Inorder to calculate the number of lessons
required to collect the data for this question only, I decided on the length of the
tasks first. Research on language analysis suggests that young children in retelling
stories tasks of 3 to 5 minutes in length could produce language samples of 20 -
60 utterances per participant. This sample size is deemed to be appropriate for
further linguistic analysis as suggested by Miller (undated) "[t]he figures comparing
sample sizes of 25 to 150 utterances suggest that small samples can be informative
if they are collected under consistent conditions [... ]. Developing databases of
children retelling the same story would provide .insight into the developm.entof
vocabulary choice, specific referencing and story structure. These analyses do not
require long samples, juSt samples that focus on the same content." Considering
these figures, and adding up the approximate time that other tasks would take
during fieldwork, I calculated the minimum number of English lessons that would
be required to collect the data for the project, and came to a total of 12 lessons
minimum. With this number of lessons, I would have enough time to collect three
language samples per child and 12 whole-class lCT storytelling sessions. Each
lesson would be constructed with the whole-class storytelling session, an individual
computer task with the children, and a story-related task to be completed by the
children with the teacher in 45 minute-length lessons.
Length oj trial. The reasons to implement the lessons in an intensive English course
are related to the aims of the project and the requirements of at least 12 lessons.
An intensive English course would provide daily English lessons that would allow
covering 12 lessons in 3 weeks. This to a certain extent could help to control the
issue of children's exposure to other stories that would more likely take place on
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a long-term basis and that according to the emergent literacy approach, is a base
for the children's emergent literacy development. English classes throughout the
school year take place once or twice a week, which would then require the fieldwork
to take place throughout a period of 3 months. It is fair to believe that during
this period children would be exposed to a variety of stories and perhaps English
material, which would not allow me to establish a strong connection between the
English lessons and the ICT-delivered stories to the results obtained from the data
gathered in the study.
With the plan for fieldwork completed, Phase II of the project started in June 2006.
The activities that took place during the five-week English course where fieldwork took
place are described in Chapter 6 of this thesis.
4.4 Summary
The main topics covered in this chapter are:
• Procedures, results and conclusions drawn from a pilot exercise;
• Description of how the design of fieldwork was planned;
• Initial contact and strategies followed in the organisation of work with the first
participant teacher, Isabel;
• Preliminary steps taken for the selection of the research site.
Chapter 5
The work scheme: Data analysis
and findings
5.1 Overview
This chapter details the steps that I followed in the analysis of the data generated in
Phase I of this study, coming from the research diary where the procedures followed
during the development of the work scheme detailed in Chapter 4 were described. The
first part of the chapter discusses theoretical aspects of the analysis of qualitative data.
The second presents the procedures followed during the analysis of the research diary
and the findings from these data.
Interpretations and-reflectionsfrom thesefindings,-which--areaimed~t answering
RQl and in some measure RQ4 of this thesis, are proposed in Chapter 10.
5.2 Theoretical underpinnings of the research diary, inter-
views and field notes data analysis
The main goal of the analysis stage in research studies is to make sense of a vast amount
of data. Webster's dictionary defines analysis as a "detailed examination of anything
complex made in order to understand its nature or to determine its essential features"
(Gove & Webster, 1961, p. 77). Although this definition seems to be straightforward,
the procedure that researchers have to follow in order to make sense of data is not.
Different research approaches suggest the use of different analysis procedures according
to the philosophical stances underlying each approach, making it difficult for researchers
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TABLE 5.1: Analytic strategies of three qualitative approaches
Methodology Analytic strategy
Grounded theory Constant comparative analysis
Phenomenology Phenomenological reduction;
hermeneutic analysis
Ethnography Representation, inscription, translation,
and textualisation of culture in writing
Source: Tesch (1990); Thome (2000)
to decide on the best way to conduct data analysis. Table 5.1 illustrates this notion
by presenting the different analytic strategies that researchers follow according to the
qualitative research approaches of grounded theory, phenomenology and ethnography.
Salient similarities observed in different analytic strategies are highlighted below.
• Interpretational qualitative analysis generally occurs in two stages: data organiza-
tion and data interpretation. In spite of the need to organize data before starting
the process of theme identification and construction of hypotheses or "propositional
statements" (Bogdan & Taylor, 1975, p. 79), the two stages are often "intellectu-
ally intertwined and happen simultaneously" (Tesch, 1990, p. 114). That is, the
process of organising the data simultaneously raises ideas of what the data mean
and how can they be related, hence one process cannot be separated from the
other.
• It is clear that the analysis process is inductive and iterative (Lichtman, 2006;
Thome, 2000; Seidel, 1998; Lacey & Luff, 2(01). This could be inconsistent in
some studies that are guided by pre-existing thematic frameworks during data
categorisation, which is the case of the interview data in this study. However,
reasons that justify these choices would be provided by the purpose and nature
of each study. In this study, the reasons I had to combine a priori and emergent
thematic frameworks during coding of the interview data are detailed in section
7.3 of Chapter 7, where I describe the procedure followed during the analysis of
the interviews.
• Analysis occurs in stages that usually overlap in a continuous "to-ing and fro-ing"
(George, 2007, p. 56) from the whole set of data to the particular elements that
the researcher wants to study within the set. Iterations of analysis to categorize
and re-categorize data allow the researcher to familiarise herself with the data and
enhance the process of identification of findings.
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• The researcher familiarises herself with the data by organising and/or transcribing
it.
• Data are coded or indexed in terms of an existing thematic framework or through
the framework that emerges from the coding of the data.
• Data are organized in tables or charts to facilitate interpretation.
• Data are interpreted through the search for associations or patterns. The aim
of this stage is the search for common occurrences in the data that will lead to
explanations of the phenomena under study and for the themes that could have
emerged from the data.
Based on the above considerations, the analysis strategy that I followed to explore
data from the research diary, the field notes taken during classroom observations and the
semi-structured interviews was mainly based on that suggested by Lacey and Luff (2001),
but it was complemented with other strategies within each of the stages of their model.
This approach to analysis allowed me to work with an analytical strategy that provided
a systematic guide during the analysis stage of the study, facilitating the organisation of
the data, the coding process, and the presentation and interpretation of findings. Lacey
and Luff (ibid.) propose the use of a strategy known as Framework Analysis which occurs
in five major steps: (1) Familiarisation (2) Identification of a thematic framework (3)
Coding or indexing (4) Charting (5) Mapping and interpretation. In addition, it allows
for the use of a priori end/or.emerging.themes.during data coding, which was a strategy
followed during the analysis of the data from interviews. Each of the analysis-stages
under this approach is explained below, while I detail the procedure. followed in the
analysis of the research diary .. Data from the interviews and field notes were explored
under the same analytical strategy as the one used in the diary. The procedures taken
to explore these data are however detailed in the section of the thesis corresponding to
Phase II of this study (Chapter 7), because data from interviews and field notes belong
to that stage.
5.3 Analysis of the research diary
The analysis of the research diary was not based on pre-existing categories and therefore
the themes that were used to label these data were identified as Iwas reading the text in
search of patterns. The procedure followed during the analysis of these data is described
below.
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Familiarisation. The journal was typed and stored electronically; therefore the first
step of analysis consisted only of reading and rereading the document that I produced
during the months when I kept the journal.
At this stage, I also decided on a software programme that would be used to as-
sist in the mechanical process of coding the data and producing reports of the coded
transcriptions. My choice of software for this- task was NVivo because of its reporting
features. The use of NVivo (a Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis software
package) to categorize the transcription files facilitated the analysis process by taking
over the task of manually keeping track of changes in themes and categorisation of data
segments. The impact on the workload related to the creation or deletion of categories
and subcategories of themes used in the categorisation of data is minimised through the
features of this type of software application. Software analysis tools take up the hard
work of keeping track of text labelling and report generation with texts that have been
pigeonholed within a specific category. NVivo allows text to be labelled with any given
category, to overlap categories (for example categorizing the same text under different
coding themes), to create themes or to delete them without affecting the already cate-
gorised segments of text. The capabilities of NVivo helped me to engage in a creative
process of understanding the text and working with it, enriching the analysis.
Identification of a thematic framework. After having read the document in its
entirety, I went through it with the goal of finding salient themes or categories in the
data. I wrote a list of recurrent and/or interesting themes. These categories arose from
the data following the open code strategy as indicated by Glaser and Strauss (1967).
The list or themes that resulted from the first iteration was:
1. Concepts
2. Objectives
3. Brainstorming
4. Communications with participant teacher
5. Methodological notes
6. Observational notes
7. Theoretical notes
8. Scratch notes
9. Results
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Coding or Indexing. Using NVivo features, Ilabelled segments of the document in
terms of the preliminary categorization. These categories were not mutually exclusive, so
segments of text that could correspond to more than one category were multi-labelled.
During this stage, I also made notes that complemented the coding process as they
provided reasons why the category was created or why the segments were categorized
under determined themes. This stage became complex and tangled, however, the coded
data that resulted from it were useful at the moment of interpreting the results coming
from the diary.
After the first categorization iteration and when I was not able to identify new
categories, Iconducted a validity exercise with two external coders who looked at random
samples of data from the- diary and categorised them following the thematic framework
listed above. Since these data did not produce categorisation disagreements among the
coders, Idecided that the themes were comprehensive and data had been categorised in
a logical manner, that is, in accordance with the thematic framework that had emerged
from the diary.
At this point I decided to refine the themes with the purpose of presenting the
findings in a way that could facilitate their theoretical interpretations and representa-
tions. Therefore, I conducted a second categorisation iteration through a reduction of
the themes that were related through patterns found in the data. This second categori-
sation iteration was useful in two important ways in relation to analysing qualitative
data. First, it allowed me to re-familiarise myself with the data and enhance the inter-
pretations that Idrew from them. Second, it simplified the presentation of the findings,
which in my view is relevant since findings are effective as long as they are clear. The
final thematic framework resu~ted in the- following themes:
1. Concepts (integrated theoretical notes)
2. Methodological notes (integrated objectives)
3. Reflections on procedures followed (integrated brainstorming; communications
with participant teacher; scratch notes; observational notes)
4. Preliminary conclusions before implementation.
5.4 Charting: results directed towards answering research
questions 1 and 4
The fourth stage of analysis under the approach Ichose consists of the display of findings
that resulted from the analysis of the data. The stage is called "Charting" as it presents
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the findings in tables that can be organised by themes or participants' cases. These tables
are built upon the thematic framework, the research questions or personal considerations
of the ways inwhich the study can best be presented (Lacey & Luff, 2001, p. 182).
Data from the research diary were used to answer research questions 1 and 4. For
question 4, the findings from the interviews complemented the findings from the diary
(Section 7.3 p. 117), providing a more far-reaching response for this question. In order
to organise the presentation of the findings charts, I bring the research questions in here.
RQ1. What pedagogical and technical aspects are involved in the design and imple-
mentation of a work scheme based on ICT -enhanced stories to teach English to young
children?
RQ4. What are the opinions of the teachers involved in the study about the inte-
gration of ICT in the preschool curriculum?
Description of how the findings tables work. An important feature of the findings
tables is that data is not presented directly from the data sources, namely extracts
from transcriptions. Instead, representative phrases are used to summarise the findings
that stemmed from the data. The phrases reflect the overall idea that the participants
reported in relation to each theme. The tables .are afterwards explained using data
sources that support the summary of findings.
In this section, sources of data excerpts are identified by the following nomenclature:
Data source: Date, so for instance if a quote is labelled MSN:29.03.06 it means that the
source was Microsoft Instant messaging service (MSN) from the 29th of March 2006
(from the "virtual" meetings that I maintained with Isabel). NVi represents the source
as NVivo reports with its corresponding reference within the report (from the analysis
of the research diary) and Em@ identifies the source as e-mail messages.
For the data coming from the diary, I chose to create the charts using the final the-
matic framework that resulted during the analysis of these data and across participants
(in this stage of the research, Isabel and myself). In the tables I used a representative
phrase of the findings for each theme. The phrases have the purpose of pre-viewing
the most relevant finding under each category. This stage was the first step towards
responding the research questions based on evidence coming from the data.
Personal learning as researcher during the design of the work scheme. The first
entries in the diary recorded the concepts that I investigated to develop the work scheme
(shown in Table ·5.2 on p. 94).. The most salient concepts in the diary were related
to definitions of language teaching methods and requirements of design (Brown, 1995;
Graves, 2000; Richards & Rodgers, 2001). The revision of the concepts had the purpose
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TABLE 5.2: Chart 1: Resea.rch Diary. Concepts explored during work scheme develop-
ment
Pedagogical· Methodological Research re-
for the EFL lated
area
Technical
Researcher Learning about
the constituents
of a language
method
Learning about
storytelling
and TBL
Learning about
research diaries
as data collection
instruments
Learning about
ICT-stories and
requirements for
their use in a
classroom with
young children
of learning the elements that had to be included in the work scheme (later sent to the
participant teacher). Exploring the literature about storytelling and TBL led me to
substantiate their use with young learners. In order to enhance the usefulness of the
data from the diary, I learned about developing a research diary so it could be used as
instrument or strategy for data collection (Newbury, 2001; Mellor, 2001).
Regarding ICT-stories, I explored the aspects that teachers looked at when working
with this type of material in classroom settings. Software aspects found by teachers to be
the required included stimulating animations, uncluttered interfaces, simple navigations,
suitability for whole class teaching, friendliness for installation and access, vocabulary
appropriateness to the age range of the children (users) and text structure. Using those
aspects, I.reviewed seven ICT-stories which included four titles from.the InsideStories
series (Goldilocks and the Three Bears, The Gingerbread Man, Three Little Pigs and
Three Billy Goats Gruff) (InsideStories, 2003)-{SeeBection 4.3), Lulu's Enchanted Book
(Victor-Pujebet, 1995), Kiyeko and the Lost Night (Jacquin & Testamarck, 1995) and
Payuta and the Ice God (Desarnaud & Raviart, 1996). I also discussed the InsideStories
titles with a nursery teacher and found the material appropriate for the research. At
this stage I also decided to use stories developed by one publisher with the purpose of
maintaining consistency across stories.
Creating the lessons based on the work scheme. During the time that Isabel and I
worked in the planning of the lessons based on the guidelines that I provided, different
aspects connected to how language approaches can be put into practice were frequently
reiterated. Tables 5.3 (p. 95) and 5.4 (p. 96) present the aspects of the lesson that
we discussed, which included (1) the opinions of Isabel on teaching vocabulary (2) on
maintaining a low level of difficulty in the lesson tasks by controlling the games that the
children could play on the computer and their exposure to text and (3) the importance
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TABLE 5.3: Research Diary: planning the work scheme lessons
Defining course Regarding the tasks for the On the use of
objectives work scheme lessons written text
Isabel Course objec- Emphasis on the explicit teaching Reluctance to expose
tives shaped of target vocabulary; The role of children to written
by teacher's repetition [language and tasks] in text while working
experience lesson for preschoolers; Level of with ICT-stories
difficulty of ICT-tasks; Children's
interest in the English lesson
Researcher Defining objec- Appropriateness and diversity of Keen on allowing
tives: back and lesson's materials; Emphasis on children to work
forth from the- the use of unmodified materials with written text
ory to practice (written for native speakers)
of planning tasks of short length in order to maintain the children's interest during the
lesson.
(1) Isabel believed that the teaching of target vocabulary needs audio support, and
that is how she saw the audio in the ICT-story, as supportive. Isabel commented that
although she was aware that the TBL approach "does not promote the use of separate
vocabulary tasks" (her words), she believed that the age of the children required it. She
talked about using pre-tasks and while-listening activities, such as story character pre-
sentation with puppets, gestures and miming while listening to the songs. She believed
that starting .a lesson with stories could lead to children losing. interest·.a,n.dperhaps
becoming bored. Stories were for her a "wonderful idea" to make young children experi-
ence English. However, for her, story use needs to be supported by songs, puppets and
games. Isabel thought that it was important to use Spanish in the introduction of the
story vocabulary. She emphasised that children should not be exposed to written text
while working with ICT-stories and if so, text must be at "word" and not "phrase" level
MSN:29.03.06 Em@:1l.4.06 Em@:31.5.06. From the review that I conducted on TBL. I
concluded that explicit teaching of vocabulary in pre-tasks (previous the story-task) is
not required but could take place, specially if the learners required it (Edwards & Willis,
2005), so I let Isabel know this. In the guidelines provided to Isabel for the prepara-
tion of the lessons a variety of tasks which could suit young learners were offered (See
p. 38). They included children retelling a story, drawing a picture, making puppets,
role-playing, recognising vocabulary and writing sentences to describe pictures.
(2) Isabel judged the level of difficulty of the tasks contained in the software related
to the story to be challenging for the children in this EFL context because of their
level of language development, both in Spanish and English. Isabel thought that skills
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TABLE 5.4: Research Diary: language methods in practice through the work scheme
lessons
TBL Storytelling
Isabel Adapting the TBL approach Sequencing tasks; Com-
plementing ICT-stories;
Language of instruction in
vocabulary tasks; Compre-
hension questions tasks via
oral and visual tasks
required to handle the mouse could be too demanding for the children and that the
physical challenge added to a high cognitive demand task could get to be demotivating.
She thought that children might not even be able to understand the purpose of the
task. She did not believe that children should work independently and that the number
of teachers working with the children in all types of tasks is relevant because of the
children's age. She agreed to setting up a course or lesson project because that could
help to raise children's interest. Her experience was always what she used as the basis
to pla.n the course, like for instance, her experience with using songs and nursery rhymes
with children.
(3) A significant aspect for Isabel when planning the lessons was time. She insisted on
taking into consideration the time that children could spend on a task, which according
to her experience could not be prolonged to more than ten minutes per task. In my
experience, timing during lesson planning is an intuitive skill. However, Isabel's concerns
led me to wonder whether a "minimum" time for children to work on any given task
to consider it successful should be set. In the working definition of task suggested in
Chapter 2 (See p. 37) a communicative task for the young learner includes the outcome
and the process required to reach the intended outcome, but not the time that the learner
should spend on it. Perhaps the minimum or maximum time that young learners should
spend on a single task is a consideration when planning the use of TBL with young
learners.
A component from the stories selected that Isabel believed to be important was the
pattern of repetition that some stories have. Following the notion of repetition in the
content of the stories, in one of our conversations we evaluated the use of the story
of The Three Little Pigs which also is also structured in a three-moment repetition
pattern, but later decided against its use because the children were familiar with it.
Isabel approved the three stories required for the course (Goldilocks, The Gingerbread
Man and Three Billy Goats Gruff) because all of them were based on the three-moment
pattern of events.
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TABLE 5.5: Research Diary: reflections on procedures followed during lesson design
Setting up objectives Reviewing software Keeping virtual
meetings
Isabel Based on previous experience Appropriateness Useful to keep work
of working with young of materials going and necessary
children; Holistic approach
toward English teaching
Researcher Based on pre-school cur- Software used in other Constant contact with
riculum and the con- contexts; Experience the participants eased
tents of the stories during the pilot the organisation of
the field work
Isabel had some experience working with pre-school aged children in Scotland and
she had used ICT in her lessons with older students in Spain. In her view, the guidelines
that I provided her suggested ways of working with young children that she had not
experienced before in the teaching context of Spain. This resulted in her expressing a
degree of uncertainty towards the work with the ICT-stories. She did not know what to
expect and was constantly discussing the importance of controlling the difficulty level
of the lesson tasks. She commented on the complexity to follow "someone else's method
of work" MSN:6.4.06. Planning lessons with stories and technology required knowledge
of the context where they were to be used because I was willing to let the children
work individually on the computer given my own teaching experience. I offered Isabel
continuous support on the planning of the lessons, the understanding of the work scheme
and of the research project. I shared my ideas with Isabel about letting the children
interact with or be-exposed- to ymtten text-and put 'an-emphasis-on the-use ofICT tasks
as provided by the software of the story, based on having seen children with language
backgrounds other than English working successfully with them.
Reflections surrounding the process of lesson design. Considerations regarding lesson
design which I considered to be independent of the language teaching approaches used
in the lesson are summarised in Table 5.5. These were as follow: (1) Isabel based the
lessons on her work experience in the research context (2) She evaluated the materials
for the lesson from the perspective of "appropriateness" for the young language learner
(3) Some advantages of using ICT to maintain contact with the participants of a research
study.
(1) Isabel expressed her interest in organising the lessons using a holistic approach
toward English teaching. She used the term "holistic" to refer to a language lesson
where children would practice English beyond the lesson, for example, asking children
to play the songs from the story during playtime.
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The importance of offering stimulating yet highly structured lessons was an aspect
that Isabel emphasised during the process of lesson design. She wanted to offer the
children opportunities to learn and practice English while attending to their develop-
mental needs. Hence she wanted the lesson plans to be flexible (adaptable according
to children's responses), highly dynamic (including several activities where children had
to walk, run, colour or sing) and structured in terms of the objectives that the lesson
and individual tasks had. Isabel wanted the lesson to occur in short-length tasks which
, could be sequenced according to complexity. Looking at the types of language lessons
that can be designed according to different underlying methodological principles and the
characteristics of task-based syllabi, it is possible to match Isabel's notions of a lesson
. for young learners with a task-based syllabus (Gilabert, 2004) in four ways. First, based
on experience, she identified the target tasks that very young children would need to
perform in English, for instance singing, role-playing, telling stories, drawing and making
story characters. Secondly, with the aim of controlling the cognitive demands that tasks
imposed on the children, she adjusted them according to children's language proficiency
and motor skills. This was evident in her insistence on taking into consideration the
children's age and the type of tasks they would be able to complete on the computer,
given their mouse-handling skills on the one hand and their language development on
the other (the decision of not planning tasks where children would work with text was
derived from this idea). Thirdly, she arranged the task sequence according to increasing
complexity. Her lessons started with a vocabulary focused task and moved to the song
and then the story. Fourthly, she kept a complete focus on meaning and, thus, there
were no tasks that presented notions of English grammar.
1 was able to keep the planning and contents of the lessons close to the research
aims by continuously going back to the guidelines of the work scheme. That is, Isabel
designed the lesson guided by her work experience at a state nursery in the UK, in Spain
and in the school context, but she understood the importance of keeping certain aspects
of the lesson unchanged, such as playing the story without providing translations and
allowing time for the children to work individually with me on the computer.
(2) Isabel also took part in the choice of the stories used, as she asked to look at the
software before approving them for the course. Based on her knowledge of the research
context, she found the software that I had selected and the choice of stories appropriate
for the children, and hence she agreed to use them in the lessons without translations
or modifications.
(3) An important aspect of the implementation strategy was the constant contact
with Isabel during the months previous to the implementation of the lessons. Her close
involvement in the project and the time and effort that she gave to the research before
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the summer course were an incentive to overcome the problems that arose during the
field work. Our virtual meetings (held via MSN) and exchange of e-mails supported the
process of lesson design, adding value to my research through the input and participa-
tion of Isabel.
Before implementation. The last category of data from the research diary which
included those aspects that I considered as learning experiences and that were important
to keep in mind before implementation, namely (1) the importance of using a variety
of tasks in the lesson (2) the limited use of the material contained in the story software
and (3) the differences in teaching styles of two people using the same materials.
(1) For Isabel, one of the considerations that was obligatory in the lessons was the
use of a wide range of games. She said that there had to be room for improvisation
because with young children lessons do not always go as planned. Tasks had to be of a
low language complexity and the stories were going to be used with previous teaching of
vocabulary and after completing other introductory tasks such as songs or vocabulary
related games.
(2) Isabel decided not to use the games contained in the story software to minimise
the children's interaction with written text. It can be said that she was inclined to
plan lessons based on objectives but with a strong drive for providing the children with
opportunities to have fun. A positive outcome for my research with regards to how
Isabel decided to use the stories was that she agreed to play them as they were delivered
by the software, without translating the.storyat-the end or after each episode.
(3)-Duringthe process of Jesson-design I realised-the·numeroUS"-wa.ys in which the
same teaching material may be exploited. From my experience of teaching English to
young learners, I am inclined to use materials that contain written text. Children's
curiosity creates opportunities for learning concepts of language through games and
without formal instruction. Isabel on the other hand thought that the children of the
age of the participants should. work most of the time with oral input and their work on
paper be limited to drawing or cutting and pasting. We both agreed that the children
needed to learn while having fun, moving, dancing or singing, but we would achieve this
through different types of tasks.
For me as a researcher, I found that having worked with the participant teacher
during the lesson planning allowed me to familiarise myself with the research context
through her experiences. The link between the school and the researcher was kept thanks
in part to Isabel's involvement and her enthusiasm regarding the study. Furthermore,
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knowing the lessons in advance prepared me for fieldwork, allowing me to have an idea
of what I needed to observe in the lessons.
Mapping The final stage of analysis under the framework approach is referred to
as mapping. It consists of formulating creative explanations and interpretations for the
associations and or patterns found in the data. Explanations of the findings might be
discussed with the support of diagrams or maps that provide a graphical explanation
for those findings. These maps ultimately support the response that the results of the
study provide for the research questions. For the purpose of organisation, a discussion
of the findings obtained throughout this study via all collection methods is presented in
Chapter 10, thus, the present chapter ends with a summary of the data analysis from
the-research diary.
In order to preview the discussion of the findings, I shall say at first glance that
creating a work scheme as this project has described it is pedagogically and technically
possible. The teacher involved in this project found the work scheme to be useful since
it provided her with an informed and systematic basis for the development of English
lessons for young children. In general, she judged the participation in the project to
be a valuable experience for her practice and, as it is discussed in Chapter 10, she
was surprised to see how the children were able to participate in the lessons prepared
using the work scheme guidelines even though during the planning she had thought
them too challenging. Implementing the work scheme presented an altogether different
challenge, since this task involved the participation of not only the teacher who prepared
the language lessons, but also the children and head teacher. The challenges discussed
by -the -teacher are further analyzed in following chapters, where I report the results
obtained-after-the-implemen~tion of the work scheme lessons.
5.5 Summary
Chapter 5 has covered the analysis of the research diary and the findings that resulted
from it. The most important findings from this data source are:
• Informing the creation of a work scheme to teach English to young learners required
from me as a researcher to explore EFL approaches from a theoretical perspective.
This investigation led me to form high expectations in terms of what theory says
learners are able to do. The stage where theory was confronted with practice
(during the time when Isabel prepared the lessons based on the guidelines that
I provided and the lessons were implemented) was vital for me as researcher (to
make theory practical) and highly useful for the practicing teacher. since this
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confrontation helped her to open up to learning possibilities during the lesson
after having seen the children's response to the materials and tasks.
• During development of the lessons and the selection of the materials to use, Isabel
felt that some of the story-related tasks were too challenging for the children.
• Exposing young children to written text was viewed as a potentially negative
experience for the children because they were not "ready" to work with the written
text;
• The use of ICT to support the teaching of English was considered to be positive.
However, according to Isabel, allowing children to work alone with computers is
an idea that teachers might not accept easily.
• TBL methodology was adapted by Isabel to accommodate explicit teaching of
target vocabulary selected from the story.
• The storytelling approach to teaching English was always evaluated as a very useful
and extremely appropriate method to teach young children
The next chapter presents the methodology followed in the implementation of the
lessons that Isabel prepared based on the work scheme. These procedures constituted
Phase II of this project.
Chapter 6
Methodology II: Fieldwork
6.1 Overview
This chapter describes the methods used and the procedures followed during Phase II
of the study to generate data aimed at answering research questions Q2 and Q3 and
complement the answer to question Q4 which was partially answered by data gathered
in Phase I.
Q2. Can some form of change in children's skills associated with emergent literacy
development, specifically in story grammar elements incorporated into children's
story retellings, be observed throughout andj or after the lessons prepared with
the work scheme?
Q2a. If yes, what type of development?
Q2b. What were the indicators of the observed development?
Q3. What is the attitude of the children towards learning English using ICT-enhanced
stories integrated in the work scheme? About the English course at all?
Q4. What are the opinions of the teachers involved in the study about the integration
of ICT in the preschool curriculum?
The activities in this phase included the implementation of the lessons prepared
under the work scheme described in Chapter 4, as well as the procedures followed to
gather story retellings from the children participating in the study during the English
course.
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Since the selection of the school where fieldwork of this study took place was agreed
well before the actual fieldwork started, the description of this activity could then have
been included in Chapter 4. However, considering that I did not have access to the
school until the course started, I was able to describe it only at a later stage of the study
and not while I was working with Isabel. For these reasons, I decided to present in this
chapter all of the activities that belong to what I refer to as Implementation of the work
scheme which covers the trial of the lessons prepared in Phase I of the study and the
related required activities for this trial to take place. Accordingly, the descriptions of
.the research context, the school where fieldwork took place and the participants' profile
are included in this chapter as part of the effort of implementing the lesson.
The organization of the present chapter is as follows:
• Implementation of work scheme lessons
• Procedures to conduct the field work
• Summary of data collected.
6.2 Implementation of the work scheme
With respect to the place where fieldwork took place, it must be noted that the ar-
guments I have made so far in connection with the use of ICT -enhanced stories and
preschool aged children could apply to language contexts other than Spanish speaking
children learning English. Contexts where the type of ICT-delivered stories similar to
the ones used in this study are employed to teach preschool children a foreign or sec-
ond language would have suited this research. I decided to conduct the study in Spain
because of my language background, my experience of teaching English as a foreign
language with Spanish-speaking children and because organizing and conducting the
fieldwork in the chosen site presented advantages to the development of the study, as I
was able to keep close contact with the participant teacher during eight months previous
the fieldwork started (traveling to Spain three times before commencing field work).
6.2.1 Outer context: the Andalusian region of Spain
A review of the context where the study was going to take place was started when the
decision of the site was reached, as was explained in Methodology I. Following educa-
tional reforms started by the Spanish government in 1990, the preschool curriculum has
been modified making the learning of a foreign language compulsory. In the Andalusian
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province, these changes are reflected in the Plan de Fomento del Plurilingismo (Plurilin-
gualism Promotion Plan: A language policy for Andalusian society, 2005), a government
initiative aimed at promoting the teaching of foreign languages through a series of ac-
tions which include the creation of 400 bilingual centres in the region. Three-year-old
children are expected to receive English instruction in state schools as part of the official
infant curriculum.
6.2.2 Inner context: the School
Having completed the design of the study, the school was chosen on the basis of whether
it offered English lessons intensively (4 or 5 hours per week) and was willing to let
me interview teachers and the headteacher, observe and work with the children during
lessons and playtime and change the English programme prepared for the summer course.
Through friends I learned about a school located in the Andalusia region of Spain that
would be suitable for the research. The school offered English lessons to 3-4 year old
children in daily sessions of 45 min. in length within the context of a summer course
and fitted the requirements of the study, specifically, the minimum age of the children
accepted to receive English lessons, the frequency of the lessons, the interest of the
participant teachers and head.teacher, the course length and the possibility to change
the English programme and work with the children. This non-probabilistic selection
strategy of the research site has been described by Patton (1990) as purposive sampling,
since I first defined the requirements of the research site and then selected the one that
fitted the. prerequisites.
The selected school offered a course to children of different agesandacceptedchildren
as young as 3 years old. The summer course was programmed to last five weeks and
parents could register their children in any available week. However, most of the children
were registered for the whole duration of the summer course. This was a non-compulsory
course offered outside school terms, and was highly useful to working parents. Children
were grouped according to age and received a variety of lessons throughout the day.
These lessons included Theatre (Drama), Water-games, English and Storytelling. During
the Theatre lessons children would rehearse a short play and perform it on Fridays to
parents and teachers. Water-games included balloon-fights and getting wet with a water-
hose. The children would wear a bathing suit and run around the playground while their
teachers sprinkled water on them. Children enjoyed this activity greatly as it helped
them to deal with the summer temperatures, which would range between 38-45 degrees
Celsius at the time of the study. The storytelling session lasted 45 minutes during which
the children were told a story and then asked to do some work related to it. Figure
6.1 shows a poster that the children completed after having heard a story about the
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different peoples of the world. The purpose of my attending this session was to observe
how children worked with stories, the activities that they completed, their reactions and
behaviour during the sessions.
FIGURE 6.1: Todosen este mundo. All of us in this world
The school does not follow a specific English curriculum. Therefore, in order to
plan the lessons for this subject, the English teacher is asked to pr S nt a proposal of
the work to be done during the course. The school then approves the programme and
makes changes if the headteacher considers it necessary -if for instanee certain activities
require parents' consent the organizers might decide to actually ask for the consent
or simply eliminate the activity. The capacity that the teachers have to suggest the
English programme constituted one of the reasons why this school was appropriate for
my study. The teachers' freedom to follow their own programme allowed me to work with
the teacher and make adjustments as it suited the study. English lessons for the summer
of 2006 had been planned to take place twice a week, on Tuesdays and Thursdays. The
remaining three days the children would have Storytelling sessions. English class s w re
scheduled to take place at 9:00 a.m. and Storytelling at 11:00 and the lessons were
followed by playtime and water-games respectively. This schedule was modified in the
case of the 3-4 year old children to accommodate the course that had been prepared
in collaboration with Isabel. The children enrolled on the course came from different
schools and so their previous experiences with English lessons varied. This meant that
at the time of the study they might have had previous English lessons or not. Isabel
agreed on the fact that this particular issue did not pose any problems and that more
experienced children could offer support to other children during the sessions.
During the first two weeks of the summer course, the children received English and
Storytelling lessons as had been originally organised by the school. The last three weeks
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of the course, the sched.ule changed. in order to increase the number of English lessons
and meet the research objectives. This change was not problematic as I had arranged.
to conduct the research in this school a year before and they had kindly accepted to
make any changes as required. by the study should the need. arise. On a personal note,
I believe that the communication that I kept with Isabel created a relationship that
helped to ensure that the research work would be carried. out -giving and taking the
adjustments that took place because of essentially uncontrollable circumstances. One
of these circumstances was the fact that Isabel, who had planned. the lessons and was
originally teaching them, had to withdraw for personal reasons after the first week of
implementation. Her role in the research changed. as well and so, during the third week
of the course, she acted as an observer and as link between the new teacher and my
research. Teresa (pseudonym) was the teacher who taught the course and with Isabel's
help, the transition between Teresa's original plan for the English lessons and those
prepared. by Isabel was not problematic. The major implications of this change were
observed on the lesson plans and task sequence. This is discussed in more detail in
section 10.5 of Chapter 10.
6.2.3 The participants
The Children
On average, 8 children attended. all of the lessons. Table 6.1 shows the list of the
children who participated in the study .. In order to ensure confidentiality, their names
were changed to-pseudonyms. The age ofthe children at the time of data eollectionand
.salient cba.racteristicsofchildre~ties...which.l.observed:.and corroborated. with
the teachers are also shown.
The Teachers
Isabel
Role in the project and work experience. The first-contact teacher and the one with
whom the workscheme lessons were planned. She had experience working with preschool
and primary level children.
Contribution to the project. Preparation of the work scheme lessons. I interviewed
her in June before the implementation of the work scheme. Two reflection sessions of
one hour each after the first two implementation lessons of the course.
Teresa
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TABLE 6.1: Participant children
Participant Age (months
child and years)
Annotations on children's personal-
ity. Source: field notes
Elena 43mo - 3yrs 7mo Outgoing. Showed interest in all the computer tasks from
the first trial lesson. She showed great interest in the
story-related games that were part of the story software.
She completed planned and unplanned lCT-tasks well. She
showed signs of understanding oral feedback provided by the
computer during the completion of one of the ICT-tasks.
Diego 47 - 3yrs Hmo Quiet. Did not show too much interest in
the stories or the computer.
Pablo 59 -4yrs Hmo Highly active. Continuously had to be called to order.
Showed a lot of interest in the computer and the stories
from the first day I went into the classroom.
Ana 55 - 4yrs 7mo Shy. Always wanted to be with Isolda, she could
go off task easily. Once her attention was on any
given task, she showed interest and responded well.
Language skills: still developing Spanish sounds.
Manuel 65 - 5yrs 5mo Quiet and shy. He understood instructions easily and
completed tasks, but he was not always willing to participate.
Enrique 51 - 4yrs 3mo Very participative. Quiet but always interested in
the tasks. He wanted to work on the computer
every day. Loved the Gingerbread Man story.
Isolda 59 - 4yrs Hmo Active. Participative. Open. Showed interest in
the ICT-tasts. Told me she did not like English
in the first lesson that I observed.
Angel 51 - 4yrs 3mo Highly active. Angel showed interest but was not always
keen on. participating in the retelling task. At times,
Angel's behaviour was disruptive to the lesson.
Role in the project and work experience. Teacher in charge of the English course. At
the time of the study, Teresa had almost no experience working with very young children
though she had experience in the Granja Escuela school programme of Spain. This
programme is a project where children of all school levels can gain hands-on experience
on topics related to the curriculum, such as farm projects.
Contribution to the project. Teresa was in charge of teaching the lessons. I inter-
viewed her twice, the first time in June before the implementation of the work scheme
and the second time in July at the end of the course. Personal communications after
lessons to reflect on the tasks conducted during the lesson, the story, the children, and
so forth.
Cristina
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Role in the project. Headteacher of the school. She authorized my work in the school
and was the contact with the parents throughout the course. Provided consent on behalf
of the parents after having informed them of the project during a parents' meeting that
took place before the course started.
6.2.4 Understanding the research context: a parents' survey
In order to further understand the research context, a small-scale survey of the parents
was conducted. Data from the survey were used to gain knowledge of the parents'
position regarding the use of ICI' or the teaching of English with and to very young
children which would help to identify factors that might influence the success or failure
of the work scheme being trialled (See Appendix F for a summary of the results of the
survey).
6.3 Structure of the work scheme lessons
A typical lesson was structured in 4 different stages of different duration. Each lesson
included generally:
• Whole class storytelling: 10 min.;
• Whole class vocabulary activity (colouring, games, paper puppets): 8 - 10 min.;
• Song or game related to the story: 5min.;
.
• Small group or whole class manual activity in parallel to a computer task with one
or two children at a time: 20 - 25 min.;
The language of instruction during the lessons was for the most part Spanish, with
the exception of the times when Teresa used English to refer to selected vocabulary
from the stories. The target vocabulary to teach was selected by Isabel because she
considered that the children in this context need a base-vocabulary to build upon. That
is, she thought that even though explicit teaching of vocabulary is not part of the
communicative approach to language teaching, in this case it was important to adapt
the method for the lesson because of the age of the learners, the context where they
are learning English and the children's lack of a vocabulary base which she thought was
necessary to start the lessons to scaffold children's understanding of the stories and as
a base upon which a vocabulary repertoire may be built.
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During the twelve implementation lessons observed, data from the tasks aimed at
answering the primary question of this project were the whole-class telling of the story
and the computer tasks. These activities were audio recorded and field notes were taken
at the time of the lesson and after it. Some of these post-lesson observations/reflections
included personal communications with Teresa.
6.3.1 ICT-task: whole-class storytelling
In the whole class stage of the lesson, the children sat in a semi-circle around two
small desks where the computer and speakers were set (See Figure 6.2). This activity
consisted of having the children watch the story from beginning to end. After the story,
the children would respond to some comprehension questions related to the story. I
first conducted the questions for Goldilocks but Teresa did the ones for the other two
stories, The Gingerbread Man and Three Billy Goats Gruff. The conversations that
took place before, during, and after the story were audio taped and field notes were
taken. This activity was the starting task and children were told to pay attention every
day because they would later do things related to the story: games, puppets, answer
questions, pictures and/or working on the computer with me.
FIGURE 6.2: Classroom layout for whole-class storytelling activity
6.3.2 ICT-task: sequencing and retelling the stories
Sequencing and retelling tasks consisted of asking the children to order four pictures from
the story used in the week. This task took place after the children had participated in
the whole class storytelling at least two times. The pictures used in this task belonged
to the story and were part of an activity suggested by the creators of the software. For
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the stories Goldilocks and the Three Bears and The Gingerbread Man, the sequencing
tasks were taken directly from the CD materials. However, for The Three Billy Goats
Gruff, which was the last story used, there was no sequencing activity provided, so I
made one following the criteria used in the two previous sequencing tasks. Figure 6.3
shows how the task was presented to the children at first. During this task, I spoke
to the children in English and Spanish -translating the instructions- to encourage them
to talk in English and making sure at the same time that they understood the task to
complete (See Appendix K for an example of a retelling task).
FIGURE 6.3: Graphics for the sequencing task of The Gingerbread Man
Each time I called a child to complete this task, I tried to follow the same set of
instructions, asking first if s/he had enjoyed the story and if s/he wanted to work on
the computer doing work related to the story. Then, I would ask them a few questions
about the story, trying to make them talk about it. Later, I would ask them to put the
pictures in order, because I wanted to know what happened first, second and last in the
story. If the children wanted to try and use the mouse, I would let them do it but I
helped them with the dragging part, with the exception of two children who were able
to do it by themselves after three tasks. When the pictures had been arranged, I would
ask the children to tell me the story in their own words in Spanish or English, without
looking at the pictures. All the children used Spanish to tell me the stories, and even
though I had expected that Gingerbread Man was not going to be translated because
they were not familiar with the story or with gingerbread, they found a term in Spanish
to refer to this character. They called him "El Pastelito", which can be translated as
"The Little Cupcake Man."
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6.3.3 ICT-task: drawing a character
The software used to complete this task is called 2Create a Story (2Simple Software TM).
I decided to use thisprogram instead of Paint (Microsoft TM) because of the ease with
which young children could handle the software interface. I tried this program with my
daughter when she was 4 and she was able to handle it independently in approximately
15 minutes. She has had several opportunities to use a mouse, and I knew that this skill
might not be present in the children from the course where I was going to work, but my
daughter showed a great interest in the software and started using it to draw instead of
Paint which is the program that she used to work with to draw on the computer. In
order to draw a picture in this software, the children have to click on one of the menu
of colours, displayed as felt pens on the left of the screen, and draw on the empty space
of the screen on the right. Even though this software is more than a drawing tool, I did
not use any of the features it offers to create animated stories.
6.3.4 ICT-task: a puzzle game via comprehension questions
The children tried to complete a puzzle task for the story of the Gingerbread Man
included in the software. I had not considered the use of activities where comprehension
questions had to be answered, but one of the children who got more interested in the
use of the computer insisted on playing the games that came with the story, so from
the choice of activities available in the CD, I asked the children to complete one which
included comprehension-questions from the story. It is worth:.explainjng that during
the design of the lesson plans (in phase I of the study), when I explained to Isabel the
contents of the CD stories, I bad suggested that the games and extra activities related
to the story included in the CD could be used in the lesson. However, Isabel thought
that the activities would be too challenging for the children so they were not part of
the lesson plan. The decision to give the children the opportunity to play this game
was based on their eagerness and continuous requests to "play with the games" on the
computer {Pablo's request. Source: field notes}.
In the comprehension question game of the Gingerbread Man, the child or children
have to answer one question from the story by clicking on one of three options provided.
Each time a question was answered correctly, a piece of a puzzle that could be seen
dimly in the background, would change colour. The questions were played so the child
or children had to listen carefully in order to understand, and the choices to answer
the questions were three pictures displayed on top of the puzzle. An example of one of
the questions of this activity was: "Who baked the Gingerbread Man?" The choices
to answer the question were "The Fox", "The Children chasing after the Gingerbread
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Man" and "The Old Woman." The software would provide feedback according to the
choice the child made. For incorrect answers, the feedback was: "I don't think so" or
"Try again." For correct choices, the feedback response was "Well done!" During this
task, I allowed the children to use the mouse to click on the pictures if they asked.
6.4 Role of the researcher during the research lessons
I had two major roles during the lessons: as observer and as a teaching assistant. My
role as an observer took place in the whole class storytelling activity. At this time, I
would handle the computer to start or stop the story and to play the songs. On one
occasion I asked the children comprehension questions related to the story (my intention
being to show the teacher how this activity could be done, so in later lessons the same
activity could be carried out). My role as a teaching assistant took place when the
children were working on the computer. In the individual computer tasks, I would take
a more pro-active role in terms of explaining to the children what they had to do on
each occasion. However, when children were actually working on the task, I would take
a reactive role in order to allow the children to work on the task as independently as
possible. The language that prevailed during the time I interacted with the children
was Spanish, however, with some children more English could be used as they showed
more signs of understanding and willingness to try to understand and repeat my words.
The instructions for the task were always given in English first and translated after to
reinforce and confirm understanding. I took these measures to alleviate the pressure
that the children were under due to the work that they were doing, specially after the
introduction of thework-SCheme-lessons-whichincluded tasks new to the children, ICT-
storytelling sessions and story retellings for instance.
6.5 Summary
Figure 6.4 presents the data collected during the field work stage of this study. Green
cells represent those activities that I completed directly with the teachers or the children.
Yellow cells represent data collected by the participant teachers.
In summary, this chapter included a detailed description of:
• Procedures for the selection of the research site;
• Description of participants of the study: teachers and children;
• Procedures followed during the implementation of the work scheme lessons;
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FIGURE 6.4: Summary of data collected during fieldwork
Week 1
R "' Researc he r T .. Partlclpant teachers
• Structure of the work scheme lessons and types of tasks used in the lesson and as
data collection strategies.
Chapter 7
Analysing the work scheme
lessons, tasks and story retellings
7.1 Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to present the analysis procedures followed in exploring
the data collected for Phase II of this study. Data collection methods for this stage,
previously described in Chapter 3, included field notes from classroom observations,
semi-structured interviews, rating scales, a selection of materials produced by the chil-
dren during the English lessons and children's story retellings. The approach taken for
the analysis, and procedure for each collection-method are explained in separate sections
ofthe chapter. Findings from these data. are offered inChapters 8 and 9where I attempt
to construct a response to research questions two, three and four from the perspective
of four participant children and from an overall perspective of the study respectively.
Interpretations of the findings are presented in Chapter 10.
7.2 Field notes from classroom semi-participant and par-
ticipant observations
For the analysis of field notes, I followed the same strategy as the one used to explore
data from the research diary; that is, I did not have a pre-existing thematic framework
for the initial categorization of data. segments. Likewise, I completed two labelling
iterations in order to get to know the data and, based on the knowledge gained during
the first categorization iteration, determine whether data could be associated in higher
more comprehensive themes. Validity during data. collection was enhanced through a
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continuous exchange of opinions with the participant teachers in which I could confirm
what I was seeing about the lesson and the children. The following sections provide a
detailed account of the procedures followed during the analysis of data from field notes.
Familiarisation. Field notes taken during the implementation of the work scheme
were hand written in English before, during and after each English lesson. I took notes
of children's behaviour towards the tasks; their reactions during the storytelling sessions,
and during the individual ICT tasks; how the teacher handled the tasks; how the children
interpreted the stories; their level of attention, taking into consideration the number of
times they went off-task as well as the probable reasons for this, and almost every
detail that I considered to be relevant in understanding children's conduct. These data
became the basis for the question regarding children's attitudes towards the work scheme.
I complemented my notes with the teacher's perceptions of children's behaviour as I
wanted to compare what I was observing about the children and the reasons that I
thought explained their behaviour with the teacher's perceptions. This exercise allowed
me to enhance the validity of these data as my views were supported or rejected by
the teacher's views, reinforcing objectivity on the perceptions that I was constructing
about the children. ABa corroboration exercise, analysis and interpretation of field notes
was later set against those coming from the rating scale, which reflected the participant
children's views on the events that I was studying. The first step towards analysis
started by transcribing all the field notes and categorizing them under a "header" during
the transcription. The notes of each day would then be typed using the headers of the
previous day but I kept adding headers as the data required them, that is, if I recognised
new categories of notes, I would add headers to the thematic framework. This is how
the list of themes-grew-toinclude 15 headers.
Identification of a thematic framework. The following is the list of original themes
used in the categorization of field note data that emerged while typing the notes (as
presented earlier in Chapter 3 Section 3.8 p. 66).
• Children's attitude towards ICT;
• Dynamics of the storytelling session with the computer as the delivery medium;
• Teachers' participation during the storytelling session;
• Attitude towards the stories selected;
• Children's reaction towards the content of the story;
• Children's comprehension of the familiar and new stories;
• Use of Ll during the English lessons;
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• Organization of lessons into tasks; .
• Children's reactions towards working with clay, cut-outs and puppets during non-
.IC'!' tasks;
• How target vocabulary was introduced and practiced;
• Children's use of target vocabulary;
• Reaction to the songs;
• Story comprehension;
• Children's reactions during retelling of stories;
• Children's participation and reactions during drama tasks.
Coding. Once the field notes were categorized the first time, I validated the thematic
framework with two external coders (See 3.9). The themes were considered to be clear
but. one of the coders found that from the selection of notes that I sent for validation
two data segments could not be categorized under any of the 15 original themes. After
discussing these notes we decided on adding only one more category since one uncate-
gorised segment did fall under one of the already identified themes. The added theme
was: Contextual observation. After having validated the thematic framework, I carried
out a second iteration of categorization with the field notes with the purpose of reduc-
ing the thematic framework. First I grouped the themes into three major categories
according to notes regarding the children, the teacher or the lesson. Then I reduced
the categories to include a wider range of data when I found a relationship between-the
notes as for example: reactioI1 towards the content of the story/comprehension of the
familiar and new stories/story comprehension. These three original categories look at
how children reacted to or handled story comprehension and as such they were grouped
under one single theme.
After the regrouping of themes, the final thematic framework that guided the cate-
gorization of field notes was:
Children:
• Attitude towards ICT;
• Working with story contents;
• Reactions towards working non-ICT tasks;
• Use of target vocabulary;
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• Reactions during retelling of stories;
• Reactions to choice of stories.
Teachers':
• Participation during the storytelling session;
• Reactions to choice of stories;
• Use of L1 during the English lessons;
• Introduction and practice of target vocabulary;
• Contextual observations.
The lesson:
• Dynamics of the storytelling session with the computer as the delivery medium;
• Organization of lessons into tasks.
Figure 7.1 presents a summary of the themes that resulted from the analysis of
field notes data. Because in my thesis I explored the feasibility of implementing the
work scheme lessons described earlier in Chapter 4, the lessons are the central theme of
the analysis. Elements of the lessons that were relevant to this thesis are syllabus: how
TBL and storytelling which were used to design the lesson worked with the children; and
lesson-dynamicsrhow the p~icipant-teachers-and-clrildren-workedwith and reacted to
the lesson structure and components. The sub-themes under "Teacher" and "Learner"
present the specific aspects of the lesson observed for each group of participants.
Charting and Mapping. Findings that resulted from the analysis of the field notes
are shown in Chapter 9. Al3in the case of the research diary, interpretations of these
data are presented in Chapter 10.
7.3 Semi-structured interviews
The process of analysing the data gathered during the interviews followed the same
5-stage strategy as the one used in the analysis of the research diary and the field notes.
Familiarisation. I transcribed the audio-recorded interviews in their entirety. Table
7.1 shows the number of the interviews conducted, the interviewee and the phase of
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FIGURE 7.1: Field DOtes thematic framework
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the study when the interview took place. This is relevant since the interviews were
intended to capture the teachers' opinions on the matters under study before and after
the implementation of the work scheme lessons. The purpose of this strategy was to
track possible changes of the teachers' opinions regarding teaching English to the group
of participant children using the lessons based on the lCT-delivered stories and TBL
and the use of leT in general with young children.
Identification of a thematic framework. Categorisation of data from interviews dif-
fered slightly from the procedures followed with the research diary and field notes in
terms of the thematic framework that was used during coding. As has been noted in
Chapter-S, questions-fortheinterviews-ea.me from previous.reseerch.related to teachers'
views and experiences of the use of lCT with young children. This meant that I had an
a priori thematic framework composed of three major themes, which were used in the
first coding iteration, shown in Figure 7.2 (p. 120):
• lCT and its link to children's learning and development
• lCT and teachers' professional development
• Current use of lCT in the classroom and the support provided by the school to
facilitate its use
Using an a priori thematic framework in the analysis of qualitative data can lead to con-
flict under some approaches, as for instance the case of studies that follow the grounded
theory approach (Robson, 2002). Considering that my research design is exploratory and
not based on the grounded theory schema, I was able to start the categorisation with a
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TABLE 7.1: Interviews with participant teachers
Project stage Participant Interview Profile
teacher schedule
Phase I. Pre work Isabel 29.06.06 Teacher whom I worked with
scheme intervention in the planning of the English
lessons following the guidelines of
the work scheme. She had work
experience with young children
having worked in a nursery in the
UK. She was familiar with the
TBL approach to languages and
had implemented leT projects in
some of her language lessons.
Phase I & Phase II. Teresa 14.07.06 - In charge of teaching the
Pre-Post intervention 28.07.06 course. She has experience
working with preschool and
primary children in Spain.
Phase II. Post in- Cristina 28.07.06 Headteacher and coordinator of
tervention the course. She has worked in
the school where fieldwork took
place for the last two years.
pre-determined thematic framework. It must be noted that although the analysis was
initiated with three predefined categories, I still explored the data with an "open mind"
and allowed the original list of themes to grow .and change by adding new categories as
they emerged from the data during the coding stage of analysis. An analysis of previous
studies of teachers' views of tqe use of rCT in schools (See Section 2.2.2 on p. 22) led
me to identify the three initial conceptual categories shown in Figure 7.2 (p. 120).
I anticipated that it was important to learn what the teachers thought of the matter
as the teachers' attitude towards ICT and young children could influence the outcomes of
the study and the development of the activities planned for the conduct of the fieldwork.
It is logical to assume that had the teacher not felt optimistic about the idea of using
leT with young children they would have refused to participate in the project. However,
this would have been only an assumption. In order to avoid assumptions, I therefore
decided to interview the participant teachers and learn their opinions and ideas related
to reT and young learners directly from them. These interviews allowed me to learn not
only the benefits that the teachers believed could derive from the use of reT with young
learners but also the difficulties that they thought could arise from using technology
with them. Basing the interviews on previous studies provided a sound starting point
to explore these issues.
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Since the questions that formed the semi-structured interview were related to the
areas identified in the literature (See Appendix C for a full version of the interview), the
data collected through them fit into the pre-established categories from the beginning.
However, just as during the pilot of the interview, the teachers expanded the topics by
providing rich answers to the questions. This is how data from the interview transcrip-
tions produced new categories. After the first categorisation iteration, other themes
emerged and data from the interview was then re-coded under the extended framework.
The growth of themes and its further final reduction is explained in the stage of coding,
since the themes emerged during categorization and labelling of the data.
FIGURE 7.2: A priori thematic framework for the interviews
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Coding. The interviews were conducted in Spanish and the coding of the transcrip-
tions of the interviews was done with the non-translated transcriptions. I thought it
best to keep the language of the transcriptions until the end of the analysis to reduce
the likelihood of changing the sense of the teachers' ideas during the translation of the
text. The interview excerpts that I translated were those that I thought to be required
in supporting the findings that resulted from the analysis of the interviews. New cate-
gories were entered into NVivo as they emerged from the transcriptions. I found that
the data from the different interviews had common aspects that could be categorized
under a new code. This is how the thematic framework changed from that presented in
Figure 7.2 to the one shown in Figure 7.3, the latter including sub-themes that emerged
from the data. The work scheme within the school (Figure 7.4) was the most important
new main category that also emerged from the data and that became part of the final
thematic framework.
Expanded thematic framework of the interviews. Figure 7.3 shows the categories that
emerged after coding the interviews once.
Data from the interview was validated with two external coders. I asked for their
opinion based on their professional experience. One of the coders had experience on
working with lecturers who had used software applications to deliver course materials.
The second coder had experience working with young children. The categories of the
thematic framework for the interview were discussed also with other research students
with the purpose of refining the themes and validating the clarity of data labelling.
After the validation exercise and a second labelling iteration where I focused on finding
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FIGURE 7.3: Thematic framework after the first interview coding iteration
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FIGURE 7.4: Main category added after the first coding iteration of interview data
patterns and relationships in the data, the thematic framework was reduced. Figure 7.5
shows the final thematic framework used in the analysis of the interviews.
FIGURE 7.5: Thematic framework after the second coding iteration of interview data
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Charting. Findings for these data are presented in Chapter 9 in Tables 9.1,9.2, 9.2
and 9.3. The tables organise the results according to the themes used in the categori-
sation of data and across participant teachers. A concept that represents the opinion
of the teachers regarding each theme is written in each cell. The concept presented
within the cells are later illustrated with transcription excerpts from the interviews (See
p. 163).
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Mapping. Chapter 10 presents the interpretation of the findings that resulted from
the data collected in this phase of the study.
7.4 Rating scales
The procedure followed to analyse data coming from the children's completion of a rating
scale form to evaluate the English lesson tasks and the stories that they worked with was
based on basic frequency statistics. First I scanned the forms that the children completed
in order to obtain an electronic version of the data. Then I counted the frequency of
children's responses. Figure 7.7 presents a summary of children's individual responses
regarding their rate for the tasks and their favourite story choice. Tables 7.2 and 7.3 show
the summarized data for the whole class. The resulting story scale of Diego, Enrique
and Isolda differed from those of the rest of the class. Figure 7.6 presents a scanned
image of the form that children had to fill in to evaluate tasks and stories. Finally,
Table 7.4 shows choices of favourite stories seen from the perspective of the girls and
the boys in the class. I found this to show interesting data on possible preferences of
stories according to gender. Results from the survey only present data from 7 of the 8
participant children. This was due to Elena not attending the last week of the course.
As with the rest of the data, interpretation of these findings are presented in Chapter
10.
FIGURE 7.6: Children's opinions of lesson tasks
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7.5 Materials from a sequencing-a-story task
From the different tasks that children completed during the English course, I found a
sequencing-the-story-on-paper task relevant to this study since I was asking the children
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FIGURE 7.7: Children's individual task rating and choice of stories
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bolda Pup OJBs
Son
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I ICT TOM
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Son
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ICT TOM
TABLE 7.2: Rating Scale: Global Counting
Lesson task I hated I liked I loved
rCT 1 6
Songs 2 5
Puppets 2 5
Play-Doh 2 1 4
Colouring 2 5
Story
TABLE 7.3: Choice of favourite story: Global Counting
Goldilocks and the Three Bears
Liked the best Liked Liked a little
13 3
The Gingerbread Man 2 2 3
3Three Billy Goats Gruff 2 2
TABLE 7.4: Choice of favourite story: Girls and Boys
Story Girls Boys
Goldilocks and the Three Bears 12
The Gingerbread Man o 2
2Three Billy Goats Gruff o
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to complete sequencing tasks on the computer as well. The sequencing task on paper
was Teresa's idea and thus she planned and completed it with the children. During
the task, Teresa asked the children to draw on three separate white squares what had
happened first, second and last in the story of The Gingerbread Man. The material
from this activity was not analysed individually in relation to any of the study's research
questions. However, it is used in Chapter 10 in the discussion of the story sequencing
task that children completed on the computer. Figures 7.8, 7.9 and 7.10 are examples
of the outcome of the task from scanned images of the children's work.
FIGURE 7.8: Enrique: sequencing-on-paper of The Gingerbread Man
IF
f
FIGURE 7.9: Isolda: sequencing-on-paper of The Gingerbread Man
{j
The images of the story sequencing task on paper are added here to illustrate that
none of the children in the group drew episodes that represented the whole story in
sequence. The children used the space available on the paper to draw the main character
of the story as illustrated in the drawings of Enrique (Figure 7.8), the Gingerbread Man,
with the exception of Ana (Figure 7.10) and Isolda (Figure 7.9) who drew the character
of "the cat" as well.
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FIGURE 7.10: Ana: sequencing-on-paperofThe GingerbreadMan
7.6 Retellings from participant children
Through the analysis of children's retellings I attempt to construct an answer directed
towards research question two, which represents the primary aim of this study. In this
section I detail the procedures involved in the analysis of the story retellings collected
throughout the English course. It involved the study of the language that the children
produced during the ICT retelling/sequencing of the stories that children viewed dur-
ing the lessons. Each child was asked to participate in a retelling task once per week
during the last three weeks of the course. Language produced during the development
of these tasks was audio recorded and later transcribed. The analysis of the children's
transcribed stories was based on changes in story grammar elements in the retold stories
with the ultimate purpose of looking at the development of narrative as a component
of literacy. In order to strengthen the results obtained from the story retellings, I con-
ducted an analysis based on the story grammar approach from both quantitative and
qualitative perspectives. The quantitative analysis was based on a numerical score and
the qualitative on the content of the retellings from a comparison with elements of the
story included in the children's retellings. The followingsections detail the procedures
followedin each of the analysis.
Quantitative approach to analysis of story retellings. In order to study the children's
use of story grammar elements from a quantitative perspective of analysis, the transcrip-
tions of the language produced during the re-telling/sequencing tasks were entered into
a software programme called SALT (Software Analysis of Language Transcriptions) (J.
Miller & Chapman, 2006). This software application has been used to study children's
development of literacy. The features of this programme allowedme to track the changes
in the number and the quality of story grammar elements within each retelling. Within
SALT a numerical score is given to the transcriptions followinga criteria that extended
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TABLE 7.5: NSS Scoring Criteria
Introduction Scores are determined by the presence, absence, and
qualitative depiction of character and setting components
Character
development
Scores are based on the acknowledgement of characters
and their significance throughout the story
Mental
states
Narratives are evaluated based on the vocabulary
used to convey character emotions and thought
processes. The frequency as well as the diversity
of mental state words is considered
Referencing Scores are given according to the consistent and accurate
use of antecedents and clarifiers throughout the story
Conflict res-
olution
Scores are based on the presence/absence of conflicts
and resolutions required to express the story as
well as how thoroughly each is described
Cohesion The sequencing of, details given to, and transi-
tions between each event are examined
Conclusion A score is based on the conclusion of the final event
as well as the wrap-up of the entire story
the story grammars approach called the Narrative Scoring Scheme 1Miller, 2000 p. 288..
Table 7.5 (Source: SALT Guide) shows the seven categories of analysis assessed under
NSS to evaluate story retellings.
NSS is scored by assigning a value between 0 and 5 point to each of the previous
seven categories. The allocation of points for each of the seven coding criteria is:
• 5 proficient use;
• 3 emerging or inconsistent;
• 1 immature or minimal;
• 2 and 4 are given for intermediate performance.
The scores for each characteristic can be considered individually or combined into a. total
composite score (SALT Guide p. 113).
lThe Narrative Scoring Scheme was developed by Dr. Jon Miller and the Bilingual Language and
Literacy Project staff for the grants HD39521 Oracy /Literacy Development of Spanish-speaking Children
and R305UOI0001 Biological and Behavioral Variation in the Language Development of Spanish-speaking
Children, funded by the NICHD and IES, David Francis, P.I., Aquiles Iglesias, Co-P.I., and Jon Miller,
Co-P.I. It is based on an earlier version, Rubric for Completing a Story Grammar Analysis, developed by
the Madison Metropolitan School District SALT working group, 1998, to create an objective narrative
structure scoring system following the work of Stein and Glenn, 1979; 1982 (SALT Guide p. 112-115).
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All the chiidren's retellings were transcribed, studied against the original story tran-
scriptions, and given a score following the NSS criteria.
Validity of retelling scores. The transcriptions were given to three reviewers (See 3.9)
along with the NSS criteria for independent scoring. The reviewers were not informed
of the sequence of the transcriptions, that is, the week when each of the retellings
was collected. This avoided the bias that could have occurred by comparing story
transcriptions side by side, trying to find progressive improvements or changes in the
retellings. This I thought to be important if Iwanted to have the transcriptions scored
on their own independent merits and not biased by what could be expected from the
children after being in the course one, two or three weeks.
After having received the scores from the reviewers and added my own evaluation,
I conducted an analysis of all scores with the purpose of: (1) studying children's use of
story grammar elements week by week and (2) calculating the score that reflected what
the children had produced in their retellings as evaluated by four reviewers.
Changes in story grammar elements were calculated by comparing the reviewers'
scores per NSS criteria and per story. In order to reach a common NSS criteria score
among all reviewers, Icalculated the mode and hence selected the score most frequently
assigned by the scorers. The mode was chosen over the average because of the size of
data samples. Four scores do not provide enough numerical evidence to justify the use
of the average function in order to understand the behaviour of the data. The mode
provided an accurate consensus figure for how the reviewers had evaluated each retelling
and hence it was the statistical function used to summarise the scores. The mode was
calculated taking the four scores for each of the seven NSS criteria, and produced a total
score per criterion and a global score per retelling. The global score was calculated by
adding the summarised seven criteria of the NSS scores and hence it provided an overall
evaluation of the retellings produced by the children. An example of these calculations
is shown in Figure 7.11.
The summary of the global scores for all of the participant children is shown in Figure
7.6. These scores were then graphed by criterion and story in order to look into the use of
story grammar for the whole class. Summarising retelling scores in this way simplified
their representation and subsequent interpretation. For example, it is possible to see
how scores of each criterion changed along the weeks and across stories. A detailed
explanation of the results obtained after the analysis of the reteliings is provided in
Chapters 8 and 9.
The reason for conducting a quantitative analysis of the retellings was to observe
children's narratives from an objective perspective. A score that can be confirmed and/or
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FIGURE 7.11: Summarising reviewersscores
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TABLE 7.6: Summary of scores for each retelling under the NSS
Child/Story Goldilocks and The Ginger- Three Billy
the Three bread Man Goats Gruff
Bears
Enrique 9 10 7
Elena* 11 20 NC
Manuel NC 9 0
Angel 0 8 7
Diego 1 NC 6
Ana 7 7 11
Isolda 9 4 9
Pablo 6 7 NC
* Left the last weekof the course
Ne Data not collecteddue to absence
replicated by others enhanced validity of the data. As such, the use of a scoring scheme
that has been used in analyzing Spanish/English transcriptions of children's narratives
was highly valuable for the results obtained through this study.
It must be noted that at the time of conducting the fieldwork of my research NSS
had been used in several projects but not with children as young as 3- and 4- years old.
In 2007, however, they added to the SALT project a database containing narratives of
bilingual Spanish-speaking children on the age range of my participants. Considering
this, I followed the criteria provided by the authors to score the transcripts, but I also
discussed the narratives with a PhD Spanish-speaking student experienced in working
with very young children. These discussions allowed me to resolve scoring dilemmas such
as how many points to assign to the cohesion marker, given that children of the age of my
participants are still constructing the lexical base in L1 required to meet such criteria.
Results shown in Table 7.6 cannot provide a whole picture of the activities that the
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TABLE 7.7: Story grammar elements in Goldilocks
Setting Where does the story take place? A forest. In
the Bears' house. Who are the main characters?
Goldilocks, Papa Bear, Mama Bear, Baby Bear.
Catalyst/ Initiating Event What happens at the beginning of the story?
Goldilocks enters the house of the Bears. What
does Goldilocks do? Goldilocks goes to the house of
the Bears and tries the porridge. She sits in Baby
Bear's chair and breaks it. She sleeps in the Bears'
beds. What does Mama Bear do? Mama Bear makes
porridge but it's too hot. What do the Bears do?
They go out for a walk while the porridge cools.
Internal response How does Goldilocks feel? Scared. She felt curious.
How do the Bears feel? Surprised, upset.
Consequence What happens when the Bears return home?
The bears return to find things eaten and broken
and to find Goldilocks in baby's bed.
Problem resolution What happens to Goldilocks at the end?
Goldilocks jumped out of bed and ran right
out of the house! And she kept on running,
as fast as she could, all the way home!
Story grammar elements from the story Goldilocks and the Three Bears (Inside Stories,
2003), classified by myself under the model of Stein and Glenn (1979).
children completed everyday in the classroom and other events connected to children's
understanding and construction of the retellings. Therefore, I conducted a qualitative
analysis of the transcriptions to complement and illustrate the scores and provide a
picture of the events that occurred during the English course which surrounded the
construction of the children's retellings.
Qualitative approach to analysis of story retellings. This second part of analysis had
the purpose of finding signs of increased understanding and construction of the stories
used throughout the course, taking into consideration qualitative data coming from field
notes. Children's retellings were evaluated using the original transcription of the story
and they are not given a score, but they are presented as a story told by a child. By
adding the interpretations that the children had of the stories as Icould observe during
the retelling task and as I described and wrote down as field notes, I attempt to provide
a picture of the linguistic richness of the retelling task through data that may explain
how the children made sense of the stories.
The qualitative analysis of the children's retellings started by classifying the text of
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their stories according to the story grammar model of Stein and Glenn (1979). Conse-
quently, the narratives produced by the children during the retelling/sequencing tasks
were categorised into the following elements:
• Setting. Introduction of main characters, time and place for the story action.
• Catalyst/Initiating Event. An action that sets up a problem or dilemma for the
story.
• Internal Response: The protagonist's reactions to the initiating event.
• Consequence: The result of the protagonist's actions.
• Problem Resolution/Reaction: A response by the protagonist to the consequence.
In order to gain understanding of the episodes that constructed each of the stories,
which would then lead to the deconstruction of the stories into story grammar elements,
the transcriptions of the stories that were used in the lessons (See Appendix I) were
analysed following a matrix strategy as discussed by Hoey (2001), who had used the
story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears to exemplify this strategy of discourse analysis
(See Appendix J for the matrix analyses of the stories). The matrix analysis led to
create a "story grammar template", in which questions per element were raised. The
story grammar templates of the stories used during the English course are presented in
tables as follows: Table 7.7 presents the story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears, Table
7.8 the one of The Gingerbread Man and Table 7.9 categorises the Three Billy Goats
Gruff. Children's retellings were analysed using the story grammar template. Those
sentences from the retellings which responded to the questions and hence fit into a story
grammar element, produced the tables shown in Chapter 8 (See pp. 140, 146, 153 and
159) (which presents the stories of four participant children). The matrix analysis of
the retellings, which was complemented with a rich description of the children from my
field notes, constituted the qualitative analysis of the retellings.
7.7 Summary
This chapter has covered the procedures followed in the analysis of the data pertaining
to Phase II of my research, namely data gathered through classroom observations, in-
terviews, children's rating scale survey, lesson materials and transcriptions of retellings.
The following chapters present the findings that stemmed from the analysis of these
data. Findings are described in two separate chapters. Chapter 8 presents the individ-
ual progress throughout the course of 4 participant children: Enrique, Isolda, Ana and
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TABLE7.8: Story grammar elements in The Gingerbread Man (based on the model of
Stein and Glenn (1979)
Setting Where does the story take place? In a kitchen where
a Man and a Woman are baking gingerbread
Catalyst/ Initiating Event What happens when the gingerbread is ready? The
gingerbread man jumped out and ran away. The man
and the woman ran after the gingerbread man
Internal response
What is the Gingerbread Man reaction after being
chased? He makes fun of the other characters singing
"Run, run, as fast as you can. You can't catch me-
I'm the gingerbread man." How do the characters feel?
Consequence What happens when the Gingerbread Man
tame to a river? He stopped and stared. He
realised that he cannot cross. What does the
Fox offer to do for the Gingerbread Man? He
offers to carry the Gingerbread Man across.
Problem resolution What happens to the Gingerbread Man?
He is eaten by the Fox
Story grammar elements from the story The Gingerbread Man (Inside Stories, 20(3),
classified by myself under the model of Stein and Glenn (1979).
TABLE7.9: Story grammar elements in Three Billy Goats Gruff (based. on the model
of Stein and Glenn (1979)
Setting Where does the story take place? In a mountain,
near a bridge. What is happening. at the beginning?
Three goats want to cross a bridge because the
grass is greener on the other side but the dangerous
Troll-whoguards· the 'bridge stops them
Catalyst/ Initiating Event What do the goats do to get across? They
thought of a plan to get across the bridge
and reach the greener grass
Internal response How does the Troll feel after the Little Billy
Goat and the Middle-sized Billy Goat talk to
him? He likes the idea of getting a bigger
goat. How do the characters feel?
Consequence
What happens when the Troll tries to eat the Big Billy
Goat? He is chased and thrown out of the bridge.
Problem resolution What happens at the end of the story? The goats
crossed the bridge, reached the fresh grass and finally
had dinner. What happens to the Troll? He landed
in the river and never tried to stop the goats again
Story grammar elements from the story Three Billy Goats Gruff (Inside Stories, 2(03),
classified by myself under the model of Stein and Glenn (1979).
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Angel. Chapter 9 presents the findings looking at the lesson, the use of ICT and how
the children as a group responded to the work scheme lessons and the ICT-enhanced
stories. Lastly, results are interpreted and discussed in Chapter 10 where I analyse the
findings from the perspective of the literature reviewed in Chapter 2.
Chapter 8
The stories of Enrique, Isolda,
Ana and Angel
8.1 Overview
In this chapter, I present results of the study of four participant children. Each indepen-
dent account contributes to answering research question 2 of the study as seen from the
findings for each child. The chapter starts with the underlying reasons for the choice of
children's cases that I decided to explore. This is then followed by a detailed description
of the results for each child. The ways in which the findings contribute to the research
questions are-presented in Chapter 10, along with the discussion ofthe findings of the
study related-to all four research questions.
8.2 Deconstructing children's stories
The sections that follow describe four of the children who participated in the study. They
include a brief account of children's observed character traits and the findings that relate
to RQ2 and RQ3 of this study. Presenting the results as separate "stories" (not actual
case studies hence the use of the word "stories") has two purposes (1) To explore the
diverse development of children's emergent literacy skills throughout the course and (2)
To detail the results of an in-depth assessment of a child's attitude towards the English
lessons based on ICT-stories. The aspects that compose each story are as follows:
1. Description of children's observed personality traits
2. Children's development of emergent literacy skills
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3. Children's behaviour and attitude towards the work scheme lessons
The first component of the cases is the description of the children's observed person-
ality traits. This description provides background information that help to construct a
picture of the classroom context under study. The sources for these accounts were the
field notes from the classroom observations, descriptions provided by Isabel and Teresa
and sporadic, informal observations that happened while the children were in the play-
ground. It must be noted that this description is subjective and I do not intend to make
an objective judgement of the children's behaviour or personality.
The second component, related to emergent literacy skills, was based on the story
retellings. This section is illustrated with a graph that shows the seven Narrative Scor-
ing Scheme (NSS) criteria scores that the reviewers (See Section 3.9) assigned to the
children's retellings (detailed earlier in section 7.6 of Chapter 7). It also presents the
retellings of the children analysed under the story grammar approach. One aspect of
children's retellings that must be noted is the absence of the name of the character or a
pronoun inmany of the sentences that construct the stories. This can be seen in Tables
8.1,8.2,8.3 and 8.4 where I added in brackets the subject of the sentences in order to
present the translations of the retellings properly and correctly in English. I have to
explain that for Spanish speakers, this occurrence is not indicative of poor quality of
retelling -quality seen in terms of language production. Children's omissions of the sub-
ject in their utterances are due to a feature of Spanish, which allows subjects in sentences
to be dropped out since they are marked in the verb morphology and because they can
be inferred from previous reference (Fiestas & Peiia, 2(04). Interestingly, due to their
age and their Ll on-going development, children made useof-this linguistic feature of
Spanish but not consistently. ln all retellings, the verb morphology always marked the
subjects, however, the omitted subject had not been previously referenced in every case.
The advantage of having asked native Spanish speakers to evaluate the retellings was
that this aspect was evident and hence considered in scoring the criterion of Character
development throughout the children's stories. Understanding when it is correct to omit
a subject allowed for an accurate evaluation of how and if the children's descriptions of
the story characters between retellings actually improved. In other words, whether the
omission of a subject was properly referenced and marked or if it happened because the
children started their stories impromptu, without making references to the characters,
as could be typical in stories told by 3- 4-year old children.
The third aspect covered in the cases was constructed with data coming from field
notes, teacher's interviews and children's evaluation of lesson's tasks gathered through
the rating scale. It was illustrated with images from the survey and extracts from the
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field notes (labeled FN). These findings are supported with data extracts and a scanned
image of the children's rating scale form.
Criteria for case selection.
As bas been mentioned previously, in Chapter 6, my evaluation of emergent literacy
development was based on the children's use of story grammar components in story
retellings. My evaluation of their use was determined by a comparison of the scores
given to the children's story retellings calculated by the reviewers and the text analysis
of the transcriptions. The scores represent the quantitative portion of the results while
the text analysis represents the qualitative component. The stories presented in this
chapter were chosen because they represented different patterns of change found across
the whole group. The title that 1gave to each story portrays a distinctive behaviour or
well-known phrase of the children while working with the stories.
For identification purposes, the three weeks where the implementation of the work
scheme lessons took place were labelled Wkl, Wk2 and Wk3. Retelling scores were
compared between Wkl and Wk2 and a second time between Wk2 and Wk3. The
resulting pattern of change became the criteria for the selection of cases. For instance,
the first case presents the results of a child who showed positive changes in the use of
story grammars between WId and Wk2 (represented by 2+) but whose scores decreased
between Wk2 and Wk3 (represented by 3-). The change pattern is represented as 2+,
3-. The other cases selected presented a different change pattern, including a pattern
where no changes were detected. For those scores that remained unaffected, a sign of =
was used. The stories selected describe:
• Enrique, who improved from Wkl to 2 but whose scores decreased Wk3: 2+, 3-
• Isolda, whose scores in Wk2 were lower than Wk1 but then increased in Wk3: 2-,
3+
• Ana, whose scores increased in Wk 3 only: 2=, 3+
• Angel, whose scores increased in Wk2 and remained almost unchanged in Wk 3:
2+,~
The sections that follow present the details of each case. When transcriptions are
used to illustrate the findings, quotes beginning with letter "R" are excerpts from the
researcher. Other letters represent the children as follows: "E" for Enrique, "I" for
Isolde, "An" for Ana and "Ant:' for Angel. Extracts from field notes used to illustrate
the findings are labelled FN: date.
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8.3 Enrique: Ydespues ... el Pastelito. "And then ... the
little cupcake man."
8.3.1 A sketch of Enrique
Enrique is a tall, rather quiet boy aged 4-years 3-months at the time of the trial English
course. He gets along well with the other children and is generally calm, hard working
and well behaved. He shows a strong determination to do things his own way in some of
the tasks. On two occasions when Teresa asked him to participate in role-play tasks to
represent the stories of the lesson, he immediately chose a character. Since other children
wanted to play also the same character, Teresa tried to persuade Enrique to change his
mind and it was interesting to see that Enrique could not be persuaded. While other
children agreed to playa different character, Enrique would frown and repeat again and
again that he wanted to be the Gingerbread Man or the Big Billy Goat until he got to
play the characters that he wanted.
The first time we worked together, he did not speak much. I invited him to work
with me on the computer and he accepted in a rather reluctant way. Teresa had to call
his name several times before he joined me in the classroom area. where I had set up the
computer. That first instance of working together on the story tasks,' Enrique remained
in silence most of the time and I had to ask many questions to get him to speak. However,
this behaviour changed soon. As the course went on, he started showing more and more
interest in the computer tasks. By the second week of the implementation lessons, it was
difficult for me to stop him from. working onthe computer or start retelling the stories
spontaneously. It was necessary to try three or four times to persuade him to join the
rest of the class and allow another child to work on the computer. This was an interesting
piece of behaviour as it showed Enrique's confidence in the work he was doing on the
computer. It was also a sign of his ability to adapt to new teaching circumstances and
of how Enrique got used to my presence in the classroom. An example of his changed
behaviour could be observed during the last retelling task. Enrique joined me on the
computer, sat down and immediately started telling the story of the Three Billy Goats
without waiting for my instructions. He just started:
E que estaba el otro dia que paso el hombre ...
E that was the other day that the man [the troll} passed [crossed the bridge}
Enrique's development of emergent literacy skills seemed to be related to the story
that he liked the most: The Gingerbread Man. Based on the results for Enrique in the
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aspects analysed in here, it is possible to say that he enjoyed the lessons, interacting
with ICT and the stories.
8.3.2 Development of emergent literacy skills
NSS quantitative perspective. An analysis of Enrique's transcriptions showed changes
in some of the elements he used to tell the stories, although these changes were not
consistent throughout the course. Enrique's pattern of change in the use of story gram-
mars revealed that his scores for the criteria of conflict resolution and cohesion increased
in Wk2 but decreased in Wk3. Figure 8.1 shows the behaviour of the story grammar
elements amongst retellings. The conclusion criterion was scored 2 points in Wkl and it
remained the same in Wk2, but decreased in Wk3. Referencing was lower in Wk2 than
Wkl and remained low in Wk3. Introduction, character development and mental states
were scored 1 point during the three. weeks of the English course. These results show
development in story grammar elements related to reaching a solution for the conflict of
the story and the cohesive structure of the retelling. Introductory elements that situate
the story remained unchanged in Wk2 and Wk3.
Qualitative perspective of story grammars. The title of Enrique's story came from
my field notes where I wrote entries about how Enrique was the child who named the
character of the Gingerbread Man El Pastelito. His naming of the character was SO
successful that all the children and Teresa referred to this character as "El Pastelito"
for the rest of the week. Gingerbread biscuits are not common in Spain and so the
children imagined the character made of a type of bread familiar to·them,suchas-that
of~cupcake,__henceha.namEL"ELPastelito" • ..Enrique...enjoyed this story very .much and
his enjoyment was reflected on the retelling that he made of the story. The five story
grammar elements, namely setting, catalyst, internal response, consequence, problem
resolution (described earlier in Table 7.8 on p. l31) were used by Enrique in the retelling
of The Gingerbread Man. Additiona.lly, the element of Internal Response has two entries:
"and then he couldn't run" and "the fox had to eat it". These two entries describe an
action of a character that is not completely explicit in the story. For instance, the
Gingerbread Man could not run because he reached the edge of a pond. Enrique did
not explain why the Gingerbread Man could not run. In the story, the Gingerbread
Man could not keep escaping because he could not swim, therefore he was unable to
cross the pond. The inability of the Gingerbread Man to swim, it being a biscuit that
cannot get wet, is implied and this is why the extract from the retelling was categorised
as internal response. In the second entry I looked into the action "had to eat it" and
wondered why did the Fox "have to" eat the The Gingerbread Man. This implication
that Enrique made perhaps originated in his difficulty to see the Fox as a bad character,
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FIGURE 8.1: Enrique: Story grammar pattern of change
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hence the use of the phrase "had to". This extract can also be explored with why
questions regarding the motives of the characters, consequently I also treated it as an
internal response element. Table 8.1 (p. 140) shows excerpts from the transcriptions of
Enrique's retellings. The retellings of Goldilocks and Three Billy Goats did not show
as many details in comparison to the retelling of The Gingerbread Man. For instance,
his retelling of Goldilocks did not have elements related to the setting of the story or
the internal response of Goldilockswhen she entered the house and ate the Little Bear's
porridge. The retelling of Three Billy Goats did not show elements for the resolution of
the conflict initiated by the goats attempting to cross the bridge. However, it had an
internal response component: "he believed that the Goat was bad". "Believing" is a verb
that attributes inner processes to a character and like in The Gingerbread Man story,
it can be explored with "why" questions such as: why did the Goat believe the 'Trollto
be bad? Internal responses identified in Enrique's retelling also exemplify cognitive and
emotional responses of the character, such as the case of "had to eat it" and "believed it
was bad" respectively. Finally, internal responses in the story grammar approach cause
actions that have consequences. In Enrique's retellings the actions of the Gingerbread
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Man accepting the Fox's help and the goats plotting against the Troll resulted in the
Gingerbread Man being eaten and the Troll being thrown into the water.
InEnrique's Goldilocks retelling, elements indicating place or time were not produced
and so this element is null. The other two retellings contained accounts that described
the story's initiating event. In the case of The Gingerbread Man retelling this was
indicated by the phrase and then she was making it where the Old Lady is preparing
the Gingerbread Man initiating the character's race. The retelling of Three Billy Goats
shows a more complex construction as Enrique was able to set a time when the story
takes place and the initiating action of one main character by using the phrases the other
day and the man crossed.
Enrique's retellings had elements of resolution in the stories of Goldilocks and The
Gingerbread Man, although interestingly his story of Goldilocks saw a girl running into
the street and not a forest or garden. The story of the Gingerbread Man finishes when
"the Fox came and he had to eat it". I did not find in Three Billy Goats an event
that indicated the resolution of the problem that the goats have at the beginning of the
story, which was to cross the bridge in order to reach the greener grass. For Enrique,
the story ended when the Goat threw the Troll out of the bridge and into the water, but
this does not relate to the Catalyst event of why the goats wanted to cross the bridge.
Consequently, I judged that the component of Problem resolution was absent in this
retelling.
Enrique completed the retelling tasks of Goldilocks and The Gingerbread Man after
three viewings of the story and the Three Billy Goats retelling was conducted. after the
second viewing.
8.3.3 Enrique's behaviour and attitude towards the work scheme lessons
Enrique participated in the lessons eagerly. He approached the tasks with interest and
completed them without problems. He took part in the representation of the stories in
short plays, he worked with puppets and clay and completed the tasks on the computer
successfully. In the conversations that I had with Teresa after the lessons, she mentioned
that Enrique was highly interested in the stories and the lessons in general. He particu-
larly enjoyed the story of The Gingerbread Man and he showed this by telling the story
to other children during play time.
Enrique's response to whole-class storytelling sessions and leT-stories was of in-
terest. Even on those occasions when other children were arguing for various reasons,
Enrique remained quiet and calm in his place, waiting for the stories to start, listening
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TABLE 8.1: Qualitative analysis of story grammar in Enrique's retellings
Setting Catalyst Internal Consequence Problem res-
response olution
Goldilocks
and then she that the bear and then she
was sleeping arrived to his woke up then
house and it happened
that the girl
ran away to
the street
The Gin- and then she and then and then and then the and then the
gerbread was making it well he stood he couldn't mother was Fox came and
Man [the Ginger- up and left run -and running and he had to eat
bread Man] running the Fox had then the girl it [the Ginger-
to eat it and the boy bread Man]
got there
Three that the other he [the Goat] he [the and then he
Billy day that the wanted to Goat] be- threw him in
Goats man [the cross that he lieved that the water
Troll] crossed wanted that the pur-
and then his friend was ple Man,
over there the Troll
[pointing at was bad
the other side
of the bridge)
to Teresa or completing his work. Data extracts Irom field notes exemplify Enrique's
reactions in relation to the storytelling sessions, the ICT-stories and the tasks .
.
A comparison of Enrique's behaviour pre and post work scheme lessons showed
changes throughout the course from a more passive to an active and less distracted
behaviour. In the pre-implementation storytelling session, I noticed that Enrique was
distracted during the activities and asked for permission to leave the classroom twice
in a period of 45'minutes. In the pre-implementation English lesson he was rolling on
the floor while drawing the parts of the body on his piece of paper. He also kept saying
that he could not label the parts of the body and Teresa had to keep encouraging him
to finish his work. Once the work scheme lessons started, I noticed that attitude of
Enrique towards the tasks only the first time that we worked together and after one of
the lessons, Teresa also made comments about Enrique's behaviour. Enrique developed
an interest for the stories and tasks. Enrique was for instance one of the children who
tried hard to work with the mouse by himself during the leT-sequencing tasks. On the
day that he managed to drag the picture without my help I recorded his reaction:
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Enrique smiled a HUGE smile when he was able to drag the picture to the
desired square on his own. FN:25.07.06: Wk5
When Enrique was able to handle the mouse and drag an object on the screen,
he felt pleased and demonstrated it with gestures. He wanted to be able to control
the device well and interact with the software independently, accordingly he felt very
pleased when the task was accomplished. Enrique's perseverance could be read as sign
of interest and intrinsic motivation in completing the mouse handling tasks correctly,
as has been observed in research that looks at children interacting with this device
(Donker & Reitsma, 2007). Enrique's work with the ..contents of the story also showed
his involvement in the tasks. He participated in the whole-class storytelling sessions,
responding to Teresa's questions correctly.
Teresa: What happened to the Gingerbread Man'!
Enrique: ... he was running ...
FN:17.07.06: Wkl
This version of The Gingerbread Man story does Dot show when the Fox eats the
Gingerbread Man and Enrique was the boy who deduced what had happened to this
character making use of the animations as support to meaning construction. It is worth
noticing that Enrique observed this animation during the second viewing.
When the story finished, Enrique sh.owed.aface of surprise and.turned.to look
at the others. He looked at the other children and said "Oh! He ate it!" When
Teresa asked about that, Elena said: "The· Fox ate-ihe-Gingerbread-Man!"
Angel said, Yes! Ana said: It ate the Pastelito and Enrique said "Yes because
he went like fat this point, Enrique made a gesture of licking his lips, copying
the animation of the Fox at the end of the story]." FN:18.07.06:WkJ,
During a non-reT task led by Teresa, Enrique also demonstrated his interest through
constant participation. The task had the purpose of practicing the target vocabulary
of The Gingerbread Man story. Teresa placed paper puppets of the story on the board
and the children had to recognize the word that Teresa said. For example, she said out
loud "Fox" and the first child to say "Zorro!" could stand up and take the puppet from
the board. The children could also stand up and run towards the puppet after Teresa
had spoken, if the child selected the right picture he could take the puppet.
The children enjoyed this activity and were happy to have a puppet of the
story. They also disC'USseda bit about who they really wanted to be, in case
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they did not get the Gingerbread Man character which all of the children
(boys) wanted, especially Enrique. FN:18.07.06: Wk4
Enrique's reactions towards the story on the screen were also positive. In addition
to participating in the tasks, his facial expressions showed interest and happiness.
Isolda, Ana and Enrique smile when looking a.t the Gingerbread Ma.n run.
FN:18.07.06: Wk4
This was the first time they watched Three Billy Goats and even before the
story started Enrique and Pablo were already discussing who they wanted to
choose from the story characters. FN:24.07.06:Wk5
Enrique chose the story of The Gingerbread Man as his favourite. This choice was
followed by Goldilocks and Three Billy Goats. The behaviour of his Gingerbread Man
retelling interestingly agrees with his choice of best story, that is, his best retelling was
the one of his preferred story. Figure 8.2 shows a scanned image of Enrique's story
ratings.
FIGURE 8.2: Enrique: Choice of stories
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§
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Results from the survey about how Enrique felt about the lesson's tasks show the
positive view he had of them. Enrique placed all tasks under the "1 Love" header as
shown in Figure 8.3.
Summary of findings for Enrique
• The tasks conducted on the computer (during retelling, sequencing of stories and
drawing of characters) were strong motivators for Enrique during the English
lessons. He showed interest and participated willingly in the tasks, demonstrating
an increased motivation towards the lessons from the second week of the course.
He showed delight in sharing his "discovery" that the Gingerbread Man was eaten
by the Fox with the group;
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FIGURE 8.3: Enrique: Evaluation of lesson tasks
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• It is plausible to relate Enrique's NSS (Narrative Scoring Scheme) retelling scores
with his preference for stories. He clearly showed great interest in the story of the
Gingerbread Man and his retelling of this story got the highest scores from the
three retellings;
• Enrique participated actively during the whole-class storytelling sessions. He made
use of the animations in the story of the Gingerbread Man to construct the meaning
of this story. Repetition of the story supported the story comprehension (namely,
that in the second viewing he understood that the Gingerbread Man was eaten);
and
• According to Teresa, Enrique behaved better during the computer work than dur-
ing other tasks.
8.4 Isolda: A mt no me gusta el Ingles. "I don't like
English. "
8.4.1 A sketch of Isolda
Isolda is a very confident girl with a soft voice and a joyful personality. When field work
took place she was 4-years ll-months old. She is always in the company of Ana and has
a strong influence on her. She tells Ana what to do and Ana constantly follows. They
always sit together, ask to work on the same tasks and spend their play time together.
This is relevant considering that the girls' behaviour was sometimes problematic because
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of their insistence on being together. Isolda can get easily distracted and disrupt the
lesson because of her conversations with Ana. However, she can behave very well if
she is interested in a task. She is very confident and was one of the first children to
invite me to sit with them while watching the computer stories. Also, around Wk2 she
spontaneously started greeting me in English. Every time she saw me in the classroom
or outside in the playground, she would say: "Hello!". Isolda had been in the previous
year's summer course in Isabel's class. This fact became useful on the first day of the
implementation of the work scheme lessons implementation when Isolda suddenly said:
"I don't like English." Isabel explained to me that Isolda's attitude towards English
in last year's course was similar, and that this behaviour was not uncommon in the
Spanish context. She added that hearing English in Spain is not customary and because
of this, some people see learning it unnecessary, regarding activities such as outdoor
games or learning Spanish properly before starting to learn another language to be more
significant. This way of thinking reflected on children having a negative image of the
English language at a very young age. Isolda enjoyed working on the computer and
during one of the ICT tasks she showed knowledge of letters and the spelling of her
name. She had a greater interest in the story of the Three Billy Goats.
8.4.2 Development of emergent literacy skills
NSS quantitative perspective. An analysis of Isolda's transcriptions showed changes in
the number of elements she used to tell the story of the Three Billy Goats. Isolda's
-seores on story grammars declined in Wk2 with the story of The Gingerbread Man-and
improved in Wk3. Figure 8.4shows the behaviour of the story grammar elements across
retellings. Referencing, conflict resolution, cohesion and conclusion were the NSS criteria
that showed higher scores for the last retelling in comparison to those of Wk2. lsolda's
scores were never higher than those of Wk1 for the retelling of Goldilocks.
Qualitative perspective of story grammars. When I heard Isolda express her dislike
of English, I anticipated that she might not feel motivated to participate in the tasks of
the lesson, including the ICT-related activities such as the retelling. This however was
not the case. Isolda showed interest in the stories and her first retelling of Goldilocks
presented the story grammar elements under evaluation. She was willing to tell the story
and the structure of her retelling reflected this willingness. 1 base this assertion on the
comparison of her retelling with other children's. When a child was not interested in
the task, as in the case of Angel who is described below, he would not retell a story or
would do so without providing rich details of it. Isolda's use of story elements showed an
improvement in the second story compared to Goldilocks. The inclusion of an internal
response element indicated her attempt at comprehending the story. To her, the Fox
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FIGURE 8.4: Isolda: Story grammar pattern of change
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and the Gingerbread Man became friends and the Fox did not eat (could not have eaten)
the Gingerbread Man. This reaction was interesting because during the second viewing
of the story, in the whole-elass session, Enrique realised that the Fox had eaten the
Gingerbread Man and told everybody out loud. Isolda's version of the story however,
does not reflect what Enrique had said. She decided that the characters were friends and
she expressed this thought. Isolda's coherent construction in the retelling of the Three
Billy Goats can be observed in the sequence of the Catalyst element. She said: "first
goes the Little Goat then the Medium-sized Goat then the Big Goat". The number of
descriptors used to situate the story was larger in comparison to the other two retellings.
In Isolda's case, the problem resolution was also not elear since she did not mention that
the goats were able to cross the bridge after having got rid of the Troll. In spite of the
omission of the Resolution element, there is an important aspect in her retelling. Images
from the story showed a castle in the background on the green grass side of the bridge.
In the beginning of her retelling, Isolda described a castle and I situated this excerpt
under Setting since it indicates a place from the story. In a conversation that I had with
Isolda during playtime, she talked to me about the story and said that the goats wanted
145
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TABLE 8.2: Qualitative analysis of story grammar in Isolda's retellings
Setting Catalyst Internal Consequence Problem
response resolution
Go ilocks she went into and then she and then she
Id the Little sat down -, got up
Bear's house and [she] ate
-and then she
fell asleep
The Gin-
well that then it leaves
they become
and then it eh mmh that
they make -then it runs goes towards mmh they be-
gerbread a puppet friends the water come friends
Man [who?] the
Fox with the
puppet
Three yellow grass
eh first goes it threw him
Billy the Little -that threw it
Goats -green grass Goat -then into the wa--sky -a shep- the Medium- ter pum!herd -eh mmh sized Goat
and there was -then the
also well mmh Mediu(m) the
a a aaa castle
-eeh a bridge
Big Goat
-and a river
to cross the bridge to get to the castle on.the other-side. Although her comment cannot
be used to analyse her retelling, as it was made outside the task, it exemplifies another of
Isolda'sattempts to-construct ;meaning.from.thestory; also,it indicates the reason why
she used "castle" as an introductory element in her retelling; and it indicates that she
had in mind a resolution of the story, even if she did not mention it during the retelling
task. A possible explanation for Isolda's idea of the goats' intentions is her friendship
with Ana. As described below, Ana also believed that the goats wanted to get to the
castle. The idea shared by both friends might be indicative of the conversations that
they had about the story. Thinking of Isolda's personality I am inclined to believe that
it was Isolda's influence on Ana which led the girls to conclude the goats' intentions.
However, it was Ana who included this notion as the Resolution of her retelling as can
be seen in her results below.
Isolda completed the retelling task of Goldilocks and The Gingerbread Man after
three viewings of the story and the retelling of the Three Billy Goats was conducted
after one viewing. The extracts from her retellings categorised under their corresponding
story grammar elements are shown in Table 8.2.
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8.4.3 Isolda's behaviour and attitude towards the work scheme lessons
At the end of the course, !solda was showing a positive attitude towards the lesson tasks.
She concentrated during the storytelling sessions and participated in all the activities
with a smile on her face. However, as I described in Isolda's profile, this behaviour was
not as positive at the beginning of the course. In terms of the objectives of the study,
changes in Isolda's response towards the class could be an indicator of the importance
of approaching young language learners with methods that are engaging and motivating
for them. !solda changed her attitude from negative to positive without changing the
context or the foreign language being taught.
Entries from the field notes that provide data regarding .Isolda's attitude further
support the above hypothesis.
Isolda's interest in ICT was observed during the task involving the song and during
the whole-class storytelling sessions. Isabel and Teresa decided not to give the children
the lyrics to the songs. While they were playing, Teresa gestured and represented the
lyrics with gestures. Isolda's interest in this task was evident.
Isolde, the girl who in the first class said: "I don't like English" asked to
listen to the song ~ times and repeated the movements that Teresa did while
trying to repeat the song. FN:l~.07.06: Wk9
Isolda's interest in ICT was.also observed.during whole-class storytellingcsessions.
Inthe viewing of the story of Three Billy Goats, she preferred to look at the pictures of
the story on the computer screen instead of listening to details of the story from Teresa.
Angel, Enrique, Isolda and Ana all stood in front of the computer while
Teresa was explaining details of the story to the other children. FN:~5.07.06: M5
The facial expressions of Isolda when looking at the stories indicate enjoyment of
the stories, as for instance The Gingerbread Man.
Isolde, Ana, and Enrique smile when looking at the Gingerbread Man ron.
FN:18.07.06:Wk4
Isolda started using English during the lessons and outside the classroom. This
spontaneous behaviour was marked considering her feelings towards English expressed
in the first lesson.
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Children seem to start being responsive to English as can be seen in Isolde's
greeting me in English every time she cernes to work on the computer and in
the playground. FN:f5.07.06: Wk5
In addition, her remarks regarding how she enjoyed the English lessons so much
illustrate her change of attitude. In my notes I recorded:
Isolda seems to be enjoying the lesson more. She invited me to sit next to
her to view the story and when I did, she made a comment about her liking
English very much. FN:f6.07.06: Wk5
_An interesting finding related to the work with Isolda resulted from the ICT-task
of drawing a story character. Through her drawing I was able to see how children may
be more aware of the written text than we know. This is the account of the interaction
with Isolda. After finishing a drawing of one of the bears from the story of Goldilocks 1
asked the children to write their names on the screen using the mouse (I observed Teresa
asking the children to write their names on their work and thought it to be an interesting
task). I offered assistance with the handling of the mouse to simplify the task. When
Isolda and 1 wrote her name, the word "Isolda" was displayed on the screen. 1 She
looked at the word carefully and said that the word was not her name. She repeated her
name very slowly, 80 I assumed that she thought I had missed a letter. 1tried once more
spelling out her name and still she said it was wrong. She then grabbed my pencil and
on my notebook she wrote her name in capitals, [SOLDA, and said: "This is my name."
This interaction showed-me-that a child. as young as Isolda couldhave clear notions of
written text and hence found that limiting the opportunities of the-children to interact
with written text in the foreign language might not be necessary. The potential gain
that children can obtain by looking at the text would be limited if during the lesson
language is controlled on the basis of the undeveloped literacy skills of the children in
Spanish.
Figure 8.5 shows the story choices for Isolda. Her favourite story was Goldilocks,
a tale familiar to her. From the qualitative perspective, her retelling of this story was
not the most detailed of the three. Quantitatively, she scored high in this retelling and
interestingly, her second best retelling under this perspective was her choice of second
best story.
Results from the survey about how Isolda felt about the lesson's tasks show the
positive view she had of the tasks. Isolda placed all tasks under the "I Love" header as
shown in Figure 8.6.
lThis is not the girl's real name and although presenting here the scanned image of her real writing
would have been highly useful to illustrate my argument, this was not possible for confidentiality reasons.
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FIGURE 8.5: Isolda: Choice of stories
FIGURE 8.6: Isolda: Evaluation of lesson tasks
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Summary of findings for Isolda
191
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• The tasks conducted on the computer raised Isolda's interest in the English lessons.
Her overall attitude towards learning English, as was observed on different occa-
sions, changed from Weeks 3 to 5 (see the remarks that showed her disposition
towards learning English in 8.4.3);
• During the task of drawing the character for the story of Goldilocks and the Three
Bears, she showed early knowledge of written language through the spelling of her
name. Isolda recognised her name written in capital letters and judged the name
written in lower case letters as "incorrect" (See 8.4.3). She showed this by asking
for a pencil and writing her name on my notebook without any assistance, after I
had failed twice to write her name in a way that she could recognise;
• Isolda's retellings followed a pattern of decreased scores in Week 2 and an improve-
ment in Week 3. It could be hypothetised that this was due to her familiarity with
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the story of Goldilocks (initial scores), and her going through a process of under-
standing how to make sense of a story viewed on the computer (decreased scores)
and finally a better retelling once the process of understanding lCT-stories had
been experienced; and
• The interest that Isolda showed during the whole-class storytelling session was
moderate. She, however, showed interest towards doing the various individual
tasks on the computer.
8.5 Ana: Que querian. llegar al castillo. "That they wanted
to get to the castle."
8.5.1 A sketch of Ana
Ana is a quiet girl and according to Teresa, slightly shy. At the time of the English
course, she was 4 years 7 months old. She does not talk much and her speech in Spanish
is still developing, as can be noticed in the pronunciation of some phonemes. Sometimes
it is necessary to ask for clarification in order to understand her. Based on comparisons
with children's craft work, Teresa reported that she found Ana's motors skills to be less
developed than the rest of the class. After the first week of fieldwork, I got used to her
speech and was able to understand her without problems. Her drawings and work with
clay reflect a slower rate of development of fine motor skills compared to that of her
classmates.
Ana is usually well behaved. She is always with Isolde and the times that she is not
able to sit next to her she is really unhappy, to the point that she does not want to start
any work until she sits next to Isolda. On one occasion however, Teresa was able to
convince her to sit away from Isolda in order to solve a seating problem involving other
children.
Ana can go off task easily but once you get her attention, she shows interest and
completes her work. I observed that Ana showed interest in the three stories of the
course, but she was not particularly inclined to any of them. The same can be said
about the lesson tasks. I observed Ana working with mild interest on all of the tasks.
For instance, she did not ask to be any character during the role-play or ask to work
with clay or watch the stories again. She was content completing the task in tum and
moving on to the next task as willingly as going for water games when the lesson was
over.
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8.5.2 Development of emergent literacy skills
NSS quantitative perspective. An analysis of Ana's transcriptions showed changes in
the number of elements she used to tell the stories. Patterns of change in the use of
story grammars show that her scores improved in Wk3. Figure 8.7 shows the behaviour
of the story grammar elements amongst retellings. Referencing, conflict resolution and
cohesion were the NSS criteria that showed higher scores for her last retelling.
FIGURE 8.7: Ana: Story grammar pattern of change
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Qualitative perspective of story grammars. Ana's retellings show consistent improve-
ment throughout. As can be seen in Table 8.3 (p, 153), Ana increased the number and
improved the quality of the story grammar elements that she used. For the story of
Goldilocks, she referred to the main character as the Bear. She then said that it wanted
food thus indicating the Catalyst of the story, the event that initiated the Conflict. Then
Ana indicated that Goldilocks wanted-felt to sleep representing with this an Internal in-
tention from the main character. The parents came and the father woke him up. The
Resolution to the conflict of this story by Goldilocks, represented in the moment that
Goldilocks leaves the Bears' house, was absent in this retelling. The next two retellings
151
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improved in the number of details provided, and even if the retelling of The Gingerbread
Man does not have elements of Internal response, there is a clear notion of the story.
First, [the Woman] was making the Pancake then the Catalyst event begins when the
Gingerbread Man was running. The Consequence of the Gingerbread Man running is
that he went to the lake and the Resolution of the story was that he got eaten by the
Wolf, expressed by Ana in the excerpt it ate it translated from the Spanish phrase "se 10
comic," The retelling presents elements that provide a more complete story schema than
the retelling of Goldilocks. In the last retelling, elements from Setting can be identified
when Ana presents the main characters of the story the Little One from Spanish "la
pequefia", the Mom which represented in Ana's story the medium-sized Goat and the
Soldier (the Troll in the original story). An interesting aspect in Ana's retelling with
relation to the characters of the story is her assumption that the medium-sized Goat,
as in the story of Goldilocks, was a female character. The meaning of "billy goat" was
not discussed with the children during the work with the Three Billy Goats story. As
a result, and presumably establishing a relationship with the story of Goldilocks, Ana
assumed that the middle-sized goat was the "Mum". The Catalyst begins with the goats
crossing the bridge, even though for Ana the first goat to cross was the medium-sized
one. Ana interprets the reasons why the goats wanted to cross the bridge as hunger
and wish to get to a different place, represented in the retelling by the extracts of it's
that they were hungry and they wanted to get to the fountain respectively. A connection
between hunger and fountain can be made because in a fountain goats would be able
to drink water, and considering that feeling hungry may encompass eating as well as
drinking, it would follow that the goats want to go to the fountain to drink water be-
cause they are hungry. This type of mental connections may exemplify Ana's attempts
to connect the events in the story in a logical manner. The Consequence for the story's
Catalyst event takes place when the Father fell the Soldier into the water and finally, in
Ana's story the goats managed to get to the castle, this wish being a second reason for
the goats to cross the bridge to get to the fountain and to the castle.
Ana completed the retelling task of Goldilocks and The Gingerbread Man after three
viewings of the story and the Three Billy Goats retelling was conducted after the first
viewing.
8.5.3 Ana's behaviour and attitude towards the work scheme lessons
Ana showed moderate interest towards all of the lesson tasks. Apart from the tasks
where she could work with Isolda, she did not express or show particular interest for
the work with clay, drama, the stories on the computer or the retellings. She paid
attention to the stories but could get distracted easily because of her sitting next to
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TABLE 8.3: Qualitative analysis of story grammar in Ana's retellings
Setting Catalyst Internal Consequence Problem
response resolution
Goldilocks the Bear it [the Bear] that that that the Par-
wanted it all of the ents came -the
wanted food ... [the girl] Father woke
wanted-felt him up
like sleeping
The Gin-
[the Woman] - it was run- the Pup- it ate it
was making ning - the pet went to
gerbread the Pancake Boy and the lake
Man and the other the Girl
when it was have seen
the [inaudible] a puppet
he stayed
Three the Little One first the - and so it
that the Fa- that they got
Billy - the Mom- mom happened
ther fell the to the cas-
Goats the Soldier crossed Soldier into tIe here
that [... J the water
it's that
they were
hungry -
they wanted
to get to the
fountain
Isolda. For example, during the story of The Gingerbread Man, I reoorded.in my field
notes a question that Ana asked which could be interpreted as a lack of understanding
derived from low interest on the story.
Teresa asked: "What happened to the Gingerbread Man?" (looJ.."ingat En-
rique). Enrique responded a••• he was running ... " and then Ana asked
"... and the bear'!" (making references to the characters of Goldilocks. In
response to Ana's question Teresa replied "There are no bears in this story. ")
FN:17.01.06: Wk4
Since this was the first time for the children to work with The Gingerbread Man
after having viewed Goldilocks four times, I interpreted Ana's reference to the bear as
confusion. I have to recognise that it might have been confusion of story or confusion in
the naming of the characters of The Gingerbread Man as there is a cat and a dog, and
there is the Fox. Ultimately, it showed Ana's sense of distraction.
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There were also occasions where Ana paid attention to the stories and tasks, and
her participation provided evidence for this notion. My field notes record examples of
this attitude:
When the story finished, Enrique showed a face of surprise and turned to
look at the others. He looked at the other children and said "Oh! He ate
it!" When Teresa asked about that, Elena said: The fox ate the Gingerbread
Man! Angel said, Yes! Ana said: "It ate the Postelito" and in her face I
could observe her understanding of the story. FN:18.07.06:Wk4
Ana and Elena replied correctly to Teresa's questions about where Goldilocks
slept. FN:13.07.06: Wk3
Figure 8.8 shows the story choices for Ana, which place Goldilocks as her favourite
story followed by The Gingerbread Man and the Three Billy Goats. Interestingly her
scale of stories was not the same as Isolda's, and considering Ana's closeness to her,
these results show her individuality as her responses were not influenced by those of
Isolda. Quantitative results of Ana's retellings showed an increase in three NSS cri-
teria for the story of The Gingerbread Man, which was Ana's second choice for best
story. In spite of being her favourite, her retelling of Goldilocks did not present all of
the story grammar elements found in the other two retellings. 1 found Ana's case to
be more inconclusive than others in terms of the results from her retellings set against
her story choices. However, she produced interesting elements·for t.he Resolution of the
Three Billy Goats story even though she placed this story as her last choice-of preference.
FIGURE 8.8: Ana: Choice of stories
Results from the survey about how Ana felt about the lesson tasks show her positive
views on them. Ana placed all tasks under the "I Love" header as shown in Figure 8.9.
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FIGURE 8.9: Ana: Evaluation of lesson tasks
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Summary of findings for Ana
• Ana's interest in the lesson tasks, whole-class storytelling session and individual
computer tasks, based on my observations, was mild, even though she rated all of
the lesson tasks under the "I love" header. It could be said that her attention was
more focused on her friendship with Isolda than on the English lessons (See 8.5.1).
Amongst the child participants, she was the girl whose language and motor skills
were the least developed (Teresa discussed this aspect with me after comparing
Ana's work with play-doh with the- work ()( the- other children in the class. I was
able to observe this inAna's speech) (See 8.5.1);
• Ana showed understanding of the stories during the storytelling sessions through
gestures and comments;
• Ana was a child who improved the scores for her retellings only until Week 3. Her
retelling of Three Billy Goats Gruff included elements for all the components of
the story grammar model of Stein and Glenn (1979). She provided reasons for
the goats to cross the bridge that can be connected to early understandings of
cause-effect relationships (namely that they were hungry and that they wanted to
get to the fountain) (See 8.5.2). Finally, she gave to the characters of the goats
the same family relationship that the three bears of the story of Goldilocks have,
and so she talked about Father Goat, Mother Goat and the Little Son, making
probable use of intertextual connections between the stories; and
• Even though the best retelling score for Ana was for the story of the Three Billy
Goats, in her choice of stories, this was her least favourite of the three. Her
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favourite story was Goldilocks and I hypothetise, although without evidence, that
this might have been related to her being a girl and the story having a female
protagonist.
8.6 Angel:Es que no me la se. "It's that I don't know it
[the story]."
8.6.1 A sketch of Angel
Angel is a very active boy aged 4-years 3-months when field work took place. He runs
around the classroom whenever he has a chance. His behaviour is usually disruptive and
Teresa calls him to attention often. He usually works hastily and does not give much
care to the tasks that he has to complete. On one occasion, before the trial of the work
scheme lessons started, Teresa asked the children to draw their faces on a large piece of
paper and label the parts of the face on their drawings (eyes, mouth, nose and ears).
Angel started his work but the outcome was a torn piece of paper. The problems that
he has are connected to his continuous playing with Pablo. At the same time, he listens
attentively when you talk to him and look at him directly into his eyes. Inmy opinion,
he uses his energy to move and play. Teresa thinks that he likes to play too much but
that he follows instructions better than Pablo.
Despite the problems with Angel's behaviour, he is able to work properly if the
activity interests him. It is difficult to determine which story Angel liked the most. From
what I observed, he was more interested in the Three Billy Goats, but he also talked
with interest about The Gingerbread Man. The story that seemed to least interest him
was Goldilocks. Although there was no evidence which indicated that his preference
was related to the fact that Goldilocks has a female protagonist, there may be a relation
between gender and story preferences. Such a relation may be drawn from the choices of
favourite stories made by the children in the class. As can be seen in Figure 7.4 (section
7.4 of Chapter 7), only one boy, Manuel, chose Goldilocks as his favourite story while
the other 4 boys in the class selected the Gingerbread Man or the Three Billy Goats as
their preferred choice of story.
8.6.2 Development of emergent literacy skills
NSS quantitative perspective. An analysis of Angel's transcriptions showed changes in
the number of elements he used to tell the stories of The Gingerbread Man and the
Three Billy Goats. Angel's pattern of change in the use of story grammars revealed
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that his scores increased in Wk2 and remained almost the same in Wk3. Figure 8.10
shows the behaviour of the story grammar elements amongst retellings. Introduction
and his conclusionwere two elements that differed from the other five. His introductions
improved until Wk3 and conclusion, in spite of having increased three points in Wk2
decreased two points in Wk3. It is worth noting that even after the decreased scores,
the conclusion remained higher than in Wk1, which indicates that Angel provided an
ending to the story of the Three Billy Goats in his third retelling when he had not done
so in the first retelling. The scores for the criteria of character development, mental
states, referencing, conflict resolution, and cohesion increased in Wk2 and remained at
this level in Wk3.
FIGURE8.10: Angel:Story grammarpattern of change
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Qualitative perspective of story grammars. Table 8.4 shows extracts from Angel's
retellings. On the Goldilocks story Angel did not want to continue telling the story
after the first sentence where he said that there was a bear in it. I decided to use this
piece of data because of Angel's response. He did not say that he did not remember the
story. His response after I asked him to retell the story was "I don't know the story".
This remark is not consistent with what I observed in the classroom when Teresa asked
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the children whether they knew the story of Goldilocks and all the children responded
affirmatively. Angel's response could have been related to an unwillingness to participate
or to being unfamiliar to the task of retelling a story. Regardless of the reason, the next
two retellings were an improvement to this attitude and his retellings showed this by
presenting a range of story grammar elements.
In the story of The Gingerbread Man, Angel recognised the main character and
produced the Catalyst element by indicating that the Gingerbread Man runs. In the
other excerpts categorised as Catalysts, Angel mentioned that the grandparents .and
the cat chase the Gingerbread Man, noting two more characters of the story. I did
not recognise them as Setting elements because they were not mentioned in isolation or
at the beginning of the story. They were part of a sentence that represented what was
happening, and not where it was happening or when, which would have been an indicator
of proper use of elements that describe the setting of the story. The Consequence of the
Gingerbread Man's attempt to escape was indicated by Angel in the phrases it crosses
the water and it gets wet. Angel's Resolution to the story presents an alternative ending
to it. InAngel's understanding of the story, the Gingerbread Man melts and, as a result,
it is absent in the last images of the story. I found Angel's attempt at comprehension
interesting, because he followed the logic of what could happen to a biscuit if you bathed
it. Moreover, I conducted this retelling task with him on the third viewing and from
my field notes, there is an entry of Angel understanding that the Fox had eaten the
Gingerbread Man after Enrique realised that this is what had happened. Perhaps Angel
also understood this fact, but it was better to believe that the Gingerbread Man had
"melted" before recognising that it had been eaten. Angel's retelling of Three Billy
Goats presents a Setting element that a g.oat came following the same notion of his two
previous retellings, that is, including the description of one main character. The Catalyst
to the story was indicated by the phrase that it didn't let it cross and this action led
to the Consequence of the story when the big Goat throws it into the water. In a very
simple story line, Angel reconstructed the plot of Three Billy Goats.
Angel completed the retelling task of Goldilocks after the fourth viewing and The
Gingerbread Man after the third. The Three Billy Goats retelling was conducted after
the first viewing.
8.6.3 Angel's behaviour and attitude towards the work scheme lessons
Angel was an interesting participant in my study. When I observed him, he was usually
distracted and the teachers found his behaviour difficult to manage. He usually paired
with Pablo to talk or run around the classroom and Teresa repeatedly called them to
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TABLE 8.4: Qualitative analysis of story grammar in Angel's retellings
Setting Catalyst Internal Consequence Problem
response resolution
Goldilocks there was I don't know
a bear the story
The Gin-
the Ginger-
it runs [the Gin-
it crosses it melts
bread Man the water-
gerbread gerbread Man]- it gets wet
Man the grandpar-
ents chase it -
the cat chases it
Three that a goat that it didn't the big Goat
Billy came let it cross [the throws it into
Goats Troll didn't let the water
the Goat cross
the bridge]
order. One of the times that he came to work with me his hands and both legs were
covered in pictures and words in pen that he had drawn during the previous activity.
His interest in the tasks varied from attentive to disinterested and I observed this on
different occasions, such as the following:
Most of the children were attentive to the story. They were listening to it
intently as their gazes were fixed on the screen. Three children are distracted
and Pablo and Angel are two of them. Teresa is wually calling Pablo and
Angel to behave. Lhaue obseroed thisand.Teresa-has-made comments about
this as well. Because of their behaviour, Teresa was repeatedly calling the two
names of the children like "Pablo and Angel." This occurred so frequently,
that on one occasion, Teresa called Pablo to participate in one task and just
called his name "Pablo." Isolda then finished for Teresa the phrase that she
was used to hear, so she said out loud: "... and Angel" using the same voice
intonation as Teresa. FN:l0.07.06:Wk3
Teresa asked them questions about the story of Goldilocks and Angel, usually
distracted with Pablo in some way, got interested and responded. FN:13.07.06: Wk3
Angel's retellings were not very detailed; however, as the course progressed, he
showed interest during the viewing of the stories, imitating the actions of the characters
or anticipating the episodes of the stories, acting them out in front of the class, as seen
in the following incident:
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Everybody was really attentive to the story and Angel, before the Goat threw
the Troll, stood up and started showing and telling the others how the goat was
going to use his head to throw the Troll over the bridge. FN:25.07.06: Wk5
Angel's choice of stories used in the course differed from the choices made by the
other children, except for one. The story choices of Pablo and Angel were the same.
Angel chose the Three Billy Goats as his favourite story, followed by Goldilocks and the
The Gingerbread Man, as shown in Figure 8.11.
FIGURE 8.11: Angel: Choice of stories
In Angel's case, his choice of stories is not consistent with the scores of his retellings,
that is, his best retelling is not the one for the story of the Three Billy Goats. On
the contrary, the only retelling where Angel produced a Resolution element was for the
story of The Gingerbread Man, the last story in his list of favourite choices. With the
exception of the Introduction and Conclusion NSS criteria, which showed an increase in
Wk3and Wk2respectively,Angel'sscores remained constant in the last two weeks. In
spite of these results, there are interesting elements in his retellings such as his efforts
to construct meaning from the ending of The Gingerbread Man.
An interesting event that 1 recorded in my field notes took place at the time of
Angel responding to his survey. Teresa encouraged Angel to evaluate the stories without
listening to Pablo's preferences. She observed Angel trying to look at how Pablo was
evaluating the tasks, so, at the moment of asking Angel for his choice of stories, she asked
him to select those stories that "he" liked best. When Angel made his own choices with
respect .to stories, Teresa congratulated him.
Angel was one of the two children who placed all tasks but one under the "I Hate"
header as shown in Figure 8.12, Pablo being the other boy. Like Pablo, Angel did not
evaluate the computer task negatively. 1 found these results from the survey to mirror
Angel's behaviour during the lessons. Angel participated in the lesson but got easily
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FIGURE 8.12: Angel: Evaluation of lesson tasks
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distracted, except on the computer tasks where he could stay sitting in his chair listening
and participating throughout.
Summary of findings for Angel
• Angel's behaviours during the lessons improved, as observed by Teresa, when the
work scheme lessons were introduced. He showed interest during the whole-class
storytelling session; sometimes laughing and, .others, imitating the characters of
the story;
• Retelling scores for Angel improved in Week 2 and remained constant in Week 3.
The first improvement vias not related to a better retelling, but to the fact that he
was willing to provide a retelling at all, given that in the first retelling task, Angel
said he was not familiar with the story of Goldilocks and therefore did not provide
a retelling (See 8.3). Angel's comment was interesting as my field notes indicated
that Teresa asked the children on the first day of the English course whether they
knew the story and they all, including Angel, reported being familiar with it (See
9.2). Interestingly enough, his scores did not decrease between Week 2 and Week 3,
which could indicate a level of interest over the stories that might have influenced
his willingness to participate in the lesson tasks and, in particular, in the story
retellings. Finally, Angel's explanation of the Gingerbread Man melting in the
lake to justify its absence at the end of the story showed a degree of originality
since none of the other children in the class made this deduction. This showed
how Angel made use of previous knowledge to construct meaning from a story;
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• Angel's best choice of stories contained male protagonists, suggesting that he
probably identified with male characters. His unwillingness to retell the story
of Goldilocks might have been more related to the fact that the story had a female
protagonist than to his remembering the story or his understanding of the retelling
task itself; and
• It was interesting to see that Angel responded to his survey independently from
Pablo, an attitude that Teresa found to be positive given the strong relationship of
the two boys. She congratulated him for expressing his views regardless of Pablo's
opinions (See 8.6.3).
Chapter 9
Aggregated findings
9.1 Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an account of the findings of the study, taking
into consideration all the participant children, the teachers and the data collected from
all the research methods used during the implementation of the work scheme. The term
"aggregated" in the title comes from the notion of looking at all the participants working
together during the lessons and presenting the findings from the whole class and from
the views provided by the teachers. I considered that presenting an overall idea of the
results was valuable to the findings of the study based on the notion that in the practice
of education, it.is necessary to study. learners as individuals as well as part ora .group.
The chapter presents first the views of the participant teachers and head teacher on the
implementation and success of the work scheme. This is followed by the effects that
using ICT-stories in the teaching of English had on the group of participant children as
observed during the whole-class storytelling sessions and during individual leT tasks.
9.2 Assessing the effectiveness of the work scheme lessons
Findings from the interviews conducted with the participant teachers revealed that it
was possible to develop and implement work scheme lessons if certain aspects of provi-
sion were considered and resolved. These aspects included a careful selection of stories
and materials, the possibility of adapting TBL as a language teaching approach, the
teacher's professional development, and the provision of technical support provided by
schools in the preparation and implementation of ICT-related projects. Findings from
the interviews illustrate how the participant teachers brought up these issues. Data from
interviews are presented in theme-based summary tables from the analytical framework
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TABLE 9.1: leT linked to learning and development
Isabel Teresa Cristina
Advantages of the Creation of learning Children's attraction Stimulates imag-
use of ICT with opportunities to technology ination; Chil-
young learners dren need it
Disadvantages of None identified Proper use of the Not discussed
the use of leT with equipment
young learners
leT as enhancer of Motivation; Im- Motivation Technology pro-
learning environment pact on learning motes learning
of the interview data (See Chapter 7 on p. 117). For presentation purposes, findings
shown in the tables are summarised by means of labels which represent the overall idea
of the translated excerpts from the interviews.
Transcription conventions. The letters "T", "I" and "C" in the excerpts stand for
Teresa, Isabel and Cristina respectively. Ellipses in the middle of a sentence indicate
pauses from the participants during the interview. Because of the characteristic of Span-
ish as a pro-drop language resulting in subject omissions, there are sentences that would
not be properly understood in English if the conversation had been translated literally.
Hence in those cases, I added in brackets the subject that the participant was referring
to. I must note that every effort has been made to ensure that the translations were
accurate and detailed (See. p. 73 in Chapter 3.9). The original interview transcriptions
in Spanish corresponding to the excerpts used in this chapter are found in Appendix E,
labeled "E" followed by a sequential reference number.
. Learn.ing and development
Table 9.1 presents the summarised aspects that the teachers interviewed thought to
be relevant when leT was used with young children. I first explored their opinions on
the role that technology played as enhancer of learning contexts. Isabel, Teresa and
Cristina agreed that the use of technology offered advantages for the education of young
children. This is illustrated in Isabel's statement:
I: Audio devices? that play ... they give an opportunity to mmmhhh ... that
children hear different voices and emphases mmhhh ... well accents, I don't
know, different [accents] other types of songs ... then there is the audiovisual
subject the television right? then they have the ability ... the power to attract
/children's] attention with the images that are always attractive to children.
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And then we've got to talk about computers. Well it's really broad right? The
computers have the advantage of adding audio to images, the child interacts,
can act, can touch can mmhhh ... manipulate right? (El).
Similar advantages were identified by Teresa in the following quotes:
T: Well I think that the language itself what it is to listen to the foreign
language directly because I can speak a foreign language but I don't speak in
the same way that those who speak the language [native speakers} what you
hear the sound in the cassettes or videos, which is English directly.
T: when I teach I have the blackboard, and the blackboard. There's just the
blackboard. Then, of course, many times because they are young children you
cannot take any moment to stop and write on the board because in a second
everything goes crazy.
T: Well, advantages I see ehh young children's curiosity is sparked by new
technologies (E2).
When asked about the disadvantages derived from the use of ICT with young learn-
ers, Isabel and Cristina did not find the technology to be negative for the children. On
this respect, Isabel commented:
I: Problem? no ... on the contrary. I think it's good for the development
of children especially in these times, right? because you have to offer them
... comprehensive training and encompass new technologies [technologies} are
... part of that comprehensive training right? (E3).
However, Teresa pointed out challenges brought up by the inclusion of technology in
formal educational contexts. She raised concerns related to the cost of technology and
emphasised the need to have more than one teacher working simultaneously with young
learners. The following interview extracts illustrate her concerns.
T: classroom conditions concerning power points, right? Electricity, tables
layout, that there is enough space to arrange the computers.
T: that nothing happens to the device.
T: there are schools with insufficient technological resources to provide for
all the children ...
T: to be aware at the time of restricting, do not leave the computers and
say [to the students] there they are [the computers} browse the Internet that
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TABLE 9.2: leT and professional development
Isabel Teresa Cristina
Planning Time consuming Time availability Not applicable
School support Lack of strategies Unknown Training requirements
leT-use expectations Expected without support Unknown Expected
cannot be done because besides the many important things in there, there are
also web pages thq.t must be restricted when working with children, yO'Ungor
adolescents.
T: I think it wovld be very difficult in a school course for example, a teacher
with a group of children, 9 and 4. years old. Here for instance we have 10-.
11 children, right? But when you are in school you have a larger group of
children because in this situation it was the both of us but I think two people
wovld be required or plan it in a way that it CO'Uldwork I don't know more
teachers, more computers (E4.).
Cristina used her own experience as learner to exemplify the advantages of using a
computer in the English lesson. She argued that technology could make learning lan-
guages meaningful for the children, allowing them opportunities to learn it incidentally
and naturally. This is apparent in the following quote:
c: Well the truth is that the use of the computer for English is a way to
foster children to like it like something new. That idea of the verb to be oM
that was hoorr... but horrible horrible horrible, but that is over. It can be a
way for children to like it [English). You have everything and you learn. It
could be how to write it, or how to weave words, wow it is something else.
And I see it as very practical like when the children are learning to read. It
is not the same to teach m and ma than to teach your child various things
and ways to make words and before yO'Urealize it the child knows how to
read. Well in English it's the same, through stories, through the computer, I
see that children start using many words and they by themselves start using
phrases and that they do not have to say well I was using the present or the
past or /the} can Horrible. The way I learned English was horrible (ES).
leT and professional development
Table 9.2 presents the teachers' views on what they think would be required if they
worked with ICT in their classrooms. The three of them agreed on the need to receive
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formal training on the ways to exploit technology to support their teaching practice.
Isabel described being aware of government's provision of equipment in lCT-centres,
however, unclear strategies for their use seemed to create confusion and as a result, in
her view, these resources were not being exploited in full. They also recognised. that
government strategies to use lCT in the classroom have not been clearly established and
as a result the mechanisms for the inclusion of technology in the early learner classroom
are unclear. On these matters, Isabel commented:
I: Now for example mmhh also the Ministry of Education is being ... is
putting forward, I mean projects related with technology are being rewarded.
People who create educational materials to work with students mmhhh ...
with computers. Because it happens, that mmhh ... they're providing the
centres with plenty of computers, and. many more things.
Mmmhh ... The problem is precisely that there are no defined strategies of
any kind. The ... let's see, here in Spain right now [the country] is somehow
trying to promote the use of computers, IGT centres are being created and
centres DIG I do not know if you have heard of these. There are the lOT
centres and well I confuse both of them. Some are ... I believe that the lOT
are ehhM ... mmhh the basic feature is that they must have two computers
... a computer for every two students, yes that's it. And the DIC centres
are those that ... do not focus so much on the computer I mean in the ICT
centres children would not have textbooks, all would come from the computer
right'! And with the DIG centres what happens is that everything is, it's like
everything's very audio-visual right'! the staff room there is perhaps a large
plasma screen ehh not ..: to be able to make presentations everything very
digital right? What is happening is that, I think that there is investment,
because there is investment but in some centres, but then, on the one hand
teacher training fails to take place right? because I for example in the centre
there is not .... for example in the centre where I work this year there is no
idea ... Computer... it is very complicated ... to implement a programme
that includes eM, makes use of computers {E6}.
With respect to training requirements Teresa was of the opinion that student teachers
needed to have formal preparation on ways to use lCT. She said that there are teachers
who are not keen to use lCT due to having taught for years without technology, and so
student teachers should receive compulsory leT training. She said:
T: I believe so yes. I think that the people who are now worl.-ing in educa-
tion should already have it [lOT training]. Because there's the controversy of
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TABLE 9.3: Current use of ICT in the classroom
Isabel Teresa
School support Importance of tech-
nical support
Flexible classroom layout;
requirements of staff and
provision of technical support
Experience in the Webquests, CD-ROMs
classroom
CD-ROMs
teachers 'Whohave taught Jar yoors in traditional ways and who are against
making use of the new technologies ... who refuse to put into their curricu-
lum new technologies. But of course, they perhaps have the excuse that they
have been their traditional way of tooching their lessons that have evenJthing
already worked out so they are not willing... they refuse to let new technolo-
gies enter [the curriculum] ... but those of us who are in training who are
being trained we should already have preparation in technology you J.."now'lwe
have now, we are no'Weven should have. You know'! Because we 'Want to
Jorce these ideas to those who have their minds set [on the use of technology]
... but if we don't give in a little now that we are just beginning [teaching],
well it'll be much harder with the others ... I think {E7}.
Current use of ICT in the classroom
-The-partici:pa.nt-teachetS'-experience working with lCT was varied. Isabel was the
person who had experienceof using materials from the Internet to support her lessons.
She had. set up a project of WebQuests and was keen on using other technologies in-
cluding CD-ROMs and DVD-ROMs. Her experience with ICT in classroom projects
was both positive and negative, however, this did not deter her from trying out other
projects. The negative experience that she had with projects involving technology,
which took place when she had prepared a song for her students and the speakers of
the computer failed to work, made her value the importance of having access to tech-
nical support within the school and with an alternative traditional (non-lCT) teaching
plan, that might be used instead. Table 9.3 shows the experiences of Isabel and Teresa
regarding this aspect.
The wark scheme within the school
Aspects related to how the teachers viewed the use of the work scheme in the school
are summarised in Table 9.4. The teachers used reactions observed in the children to
illustrate their points. Again, there was agreement about the advantages of teaching
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TABLE9.4: The work scheme within the school
Isabel Teresa Cristina
Use of ICT- Highly appropriate Useful; fun; appro- Increased children's
enhanced stories to children's needs; priate to children's interest towards the
requires careful eval- development; impor- English lesson
uation of contents tance of repetition;
for graphics design interface design
and text use
UseofTBL Children work in ways Improved organisa- Methods that suit
that suit them tion of the lesson children's needs
Children's learn- Raised interest Spontaneous use of Advantages of com-
ing of English story vocabulary bining ICT and En-
glish learning
Children's at- Positive changes Enhanced motivation Raised interest
titude towards
the lesson
English by means of ICT-stories. Isabel however had more restrictive criteria at the
time of deciding what constituted appropriate content in the stories. For her, choosing
the stories, sequencing the tasks, and exposing the children to text were aspects that
needed careful consideration (see Chapter 5 p. 92). Teresa on the other hand did not
raise specific concerns about those matters. She said that the use of the stories had
given the course a focus and had helped to increase children's participation. Teresa's
suggestion regarding the stories was directed towards the number of times that the
stories were played. In her view, four viewings were sufficient for the children. I must
note that Isabel was the teacher with more experience of work ·with very young children.
Teresa's comments on the stories selected were relevant to the notion that children
understood the stories that were not familiar to them. In addition, she made an obser-
vation on the amount of language used during the story and referred to them as "short
explanations." In her opinion, these short passages helped the children to understand
and at the same time attracted their attention. The following extract presents Teresa's
observations:
T: In addition they have understood them [the stories] very well. Because
the Goldilocks one [the story] for example that one they knew. The idea of
three Little Bears and Goldilocks were familiar to them to stories that they
had heard before but not the other two they knew nothing [about them] and I
think they have had to pay attention to the story and the short explanations
to understand what is the story about or what is the plot of the story (EB).
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On the reasons why using ICT as the medium to tell stories had advantages over
telling the stories in the oral tradition, she said:
T: Better than told {the stones] viewed on screen.
T: I think that when you tell the stories they {the children] get lost {in the
. plot]. They can lose the thread of what follows in the story. And however,
when viewed on the computer, images stay. Children love animations very
much, the drawings, the colours {E9}.
9.3 Summary of findings from the interviews
The following points summarise the participant teachers' views on how leT may be
linked to children's learning and development, how professional development relates to
ICT use in the classroom, the teachers' experience in the use of ICT and finally their
views on the implementation of the ICT-based work scheme in the school.
• Regarding ICT as support for learning and development
- Participant teachers believe that it is positive to use ICT in the English lesson.
ICT has the potential to create learning opportunities in language lessons.
Taking advantage of children's natural attraction to technology, leT might be
used to motivate children to learn languages and stimulate their imagination;
- The major obstacle for using ICT with very young .children was cost of the
equipment. Teresa believes that young children should not be left alone with
technological devices and this condition raises the need that another teacher
work with the children while they for instance work with a computer (as was
the case of the course implemented for my research where Teresa worked with
the children whilst I was working with them on the computer). This obstacle
might present administrative issues to the school regarding staff provision and
budget.
• Regarding leT use and professional development
- Isabel and Teresa believed that the extent of use of ICT in young learner
classrooms was related to the availability of time since planning projects that
involved the use of technology in the classroom was time-consuming;
- Isabel identified the lack of strategies for the use of ICT to be a major reason
for its low exploita.tion in formal education contexts. At the same time, she
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believed that teachers were expected to use ICT but there was little support
to that end. Cristina, in her role as head teacher of the school where the
field work was conducted, also perceived that the use of ICT was expected
from teachers and schools in general. She, however, believed that there was
.a need for teachers to develop their technological skills. In addition, Teresa
was of the opinion that student teachers should be prepared for the use of
technology from the time of their professional training;
- Both Isabel and Teresa believed that technical support was an important
element for the use of ICT in the classroom. Teresa in addition thought that
in order to facilitate the use of technology, a classroom needed to be physically
equipped with, for example, electrical equipment and appropriate furniture.
• Regarding the implementation of the work scheme
- According to Teresa, the attitude of the children towards the English lessons
improved after the implementation of the work scheme lessons, as evidenced
by the children's increased interest on the tasks and their spontaneous use of
vocabulary from the stories and their story retellings during playtime;
- The use of tasks in the English lessons provided a structure to the lesson that
Teresa found to be beneficial for the children;
- Teresa found the children making spontaneous use of vocabulary from the
stories during completion of non-ICT tasks;
- Isabel found the use of stories to be highly appropriate for meeting the chil-
dren's1earning needs, while-Teresa described their use as fun aad appropriate
for children, considering their developmental needs;
- Teresa found the animations in the story to be supportive to children's under-
standing of stories. She also found that the repeated viewings of the stories
helped the children to understand more details of the stories.
The following section presents findings from my field notes related to the storytelling
session. Findings are organised around the three major themes from the notes: the
storytelling session, the teacher and the children.
9.4 Whole-class storytelling session
The work scheme English lessons included four stages, as have been described earlier in
Chapter 6 (p. 108). These stages are as follows: (1) a song related to the story played
at the beginning of the lesson (2) a whole-class storytelling session (3) a whole-class
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vocabulary task and (4) two tasks running in parallel: a whole-class story-related task
after the storytelling (vocabulary, drama, cutting/pasting, drawing) and an ICT-task
that I conducted with the children on the computer comer.
During the English course, I observed and recorded how the work scheme English
lessons developed, paying special attention to the storytelling session regarding how chil-
dren worked with the stories and how the teacher exploited the stories on the computer.
The categories of field notes resulting from the field notes observations (described pre-
viously in Chapter 7 p. 114) were organised in a diagram which is used here to present
the findings from this data source. The first part of the diagram presents the elements
that I observed from the lesson, namely the syllabus and how the lesson developed (Fig-
ure 9.1). The syllabus element of the diagram indicates how the lesson developed after
having introduced the use of tasks. The element of dynamics is used to illustrate how
the teacher and the children reacted towards the stories on the computer and how the
lesson developed after the introduction of the computer.
FIGURE 9.1: Whole-class storytelling session
leT-story based lesson for young learners of English
Syllabus
I
Lesson dynamics
Syllabus: organization of lessons into tasks. During the interview conducted at the
end of the English course, Teresa said that she had found the use of tasks in the lesson as
positive for the children because they developed a clear idea of "what was happening".
Teresa had originally prepared an English course based on general topics such as parts of
the body, food or hobbies. My field notes before the implementation of the work scheme
lessons indicate that the children's attention was not focused on the tasks and there
were some problems with behaviour, as it is likely to occur with very young children.
The problems were not serious and in fact the lesson was fun and the children enjoyed
their time, but according to Teresa, the objectives for the lesson were not always covered
as planned because of the time that she had to spend asking the children to listen and
work.
The first observation regarding the work scheme lessons and the children's reactions
to them comes from Isabel, during the conversations that we exchanged after every
lesson in the first week of implementation. I recorded the following ideas from Isabel:
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Isabel sees the implementation of the lessons based on the work scheme as
"a slow process with signs of success." In addition she indicated that the
stories on the computer worked "better than she had expected." The new
approach of using English in the lesson (in the .siories} has just started.
Results will be visible in time. Regarding the use of stories Isabel said that
they provide cohesion to the activities being done. They provide the children
with a fictitious reality to which they can link the actions being performed in
class. Children are always pretending to be the characters of stories. Using
this in class makes sense to them. They learn in a purposeful way. Given
that children don't get bored when listening to the same story several times,
each listening gives them the opportunity to learn something new. This is the
third day for them to watch the movie and they were eager to look at it before
the class started. Stories also provide an order in the chaos of teaching very
young children. FN:12.07.06:Wkl
Comparing previous English lessons with the lessons after the implementation of the
work scheme showed the children's interest in the lesson increasing. Teresa on her part
found ways to organise the lesson that were positive for her and the children. In the
second week of implementation I recorded the following:
The structure of the sessions is decided because Teresa considered that it
worked best for her: first story as a whole class session; this activity would
be followed by. a vocabulary task (colouring, games, paper puppets); finally,
there would be another small group or whole class manual activity. Teresa
would work with the children then and she would be sending one child to work
on the computer with me. The reason for this was discussed with Teresa
after the lessons. She thought this structure worked because it gave children
some input (story) before working with vocabulary. Interestingly, this style
differed from Isabel's who prefers to have vocabulary tasks before the story.
FN:17.07.06: Wk2
Dynamics of the storytelling session with the computer as the delivery medium. I
was able to observe how the children understood the dynamics of the lesson based on
the stories quickly. The second day after having viewed the story once, they saw the
arrangement of chairs and the computer and immediately Isolda asked if they were
watching "another movie." By the third day they entered the classroom and knew
where to sit for the viewing of the story and where to go to afterwards. The children
got interested in the stories and they seemed to be a strong motivator even to control
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class behaviour. On one occasion, Pablo was very upset because he could not find a seat
next to Angel and kept crying all throughout the song, however when the story started,
he stopped. I recorded this event in my field notes in the following way:
Today the children sang the song but Pablo kept crying over his seat and so
didn't sing ... As soon as the story started, Pablo stopped crying after having
been asked several times to calm down without success. The story caught his
attention, so he forgot about the seat and watched the story and paid attention
to it without asking him to. FN:19.07.06:Wkl
Another time, Diego asked Pablo to stop talking because his talk would not let
Diego hear the story. Even though the story was in English, Diego wished to listen to
the narration and not only look at the animation on the screen, obviously showing a
great level of interest on the story.
Children's attention to the stories was encouraged through short sessions of questions
during which Teresa asked the children whether they had enjoyed the story and what had
happened in it. She did not do this activity after every viewing, but on those occasions
when she did I recorded the reactions of the children. Examples of the exchange of ideas
during one of these comprehension question sessions follow:
English was used to ask the comprehension questions about the story. About
this, Isabel felt happy and commented how young children are able to un-
derstand when the language spoken is supported by other elements, such as
gestures, mimic, body laTlBuagein general. Children's response to being talked
to in English was positive as could be seen in their facial expressions. Also,
this approach got answers in English from some ?f the children and in Span-
ish from some others. FN:12.07.06:WkI
The first time that the children viewed the Gingerbread Man, Teresa asked after the
story:
What happens in the story when the woman bakes the Gingerbread Man 'I
Responses: "Estaba corriendo [It was running]"; "Se lo comio un perro [A
dog ate it]"; "Se lo comio un gato [A cat ate itf. n The fact that the Gin-
gerbread Man was eaten by the fox was not understood. However, neither a
translation of the story nor an explanation in Spanish of what happened to
the Gingerbread Man was provided. FN:17.07.06: Wk1
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Children responded positively to the stories and did not show signs of boredom for
using them three continuous weeks. The third week of field work, I noted down the
following reaction of Enrique and Pablo after the first viewing of The Three Billy Goats:
This was the first time they watched SBGG and even before the story started
already Enrique and Pablo were discussing who they wanted to be from the
story characters. They had just watched the story once and they were so
interested that they immediately wanted to play one of the characters during
the lesson games. FN:24.07.06: MS
During the viewing of the Three Billy Goats, Adriana made an interesting comment
about the sounds of the story, which provided indication of how she understood that
the troll had fallen into the water. In my field notes Iwrote:
The sound features of the story scaffolded understanding. Adriana realised
that there was a river under the bridge because of the sound of water splash-
ing. There is not an image in the story of the Troll falling into the water
and after the big goat threw the troll the only sound that is heard is water
splashing. Adriana imitated the "Splashf" sound and said "It threw the troll
into the water!" FN:24.07.06: Wk9
During the exchange of questions after the story that Teresa had with the children
on the second viewing, I observed:
Everybody was really attentive to the story of the SBGG. While the story
was playing Angel (before the episode where the goat throws the troll into the
water) stood up and started telling the others how the goat was going to use
his head to throw the troll off the bridge. Adriana, on the reasons why the
goats wanted to cross the bridge (responding to Teresa's question) said: "Un
lado del puente tiene hierba y el otro tiene arboles [One side of the bridge has
grass and the other has trees]." When Teresa explained to them that there
were two types of grass Adriana said "Claro! [Of course]." Pablo, Enrique,
Isolda and Ana all stood in front of the computer looking at the images on
the screen while Teresa was explaining these details of the story to the other
children. FN:25.07.06: Wk3
It was interesting to observe how the children scaffolded their peers' story compre-
hension during a whole-class viewing of a story. If one child understands something
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from the story and shares with others, a rich exchange of ideas takes place. This shows
how the computer as a means to deliver the story does, not limit the opportunities for
learning or for fun that storytelling brings to the children. H the children are allowed to
interact with each other during the story or after it the opportunities for learning and
gaining from the story will be created. The following exchange illustrates this notion.
When the story finished, Enrique showed a surprised face and turned to look
at the others. He looked at the other children and said "Oh! Se lo ha comido!
[Oh! He's eaten it!]" When Teresa asked about that, Elena said: "El zorro
se ha comido al Gingerbread Man [The fox has eaten the Gingerbread Man!/"
Angel said, "Si! [Yes!]" Ana said: "Se ha comido al Pastelito" [It's eaten
the Little Cupcake Manl]" and Enrique said "Si, porque el ... [Yes because
he ... ]" (at this point, Enrique made a gesture of licking his lips, copying
the animation of the fox at the end of the story). FN:18.07.06: Wk£
The second component of the diagram presents my observations about the teachers.
Figure 9.2 shows the subthemes belonging to this category of data. The subthemes are
explained through excerpts from my field notes.
FIGURE 9.2: The teachers during the whole-classstorytelling session
Teacher
Participation during the storytelling session
Reactions to choice of stories
Use of L1 during the English lessons
Introduction and practice of target vocabulary
~te~alob~tions
Teachers' participation during the storytelling session. During the storytelling time,
Teresa allowed the children to watch the story from beginning to end without making
comments or explaining anything to the children. She told me that asking the children
questions about the story after it was over was important, to let the children talk about
what the had viewed and review understanding. She expressed this in the following way:
Teresa reflects after the lesson about the importance of having a "story-circle"
time where questions about the story can be asked and children get a time to
discuss it. FN:18.07.06: Wk2
Isabel on the use of stories, believed that computer features give the children the
opportunity to listen to native speakers of English and so was also willing to play them
as provided in the software. 1wrote her observations:
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Because the children in Spain do not listen to any English anywhere else but
the classroom, Isabel considers information technology as 'Veryuseful because
it allows children to listen to "native English" and the natural rhythm of the
songs in English. FN:10.07.06: Wid
Use of L1 during the English lessons. Most of the time the English lesson was
conducted in Spanish and to this respect Isabel commented:
Isabel considers that it is necessary to use a certain amount of English during
the lesson. At least during the vocabulary learning targets set for the lesson
English should be used. FN:11.07.06:Wk1
The amount of English used during the lesson, as Iwas able to observe, would be
a decision of the teacher. While Isabel thought that more English from the teacher is
required, Teresa did not express such aspect as important to teach young learners.
Introduction and practice of target vocabulary. Teresa used games to introduce and
practice target vocabulary of the stories with the children. During the story of the
Gingerbread Man she did the following:
The words that Teresa worked with were: dog, man, cat, woman, girl, gin-
gerbread man, fox. Paper puppets of the story characters were placed on the
board and children had to recognize the word that Teresa said. For example,
she wotJd say "Fox" and the first chtJ.d to say "Zarro!" would stand up and
take the paper puppet of the fox from the board. Also, if the child just stood
up and chose the correct picture, even if s/he did not say the word, could
take the puppet. Children enjoyed this activity and were happy to have a
puppet character of the story. They also discussed a bit about who they really
wanted to be, in case they didn't get the Gingerbread Man character which
all of the children (boys) wanted, especially Enrique. Teresa told them that if
they wanted a character in particular, they would have to pay attention and
move or respond quickly. FN:1B.07.06:Wk2
At the time of the vocabulary tasks, Teresa would encourage the children to use
English. Spontaneous use of English by the children was seen at different moments. For
instance:
Adriana, after heo.ringthe story beginning with "Once upon a time" imme-
diately said "Erase una vez" (translating the phrase). FN:25.07.06:Wk3
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Contextual observations. This last category for the field notes was added after the
exercise of validation conducted with two external coders. It is not related to how the
work scheme lessons developed but to how on occasion children's views towards learning
English can be inftuenced by their context, the culture of the place where they live. I
recorded Isabel's perception on this matter in the following way:
Isabel believes that children can show a non-positive attitude towards learning
English due to influence of family, like parents or grandparents. She said
this based on her experience and quotes a remark made by Isolda: "I do
not like the English" to explain this to me. Isabel has known Isolda for two
years and has been the girl's English teacher since Isolde was 3, because of
this she knows that the girl's grandmother does not support the learning of
English much. Isabel explained to me that children' in Spain are not used
to hearing English, and for the elderly, learning this language can be viewed
as unnecessary for the education of children. Hence children as young as
Isolda make comments like the one above. Isabel thinks that these somewhat
negative attitude have something to do with the success (or not) of the English
lessons in Spain. FN:I0.07.06: Wkl
The last element in the diagram that resulted from the analysis of the field notes
is related to the children. All of the subthemes that emerged from the analysis of this
data are shown in Figure 9.3. Excerpts from field notes illustrate each subtheme.
FIGURE 9.3: The children during the whole-class storytelling session
Lear~r
Attitude t<:mards ICT
Working with story contents
Reactions towards working non-ICT tasks
Use of target vocabulary
Reactions during retelling of stories
Reactions to choice of stories
Children's attitude towards leT. Regarded as positive by the participant teachers
during the interviews, I recorded children's reactions towards the stories in the following
way:
Before the class starts, some children approach the computer and take the CD
case. They start talking about the story and choosing which character they
want to be. Some of them want to be the Gingerbread Man. FN:18.07.06: Wk2
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Enrique saw the fox coming out of the tree -in the presentation of the CD-
and told the others. Pablo told the other children that the GingerbrecidMan
was reading when seeing the same screen. This is just children's interest in
the whole computer concept and the materials presented through it. Pablo
asked several times about game on the computer and Elena at least twice.
They were all interested in the painting program too. FN:20.07.06:2
Working with story contents. During the storytelling sessions, the children made
comments about the stories that showed how they thought about the contents of a story
by trying to make sense of the actions followed by the characters. Pablo for instance,
while viewing Goldilocks and the Three Bears, asked why Goldilocks did not hide under
the bed when the bears came. Another case is when Enrique suggested, after the first
viewing of The Gingerbread Man, that a duck had eaten the Gingerbread Man. He
said this to explain the absence of the Gingerbread Man at the end of the story when
Teresa asked the children what had happened to the Gingerbread Man. Enrique might
have used previous knowledge that ducks live in ponds and ducks eat bread to reach
this conclusion. I must note that Teresa did not explain to the children what had really
happened to the character, because we had agreed on this matter before the lessons. It
was important for me to see how the children interpreted the stories, hence, we accepted
all the answers provided by the children.
The children got involved in the stories and used familiar vocabulary for them when
referring to the story character of the Gingerbread Man, showing how they took a foreign
story-andmade it part of theircuiture.
Even though Teresa and 1 had talked about the Gingerbread Man without
providing any form of translation to it, children came up with a Spanish
name for this character: "El Pastelito. n Throughout the week, the children
used this name most of the time to refer to this character. FN:17.07.06: M2
Reactions towards working non-lCT tasks. The children enjoyed all the lesson tasks,
as can be seen in the responses of the survey conducted at the end of the course (see
Chapter 7 p. 122). Records that I kept about their reactions to a drama task and a
vocabulary game exemplify their enjoyment of a non-ICT task.
All children were interested and show great enthusiasm when role playing the
story of :lBGG on the floor using the desks as bridge (one of the children was
the bridge after Teresa told them how to do it) all the children are baaing
like sheep (take note that they mentioned sheep instead of goats a few times).
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After the lesson Teresa told me that Pablo kept saying that he wanted to be
the troll (el pastor (the shepherd}) but later, he changed his mind and said
"No, I want to be the big goat best because he throws the troll into the water."
FN:~5.07.06: Wk9
When Teresa started asking the children about the names 0/ the characters 0/
the story G9Bs, Pablo replied Papa Bear pointing to the puppet that Teresa
was holding. After Pablo's answer, all the other children started to say the
names o/the other characters when asked. FN:l1.07.06:Wkl
Diego always showed moderate interest in all the computer activities except on two
occasions. One when we drew the Gingerbread man and the second was when Adriana,
the girl who joined the course in the last week, was asking about the stories being in
English. The following extract shows the exchange between Adriana and Diego:
Adriana: "it's in English" [listening to the ICT-story of the 3BGG for the first time and
realising it was in English)
Diego: "of course! I like English.
FN:24.07.06:Wk3"
Diego's tone of voice in his response was proud and eloquent, as if trying to show
Adriana how interesting the story in English was. In the subsequent days I observed
that Diego looked for Adriana quite a lot and tried to work with her and sit next to her
in the classroom activities.
Use 0/ target vocabtt.lary. Thechildren_usecLthevocabulary of thestoryma.inlyin.
vocabulary tasks. Teresa also told me of some occasions in which the children used
English during playtime while telling the stories of the lesson to their friends. An
interesting aspect of the children's attempts to use English however, took place when
children used English (not necessarily vocabulary from the stories) outside the tasks like
for example, Isolda greeting me in English. During one of the sessions I recorded Pablo
attempting to copy the Troll threatening the goats with the phrase "I'm going to eat you
up." After the Troll, Pablo chanted words following the intonation pattern of the phrase
in English. He was not able to repeat the phrase properly, but his attempt illustrates
how the children picked up the sounds from the computer stories and spontaneously
used them. I recorded this event in my field notes as follows:
Pablo, after the troll told the Big BG I'm going to eat you up tried to imitate
the sound saying something like ta ta tat a tat a (which in Spanish would go
along the syllabic division that is used to teach children to speak and read).
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Another example of the children trying to imitate the sounds in English took place
with the songs. I wrote:
Two children, Elena and Pablo, started to move their lips to the rhythm of
the song imitating the sounds from the lyrics. The words of the song haven't
been taught to the children. FN:l1.07.06:Wkl
Reactions during retelling of stories. The children participated in the retellings well
and as expected some were more enthusiastic than others to tell me their stories. In the
previous chapter I presented the stories of children who provided original retellings of
the stories. Here, I want to talk about other children and their reactions during retelling
tasks.
In spite of having successfully completed the sequencing task for the The Gingerbread
Man story, Manuel insisted that he could not remember the story. He did the same thing
with the Three Billy Goats story, and on this occasion I did not ask him questions trying
to encourage him to tell me the story. On that day he had arrived to school with a bad
bump on his eye and I thought it best to make him feel comfortable. He did not say he
felt bad or anything similar, but I thought it was best not to upset him. Angel also said
that he did not know the story when we were working with Goldilocks. Iconsider Angel
and Manuel's responses to be an indication of a different meaning for phrases such as
I don't remember the story" and "I don't know the story". In the case of Manuel, it
meant that he did not want to retell the story, and that had to be respected. Angel's
response was related to being unfamiliar to working on the computer and working with
me during the English lesson. A relationship of trust has to be built with children and
that takes time.
I found the topic of the conversation to be influential on the child's reactions and
the amount of language produced during the retelling tasks. The following conversation
that Ihad with Diego exemplifies this idea.
D Diego
R Researcher
Story Three Billy Goats
Date 25.07.06
Excerpt from story retelling transcription task
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.D the greener grass
R and they do like that one?
D nods
R very good Diego!
R Excellent
D today is Raquel's birthday
D and besides she's turning four just like me
R very good have you congratulated her?
D nods
R very good and who is Raquel do I know her?
R is she in another school? Another 'Cole'?
D she is my mother!
R oh that's great!
Just like Diego, Adriana made a sudden change of subject during the retelling task of
the Three Billy Goats. It seems that for her as well as Diego, other topics of conversation
were more important than the task at hand, and even though there is a goal and a task
to complete, I felt it was reasonable to respect their choices and let them talk about
what they wanted to, even if only for a short time. In the case of Adriana, the attempts
I made to ask her to tell me the recently heard story of the Three Billy Goats led. to a
different one.
Ad Adriana
R Researcher
Date 27.07.06
Excerpt from computer animation viewing session
R which story did you like best? the one we watched.
earlier or this one?
R do you remember what was the other one about?
Ad of of of some little goats that wanted to pass over the
bridge because cause : do you know that I'm going to
the movies tomorrow? This afternoon!
R oh! What movie are you going to see?
Ad Cars
R we both laugh
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During the same task after having watched the computer animation, Diego was
talking about it when suddenly the name of a bird made him remember a story he had
at home and from this topic he started talking about his brothers and the conversations
they had after school. He got very interested in these topics and drifted away from the
story he had just watched.
Reactions to choice of stories. Children showed different levels of interest in the
stories. This can be observed in the choices they made to evaluate which stories they
liked best. Goldilocks and the Three Bears and The Gingerbread Man were the preferred
stories for three children each. Three children evaluated The Gingerbread Man as their
least favourite story along with Three Billy Goats Gruff, turning The Gingerbread Man
into both the most liked and the least liked of the stories. The story of the Three Billy
Goats was the least popular as only two children saw it as their favourite and three saw
it as their least favourite. Figure 9.4 shows these results in graph form.
3
.Goldilocks and the Three
Bears
.The Gingerbread Man
2.5
2
1.5
Three Billy Goats Gruff
0.5
o
Liked the best Liked Liked a little
9.5 Children's development of storytelling skills
Looking at the results from the analysis of retellings of the whole class, it can be seen
that two out of eight of the participant children improved their scores in the elements
of introduction, character development and mental states, which account to three of
the seven elements of the NSS criteria during their retellings. Three children improved
referencing and conclusion criteria. Additionally, fivechildren in the class improved their
retellings in the cohesion and conflict resolution elements. These improvements could
be interpreted as emergent literacy development because of the changes in retellings'
construction observed over time (Talley, 1994). These changes are reflected in the way
that the characters were presented, how the children justified the protagonists' actions
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and the endings of the stories. For instance, whereas Pablo's retelling of Goldilocks did
not contain any reference to the characters of the story, his story of the Gingerbread
contained the introduction to at least the story's main character. Pablo started his
story of Goldilocks with the phrase "Esta cogiendo tomates" "{She}is picking tomatoes"
making reference to a part of the story where Goldilocks is shown in the forest near some
rose bushes. AB can be observed, in the sentence in Spanish the subject is omitted and
although grammatically this is correct, there was no previous reference to the character of
Goldilocks. Hence this retelling yielded the lowest score in the NSS criteria of character
development. Incontrast, Pablo started the Gingerbread Man making a full reference to
the main character in the sentence "El Pastelito se fue" "The Cupcake Man left" making
use of the full name of the character in the introductory sentence of the story.
Diego and Elena included in their second or third retellings elements related to char-
acters' feelings or emotions, accounting for the criterion of Mental states. For example,
Elena explained that the Gingerbread Man got scared and that is why he started to run.
Diego, about the Billy Goats, added that the sheep (Diego referred to the characters in
this story as sheep or goat) tried the grass and thought it was tasteless. The following
extracts exemplify the above for Elena (E) and Diego (D):
E que estaba haciendo el pastelito despues le da miedo y y despues sali6 corriendo a la
calle
E that {it] was making the cupcake then it got scared and and then it went out running
into the street
D la oveja mediana se comi6 la ovejame que me se comi6 Ia hierbaamarilla y no le
gust6
D the middle sheep ate the sheep that ate the yellow grass and {it] did not like it
Diego and Elena also concluded their stories with more elements in their second
and third retelling. Elena was one child who understood that the Fox had eaten the
Gingerbread. Man, using the animations as support. When reaching the end of the story
she was laughing and enjoying the end. Her account of how the story finished is shown
in the following extract:
El y despues llego llego a aqui se 10 encontraron iba corriendo todavia y y y despues
vino el zorro y se ponio [puso] encima del zorro y y y se 10 comic el zorro y se see se 10
comic y decia slurp! [Elena licked her lips while saying slurp]
El and then it got it got h here {they] found him {it] was running still and and and then
{it] "putted" {climbed] on top of the Fox and and and {it] the Fox ate it and it ate it and
{it] said slurp!
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In general, all children scored higher in the cohesion criterion because their retellings
were better constructed from the second week of the course. Children included connec-
tives and made references to sequenced actions in the stories of Wk2 and Wk3. Many
conditions might have influenced this result, including the time it took the children to
get used to work with leT-stories, with the computer and with me. However, I must
emphasise that under the emergent literacy approach such adaptation is part of devel-
oping literacy-oriented behaviours, which was ultimately the main goal of this study,
that is, to see whether children immersed in a course using ICT-stories would develop
skills related to understanding and construction of stories. It follows then that if the
improvements in retellings were due to the children getting used to the work scheme and
the work with stories, their use influenced the development of literacy skills.
Development however does not occur at the same pace nor does it follow the same
pattern for all children. This can be observed in Figure 7.6 (p. 128), where the NSS
scores that children were given for their retellings were different for each one of the
participant children. An interesting behaviour is that all of the children showed changes
in their scores perhaps responding to the use of stories in their lesson, however it is also
interesting to note that there were positive as well as negative changes. Behaviour of
the children's scores for their stories shows that in general, scores were not consistent
(See Figure 9.5 on p. 186). Nevertheless, it is interesting to see that for the criteria
of character development, mental states, conflict resolution and cohesion, there were
more children getting improved scores in comparison to decreased ones. Introduction
and referencing had equal number of improved and decreased scores and noticeably,
the criterion of conclusion had four children with decreased scores and only three with
improved ones (See summary of changes in scores in Figure 9.6).
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9.6 Peripheral findings
Although these findings were related to the research questions only indirectly, they were
sufficiently interesting to complement the study's findings in relation to the children's
interaction with rCT. The presentation of these findings follows a variety of themes that
emerged in-vivo from the analysis of field note data from the rCT story sequencing.
Sequencing a story task: paper and ICT. Drawing episodes from the story on paper
in the order that they occurred proved to be a difficult task for the children. None of
them was able to draw a sequence for a story, in spite of Teresa's guidance and ideas
that she was providing to the children with respect to the pictures that they could draw.
The children did however draw pictures of the Gingerbread Man and other characters
in the spaces provided. Diego was the only child whose drawings show an attempt to
draw a sequence of events. Diego drew the Gingerbread Man in the lower left corner and
in the space to the right he drew the Gingerbread Man (Figure 9.7) next to a group of
spots, which might be a representation of the riverbank. Although this image does not
represent the end of the story, Diego attempted to present a sequence in his drawings,
from the Gingerbread Man by itself while running from everybody, to the part of the
story where he can no longer escape.
The sequencing task on the computer, as opposed to the sequence on paper, pro-
vided images from the story and so the children did not have to remember the episodes
and draw them in the order that they occurred within the story. This task was also
difficult for the children as not all of them were able to complete it successfully. Seven
children were able to sequence the task correctly in the story of the Gingerbread Man
and the Three Billy Goats Gruff combined, from a total of 24 opportunities counting
one sequencing per child in each of the three stories.
FIGURE 9.7: Diego: sequencing-on-paper of The Gingerbread Man
, .
»;
t
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During the sequencing task of the story of the Three Billy Goats on the computer,
Iwas able to see how ordering story pictures using numbers as guide did not facilitate
the sequencing task for the children. In order to complete the task, the children had to
order the pictures following a left to right and top to bottom direction, filling squares
labelled with numbers 1 and 2 (horizontally) followed by a second row of squares labelled
with numbers 3 and 4. (See Figure 9.8). Even providing the pictures, this task in the
way it was designed was difficult. All the children were more inclined to follow a top
to bottom direction filling the squares vertically. The children actually disregarded the
numbers inside the squares during the completion of this task. The excerpt provided
in here illustrates the dialogue between Angel and myself when trying to sequence the
pictures for the story of the Three Billy Goats.
Ang Angel
R Researcher
Date 24.07.06
Sequencing task with Angel trying to match beginning of the story with
number 1 and ending with 4
R tell me what's happening in this picture
R what's happening here?
Ang that the goat is crossing over (the bridge]
R ok and what happens to the Troll?
Ang that he fell into the water
R ok that happens at the beginning or
at the end of the story?
Ang at the end of the story
R at the end of the story ok
R so then what number do you think this picture is?
Ang number one
Story sequencing strategies. I observed two strategies used by the children to order
a sequence of events. The first one consisted of the children looking for the picture that
they thought represented what happened first in the story and placing it inside the square
labelled with number 1 and, once finished, looking for the picture that represented what
happened next, until all four pictures were placed inside the spaces provided. They
would look at the square with number one, select with their eyes a picture from the
options and then either ask me to drag it to the numbered square or attempt to drag it
for themselves. One child, Enrique, followed a second stra.tegy. On the three occasions
when we worked on the sequencing tasks, he looked at the display of pictures first,
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observed them in silence for a few seconds and started describing the actions taking
place in the picture. After that, he picked the first picture from the options available
and placed it inside the square labelled with number 3. He would take the second picture
displayed and placed it inside square number 1. He continued and finished the story in
the same way. Interestingly, Enrique followed the same ordering strategy in the three
sequencing tasks that we completed. He would point at the picture from the options
area and tell me "this goes in number 4", "this goes in number 1", and so on.
Directionality in story sequencing. A last interesting aspect that I observed in En-
rique and Diego was that they followeda "clockwise" direction in the squares provided
to sequence the pictures. This is, they did not order the pictures in the way that the
software was designed as exemplified in Figure 9.8. Instead, they followed the order
shown in Figure 9.9.
FIGURE 9.8: Sequencingthe story: expectedoutcome
1 2
3 4
Diego followed the strategy just like the other children. He looked at the pictures,
selected the one he decided was to be put in the square and either moved it or pointed
at it so that I could help him move it. However, he also used the clockwisedirectionality
to organize the pictures of the story.
FIGURE 9.9: Sequencingthe story: real outcome
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leT-task: a puzzle via comprehension questions. I have presented the results of
what Isabel thought about the children interacting with written text through the games
included in the story software. During the second week of the course there was one oc-
casion in which at the children's vehement insistence, I allowed Pablo and Elena to play
a game included in the Gingerbread Man story. Both children, working together, com-
pleted a puzzle task in which they had to answer comprehension questions regarding the
Gingerbread Man. In this activity, the questions to be answered were both displayed on
the screen and played by the software narrator. Both children used the audio described
questions to select their answers, disregarding the text on the screen and completed
the task successfully by finishing the puzzle. These results indicate that children can
be exposed to text and complete tasks containing words without asking them to focus
. on text. As claimed by emergent literacy theorists (Teale &; Sulzby, 1986) such expo-
sure would create situations where children could start to develop an understanding of
text behaviour, that is, that text represents words that can be read out loud and carry
meaning such as instructions. Ultimately, this exposure could present opportunities for
incidental vocabulary learning or reinforcement for the noticing or learning of target
vocabulary.
9.7 Summary of findings from the analysis of the whole-
class storytelling session
• Children developed their retellings in heterogeneous ways. Interestingly, all of
them showed changes in their NSSscores, indicating that the use of stories had
effects on the .ehildren, even though they- were varied-and-not-consistent over time
in that they sometimes regressed and that the children did not improve at the
same pace;
• An analysis of the lesson dynamics shows that the use of ICT brings numerous
changes to the lessons, compared to those lessons taught without· technology. In
this research, the changes brought about the use of ICT-stories were positive be-
cause of the attitude of the teachers towards the use of technology, how they inte-
grated the computer into the language lesson and how they involved the children
in the use of the computer;
• Children as young as the participants of my research are able to provide retellings
of stories rich in content and highly informative of their development of storytelling
skills (See Chapter 8). As young research participants, they, however, have to be
treated with great respect and their willingness to participate should be taken into
consideration during the conduct of such tasks, for instance the retelling task;
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• Sequencing a story using four squares and a top to bottom and left to right order
was a task of high cognitive demand for the child participants. When numbers
were involved, the children also had difficulties understanding how to complete the
task;
• There were two strategies used by the children to sequence the story: choosing
a picture and placing it in its corresponding empty space (labelled with numbers
from 1 to 4) or selecting a numbered space and finding, from the pool of pictures,
the one corresponding to the selected space. Enrique was the only child who
selected the picture first and placed it in the space that he considered to be the
correct one; his first choice could have been the image corresponding to the space
labelled 4 for instance (See 9.6).
Chapter 10
Discussion: revisiting the
research questions
10.1 Overview
The aims of this thesis were as follows: (1) to design a set of guidelines that could be
followed by an English teacher in the preparation of lessons for young learners based
on ICT -stories and communicative tasks and explore the implementation of the lessons,
(2) to explore the effects of using the work scheme lessons on children's development
of story-related emergent literacy skills, (3) to explore children's reactions to the use
of ICT in the English lesson and (4) to·expiore1ieachers'"viewsGBthe use -ofleT with
For the first two aims, the process involved in the preparation and implementation of
the trial lessons was analysed in order to learn the teachers' views on preparing an ICT-
based English course for young children. Participant teachers showed predisposition for
the use of technology and they expressed their views on the potential of ICT to enhance
children's learning environments. The needs that arose because of the use of technology
were also discussed by the teachers.
The second aim made use of children's story retellings to explore the effects of the
trial lessons on the children's development of emergent literacy skills. The results of
the study showed great variation in the results relating to the development of skills as
observed in the children's use of story grammar elements in their retellings. Results, on
average, indicated that the children produced more coherent retellings as the course ad-
vanced and started to develop more complex retellings by adding elements of characters,
settings and conclusions.
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The third aim, which was explored through observations, interviews and children's
evaluation of lesson tasks, showed that the child participants reacted positively to the
use of ICT-stories.An observation that I was able to make was that the use of stories
had an effect on the children's motivation to participate in the English lessons,provid-
ing structure and meaning to the language tasks. The interaction of the children in
the storytelling session showed how the children made use of animations to construct
meaning from the computer stories. Further gains from the interaction were observed
in the occasions when children scaffolded their peers' story understanding while sharing
their reactions to the stories. with the class.
The fourth aim, explored through teachers' interviews, showed. the positive views
that teachers had for the inclusion of ICT in the young learner classroom.
With the research aims in mind, this chapter discusses the findings of the study
presented in Chapters 5, 8 and 9..The chapter is organised around the research questions
that guided the aims of my study. When appropriate, participants' contributions are
used to illustrate the discussion.
10.2 Research question 1: Creating and implementing the
work scheme
The first research question of the study, which is about the design of an ICT story-based
work scheme-for the-teaching£ngiishto-young-:ieamers, is as follows:
Ql. What pedagogical and. technical aspects are involved in the design and imple-
mentation of a work scheme based on ICT-enhanced stories to teach English to young
children?
Based on the data from the research diary and interviews with the participant teach-
ers, Isabel and Teresa (see Section 5.4 on p. 92), I will discuss, in this section, the findings
in relation to the creation of the work scheme (summarised earlier in Chapter 5.5), fol-
lowed by a discussion of the findings related to its implementation (presented earlier in
Chapter 9.2). It isworth noting that discussions regarding the design of the work scheme
lessons have been generated from the views of Isabel only, since she was the teacher in
charge of the development of the work scheme lessons. The main findings regarding the
design of the work scheme were:
• TBL methodology was adapted by Isabel to accommodate explicit teaching of
target vocabulary selected from the story;
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• Isabel, as a teacher of very young children, was careful to use materials written for
native-speaker children of English with children who are still developing Spanish
as their first language; and
• During the development of the lessons and the selection of the materials to use,
Isabel felt that the story-related tasks included in the software were too challenging
for the children. She believed that exposing young children to written text was not
a positive experience because the children were not ''ready'' to work with written
texts;
The other key findings relating to implementation of the work scheme were as follows:
• The use of tasks in the English lessons provided a structure to the lesson that
Teresa found to be beneficial for the children;
• The storytelling approach in the teaching of English was evaluated throughout as
a very useful and highly appropriate method to teach young children; Isabel found
the use of stories to be highly appropriate for meeting the children's needs, while
Teresa described their use as fun and appropriate for children, considering their
developmental needs;
• Teresa found the animations in the story to be supportive to children's under-
standing of stories. She also found that the repeated viewings of the stories helped
the children to understand more details of the stories;
• The inclusion of the computer brought-numerous changes to the lessons, compared
to those lessons taught without technology. In this research, the changes brought
about the use of ICT-stories were positive because of the attitude of the teachers
towards the use of technology, how they integrated the computer into the language
lesson and how they involved the children in the use of the computer.
These findings are now discussed in greater detail.
Regarding lesson design.
Adapting TBL lor the young learner classroom. It has been mentioned that the
TBL approach had to be adapted to meet the needs of young learners. Evidence of this
adaptation was observable in the predominance of Spanish as the language of instruction
during the lessons (See Section 9.4). The literature on TBL seems to be a little divided
about the use of the children's native language during tasks (D. Willis & Willis, 2007;
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Carless, 20(3). Whilst the use of Ll had been regarded as negative, it is now recognised
that beginner learners could feel discouraged if they are asked to use English only during
their language lessons (D. Willis & Willis, 2(07). The experience of language teachers in
foreign language contexts has indicated that the use of Ll in the English lessons could
be beneficial for the young learners. In my research, Isabel went through a process of
increasing her appreciation of the benefits of using Spanish during the language lessons.
Before the implementation stage, Isabel had the view that it was not necessary to use
Spanish during the English lessons. After observing Teresa, Isabel, however, found that
using Spanish had an advantage for the teacher, as the latter could corroborate that the
children had understood .the instructions being given for the completion of tasks.
Despite recognising the advantage of-using Spanish, Isabel-still believed that using
it throughout the whole of the English lesson was not recommendable. She explained
that the exposure to English that children in foreign language contexts had was limited
to the classroom, and, therefore, a minimal use of English was likely to have an effect
on children's development of the target language. This comment from Isabel arose from
her experience of the implementation of the work scheme. During the English course,
apart from the ICT -stories, the songs, and the interaction of the children with me during
leT-tasks, children were listening to Spanish throughout their lessons. It must be noted
that the children responded positively to being talked to in English during the ICT-tasks
and, as has been described in the results chapters, Isolda, one of the child participants,
started to greet me in English a few days after I started. working in her school (See 8.4.1).
With young learners, finding the balance between the use of Spanish and English might
not be as-easy to!' the-teachers as wouldbe~ casewhen'<iealing-with older or more
advanced learners, but seeing the children's positive reactions. and .response towards the
use of English, which, for instance, might have encouraged their- spontaneous greetings
in English, showed some of the effects of using English more frequently during lessons.
A second way in .which Isabel adapted the approach of TBL to meet the needs of
young language learners was her use of explicit vocabulary pre-tasks. Literature on TBL
suggests the use of pre-tasks to help students focus on the target vocabulary (D. Willis
& Willis, 2007). However, the approach suggests that the practice of target vocabulary
should take place through games or activities in English that use the target vocabulary
incidentally. Isabel, however, visualised a pre-task which involved the explicit teaching of
vocabulary using Spanish, as she believed that the children needed this linguistic support
to understand the story. She based her assumptions on her previous work experience
in the context of the school Isabel insisted upon the use of puppets to introduce
vocabulary found in the story, specifically vocabulary related to the characters. As a
result, the work scheme lessons originally included a vocabulary pre-task which was
planned to take place at the beginning of the lesson. Isabel was familiar with TBL
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and she indicated her awareness of not needing to explicitly teach vocabulary using
Spanish when learning a language using this approach. She, hOwever, emphasised that
the participant children were still developing their language abilities. According to her,
they needed to be provided with a linguistic base that allowed them to participate in
the lessons and gradually build the new linguistic structures. In other words, in her
view, the participant children's vocabulary repertoire was limited due to their fledging
first language skills. Hence in order to increase the children's interest and build their
confidence in the use of English, they needed to be taught vocabulary overtly. It is
worth noticing that the original work scheme lessons were later modified by Teresa who
decided to start the lesson with a song instead. of a vocabulary pre-task. Teresa reported
that having the children sing and mimic a song related to the story before the viewing
could provide sufficient support in the activation of the children's story schemata. In
her lessons, she decided to have the vocabulary tasks after the storytelling session. In
the last interview, Teresa commented that the children worked well with the story when
it was viewed immediately after the song, and vocabulary tasks, for instance games to
label the characters of the story, were completed by the children in the middle of the
lessons. She reached this conclusion based on her comparison of what happened in the
first week of implementing the work scheme, when she followed the original plan, with
what happened in the other two weeks.
Throughout the phase of lesson planning, Isabel discussed with me on several oc-
casions how important it was for her to design tasks inwhich children could play, sing
and move around the classroom. She related her concerns to her perceptions about the
characteristics-of young-ehildrenas language learners. The opinions expressed by Isabel
about the_typeof tasks that sh~thoughtto be appropriateJor the language-lessonsug-
gested how-teachers seem to be aware of the needs that young children have as language
learners, something which is emphasized in the literature (Moon, 2005; Donaldson, 1987;
Cameron, 2001; Wells, 1987). Isabel insisted on letting the children have fun with lan-
guage through meaningful tasks as, in her view, it was in this way that the children
would remember the contents of the lesson. For these reasons, Isabel determined that
the use of TBL as a teaching approach, which revolves around the principle of making
language learning meaningful through tasks that are relevant to the learner, and stories,
which have the power to give meaning to a learning situation for the children, were
highly appropriate when planning the English lessons.
One aspect of planning the lessons that I found to be especially important for Isabel
was the selection of the stories to be used in the English course. She was concerned about
whether the children could understand them because she considered that understanding
the stories would be challenging for them. In this respect, I was able to see how the results
of a piloting exercise helped her to feel more confident about my research. Informing
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Isabel of the results of the pilot session reassured her of the appropriateness of the story
software for the children. Through her reaction, I was able to see the importance and
value of piloting methods and instruments, especially if the participants were as young
as the participants in this study. In addition to the pilot exercise, the stories selected
for this thesis had been evaluated by pre-school teachers who had used them with their
students in formal learning contexts 1. The information that they provided was highly
useful as their account of how the stories were used in classroom settings strengthened
Isabel's confidence about the appropriateness of the materials. Isabel's response to the
views from other teachers suggests the usefulness of having a place where teachers share
ideas and experiences about their practice. A network of teachers exchanging ideas on
how to implement ICT-related projects may encourage the use of technology and spread
practices that have worked well in other contexts. It may also provide ideas on how to
solve potential problems that others have found.
On the children's exposure to the written text. During development of the lessons and
the selection of the materials to use, Isabel felt that the story-related tasks included in
the software were too challenging for the children (See 5.3). She believed that exposing
young children to the written text was not a positive experience due to their developing
language skills in Spanish. Isabel's concerns were related to the planning of tasks where
children had to interact with text, such as the games included in the story software.
She was inclined to base her lessons on stories with simple language (See p. 32) or on
stories without text. Isabel's reluctance to expose children to written text in a foreign
language reflects the suggestions from the literature which highlight the importance of
-not teaching literacy of the foreign language- to the young learner (Pinter, 2006). It
would seem that some practitioners believe that tbete.aching"ofJiteIacy in the foreign
language, even if this means exposing children to its written system, has to be excluded
or delayed in the young learner curriculum on the basis of the fledging development of
children's first language. Isabel insisted on this point as evidenced by various remarks
where she asked my views on the use of text with young learners (See 5.4). Interestingly,
Teresa did not express such concerns and on the contrary, she encouraged the children
to write, as for example when they were working on the task of labelling the parts of
the face or when she asked them to write their names on their work.
It could be said that the views of Isabel on the importance of exposing the children "
to the written text seemed to be related to the notion of "reading readiness" that was
prevalent in the past, before approaches such as emergent literacy gained strength. It is
important to note that under the emergent literacy approach, children who are exposed
to the written text may have more opportunities to develop the behaviours and skills
lOne of the reviews is available on the Internet at:
hilLco.uk!kingscourt!reviewcentre!insidestories.html
http://www.mcgraw-
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that they will require to become successful readers. It is also important to recognise
that during the English lessons, the children in my study were not exposed to text
written in Spanish. This is a relevant consideration because, in Spain, the children learn
English as a foreign language and, thus, developing their skills in the language of the
community (Spanish) should be given a higher priority than developing their skills in
English. However, it is suggested that those children who express an interest or show
signs of interest in the written system of the foreign language should be allowed to explore
it freely. In this way, they will be given the opportunity to develop the behaviours to
become competent readers not only in one language but in two.
In summary,· Isabel emphasised the different aspects that, in her view, had to be
compulsory for lesson tasks if ICT-stories were to be used within the TBL approach
with young learners. In her view, they were as follows:
• Adapt the TBL methodology to language teaching by starting the lesson with an
explicit vocabulary pre-task, preferably conducted in the learners' first language;
• Use material that has a connection with the children's immediate reality, namely
stories;
• Maintain a low level of difficulty in ICT-tasks by minimising interaction with the
written text; and
• Support the use of ICT-stories with fun, engaging and active non-ICT tasks.
-Regarding implementation.
The second part of the £tst research question explored the issues related to the
implementation of lessons based on the work scheme. In this regard, the most relevant
aspects highlighted by the participant teachers and from the field notes were related
to the children's change of attitude towards the English lessons, the structure of the
lessons, the advantages created by the use of stories and the power of animations in
stories written in English for the native-speaker child.
The use of tasks in the English lessons provided a structure to the lessons that Teresa
found to be beneficial for the children. One of the first salient aspects drawn from the
findings of this study is concerned with the positive views of teachers on the use of ICT-
stories. They found that the children's motivation for participating in class increased
throughout the course. The stories, in particular, offered the teachers alternatives to
work in a variety of tasks within the lessons. For Teresa, these alternatives (for instance
songs or puppets) provided the lessons with a structure that helped the children to
follow the lesson contents and learning objectives. According to Teresa, such structure
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had an impact on the children's behaviour, which ultimately allowed the children to
take more advantage of the lesson contents. She found that the children's awareness
of the structure of a lesson in. terms of small tasks and their knowledge of where the
tasks took place, made the children clear about what to do and what was expected of
them. According to her, the understanding of the structure of the lesson had an effect
on the overall behaviour of the class. Teresa observed the children moving around the
classroom with confidence from the computer comer to the drama area and to the desks
where colouring and cutting/pasting were done.
On the use olthe storytelling approach to teach English to young children. As has
been discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis, children feel a natural attraction to stories.
During the English course, the children got engaged with the stories of the lessons, sang
songs about them, made posters about the characters and stories and role played the
stories using furniture in the classroom. All these engaging tasks created the environment
in which children played, sang and moved. Isabel's concerns about the type of task that
children needed were met and the involvement of the children in the lesson, observed by
Isabel and Teresa, who even reported having heard the children tell the stories to friends
during playtime (See 9.4), showed the advantages of using stories in the English course.
The children also provided direct evidence of their positive reaction to the lesson through
their evaluation of the lesson tasks (See p. 122). Their behaviour during the storytelling
session (See p. 171), presented a picture of how they interacted with the stories. Teresa
did not need to explain to them how to understand the stories or convince the children
to pay attention to them. The children listened to the stories, laughed with them, felt
surprised and even justified the characters' actions. This--level of engagement helped
to raise. an interest for the English lessons- which. occurred indirectly, that is, without
having to promote the learning of the language.
An interesting point about the storytelling session was that they were always guided.
Teresa did not play the story on the computer and left the children to watch it by
themselves (See p. 47). She sat among the children, watched the stories with them and
led the short session of comprehension questions after the viewing. Research regarding
ICT and young children has concluded that the presence of an adult during children's
interaction with technology enhances the opportunities for learning that ICT has the
potential to offer. The attitude of Teresa supports these conclusions, as the children's
responses to her comprehension questions, even though she never corrected them or
changed the views that the children expressed of the plots of the story (See 9.4), created
an opportunity for dialogue that might have influenced their construction of meaning
from the stories, thus, supporting their learning.
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Isabel found the use of stories to be highly appropriate to children's needs while Teresa
described them as fun and appropriate for children, given their detlelopmental needs.
Stories played on the computer were welcome by the teachers. After looking at the
children responding to the stories and the lesson tasks during the first work scheme
lessons, Isabel's concerns regarding the low exposure to written text that she wanted to
maintain was reduced. Isabel talked about the children's response to the stories heard
in English only, saying that it was better than she had anticipated (See 9.4). During.
the viewing of the stories, there were no instances in which the children said that they
could not understand the story because they did not know how to read. There were,
however, opportunities for learning for the children who demonstrated interest in words
or in games that involved the use of words. Such opportunities took place when I allowed
the children to interact with the written text, as in the case of Isolda, who showed signs
of knowing how to spell her name (See section 8.4.2) or Elena and Pablo when they
were working with the puzzle game (See section 9.6). It would seem that the children's
interest in the stories was stronger than the barrier that the written text could pose.
It is valid to consider the level of exposure that children would have to written text in
the foreign language, but since the results of the study showed that children were not
discouraged by the presence of text, it is also valid to consider its use. Perhaps looking
at theory put into practice created the opportunity for Isabel to see the possibilities of
ICT and the support it could provide to children so that tasks that otherwise would be
too challenging could be completed.
Teresa's opinion that animations helped the children to remember details from the
story (See 9.2) encouraged me to analyse the way inwhich the children made use of
animations to understand the stories in theoourse. I present here my reflections on this
matter.
Although the results of the study show how the children relied on the animation
of the Fox licking its lips to understand the story ending of the Gingerbread Man (See
section 8.3.3), not all of the animations included in the stories provided the same level
of support. It must be noted that given that the children did not exploit the ICT-
story software individually, aspects of how conducive the software interface on story
comprehension were not studied in depth. For instance, the study did not look at
whether hotspots in the stories or incongruent animations (terms used by Labbo, L.,
undated. Source: materials from a conference presentation held at Leiden University)
supported or distracted children from the understanding of the story. However, there was
some evidence of how the children made use of the animations offered in the story for the
construction of meaning. I must note that Goldilocks is not considered in this discussion
because the children were already familiar with the story. For instance, animations of
the stories led to an understanding of the plot in the case of The Gingerbread Man's
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story but were not as supportive in the story Three Billy Goats. The children were
able to understand what happened to the Gingerbread Man but could not comprehend
the plan that the goats 'made to cross the bridge and reach the land with greener grass
(See 8.3.1). In spite of the repetitious structure of the story of the Three Billy Goats,
the children were not able to figure out that the goats crossed the bridge in the fashion
they did because of their plan to scare the Troll away. The animation in which the
goats plot against the Troll shows the three goats talking together and the narration
talking about the plan (for the transcription of this episode in the story see p. 131). It
seems that the children needed a greater vocabulary repertoire or a lengthier explanation
from their teacher to have a clear understanding of the goats' plan. Animations in this
case did not provide sufficient support for the children's comprehension of the story.
A further misinterpretation of this story was observed in Ana, who thought that the
goats were the father, the mother and the child (See 8.5.2). This was due to the lack of
an animation or image that indicated the listener that "billy goat" was a term used to
represent male goats. Insum, the confusion of the children's interpretation of the Three
Billy Goats story (because of the lack of animations) and their clear understanding of
the Gingerbread Man's fate (because of the presence of a supportive animation) shows
the potential of story software to scaffold meaning construction from stories when the
language used in the narration is beyond the grasp of the listener.
The fact that children used animations and not language to construct meaning for
the stories could question the benefits of the audio of the story, especially if the children
mainly focused on the animated images during the viewing. Verbal language, however,
was..DOt disregal'ded. When:Eablo,spontaneouslyimitated the voice of the Troll -saying
"I'm going to eat you up" following the same intonation pattern (See 9.4), he was
inadvertently practising the phonological system of English which could lead to one
recognised benefit for very young children learning foreign languages: near native speaker
pronunciation (Lightbown & Spada, 2006). Furthermore, Pablo's recognition of auditory
information supports the findings of Verhoellen and colleagues (2006) about the fact
that children do not necessarily neglect sounds when they mainly focus their attention
on non-verbal information provided by animations.
Changes brought to the lessons after the inclusion of technology were viewed as
positive by Teresa and, in my view, such an outcome might have been influenced by her
attitude towards the project. From her interview, it was possible to see her willingness
to try the stories with the children. The reorganisation that she had to make on her
schedule from teaching English twice a week to four times a week (See p. 104) was
not problematic because she wanted to participate in the project. Her enthusiasm was
evidenced in her offer to move the chairs in the classroom before each lesson to prepare
the computer comer. Within the lessons themselves, she organised a session for questions
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after each story viewing because she felt that the children needed it (See 9.4). She made
changes to Isabel's lesson plans in terms of the sequence of the tasks, but accepted the
use of the songs and the materials that had been prepared. She also got involved in the
work that I was doing on the computer and so brought the worksheets to sequence a
story on paper because she thought that the children would benefit from drawing the
story as well as working with it on the screen. Her positive attitude towards the use of
technology to teach English to the children helped to ensure the success that the work
scheme lessons had on the children.
It could be said that the creation of the work scheme in this study represents a form
of innovation in the young learners' English curriculum in Spain. It suggests a way of
working with the young learner that is not usual in the context of the school, which
makes use of technology within the lesson not as an activity that takes place if there is
time, and of material designed for native speakers of English that has not been modified.
Prahbu's (1987) report of a five-year longitudinal study of curriculum reform, which was
designed according to the theoretical framework of TBT (Task-based Teaching) raises
the issue of teachers' adoption of curriculum innovation. He claims that the factors,
influencing the development of a "sense of plausibility" (p.105) that leads practitioners
'to adopt changes are training, actual classroom experience and current theories-in use.
In line with Prahbu's conclusions, although training in my research was not provided
for the teachers as I was in charge of the ICT tasks, classroom experience allowed Isabel
to witness the results of using unabridged versions of ICT-stories, providing her with
teaching ideas that she previously viewed as being too demanding for the children. This
appreciation of the plausibility of the theory, it seems, is likely to occur ifpr.actitioners
are offered guidance on how to use such types of stories.
In this study, the guidance provided by the work scheme resulted in the successful
creation of and putting into practice the lessons based on stories written for native
speakers. The assessment that the implementation of the work scheme is successful was
based on the teachers' and the children's opinions about the English course and the
results relating to the increased coherence of their retellings. In my view, the support
that ICT can provide to learners, however, is being somehow minimised. A remark of
Isabel's after the first week of implementation allowed me to see how she found that
the stories ~a.ised children's interest" and that children reacted ''very positively" to the
stories (Personal communication with Isabel: 12.07.06). Her view seems to support the
notion that ICT has a potential that can be better witnessed in practice. For Isabel, like
the teachers in Prahbu's project, real classroom experience helped her to see plausible
ways to use unmodified ICT-stories with children as young as the participants.
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Based on the results of the study, it could be argued that the design of an ICT -based
English learning programme can be successfully implemented when teachers are given
the opportunity to participate in its design and shown ways in which it can be adopted.
The participation of the teachers can provide highly useful input on what is achievable
in a determined setting regarding the work with leT devices,' making it possible to
plan realistic goals appropriate to the learners' abilities and interests and conducive to
learning. Further, results relating the successful implementation of the lessons (See p.
171 and p. 122) indicate the advantages of using language methodologies that suit the
needs of the learners. In this study, the needs of young children as language learners
have been catered to in terms of both the form of the lessons, TBL, and their content,
ICT -stories.
10.3 Research question 2: Emergent literacy development
Results from the analysis of the retellings formed the basis of my response to the second
research question of the study, which is as follows:
Q2. Can some form of change in children's skills associated with emergent literacy
development, specifically in story grammar elements incorporated into children's story
retellings, be observed throughout the lessons prepared with the work scheme?
Q2a. H yes, what type of development?
Q2b. What were the indicators of the observed development?
In this section I will first discuss why there is a.need to take a conservative stance
withregard:s-wthe-TeSUlts-re!evant-for-addressing-thesecond research-question-of-my
thesis. This is followed by a discussion of key findings from the children's stories (See
Chapter 8).
I start this section emphasising that the responses to this research question must be
appreciated with some caution. The short duration of the English course, the autonomy
granted to the children to decide whether to participate in the retelling tasks and the
implementation conditions, such as the variation in the number of times that the children
listened to the stories, are aspects that influenced the results and my interpretations of
what constitutes emergent literacy development (see Section 7.6 on p. 125). Before
discussing the results I should explain that I would not have changed these conditions,
even if I had the opportunity, because they formed the essence of the project. I designed
the project to occur in a short period of time in order to minimise the influence of the
environment outside the classroom on the children's development of story-related skills.
I also wanted the children to have the choice of "withdrawal" from some tasks, namely
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whether they wanted to participate in the retelling tasks. Since their consent to be part
of this research was granted via gatekeepers (See p. 61) I wanted to give them, inasmuch
as was possible, the freedom to choose whether they wanted to participate in one of the
tasks that was relevant to the study, that is, the retelling task. Hence, on the occasions
that I invited the children to retell the story, if their responses were "I don't remember"
or "I don't know the story" , I accepted them and did not pursue the task further. Finally,
the number of times that the children viewed the story before the retelling varied for
two reasons: (1) Teresa was the person who chose the children who worked with me on
the computer and (2) time constraints. I made the decision to let Teresa decide who
would work in the computer comer in order to make explicit my recognition that she
was the one who. had authority over the lessons and that I respected her decisions as
the teacher in charge of the children. Time was an issue because the work that I was
able to do with the children had to take place during the lessons and, hence, retelling
tasks or any other workl'related to my research that involved the children could not be
extended beyond the lessons (See p. 61). These conditions limited the possibilities for
the children to view the stories the same number of times hence the difference in the
number of viewings.
10.3.1 Effects of work scheme lessons on four child participants
J Despite all of the above cautionary notes, the results of my research concerning literacy
development are encouraging with regards to the changes that could be observed in the
children's construction of stories (See p. 71). Results from theretellingsshowed the
children's behaviour towards stories changing throughout the course. Such changes could
indicate the development of emergent literacy skills based on the most basic definition
of "development". In this study, this basic definition, derived from the retellings by
the child participants, is related to the changes in comprehension and the construction
of stories over a period of time. Observable developmental changes were particularly
seen in the following areas: (a) the structure of the child participants' retellings, which
showed improvements in the quality and quantity of story grammars included in them
and (b) the strategies used to construct meaning from the stories. The discussion that
follows presents the development of the four children whose stories were described earlier
in Chapter 8: Enrique, Isolda, Ana and Angel.
Enrique.
I shall start this discussion by presenting the summary of findings for Enrique.
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• The tasks conducted on the computer (during retelling, sequencing of stories and
drawing of characters) were strong motivators for Enrique during the English
lessons;
• It is plausible to relate Enrique's NSS (Narrative Scoring Scheme) retelling scores
with his preference for stories;
• .Enrique participated actively during the whole-class storytelling sessions. He made
use of the animations in the story of the Gingerbread Man to construct the meaning
of this story; and
• According to Teresa, Enrique behaved better during the computer work than dur-
ing other tasks.
Literature on the use of ICT with young children shows how technology has the
potential to motivate children (See 2.2.1). In the case of Enrique, this was visible. He
changed his behaviour during the English lesson and became more participative and
attentive. According to Teresa, Enrique even behaved better during the computer work
than with her during the completion of other lesson tasks (See 8.3.3).
Enrique was a child whose interest on the computer tasks and the stories led him to
improve his retelling of the story in the second week of the course. This improvement was
observed in an increased use of the number of story grammar elements in the retelling
of the Gingerbread Man, In the analysis of his three retellings, it could be seen that
theyc::outained 3, 4 or 5-elements-{Goldilocks, Three Billy Goats and the Gingerbread
Man respectively) of the story grammar .model of Stein and Glenn (1979) (See 8.1). NSS
scores of his retellings reflected the results obtained through the qualitative analysis, that
is, under NSS, the retelling of the Gingerbread Man was the one with the highest score.
However, the difference of NSS scores is less marked between the retelling of Goldilocks
and the Gingerbread Man (9 and 10 respectively) than in the qualitative analysis results
(3 elements for the former and 5 for the latter) (See 7.6). Qualitative analysis of the
Three Billy Goats show that Enrique's retelling contained language belonging to 4 out
of the 5 story grammar elements of the model, but the quality of the language scored
low under NSS, resulting in a score of 7 for this retelling. These results might be related
to how NSS scores assign value to a retelling. The model of Stein and Glenn (1979)
becomes more restrictive since the categories are more global and not all language of a
story can fit easily into one of the five elements. As a result, not all the language of the
retellings could be categorised according to the framework of the model. In NSS that
was not the case, since the 7 categories which comprise the NSS criteria allow for more
language to be categorised using the model, affecting the score and the overall results
of analysis. Overall, Enrique produced a better retelling in Week 2 and the decreased
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scores and quality of his retelling in Week 3 might be an indication of a decreased in
interest in the last story, thus raising an important issue: the role of the teacher during
storytelling sessions. It is to be expected that not all the stories would generate the
same amount of interest in all the children. So teachers must be prepared to provide
the children with additional support to create the interest. Three Billy Goats might be
a story that needs more work from the teacher because it is more difficult for the young
children to identify with the characters, settings or understand the plot.
Enrique participated actively during the whole-class storytelling sessions. He made
use of the animations in the story of the Gingerbread Man to construct the meaning of
this story. It was possible to observe how viewing the same story more than once sup-
ported the children's story comprehension. As pointed out earlier, Enrique understood
that the Gingerbread Man was eaten on the second viewing.
Isolda
The summary of the findings for Isolda are as follows:
• The tasks conducted on the computer raised Isolda's interest in the English lessons;
• During the task of drawing the character for the story of Goldilocks and the Three
Bears, she showed early knowledge of written language through the spelling of her
name;
• Isolda's retellings followed apattem of decreased scores in Week 2and~ improve-
ment in Week 3; and
• Isolda showed interest towards working the various individual tasks on the com-
puter.
Isolda's interest in the ICT tasks was noticed by Teresa. I also observed her interest
in the technology, although perhaps somewhat moderate in comparison to other children.
I found Isolda attentive and engaged in the stories, especially when she got interested
in the ICT-task inwhich she drew one of the characters of the story of Goldilocks. For
that task, in particular, she was eager to participate and asked for more opportunities
to draw story characters on the computer.
Isolda showed interest in all the stories and so provided retellings with at least
three out of five story grammar elements. Her retelling of Goldilocks, for instance, had
language that could be categorised under four of the five elements of the story grammar
model. Interestingly, even though her retelling of the Three Billy Goats had the least
number of elements (3), the language that she used in this retelling was more complex
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than that of her other retellings (See 8.2). In the retelling of Goldilocks there was great
predominance of the phrase "and then" at the beginning of each sentence. For the last
story, she started using vocabulary to present more details of the settings of the story,
she introduced more story characters and also used onomatopoeia to describe an event in
the story. Previous research has related listening to and telling of stories with children's
use of more complex language (Ryokai et al., 2003). Isolda's retelling could be used to
exemplify growth of this type of language. Her NSS scores (9,4,9) also showed a decline
in her second retelling (for the story of the Gingerbread Man) which, in spite of having
language belonging to each of the five elements of the model by Stein and Glenn (1979),
did not merit high NSS scores. The change between the second week and the third then
becomes relevant, as a process of learning might have occurred after three weeks of the
course.
Ana
From the story of Ana, the following findings were drawn:
• Ana's interest in the lesson tasks, whole-class storytelling session and individual
computer tasks was mild;
• Ana showed understanding of the stories during the storytelling sessions through
gestures and comments;
• Ana was a child who improved the scores for her retellings only until Week 3;
• Ana gave to the cha.ractersofthe-~ts in the last story of the 'course the same
family..rela.tionship.thatthe three bears of-the story of Goldilocks have,.and.so.she.
talked about Father Goat, Mother Goat and the Little Son, making probable use
of intertextual connections between the stories; and
• Even though the best retelling score for Ana was for the story of the Three Billy
Goats, in her choice of stories, this was her least favourite of the three.
It was interesting to see how Ana extrapolated the relationship of the bears to the
goats because it allows us to see how children make use of previous knowledge and
experiences to them to understand a story. The relationship between the goats that
Ana made up would not have been possible if Teresa had explained to the children
that the goats were only male characters but as I have explained earlier, Teresa did not
correct the children in their assumptions or conclusions from the story after the story
viewings. She guided the question sessions in such a way as to encourage the children
to talk freely, without indicating to them that there was a "correct" way to interpret
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the stories. Inmy view, Teresa's approach encouraged the children to share their ideas
without creating a feeling of fear about answering the questions incorrectly and, as a
result, the question sessions promoted talk that was conducive to learning. Hence, Ana's
interpretation should not be considered as wrong but as creative, especially if we take
into consideration the effort of Ana to use the story of Goldilocks to understand the
other, more complex one, of the Three Billy Goats.
It was interesting to observe Ana's choice of stories because of the mismatch between
"best retelling" and "least favourite story." Mismatch occurs because one would expect
that the best retelling would come from a favoured story (like the case of Enrique) but
in her case, the best retelling came from her least favourite story. Given that the survey
of the children was conducted on the last day of the English course, it was not possible
to explore the reasons that the children had for the choices that they made with respect
to how they rated the stories they viewed and as a result the reasons why Ana found the
Three Billy Goats as her least favourite story are unknown. In spite of her choice, her
retelling of this story was evaluated with high scores. Are these results a suggestion of
the effect that working with stories have on children's construction of stories? Inspite of
not having loved the story, Ana produced a retelling which included characters and the
reasons for their actions, which is a difficult task for a 4-year-old child (Toolan, 2001).
The mild interest that Ana showed towards the work in. general provides useful
information for the English teaching practice regarding the proclivity of children towards
learning a foreign language or the use of technology. It is possible to suggest that
not all children would be naturally attracted to either learn a language or -work with
technology. Taking into considering Ana's developing motor skills, which when compared
to the other children seemed tp be less developed, it could be suggested that Ana found
the work on the computer too challenging and, therefore, she might have felt a little
discouraged about her abilities to complete it. Perhaps Ana simply did not feel motivated.
to learn English, even though she showed interest in the stories. There is, however, not
enough information to draw conclusions regarding these matters and, thus, these are
speculations. Nevertheless, Ana was a child with whom I would have loved to spend
more time with in order to understand her personality, behaviour and reactions inmore
depth.
Angel
A summary of the findings of the story of Angel are as follows:
• Angel's behaviour during the lessons improved, as observed by Teresa, when the
work scheme lessons were introduced;
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• Retelling scores for Angel improved in Week 2 and remained constant in Week 3;
• Angel's best choice of stories contained male protagonists, suggesting that he prob-
ably identified with male characters; and
• It was interesting to see that Angel responded to his survey independently from
Pablo, an attitude that Teresa found to be positive given the strong relationship
of the two boys.
Research on the use of ICT with young learners suggests that children may bene-
fit from the use of technology in their lessons. The case of Angel exemplifies such a
view because he got engaged in the trial lessons implemented during-the study and, in
comparison to the week before their implementation when I observed him in class, his
behaviour improved. The scores obtained for his three retellings (0, 8, 7) do not, how-
ever, suggest much as they showed that Angel provided only basic elements for each of
the seven NSS criteria. Nevertheless, as I have explained earlier (See 7.6), the numeric
evaluation of his retellings is only one part of the results. The changes in his behaviour
were more noticeable from the qualitative analysis of his retellings (See p. 157), it can
be said that they were noticeable.
One of the focuses of research on emergent literacy has been on children at-risk of
developing literacy (See 2.6.1). In the case of Angel, his behaviour might be a factor
that in school could complicate the development of the skills that he requires to become
a reader, given that he is not keen to pay attention to one activity for long periods
of time, -putting him at..;risk. Considering this potential problem for Angel, the effects
..that..the stOOes hadon.:hi.m.:were~rth:_considering becausehe--Changedllisattitude and.
accepted to retell the stories. In the development of his skills related to literacy, this
first step was important. A second important result was his original interpretation of
the second story which might suggest that he got involved in the story and the activities
that were taking place in the lessons.
Unlike the other children who were interested in the computer tasks from the second
day of implementation, changes in the behaviour of Angel took place at a slower pace.
This leads me to believe that Angel, just like Ana, would have benefited from a longer
course. Indeed, on the last day of the field work, Teresa made a very positive remark
about Angel when he responded his survey independently, which suggested the overall
change in him.
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10.3.2 Effects of the use of stories on the group
The main findings regarding the effects that the use of stories had on the children as a
group were as follows:
• Children developed their retellings in heterogeneous ways. Interestingly, all of
them showed changes in their NSS scores, indicating that the use of stories had
effects on the children;
• Children as young as the participants of my research are able to provide retellings
of stories rich in content and highly informative of their development of storytelling
skills;
• Sequencing a story using four squares and a top to bottom and left to right order
was a task of high cognitive demand for the child participants; and
• There were two strategies used by the children to sequence the story: choosing a
picture and placing it in its corresponding empty space or selecting a numbered
space and finding, from the pool of pictures, the one corresponding to the selected
space.
Strategies used to construct meo.ning from stories. It was important to understand
how the children constructed meaning from the stories, given that the stories were told in
English; a translation was not provided and tha.t the children were not familiar with two
of them .. The.resultaof.tbe study .regarding how much the~children-()()uld llJlderstand
from a story might be considered an indication of children's development of literacy
skills. Through children's retellings and interactions with the stories, it was possible to
see that the children understood the stories to varying degrees, that is, some children's
understanding was closer to the story plot than others. The explanations provided by the
children regarding the events in the story that were developing on the screen indicated
their constant efforts to understand the story.
A child's construction of the meaning of stories is influenced by many social and
linguistic factors. Previous experiences, home environment, amount and quality of en-
counters with books, personal preferences, and the level of language development, which
in young children varies greatly, are all elements that playa role in how children make
. sense of a story. The heterogeneous results regarding story-skill development (See Chap-
ter 8) obtained in my study might have been influenced by such factors.
According to the results of the study, the children's understanding of stories was
influenced predominantly by the non-linguistic elements (for instance sound and ani-
mations See 9.2, 8.3.3 and 9.5) provided by the multimedia features of the computer.
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Studies that have looked. at how a story presented with images and sound could pro-
mote story understanding have concluded the influence of multimedia on this aspect
. (Verhallen et al., 2006; Irlen, 2003; Talley, 1994). Results of those studies indicate the
importance of software design, the advantages of leT-stories over printed books and the
potential of using such material, even if designed for native speakers of any language, for
foreign language learning. I must emphasise that this argument is partly a hypothesis
due to a limitation of my study, which was the lack of a control group that looked at the
same stories on printed books. Given this limitation, I could not argue with certainty
that the children's improvement is because of the story software, although the students
seemed to have benefitted from it. Further studies with a design that involves a control
group Could address this limitation.
There are different aspects of the stories that could not have been understood had
animations not been present. The features of the story present in the software enhanced
the storytelling sessions and, as a result, scaffolded comprehension of the stories. In
this sense, ICT directly fostered the development of emergent literacy skills because
delivering a story with sounds and visual effects promotes understanding. It seems that
had the child participants looked. at the stories on printed books, understanding would
not have been as strongly supported due to the lack of animations.
The outcomes of this study seem to be consistent with previous research regarding
the use of leT-stories with preschool-aged children and its effects on emergent literacy
skills development (de Jong & Bus, 2004; Bus, de Jong & Verhallen, 2006; Korat &
Sha.miI:,.2O(8)...As.de..JongaDcLcolleagues point out:
CD-ROM stories foster t;hildren's comprehension and focus their attention on
relevant aspects of the plot because digital storybooks are by nature dynamic
entities easily C4pableof being adapted to the needs and wishes of individual
readers. Animations that augment text may help youngsters understand a
character's state 01 mind, point of view or motives (de Jong (3 Bus, 2004,
p.190) .
.The children's use of images and animations to understand Implicit story elements
could be observed on different occasions. Enrique's imitation of the Fox licking its lips
gave a clear indication of the children's reliance on visual cues to interpret this story. In
the story of the Billy Goats, Adriana observed the difference in grass colour and she later
explained that the goats wanted to cross the bridge to eat the fresh grass. Additionally,
taking into account that the image of the Troll in the water was not present in the story,
Adriana used the onomatopoeia of splashing water to ded.uct that the Troll had fallen
into the river after being thrown off the bridge (See 9.4).
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The lack of animations to present implicit elements in the story of the Billy Goats
might also have influenced the children's understanding. In this story, an animation
showing the differences in the colour of grass was not present and, interestingly, the
children offered a variety of reasons to explain the goats' need to cross the bridge (See
Chapter 8). For instance, Ana and Isolda said that the goats wanted to cross the bridge
to see what was on the other side and talked about a fountain and a castle while Enrique
said that they wanted to cross the bridge to meet their friends.
Other factors that influenced the children's comprehension of the stories seem to
be the children's choice of words to translate the names of the main characters and
knowledge of the foreign culture. For instance, lack of knowledge of literary elements
influenced the children's understanding of the story of the Billy Goats (See 9.4). This
was seen in how the children understood the character of the Troll in the story. Since
the children in the study were not familiar with the notion of "Troll" (apparent from
their choice for names given to the character, like "purple man"), they perhaps used
the Spanish term "pastor" (shepherd) to name the character of the Troll to inform their
understanding of this character. The findings about their confusion of the role of the
Troll seem to suggest that the children could not find the reason why a "shepherd"
would not let the goats cross the bridge. In this story, the goats are not able to cross
the bridge because the Troll does not allow it, and given that Trolls are generally bad
characters, the plan of the goats to get rid of the Troll makes sense. However, when the ,
children used the term shepherd to name the Troll, they altered the nature of the story
as they understand that shepherds look after the herds and, therefore, are generally
good-nature ch:a.ractem. Inorder to understand the message of the story with an. ill-
natured Troll, it was necessary to understand the word Troll. Had children chosen a
term such as "ogro" (ogre) or· "monstruo" (monster), they might have found it easier
to construct a reason for the Troll's behaviour in the story. This speculation is based
on children's understanding of the story of the Gingerbread Man, even after having
translated the name for the main character. In this case, the children's choice of words
(The Little Cupcake Man) (See 6.3.2), did not change the character's nature or the
physical constitution of "El Pastelito", which remained as fragile in the water as the
gingerbread. Children seemed able to understand that "El Pastelito" was eaten or had
melted and so they offered an explanation of why this character disappeared at the end
of the story. The children who did not understand the Gingerbread disappearing at the
end of the story were Isolda and Ana, who insisted that the Fox and the Gingerbread
Man became friends (See 8.4.2). Comprehension of the story was not reflected in their
retellings in spite of having heard Enrique say that the Fox had eaten the Gingerbread
Man during the storytelling session. In my view, it would be interesting to study the
underlying reasons for children's modification of the ending of stories since it would be
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possible to understand how very young children explain their world and how they make
sense of it. Children are active constructors of the world around them (See Section 2.3)
and stories provide one means of constructing their world. Perhaps the ending of a story
does not match their view of the world and, hence, they decided that there should be
an ending to the story that makes more sense, according to their experience or previous
knowledge.
Arguably, the story plots were not understood accurately by all the children. This,
however, with respect to the aims of the study, did not present a negative effect on the
use of stories as the experience of storytelling was as rich as the children engaged in it.
The young children were allowed to explore different possible actions of the characters in
the stories, as well as different versions of the stories. It seems that allowing the children
to retell the stories in the language of their choice ensured that the children did not feel
one language being more important than the other.
Discussion about the tJr.ree-moment repetition pattern in the stories. Results from
the a.na.lysis of children's retellings provide evidence with relation to how they made
use of the three-moment repetition pattern of the stories. There was indication of the
children using such pattern in two moments: to introduce the characters of the story
and to tell the actions performed by the main characters (See 8.3 and 8.1). These results
could be an indication of a positive effect derived from the use of stories constructed
with such repetition pattern, as it a.llowed the children to construct an introduction or
an episode of their retellings.
Findings from the whole cla.ss storytelling sessions did not provide indication of the
children making use of the -pattern to predict episodes of the stories or the cha.ra.cters
actions. For instance, in the story of the Gingerbread Man, the characters of the boy
and the girl run after the Gingerbread Man after the episode where the man and the
woman started to chase this character. The participant children, however, did not ask
questions regarding who might be the next character chasing the Gingerbread Man. It
must be noted that, given that the stories were played continuously, the children were
not given opportunities to voice their predictions if they indeed had them.
Another aspect regarding repetition patterns which was observed in my study is
related to how the children make use of repetition in context to learn how to recognise
a phrase that appeared in a story in similar events, such as the Gingerbread Man's
trademark phrase: "Run, run as fast as you can, you can catch me, I'm the Gingerbread
Man." Unlike the study conducted by Damton (See Section 2.4), the children participant
were not asked to read the stories, therefore, it was not possible to explore whether they
would have been able to pretend to read words or phrases tha.t appear in different
contexts with little variations. It was interesting to see, however, how Pablo seemed to
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have been attracted to the repetitive phrase spoken by the Troll every time that a goat
,tried to cross the bridge "Im going to eat you up." It would seem that the repetition of
the phrase had an effect on Pablo, even if this did not take place through readings but
through listening.
10.3.3 Complexity growth in retellings: Fledging cause-effect elements
in stories of four-year-old children
Research regarding children and their capacity to tell a story indicates that four-year-old
children are able to tell pieces of a story without including cause-effect details (which
are left as understood) (Toolan, 2(01). In this thesis, drawing a link between the NSS
criteria of conflict resolution and conclusion with referencing and mental states, the
study finds that the contents in the children's retellings that might be viewed as an
incipient development of using cause-effect relationships in a story. A small number
of child participants, such as Ana and Enrique, could indicate some understanding of
cause-effect relationships between events. In her retelling of the Billy Goats story, Ana
,included reasons for the goats wishing to cross the bridge. Because they wanted to go
to the fountain (referencing element) and they were hungry (referencing element), and
so the goats crossed the bridge (conflict resolution). Enrique, in his explanation of the
Troll being thrown off the bridge (See 8.3), provided a cause-effect tone to his retelling.
According to him, the Goat thought that the 8hepherd was bad (mental state element),
and so he threw it off the bridge (conflict resolution element) (See 8.3). However, in
general, it seems that the children were unaware of cause-effect relationships. I base this
interpretation based on the lack of connectors in the children's retellings (See Chapter
8). Perhaps the children did not fully understand that one event could trigger another.
Nevertheless, the inclusion of such elements used by Enrique and Ana, which try to ex-
plain the motives of the characters, could be an indication of the children's first attempts
to explain cause-effects events in a story. The reasons why children might make use of
cause-effect elements in the retelling the stories might be related to how much detail the
stories provide or the complexity of the story schema. For instance, it was necessary
to understand why the goats wanted to cross the bridge, as the whole story revolved
around this particular fact (See 7.9). Also, it was important for them to understand
what happened to the Gingerbread Man, given that his character disappeared from the
story without a visual explanation. The story of Goldilocks presented a different situ-
ation because the children did not question why the little girl sat on the Little Bear's
chair. There was however, Ana, a child who offered a reason for Goldilocks to try the
bears' beds when she said that "She [GoldilocksJ felt-wanted to sleep" .
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Findings from the interaction that children had during the storytelling sessions (See
p. 171), showed the children providing alternative endings for the stories. The endings
they provided suggested their involvement with the stories and the dynamic relations
that they established with the texts. They created their own versions of the stories
creatively. They also played an active role in understanding and evaluating the stories
through their interpretations and deductions.
Story sequencing. The story sequencing task in which the children Were asked to
arrange pictures from the story proved to be too challenging for the children. The
results suggested that for this type of task to be completed by very young children,
closer guidance from the teacher and certain modifications to how the task is designed
are required. Modifications may be made in the number of spaces to draw or place
pictures in and the arrangement of the spaces should be made horizontally only instead
of vertically in addition to horizontally. This suggestion is based on the strategies that
the children used to sequence the stories in the ICT-task (See 9.6).
The number of instructions involved in the completion of the task was also problem-
atic. In order to complete the paper version of the task, the children had to think of the
story, break it into separate episodes, give it a sequence and finally draw a picture re-
lated to the story. Taking into account the children's fledging motor skills development,
drawing alone may be too challenging for some. In the computer version of the story
the children had to remember specific details and moments of the story, understand the
graphic representation of the numbers written inside the empty spaces, remember the
-sequence of numbers, select a picture, think of a place to move it to and finally drag the
image. The number of instructions was far too great for the children to complete the
task.
A final interesting finding was related to the strategies that the children used to
sequence the story (See section 9.6). Findings with reference to the completion of this
task raised numerous questions, including the following:
• Is it just natural to just follow a clockwise directionality in sequencing images?
• What cognitive processes are involved in the selection and positioning of images
in given spaces?
• Is it different to look at an empty space and try to find an image that fits the
space than to look at an image and find the space where it fits?
• Does the latter indicate a stronger sense of the story sequence, in the way that
it was so clear what happened first, second, later and last and that it was just a
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matter of seeing the picture and moving it to its place or does looking at blank
spaces and trying to find an image that fits indicate a stronger guessing strategy?
• How could these matters be studied?
All these questions are worth exploring in future studies of young learners' interaction
with software interfaces, as they might inform the design of tasks so that an activity
in which children be asked to arrange pictures from a story actually focuses on the
sequencing of episodes and on the story rather than on the physical requirements that
the task calls for.
10.4 Research question 3: Very young English learners,
leT-stories, and TBL
Inorder to address the third research question of the study, data from the interviews,
field notes and the survey of the children were combined with the purpose of constructing
an overall response. The question was as follows:
Q3. What is the attitude of the children towards learning English using ICT-
enhanced stories integrated in the work scheme? About the English course at all?
Key findings related to this question indicated the following:
• According to Teresa, the attitude of the children towards the English lessons im-
proved-aftertheimplem~ation-of the-work-scheme-lessons,-as-evidenced--by-the
children's increased interest on the tasks and their spontaneous use of vocabulary
from the stories and their story retellings during playtime;
• Teresa found the children making spontaneous use of vocabulary from the stories
during completion of non-IC'I' tasks; and
• The children found the lesson tasks enjoyable and their ratings indicated their
views. Only two children evaluated the lesson tasks negatively as opposed to the
six children who gave a positive rating to the tasks.
Children's attitude towards the stories as obseroed in their behamou.r and rating of
the lesson tasks. An interesting issue that occurred with the introduction of ICT was
that Teresa started to use the computer to encourage children's good behaviour which, in
my view, presented a paradox. According to Teresa, the children's behaviour improved
when she told them that only the obedient, quiet children would work on the computer.
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The actual improved behaviour of the children (See 9.2) suggested their eagerness to
work on the computer but it also isolated the computer from the rest of the lesson
tasks. Teresa's decision to use the computer as a prize hindered its integration into
the lessons since supposedly, not all the children were able to work on it, only the ones
who had earned the right to. In reality, however, all the children, regardless of whether
they behaved well, worked on the computer because Teresa was aware that my research
required that all of the children completed the computer tasks.
Although Teresa's intentions seemed positive, as she wanted to promote good be-
haviour, these decisions contradicted the research on the inclusion of technology in the
young learner classroom. Such research leans towards concluding that,for the potential
of technology such as computers to have an effect on the learning opportunities that
children might have in classrooms, technology should be integrated into the daily lesson
activities (Labbo et al., 2(00). Technology in my research was successfully used, but it
could be said that its integration was not complete, perhaps more from the teacher's
perspective than the children's. For the children, the computer became a usual element
of their English lessons by the fourth day of implementation, as evidenced by some of
the children asking at the beginning of the lessons questions such as: "Are we watching
the movie today?" or "When are we working on the computer?" (See 9.4).
Teresa expressed her opinions of how the use of the stories and the computer moti-
vated the children. Their wish to stay behind in the classroom to play on the computer
instead of going out to play gave an indication of such a motivation. She also observed
the effects, of working with the stories on the children's spontaneous use of vocabulary.
There are, however,important considerations that need to be made before concluding
that a lesson that uses ICT ~ better than a traditional non-ICT lesson. The danger
of accepting the idea that "education with technology is better", is that one could fall
prey to the fallacy of the 80's portrayed in the works of Kozma (1991) who was keen
to prove that the inclusion of technology in formal educational settings had an effect
on increased learning. It has, however, been shown that the sole presence of technology .
does not guarantee improved learning (Clark, 1983; Joy II & Garcia, 2000). The role
played by the teacher is always an important factor to consider in the success of any
teaching approach which is supported by lCT (de Jong & Bus, 2002). It is encouraging
that teachers are willing to try teaching practices and schemes of work that are inno-
vative and that exploit technology. Nevertheless, it is my view that technology is good
only if it is integrated in the daily lessons and is used to construct a meaningful learning
environment where the children can be given the opportunity to do more, to go beyond
their zone of proximal development (Vygotski & Kozulin, 1986) scaffolded by technology
(Yelland & Masters, 2007).
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The evaluation of the tasks that the children made via the survey supported the
.interpretations that I made of the results of my research. It seems valid to suggest that
the children enjoyed the stories and liked their English lessons. It is, however, worth
noticing that my research took place in a very specific context, during a summer school
programme which children attend to have fun. It is possible to hypothesise that children
in other contexts might react in a similar fashion as the child participants, taking into
account the role played by such variables as the number of English lessons per week, size
of class, arrangement conditions of the classroom in the reaction of the children towards
the same type of lesson as the one used in my study.
Some thoughts. Findings of the study revealed how a foreign language course pro-
vided the context to introduce children to foreign cultnres in a meaningful way. For
example, the child participants showed great interest in the character of the Ginger-
bread Man and they related it to local food. I took the opportunity to show the children
about gingerbread and after getting the school's permission, I baked some gingerbread
biscuits for them. They became truly interested and the story of The Gingerbread Man
gained a meaning that was brought to their lives. These experiences might have an
effect on the children in ways that one can only predict but are still possible. For in-
stance, when some of these children see gingerbread in the future, they might relate it to
their English lessons. Although the nature of this study did not allow for corroboration
of the above prediction, the possibility that it can happen is undeniable. Finocchiaro
(1964) emphasised that one of the important learning experiences of children who learn
a foreign language from a very young age is social in nature. Children could become
more tolerant of foreign societies by Jeamintrabout them through their language and
customs, which include their food. Additionally, learning about a different culture could
open the door for conversations with children from the foreign country, providing a rea-
son to communicate and a common knowledge base that could be shared. For the story
of the Billy Goats, the concept learned from another culture was that of the Troll. The
children in the study used the words shepherd, purple man and soldier (See 9.4, 8.1,
8.5.2) to refer to this character as Troll was a foreign concept to them. As Teresa did
not bring any discussion about this character into the lessons, the final translation of
shepherd had an effect on the children's understanding of the story. The material of
the story could have been exploited and learning from other cultures would have been
possible. If, for instance, Teresa had taken the notion of Troll and expanded the knowl-
edge that the story gives about it, by talking about other mythological creatures from
the English literature. The opportunity for such an exchange of knowledge was given
by the children's interest in the character and their observations of their colour, (the
purple man). This opportunity, however, was not exploited.
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10.5 Research question 4: Teachers' views on young learn-
ers and leT
Data from the interviews were used to construct a response for the fourth research
question of the study. The question was as follows:
Q4. What are the opinions of the teachers involved in the study about the integration
of ICT in the preschool curriculum?
Findings stemming from the interviews on this matter were related to the professional
development and support provided by the school to implement teaching projects based
on technology. The key findings are as follows:
• Isabel and Teresa believed that the extent of use of ICT in young learner classrooms
was related to the availability of time since planning projects that involved the use
of technology in the classroom was time-consuming;
• Isabel identified the lack of strategies for the use of ICT to be a major reason for
its low exploitation in formal education contexts. At the same time, she believed
that teachers were expected to use ICT but there was little support to that end;
• Both Isabel and Teresa believed that technical support was an important element
for the use of ICT in the classroom;
.. !tis advantageous to use ICT with young children inthe .English lessons. ICT.has
the potential to create learning opportunities, motivate children taking advantage
of their natural attraction to technology and stimulate their imagination; and
• According to Isabel, allowing children to work alone with computers was an idea
that teachers might not accept easily. The suggestion from Teresa on that aspect
was the increase in children:teacher ratio when ICT was included in the young
learner classroom.
Use and integration of [eT in the English lessons. Although the participant teachers
thought of the inclusion of ICT in the classroom as almost necessary, given the need for
people to be computer literate, they did not think it was always possible for three major
reasons (See 9.2):
• Preparation time;
• Strategies and professional development; and
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• Technical support.
Preparation time. Isabel and Teresa believed that preparation and planning time
playa major role for the use of ICT in the young learner classroom. Schools should
consider the busy schedules of teachers and the time involved in learning how to handle
technological devices such as computers, digital cameras or software. If teachers are
not given time to become confident users of the technology that they will use in the
classroom, it is less likely that they will develop and implement projects involving ICTs.
Strategies and professional detJelopment. Isabel identified the lack of strategies for
the use of ICT to be a major reason for its low level of exploitation. In Spain, the use
of technology is encouraged. through the creation of ICT centres available for teachers
and students to support their learning through leTs. The ambiguity of information
regarding the purpose of such centres and how they can be used by teachers to support
their practice, has however, limited their use. Cristina talked about the advantages of
using technology and believed that the children should be learning about and through
technology. Nevertheless, she found that using computers in schools required that the
teachers receive formal preparation which was not always available. Inthe case of Teresa,
her lack of experience in working with ICT projects influenced her willingness to use '
technology in the classroom when working with very young children. With regards to
technology, her concerns revolved around the cost of the devices, training and school
support to fix potential technical problems that could arise during the lessons. With
regards to pedagogy, in order to carry out lessons with technology, she thought that
it wasnecessa:ty to be well trained in matters of technology use, troubleshooting and
software capacities.in.order.that lessons.with.technology could be carried out. She also
expressed the view that in order to use technology in a class, such as the way it was
done in this study with a "computer comer" where a child worked individually while
the rest of the class was working on a different task, required more than one teacher to
be present in the classroom. Neither Isabel or Teresa encouraged the independent use
of technology by the children (See 9.2).
The views expressed by Isabel, Teresa and Cristina seem to be in line with previous
research related to practitioners' views on the use of ICT in education (Turbill, 2001;
Sime & Priestley, 2005). Major issues identified in such studies related to ICT use and
integration in the curriculum are training, technical support and staff. The participants
in my study expressed these same concerns, thus allowing me to offer the same type of
solutions to these previously identified issues, namely that teachers need to be trained
in classroom settings and be taught to anticipate possible problems that can occur with
technological devices. Also, teachers need to witness the advantages of using technology
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in order to increase their willingness to allocate extra planning time to such projects, a
view expressed by Isabel during the interviews.
Technical support to encourage the use of leT in the classroom. Isabel was the
teacher who had experienced the possible problems that could take place during teaching
with technology in formal education settings. For example the speakers of her computer
failed to work and the song that she had prepared for the lesson could not be heard
(See 9.2). Because of this experience, she had learned the usefulness of having technical
support in the school so that this type of problem could be solved at the time of the
lesson. She believed that the fear that technology could fail during their classes might
affect the teachers' willingness to use it. In addition, Teresa thought that a classroom
needed to be physically prepared for the use of technology. FUrniture should be easily
relocated so that the layout could be changed according to the needs of the teacher and
the requirements of the technology that was being used (for instance when the light was
required to be able to see the screen of the computer). She also thought that something
simple such as electrical outlets should be available in a classroom because these simple
details could facilitate the process of setting up equipment that needed to be connected.
Interestingly, I have not yet found in the literature regarding the use of technology in
the classroom references to the teachers discussing this type of logistical problem.
Overall, ICT is regarded as a positive addition to the language classroom. Cristina,
using her own experience as language learner, found that technologies provided the
children with a meaningful context for learning. Teresa and Isabel also observed how
..the.chiJdren were eager to work on the computer naturally. (See 9.2). However, one of
the most llnporta.nt observations made by Isabel and Teresa regarding technology and
young children was related to .the role of the teacher in the implementation of projects
involving technology. Studies that have explored children's understanding of ICT-stories
without adult intervention have suggested that there are more benefits when children
are guided through a story than when they are left to work on their own. These results
strengthen the notion that ICTs complement the teachers' work and may not be used as
a substitute. In my research, the features of computers made the use of stories written
in English possible, as the animations scaffolded understanding. This, however, does not
indicate that the stories were understood only because of the multimedia features of the
oomputer. The work conducted with Teresa created the oontext in which the children
were encouraged to learn English while playing and having fun with language. The
potential of ICT to enhance learning environments are exploited through the teachers'
interventions and this aspect of integrating leT in classrooms should always be kept in
mind at the time of planning projects that use technology in formal educational oontexts
and thinking about the factors that could influence their success.
Chapter 11
Implications, limitations and
further work
11.1 Overview
AB part of the background of the study I reviewed the construct of emergent literacy,
the task-based learning (TBL) approach to English language teaching and the use of
ICT with young children. Based on this review, I offer my reflections on contributions
and implications to these areas as they were used to design and implement the English
programme for very young language learners which has been explained throughout this
thesis. These reflections are made in the light of my findings and are-pa:rticularlyrelated
to the context of the study. In addition, the study's limitations in theory and in method
are discussed. Attending to the study'S limitations I present a section of further studies
that could derive from this research. Finally, I present the conclusions of the study.
11.2 Contribution of this study
For the English teaching practice, the study provided evidence that the use oflCT-stories
enhanced the learning environment of the language lesson by increasing the motivation
of children, observed in their level of participation and their response to the stories.
Engagement of the children with the leT-stories and their level of comprehension of the
stories evidence the potential of this type of material for the English lesson. A further
aspect regarding the use of ICT was the way in which it seaffolded comprehension.
Animations and sounds helped the children to construct meaning from the stories and
as a result, the language in which the stories were told did not produce any observable
negative effects on the children.
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It can be said that stories constructed with a "three-moment" repetition struc-
ture supported children's construction of meaning from the stories. Elements from the
retellings show children's repeated use of linguistic structures that exemplified each one
of the moments, such as first and then. Additionally, repeated viewings of the stories
allowed the children to increase understanding, as they were able to acknowledge more
details of the stories after each viewing. This shows that using this type of story and
giving the children the opportunity to view them more than once also influence the
number of details that children understand from stories heard in a foreign language and
in turn, later influence the construction of retellings.
Although in this study the stories were delivered through a computer, the storytelling
session followed the tradition of a session where printed stories are read to children.
This strategy allowed the teacher to participate with the children in the viewing and as
a result, the storytelling session was enhanced. This enhancement occurred because the
guidance that the teacher provides when technology is being used with young children
is vital for the learning experience to be successful. The computer was not a substitute
story-teller but a tool that extended the capabilities of the teacher.
Providing the young learner teacher with a strategy for the integration of ICT in
the foreign language classroom helped teachers to visualize ways of exploiting ICT,
increasing their confidence in the use of technology. Furthermore, the study showed the
potential of TBL to teach English to young learners. Purposeful and meaningful tasks
based on a story theme as the basis of the lesson gave the children meaning while learning
a foreign language. Having the lesson structured with a sequence of tasks with specific
learning objectives allowed the teachers to organise and the children to understand the
dynamics of the English lesson. This in turn had a positive effect on the development
of the lesson as the children developed clear ideas of what was expected of them in the
tasks.
In this study I took the approach of emergent literacy to study children working
with stories in English and not in their first language in a foreign language context.
It has been said that behaviours conducive to becoming literate occur when children
are read to or view stories from a computer. In this study the same notion was used
with Spanish-speaking children viewing stories in English. Evidence from the study
suggest that the work with stories influenced the children's comprehension of stories
which was reflected in children's retellings. These results suggest that using stories with
very young children is beneficial, both from the foreign language learning and the literacy
development perspectives.
This study responded to the need pointed out by several authors (Plowman &
Stephen, 2003; Lankshear & Knobel, 2003; Verhallen et al., 2006; Tracey & Young,
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2007) of exploring how the computer impacts on the development of emergent readers.
Through the study, I have attempted to fill a gap in the literature of the effects that using
ICT-stories has on children's development of emergent literacy skills in a foreign lan-
guage context. The study produced modest evidence that children's use of ICT-stories
can develop the quality of story grammar elements used in the retelling of stories. The
use of ICT-stories supports the development of story-related emergent literacy skills by
supporting comprehension of the story through the multimedia features found in this
type of software. Features included in the software scaffolded children's understanding
of details from the story. Children's retellings reflected awareness of the details and as
a result the quality of the stories retold increased, showing the positive effects of using
technology in the delivery of stories. The heterogeneous results of this study regarding
development of emergent literacy skills show that children's development follows diverse
paths and paces. Such diversity of growth highlights another advantage for the use of
ICT-stories. Technology has the capability of catering to diverse needs as evidenced
by the children's diverse retellings. It can address the needs of the children who rely
on animations to understand stories. It provides text for those children who show an
interest in print and it provides narratives for those children who show an interest in
sound. When working with this type of technology, children will take what they need
following their preferences for learning. On the other hand, although the results on story
grammars development varied greatly, it must be noted that the changes observed took
place in a relative short intervention. Exposure to stories for longer periods is likely to
yield more consistent results across the group of children.
J.L3 Implications.for.rthe English.rteachtng practice from
the use of leT with very young foreign language
learners
Results of this study have implications for the teaching practice of young learners in
the context of the study. First, training and professional development that teachers
receive is vital in how they will envision using ICT with preschoolers. The implemen-
tation of the English programme designed for this research allowed the teachers to see
the potential of ICT to enhance learning environments of young children in practice. A
collaborative project of design and implementation could help teachers to see the peda-
gogical potential of integratingK''I' into the young learner language curriculum and, as
a result, increase their confidence towards the use of technology. Furthermore, the teach-
ers' technical concerns when using technology, such as solving problems that could arise
during the use of ICT in the classroom and logistic problems such as the reorganisation
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of the classroom layout that teachers expressed could disappear also through the imple-
mentation of ICT-based projects. These aspects have implications in the preparation
of teachers' training courses. ITstudent teachers were given a subject where technology
had to be exploited in nurseries and kindergartens, they would be given the opportunity
to see technology at work in real environments and experience the pedagogical potential
of ICT, thus confidence to use technology could develop. A second aspect arising from
the findings was that teachers' involvement in the course design increased their com-
mitment to the programme, and this constituted an advantage of letting the teachers
participate in an effort of curriculum design. Giving the teachers the opportunity to
be part of a programme design influenced its positive implementation. If teachers are
allowed this opportunity in other contexts, this could influence their commitment to ef-
forts of curriculum innovation and subsequently influence its successful implementation.
The positive effects that the use of ICT produced on children's attitude towards learn-
ing English allow us to see the importance of integrating technology in the kindergarten
curriculum as a "core" task and not as an incidental activity that takes plaoe only if
time is available. By making. ICT tasks part of the daily classroom learning activities,
children can develop a sense of orga.nise.tion that gives them a clear idea of what takes
p1aoe in the classroom which in tum can improve their behaviour, creating a classroom
atmosphere more. conducive to learning.
The inclusion of ICT-stories into English lessons can have positive effects on chil-
dren's motivation towards foreign language lesson. Technology in combination with
stories creates an interest in the children that makes learning a foreign language mean-
ingful Moreover, an early start in the use of ICT devices would allow for the building
up of the children's ICT skills to be paced at the children's own capacity. Taking into
consideration the time of exposure and the type of task that is asked from them, young
children could learn to exploit ICT tools gradually and so, the amount of time required
for children to develop ICT-related skills is spread over time. Progressive work with ICT
would ensure that young children do not work extended periods of time with technology
whilst ensuring that they will have the opportunities required for them to develop such
skills.
"ICT multimedia features have the capacity of supporting understanding of stories
and as has been pointed out, could lead to the development of story-related literacy skills.
However, exposure to stories written for native speakers of English is limited in foreign
language contexts due in part to availability of materials and also to teachers' notions
regarding young children being exposed to the written system of a foreign language.
Both conditions have implications for schools and the practice of language teaching.
In order to make materials available, budget considerations come into play. For the
exposure to a foreign written system, the pedagogical implications are even greater. In
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order to understand the effects of early exposure to a language system further research
is required (Kenner & Kress, 2003).
Given their age and motor skills abilities, children of the age of the participants
working with ICT almost necessarily puts an onus on the teachers to be confident users
of technology. Additionally, teachers need to make decisions about the software that
children are going to use. The implications for teachers' professional development are
clear. They need to be offered opportunities to learn and practice lOT in the classroom,
looking at the pedagogical and technical sides of it. Pedagogical to integrate it into
the curriculum and technical to be confident users of the technology so that they can
scaffold the children and exploit the potential of the technology.
Implications for schools with regards to budget considerations become evident when
teachers talked about the need to have a second teacher when working with leT and
very young children in order to have a low student:teacher ratio. In the participant
teachers' views, young children need adult support when interacting with technology,
to take advantage of its capabilities and to avoid damages. In order to provide such
support, which ideally occurs while working individually with children, requires a second
teacher in the classroom. Hence, the solution that the teachers provide for the proper
exploitation of ICT resources with young children has direct impact on resources and
school provision.
11.4 Implications-for the emergent literacy approach
Implications of thisstudy-for-ftieemergent-literacy approach are ~levantconsidering
that children could be developing behaviours towards literacy in the form of story gram-
mar knowledge during foreign language lessons when leT-stories are used.
The use of ICT-stories in the development of emergent literacy has been studied in
populations at risk for low socio-economical status (Korat & Shamir, 20(8). Such popu-
lations can be at a disadvantage because access to books might be limited for economical
reasons. In this study, exposure to foreign language stories might not be limited for eco-
nomical reasons but due to context. The number of stories in a foreign language that
children are exposed to might be limited because of the material available in the com-
munity. The use of ICT-stories in the language classroom can create the opportunities
for children to be exposed to stories in the foreign language. In this study, children be-
long to a community that regard highly the development of literacy in Spanish. Parents
encourage literacy practices. This study tried to explore potential benefits of exposing
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young children to foreign language stories with the purpose of learning if and how this
could support the development of emergent literacy skills.
The possibilities of children developing literacy skills during foreign language lessons
could lead to a change of attitude towards allowing the children to be exposed for instance
to foreign language texts. Currently, literature on EFL and young learners suggest
that literacy development in English should be delayed in favour of the development of
literacy in children's first language. Teachers are reluctant to develop literacy in the
foreign language on the basis that exposing young learners to text in English at an age
where Spanish is being developed could be confusing to the development of Spanish. This
study suggests that instead of confusing them, children make use of skills to understand
stories in Spanish to understand stories heard in English. If children develop a set of
literacy skills and use them regardless of the language, then there would be no reason to
delay the development of literacy in L2. This however, requires further research through
studies that look at the development of phonological systems in children learning two
languages in foreign language contexts.
Broadening the scope of subjects that could influence the development of emergent
literacy skills is also worth considering. If children develop the skills not only when
learning literacy or during the literacy hour, but whenever a story is being read to them
in an interactive way, implications for the curriculum. are important. Every time a story
is used to teach a subject could be influencing the development of literacy behaviours.
This needs further research.
Much has been said lately about the need that children have to develop a broader
concept of literacy, which includes ICT literacies (such as understanding text read from
electronic media). This study shows how the multimedia features of ICT-stories support
the construction of meaning from stories and how children approached the stories with a
natural interest, taking advantage of the sound and animation features provided with the
software. The interaction of the children in the storytelling session, children interacted
with each other and the story by imitating animations and sounds even if they were
presented in English only. On those occasions that they interacted with a task directly
on the computer, they did not find the means or the language to be an obstacle for their
completion of the task. Literacy for them took place in the more modem understanding
of it, interaction with text delivered via a computer, that goes beyond reading in the
more traditional sense of decoding text.
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11.5 Limitations
The present study has two types of limitations, methodological and theoretical. Method-
ological limitations are related to the length of the study's intervention and hence the
claims regarding emergent literacy development that can be made, to generalisibility
claims due to the number of participants and to decisions of location during data col-
lection.
Development in this study was acknowledged from the changes reflected in children's
retellings regarding the use of story grammars. A strong claim of development cannot
be made due to the shortness of the intervention, a three-week course. The cross-
sectional design of the study also limits the implications that could be made in terms
of development. A longitudinal study where children were observed throughout their
school year and post-intervention retellings were gathered could produce the required
data to study whether the observed changes in children's retellings remained after the
course. In this study this was not possible because of time and resources available, hence,
this aspect is suggested for further studies that can extend the results of the present
research.
The second methodological limitation of the study. is related to the fact that its
findings are context bound and hence not generalisable. In addition, the number of
participants and the procedure used to select the school do not allow for the results of
the study to be immediately applied to a larger population of preschool children. In spite
of these limitations, the rich description of the methods followed in the study allows other
researchers to replicate this work following the same design in different schools and even
with children learning a foreign language other than English. Furthermore, following
the settings where the study took place (summer courses with intensive English lessons)
and characteristics of the participants (preschool-aged children learning English in a
foreign language), it is suggested that it can be replicated in different contexts where
English is also part of the preschool curriculum. Considering the exploratory nature
of the study, replicability is as valuable as generalisibility since there is still a need to
understand specific context circumstances (community and home). that foster children's
development of literacy skills. The design adopted in this study allows the researcher
to focus on more in-depth investigations of the context where further studies could take
place.
Due to ethical considerations discussed in Chapter 3, the retelling tasks took place
in the children's classroom. There were advantages that resulted from this decision, such
as the children's willingness to work individually at the computer. However, it could be
argued that the distractions that children faced during the collection of these data might
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have had an influence on the length of the retellings. I recognize the limitation of the col-
lection strategy in terms of providing the children 'qith a calm, quiet environment where
they could tell their story as opposed as the more distracting classroom environment. In
my field notes I recognize however that children were attentive to the leT and retelling
tasks, despite the activities taking place around them. It should also be recognised
that the length of the retellings could have been influenced by the same reason. But
children's age and their retelling abilities playa role in the length of retellings. Both sit-
uations need further research in order to determine the influence of the environment on
the collection of retellings with very young participants. My intuition and the teacher's
observations tell me that the strategy followed. in this study for collecting data in the
children's classroom was positive. because in this case, it increased the children's sense
of safety in spite of working with a person different from their teacher. I also argue that
even if I had changed the location of retellings' collection, research takes place in the
real world, in noisy or quiet classrooms, with highly active, talkative or quiet children. I
conducted data collection in the best way possible, pondering all advantages and disad-
vantages of the decisions made. The results of the decisions were positive according to
the participant teachers' feedback of the course. Henee, for this study in this context the
methodological decisions were appropriate. However, I must recognize that in different
contexts, data could be collected following alternative strategies and lengthier retellings
then can be gathered, which in tum would extend the analysis approach and enable the
conduction of in-depth linguistic analysis.
It is true to say that a deeper linguistic analysis of the language used by children in
their retellings would have been a-strong indicator of development. Learning for instance
the amount and typeof words that children used in their retellings referred in linguistics
as type-token ratio and the number or utterances produced. This study did not pursue
the linguistic analysis to such depth because of the length of retellings. It is possible to
predict that a longitudinal study would allow the children to understand the dynamics
of the retelling tasks while strengthening their relationship with the researcher, thus be
able to produee longer retellings. There are however two drawbacks to this strategy.
First, children mature as they grow and the age factor would then need to be considered
in the analysis of development. Second it would be necessary to take into consideration
the fact that children in the context studied are immersed in a literate world, therefore
it would be necessary to study home literacy practices in order to account for other
reasons for literacy development as this factor has been shown to have a strong influence
in children's development of these skills (Teale & Sulzby, 1986).
Theoretical limitations of the study relate to the emergent literacy approach, which
tends to take into consideration literacy practices at home and/or socio-economic status
of children and their families. It would have been ideal to study the children's home
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environments in order to learn how the literacy practices at home could have influenced
literacy development observed in retellings. However, in this study time constraints and
particularities of the context presented an obstacle to this. Such particularities included
the fact that parents were working which is in part why the children were being sent to
the summer course, making it difficult to interview the parents after school or ask them
to observe the children at home. Although I had initially considered exploring children's
home literacy environments in order to relate the results linked to literacy with house
literacy environment, this was not possible in the way· that had been planned. An
effort was made through the conduction of a survey where parents were asked to answer
questions about leisure activities, children's encounters with books and how they viewed
the use of ICT to support the teaching of English. However, it was not possible to link
the survey with the child. From the results of the survey it can be assumed that in this
context parents place importance on literacy activities and allow children to interact
with ICT. They also believe learning English is important but the activities with higher
frequency of practice were the outdoor and leisure ones.
It is my belief that the limitations described do not undermine the richness of the
findings of the study. The methodological design adopted provided knowledge of the
language classroom dynamics of teachers and children interacting with technology when
ICT-stories are used. Given the resources and time available, this knowledge is highly
valuable for the English teaching practices as well as the emergent literacy approach.
11.6 Furtherwork
After conducting this study, A. number of questions arise and could constitute further
lines of research in relation to the issues explored in this investigation.
The first aspect is that the qualitative approach that was taken to study emergent
'literacy can be extended with quantitative measures of children's productive language,
as for example, conduct individual ICT-tasks where the children can be tested on im-
provements in phonological and phonemic awareness and incidental vocabulary learning.
A study of this nature could be supported by a deeper understanding of literacy and lCT
practices at home, which could lead to the attainment of a more holistic understanding
of development.
Another aspect that could be studied further is the influence that home environments
have on the attitude of children towards learning English, which could lead. to under-
standing their behaviour in the language classroom. Such understanding is valuable to
learn the reasons underlying children's reactions towards a foreign language teaching
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approach. Like the case of this study, some of the children's reactions were connected
to the perception of learning a foreign language prevalent in the community and not to
the learning of a foreign language per se.
Research on emerging literacy traditionally takes into consideration socio-economical
status since one of the major motivators to study literacy development in early childhood
education is to eliminate the disadvantage that growing in poor literacy environments
could create. This to me is not necessarily relevant. How children can develop emergent
literacy and whether leT could support its development is no longer a problem of filling
the gap of access to technology or attending a population at-risk for poor access to
literacy material. It is a problem of understanding the circumstances in which literacy
can develop, supported by technology and in first or foreign language. All children can
benefit from an early literacy-oriented intervention.
Longitudinal studies can also be illuminating in the aspect of long-term effect in
both L1 and English literacy development due to an intervention of the type conducted
during this study. Studies in similar context with different languages could be conducted
as a form of replication of this study. Finally, research studies could be conducted in
mainstream schooling in lieu of an intensive English course as was the case of my research.
Such studies would provide insight into the effects of exposure to ICT-storytelling when
language lessons are not frequent.
11.7 Conclusions: revisiting the problem
The research conducted had t}le intention of exploring children and teachers'opinions
in relation to a novel English programme based on the storytelling approach enhanced
by technological tools, as well as aspects of emergent literacy skills development in the
context of that programme. Throughout the chapter I situated the study'S implications
and acknowledge its limitations whilst providing examples of further studies that could
strengthen or expand the results of my research.
Implications were intended to put the study in the perspective of the larger scheme
formed by the areas of language teaching and literacy development. I started my work
around 2003 and reviewing recent literature I have found a growing interest in the use of
ICT-stories with preschool-aged children. The effects of exposing children to text that
has been enhanced by technology is still a vast area of research that could yield relevant
results for the education of the very young children, a population that in my view, needs
all the attention from practitioners, researchers and authors.
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The work conducted with the teachers during the design and implementation of
lessons allowed me to start building an understanding of their opinions on the use of
ICT and stories written for native speakers of English in the foreign language classroom
of very young learners. I argued that participant teachers provided mainly three reasons
why they are in favour of using technology as part of the English lesson, namely, tech-
nology has the potential to increase children's motivation during the lesson; the use of
authentic stories which turned out to be highly attractive for young children, is possible
because of the support offered by animation and sound features contained in this type
of software; and exposure to accents and pronunciation of native speakers {which occurs
when ICT-stories are used) can help young children to develop native-like fluency of
the foreign language. On the other hand, I was also able to explore the reasons why
teachers might not find it always feasible to use technology with young learners and
the solutions that they provide for the given reasons. Among these were found teachers
own leT professional training, insufficient or non-existant technical support to solve
potential problems because of the use of ICT and staffing needs.
The work scheme lessons based on the TBL approach implemented during field
work were received positively by the teachers and children. Understanding how young
children learn was important to. prepare tasks appropriate to them and this aspect,
which was considered during lesson design, was taken positively by the teachers. An
important finding about the use of TBL was that it stands a better chance of success if
the teachers implementing lessons under such approach are given the choice to modify
it since the reasons that they provide for the adaptation of the methodology is to cater
to learners' needs.
Emergent literacy behatJio,!&rscan be developed through exposure to leT-stories and
not as a junction of the lan!JU4geof the story. One of the most interesting findings of the
study suggest that children's literacy behaviours at a time when L1 is in-development
were not language-bound, this is, children used L1's linguistic resources and narrative
skills to construct their stories. Data showed how children used non-verbal cues such as
animations and previous experience to understand the stories. Furthermore, the chil-
dren in this study were able to retell in Spanish stories viewed in English without ever
mentioning the language of the story as a problem in the construction of the retelling.
The reasons given by the children when they refused to retell a story were related to
memory or knowledge of the story and not to understanding because of having heard
the story in a language unknown to them. The only occasion when the children made
remarks about the language of the story was the first day of implementation. The ob-
servation came from Isolda and it was more of realisation and perhaps disappointment
than complaint for not understanding the story (incidentally, she recognised the lan-
guage of the story maybe because it was an English lesson so she assumed correctly). I
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assume that the reason for her remark was disappointment because the story played was
Goldilocks which as I have explained earlier, was familiar to the children. The children
were expecting to hear a story and it is likely to believe that they were expecting it to
be in Spanish, hence Isolda's disappointment. Towards the end of the course however,
children developed a sense of pride from having stories in English in their lesson
This study looked at the emergent literacy approach in a foreign language context,
where English is spoken only in a language classroom. Still, the children in the study
made use of the multimedia features of leT-stories to construct meaning and the con-
struction of their retellings showed improvements in the use of story grammars, which
could indicate emergent literacy development. This is, the advantages that have been
seen by many researchers regarding the use of ICT-stories with young children to pro-
mote emergent literacy development could be observed even in situations where the
language of the story is unknown to the children and it is hardly heard as in a foreign
language situation. Development of literacy skills could occur if children are exposed to
ICT-stories, regardless of the language of the narrative and the context.
As final remark, I can only say that the work that lies ahead presents fascinating
challenges that motivate me to continue this journey that has in reality just begun.
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Appendix A
Work scheme guidelines
The following is an extract of the document that was sent to Isabel,the first participant
teacher for the preparation of the English lessons implemented in Phase II of the study.
Children Adapted Technology-based Tasks for English Learning: ChATTSEL
ChATTSEL is an English teaching work scheme designed for a PhD research project
of the University of Leeds. It stands for Children Adapted Technology-based Tasks for
English Learning. The work scheme is grounded on the theory that the use of stories and
ICT are beneficial in teaching 3-5 year-old children a second or foreign language called
additional here for practical purposes. The language approach used in ChATTSEL to
teach is that known as Task Based Learning (TBL). In ChATTSEL, tasks will be used
to introduce the stories to the children and guide the work that they will carry out with
and in the additional language.
Research has shown that stories appeal to young children while providing them with
meaningful learning contexts to develop language or social skills (Boltman, 2001; Nut-
brown, 1999; Ryokai et al., 2003; Wright, 1995). On a. different line of research, the
potential benefits of ICT in children's education are diverse, and have covered for in-
stance how technology promotes children's colla.borative work or language learning, and
how it supports the development of new literacies (Unsworth, 2003). Research results
are promising but still not comprehensive enough to claim that ICT is always beneficial
or that the use of stories increases the learning potential of children. Success in learning
cannot be attributed to the presence or absence of a learning device ICT- or a factor
the use of stories. However, implementation has been seen as a relevant variable in the
successful use oflCT (Clark) within teaching contexts or in the improvement oftea.ching
subjects such as English as a foreign language. Following the sta.te of affairs, this project
seeks to research the implementation of an English course based on the a.bove elements
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in order to see how ICT, stories, and a communicative teaching method can be inte-
grated harmoniously for the benefit of young children's development. ChATTSEL offers
a general framework to help teachers design lessons based on the TBI a.pproach, stories,
and ICT for young learners of English. In summary, ChATTSEL is based under the
following assumptions taken from empirical research and anecdotal accounts of teachers
working with ICT and stories or with stories and language teaching:
• Stories appeal to children
• Technology can support children's learning
• Children can be more interested in learning an additional language if they are
taught with authentic material tha.t is, material designed for native speakers of
the language to teach.
• Using stories to teach a language can trigger more skills than an isolated learn-
ing of the language. The language used in stories provides colourful examples of
the culture where the additional language is spoken, supporting children in their
understanding of diversity; exposes children to the construction dynamics written
and oral- of the additional language; helps them to learn what other children read
and find cultural commonalities regardless the language they are spoken, fostering
the construction of their socia.l skills.
• The benefits that technology offers to the education of young children can be lost
if not channelled properly integrating it into an education program where ICT is-.
used as a learning tool and not the substitute of current teaching methods or an
isolated/separated activity.
• ICT has much to offer for language teaching
• ICT enhances the practice of storytelling thanks to, for instance, the multimedia
environment provided by some types of technological tools. In additional language
teaching/learning contexts, this support during the telling of stories can be tar-
geted at helping children to understand stories with a more complex language than
they would in a different situation, i.e. traditional book reading or storytelling oral
sessions.
Concepts in ChATTSEL
Task
An activity or a series of activities that involves learners in comprehending -understanding-
manipulating, producing or interacting processing- in the target language while their
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attention is principally focused on meaning rather than form; with specific requirements
set by the teacher as to what will be regarded as successful completion of the task -not
necessarily the production of language-, where learners are required to arrive at an out-
come from given information through some process of thought. (Richards, Platt, and
Weber, 1985; Prabhu, 1987; Nunan,1989; Skehan, 1996; Ellis, 2003).
tcr
[Any tool] which allows us to get information, to communicate with each other, or to
have an effect on the environment using electronic or digital equipment (Siraj-Blatchford
and Siraj-Blatchford, 2003, p. 4):
In early childhood education the term ICT could include the following types of
hardware and software:
computers (including desktop, laptop, and handheld computers); digital cameras
and digital video cameras; creativity and communication software and tools; the In-
ternet; telephones, fax machines, mobile telephones, tape recorders; interactive stories,
simulated environments, and computer games; programmable toys and control tech-
nologies; videoconferencing technologies and closed-circuit television; data projectors,
electronic whiteboards, and more. .
The role and potential of ICT inearly childhood education. A review of New Zealand
and intemationa.lliterature (2004).
Stories
Delivered via. ICT: CD-ROM/DVD Written for native speakers The story must have
graphical support for the text exposed and provide support to the understanding of the.
story through interactive activities that children can perform individually, in groups, or
with the teachers support as a whole class activity.
Design principles
Authentic materials: Authentic materials are to be used, not modified versions of
stories that fit into an EFL course. Language development: It should be monitored
through portfolios and tracking of children's use of language chunks from the story
or language structures that lessons have focused on. Focus on language: There is no
explicit teaching of language forms. There is no metalanguage involved. Use of language:
It should be meaningful, useful, and practical for children. Students awareness: help
children track what they learn through a revision of their own portfolios. Task sequence:
The interests of the children, the complexity of materials and tasks, and continuous
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assessment of how children are performing in the class and enjoying the activities are
supplementary factors that must be considered for task sequencing.
Sequencing
Tasks must be sequenced considering two factors. First, the order followed by the
materials designers and second, the teachers experience. Within this methodology the
material to be used must be designed for native speakers of English. That is, not texts
intended to teach English as a second or foreign language. Considering that the contents
of the material to be used might be too cha.llenging for non-native speakers, the second
factor to consider for task sequencing is the teachers choices according to her experience
of teaching- children of this age and the context of the project.
Ellis (2003:227). 0 grading tasks cannot follow a precise algorithmic procedure but
rather must proceed more intuitively in accordance with a general assessment of task
complexity, informed by the criteria considered above and by the designers experience
of how particular groups of learners respond to different tasks. Herein lies the problem
with pre-school children. There is not enough information available to know how they
, will respond to tasks. The purpose is then to begin informing this gap. Can tasks work
with young children? Degree of complexity then is informed by teachers experience in
this case as to how she believes young children will respond to certain tasks (designed
by following the complexity criteria detailed by Ellis). It would be what Ellis proposed
could be done in order to address the issue of complexity and working to find a practical
solution to it. 0 course designers first assess the complexity ,of tasks informa.lly and then
use the criteria [Table 7.4 Ellis] to evaluate the reliability of their assessment. (229).
Focus on form
Instead of writing the course objectives following a sequence of linguistic content
that children would acquire, the tasks will be designed by focusing on the meaning that
children can construct while and after completing the language activities.
The role of ICT
Lessons will be planned considering the use of leT as part of the everyday activities.
It cannot have an incidental role, as one of the considerations for using material written
for native speakers in an EFL context has been the support that technology can provide
for children to understand the stories and perform the tasks planned.
Assessment
A working portfolio for every child will be assembled. This portfolio will include a
collection of children's on-line printed work, off-line work, and observational notes from
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the teacher [and researcher] of the children performing the tasks, listening to the stories,
working in groups, individually, or as a whole class on/with the computer.
Thematic content: Fantasy
Young children are still constructing their cultural values and deciding their interests.
In the case of older learners, fantasy might not be an adequate topic for a whole course, as
it would be difficult for them to establish a connection between their lives and the Unreal
context established by the topics explored. However, in the case of small children, they
actually relate more with fantasy and it is through fantasy that they are making sense of
the world. They are building their real world through the fantasy found in stories. This
characteristic of young children becomes the pivotal element of ChATTSEL as it wants
to build a learning environment considering the children's characteristics as learners and
their developmental needs.
It must be kept in mind that certain tasks would be too challenging for young
children. Characteristic map tasks in TBI lessons where for instance students are asked
to describe routes to a partner inorder to reach previously specified locations, would be
highly demanding for children who are still developing a sense of orientation in space
and differentiation of right and left. Considering factors like the above, ChATTSEL
will work with the types of tasks described below. Each type of task would be designed
considering what children can do, and perhaps certain tasks 'can consider stretching
children's abilities to address the needs of fast learners or more mature children.
Types of tasks to we in ChATTSEL
Following the pedagogical classification proposed by Willis (1996) the types of tasks
that would be used inChATTSEL are:
Listing
Ordering and Sorting
Comparing
Problem-solving
Creative [writing/listening/speaking/reading] tasks (adapted)
Considering that this classification is not exhaustive other types can be used, as long
as the operations that learners are required to complete while performing tasks consider
children's characteristics as learners.
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Appendix B
Work scheme lesson plan
Figure E.1 in this page shows an extract of the lessons prepared by Isabel, the first
participant teacher of the study.
FIGURE B.l: Implementation lesson plan
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a) fo.rest Folk. Alsuno.s al1minos iran CoIl.Alejandra a trabajJrcon el ordenador_
~ 1'PR. Mtivity. Lo,s. demas realizarao un juego de mbnic.a imitaado las aecienes que: los
~.naj~ rea~ dww:Itc el Cilento.
se pres:~f:.aI) a los niii.o$ acciones mediante fJasn-.cards ({joldilocb Ulting pt)1'1'fdgej. t.03'
'nido$l'ealizan dich.ucciOn aJa. vezqu:e 13~baa. ·Progtesivame:nte e intaumentandb et
nwnCro de Ol'¢iones. sin sat'Ur.lra losnmos.
•
• Activittad'lt M<ntni "tIme
Vamos a presenter voealiulario espec.ifico del cuento.
Pr entamos rarjems eon too objetos priocipales que ~parecen n cl cuento, (JilT/II chair, middle-
sized bed: ..) EKPl}caremos a los nmos que los personajes de nuestro cuento han perdido sus
casas y -que tendremos que ayJldarfcs a.ercontrarlas, lYodemos ayudamos de las .mnrionetas.
• J' ctividad 3: Vemo~ la@lu uta
En esta ccasion el objerivo es que los milos hablen de los difcremcs episodios que uconrramos
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Appendix C
Teachers' interview
Instrument type: Semi-structured interview
Teachers' thoughts on ICT
The interview's main objective consisted of gathering teachers' views regarding:
1. ICT and its link to children's learning and development
2. ICT and teachers' professional development
, 3. Current use of ICT in the classroom and the support provided by school to facilita.te
its use
1. ICT and its link to children's learning and deyelopment
• What advantages or disadvantages do you consider tha.t ICT offers for young chil-
dren's learning? (Plowman & Stephen, 2003)
• What are the particular concerns related to children's computer use that should
be considered when planning to introduce ICT tools in the classroom?
• What is developmenta.lly appropriate use of ICT with young children?
• How can lCT enrich the learning environment of children?
• Do you think ICT can be used to support language development? How?
• How can ICT be used to support children from diverse cultural and language
backgrounds? (Bolstad,2004)
2. ICT and teachers' professional development
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• What do you think is the impact of considering the use of leT in the planning
and exercise of teaL:hing strategies? (Plowman & Stephen, 2003)
• Do you have any expectation from the use of leT?
• Has the school organized courses or training sessions to learn about the capabilities
of leT?
• Are there 'working groups' formed by teachers from this -or other schoois-, where
you share projects that involve the use of rCT?
• Do you have support to organize previously planned classroom projects that in
your view can be enhanced with rCT? Are you allowed the time to plan and
implement such projects?
• Based on the experience that you have teaching young children, how would you
use ICT to support your practice? (Bolstad, 2004, p. 55) What advantages or
disadvantages do you consider that leT would offer to your practice? (Plowman
& Stephen, 20(3)
3. Current use of ICT in the classroom and the school support to fa.cilita.te its use
• How do you exploit leT in the classroom? (Bolstad, 2004:55) Is there a time
a.lloca.tion procedure? Do you have strategies to regulate computer use and turn
ta.king when children use the computer? (O'Rourke & Ha.rrison, 2004; J. Siraj-
Bla.tchford & Siraj-Blatchford, 2001)
• Wha.t do you think are the school needs in terms or ICT equipment and training?
• Have you experienced any problem while using rCT in the classroom? What kind
of problems? Technical? Pedagogical? Have these problems been solved? How?
Do you receive support to solve them? (Han,2003)
Research project stage: Phase II
Instrument type: Semi-structured interview
Teachers' views of the work scheme lessons post-implementation
Questions covered those of Phase I plus the following themes.
A. Work scheme -Method, lesson plans, materials used, and choice of stories. B. Use of
ICT with young children e. Use of the storytelling and task-based learning approaches
D. Children's:
level of motivation about the course
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learning
feelings towards the use of lCT
attitude towards the learning of English through stories
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Appendix D
School consent form and
informing letter for parents
Consent to participate in the study and to use the data that stemmed from it in academic
work is shown in Fig. D.l. The letter distributed to the parents describing the work
that was taking place in the English lessons during the summer course is presented in
Fig. D.2.
FIGURE D.l: Consentform
_ ... ~_. __ .CllIIO·... pnry!ICtO.,.~ft__ OIA~
0V\1T5EL "" un proyecb! de 1~ que -.bite. en I!I dl$elfo ,e TmpIOntac16n de un.
1YIllbXIoIog~ panJ la ......a.n .. dOl lI\gIfI • W'antefS;. <UII UIlltza Tllmologlh de
l"tC1l1Nd6n. e- ~, _ties OO! la. -.. Ingl .... entregadas 0 Ir.""" ctI!I
_. Declub de dbi!iIltr __ pan <II salOn_ dHtlS buada 10anterior; eI
~ CI)fI los:";m,, dunonie cl cIoISort'OIIQ' de, _ ~ COMiAe· --.ar IUS
""1Iexl-' .......-J. y desam>llo del IngjU _ .. I'~_ 'IM ~.es _.In
~ .... 1cInwn. -. Ho se tomanl video ni' fotl)g~tIas .... to;! nii'Io$, Ell lot
--. _, II1lc:UIos 0 ~ lIC3dernk::llr.que r1lSIJlb!n de- _ Pl"O'(I!<1o,.no '"
UIIIita~ .. nomln.....de 10$ oJlIlIs. a ~iI! ~ _rar _Ies datDs __
A!COIIiIados en Hal _gacIOn -tn~ dt> "'" gnibIIdonloS (j4; VG.' V _ OO!
tnlbajo- ...... Un~utlIiz;ad05 en a publicacklnes acadhn cu.
EsiIr, QI'O'ii!CDI est1 ....,.,..;sado y __ por loll nnGm_ de. ~ de la u'""~
de I..eedlr, lngllbemt. bcc>tlln ....... i<ento. pueden set tonsultlld.. en eA sIIIo de '"
u~ til'" dlrea:I6If:
h!Ip:tl ...... l!S!y<iIIlon.1ce!!s ilG.u!<JQII'ltilt SI1Ji!t~ftlma7 gPC
SObltncfo que I. In~ soCIre lOS nillos, p;ort!QP<\I1te$ recopif_ dIJronteI!I estudla
..n' .- <inll:D_ en "'I1<>'tCS de 1~60 (~., _ferencias y pubJicl>clones
~sl _s do( PfO\'<!C%oqua ... ,,,. d<oscIto lin ..... _. ponruto que si! ne....
~""bo(lCl'llOSiW_d._e......, de·VCf1ItIO (~'''' «0>Ie).
_""' y ptrro. 60 la Coord"adore .. C:UrM cM _no
VIIQ~"'eJ.OoIe
tu-. ..,_£h_ ~ ~ I) .
Hombre., 6nn" .del'i_q"'or q... obH,"",•
• 1 c:oasendmienm/autoriz.adOft.
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FIGURE D.2: Research information letter for parents
~2i.
~di . . pr. . ~4.
IllllIitIIMII'a UI'I ~
!;111ft.. IC1 ..
Appendix E
Interview transcription excerpts
El I: Los medios de audio no? que reproducen ... porque dan la oportunidad de
mmmbbh ... de que el niiio oiga diferentes registros de voz y bueno, a.centos de mmbbb
... no se, diferentes otro tipo de canciones de ... luego esta por otro lado el tema del
audiovisual, la television no? que luego tienen la capacidad ... la ... el poder de captar la
atencion con el tema de las imagenes que siempre son atractivas para los niiios. Y luego
habra que ver 10 de los ordenadores. Pero es que es muy amplio no? Los ordenadores
ya. pues tienen la ventaja de ademas de poder poner audio de las imgenes, que el nino
interactua, puede a.ctuar, puede tocar puede mmhhh ... manipular no?
E2 T: Pues yo creo que el idioms. 10 que es escuchar directamente idiomas extranjeros
porque yo puedo hablar idiomas extranjeros pero no hablo igual que 10 ha.blan que 10,
que se escucha el sonido en el cassette nien el video ... que es directamente ingIes no?
T: Pues yo creo que mejora porque cuando yo he estado ... cuando estoy dando clases
aquf cuento con pizarra, y pizarra, No hay Dada mas que piza.rra.. Entonces clare,
muchas veces hay con como son niiios pequefios no puedes perder ni un momento en
pararte a escribir en la pizarra porque de momento se te desborda. todo.
T: Vale. Pues, ventajas veo ebb la llamada de atencion que tienen las nuevas tecnologfas
a los nifios pequeiios.
E3 I: Problema. ... no alreves. Yo creo que es buena para el desarrollo de los niiios sobre
todo en la a.ctualidad no? porque tie~es que ofrecerles una ... una formacion global y
englobar las nuevas tecnologias entran ... forman parte de esa formacion global no?
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E4 T: la disposici6n de la clase en cuanto a enchufe no? electricidad, a las mesas bien
colocadas, que haya espacio suficiente para que se puedan colocar bien los ordenadores.
T: Yo creo que cuidado en cuanto a tener cuidado que no le ocurra nada a 10 que es el
aparato. T: que hay coles que no tienen tantos recursos en cuanto a nuevas tecnologfas
como para. poder abastecer a todos los niiios del colegio. T: yo creo que hay que estar
pendiente a la hora tambien de de restringir, no dejar los ordenadores para decir venga,
pues a.hi tienen los ordenadores y navegar por Internet 0 ••• no porque aparte aparte
de haber muchas cosas importantes y de utilidad en el Internet y en los ordenadores
tambien hay p8.ginas que deben estar restringidas a la hora de trabajar con niiios, tanto
pequeiios como los adolescentes. T: Yo 10 veo bien -. Pero creo que seria muy dificil ehh
.. en un CUl'SO escolar por ejemplo una profesora, con un grupo de alumnos de 3 y 4
aii06. Que aquf por ejemplo tenemos ahora 10 11 niiios no? Pero cuando tu estas en un
cole tienes un grupo mas grande de nifios que ahora mismo porque hemos estado las dos
pero creo que haria falta. 0 dos personas 0 lleva.rlo de alguna forma para. que se pudiera
llevar bien. no se como se podrfa trabajar no se, claro si harlan falta. dos monitores 0
harian falta. mas ordenadores.
E5 C: Hombre la verdad, que el uso del ordenador en el ingles es una manera de fomentar
en los niiios que eso vaya gustando mas como algo nuevo. Se a.ca.b6el tema, de "to be'"
... I you Los esquema.s verbo to be ohh eso era hoorr ... horrible pero horrible horrible,
pero en fin. Puede llegar que sea una manera de que a los niiios les guste. 10 tienes todo
y vas aprendiendo. Ya la manera de escribirlo, 0 la manera de coloca.rlo en palabras,
ay es otra rosa. Y yo 10 veo muy practice como cuando los niiios aqui empiezan a leer.
No es 10 mismo m y a mao A que tu les vayas ensefiando al niiio cosas y maneras de ir
formando palabras y cuando te das cuenta el niiio sabe leer. Pues en el ingles igual, a
traves de cuentos, a traves delordenador, yo veo que los niiios van utilizando muchas
palabras queellos mismos van usando frases y que no tiene por que decir, bueno estoy
usando el was 0 el were el presente el pasado el can Horrible. Yo mi manera de aprender
ingles fue horrible.
E6 I: Ahora por ejemplo tambien ehh desde la Consejeria de Educaci6n se est8.n poniendo
... se estan planteando, 0 sea, se se piden y se premian los proyectos de mhh de tee-
nologia. Gente que cree material didactico para trabajar con los alumnos ehhh ... con
los ordenadores. Porque pasa. eso, que mmhh. ... se estan dotando a los centros con
muchisimos ordenadores, y muchisimas historias.
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I: Mmmbb ... El problema es precisamente que no hay estrategias definidas de ningun
tipo. El... vamos aver, aquf en Espaiia ahora mismo se esta intentando promocionar de
alguns manera el uso de la, de los ordenadores, se estan creando centros TIC y centros
DIC yo no se si de eso has oido hablar. Son centres que los TIC los los confundo. Unos
son ... los TIC creo que son ehhhh ... mmhh la ca.ra.cteristica basica es que tienen que
tener dos ordena.d ... un ordena.dor por cada dos alumnos, clarol Y los centros DIC son
aquellos que ... no se centran tanto en el ordena.dor vamos en los centros TIC los niiios
por ejemplo no tendrian libro de texto, sino que todo partirfa del ordenador no? Y los
centros DIC pues 10 que ocurre es que, todo es, es como que todo es muy audiovisual
no? la sala de profesores hay a.lomejor una. pantalla ehh no se ... de estas de plasma.
para para poder ha.cer presenta.ciones 0 no se todo muy digita.lizado no? 10 que ocurre
es que se, yo creo que se ests. invirtiendo, porque s se est invirtiendo, no en todos los
centros pero en algunos, pero luego el, la forma.ci6n del profesorado hay falla por un lado
no? porque yo por ejemplo en el centro esto no no 10 ... por ejemplo en el centro donde
...yo estoy trabajaado este aiio no tiene ni idea ... ordena.dor ... es muy complica.do ... 11-
eva.r pa'lante una progra.ma.ci6nen la que se.incluyan ehh, pues el uso de los ordena.dores.
E7 T: Yo pienso que si. Yo pienso que las personas que estamos haciendo ahora a dar
docencia deberfamos tenerlo ya. Creo que deberiamos tenerlo ya.. Porque despues est8.
la polemics. de los profesores tradicionales que 11evanmuchos aiios dando elases y que
no ... que se niegan a introducir en su curriculum las nuevas tecnologias. Pero claro,
elIos a 10 mejor pueden tener la excusa de que ellos 11evanya su su forma de dar clases
que la tienen ya muy arreglada pero no quieren ... se niegan a que entren ...las nuevas
tecnologias pero nosotros que 10 tenemos ahora, que estamos ahora formandonos todavia
deberiamos tenerla. Sabes? Porque queremos meterles la idea a los otros que tienen ya
las ideas muy fuertes pero si nosotros no dames un poquito de si ahora que estamos
aprendiendo, pues mas diffcil va a ser con con los otros creo.
E8 T: Ademas los han entendido muy bien. Porque el de Ricitos de Oro por ejemplo si
que 10 sabfan. El hecho de los tres Ositos y Ricitos de Oro ya les sonaban a cuentos que
habfan escucha.do pero los otros dos no los conocian ni nada y yo creo que han tenido
que estar atentos al cuento y a 10 que son las cortitas explica.ciones que han entendido
10 que es Iala historia 0 10 que es el argumento de la historia (E8).
E9 T: Mejor que contados en una pantalla
T: Yo creo que contarlo se pueden perder un poquito mas. Pueden perder un poquito
mas el hilo de que sigue el cuento. Y sin embargo visto en el ordenador se queda mucho
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las im8.genes. Que a los nifios les encantan mucho las imagenes, los dibujos los colores
(E9).
Appendix F
Survey for parents
FIGURE F.I: Survey for parents
Opinlones ci. padrU-~obr;·"i..s-D·ci;-teCnolog'j-; y i;'.~~.,;.1U.ad.
ingl" • nino. an I• .tapa Infantil
1. l.en.. uslBd que eI uso de ItM'alTliientas <la Tacnologras d. InformaciGn, taiIIs
como ordenadores 0 juegos elecirdni::os, pueden aiif' tdlizados pam IPf'OIOOVIIf' ej
apl'endizaje de los ni'kls III la 8tapa i1fantj7
IJSI IJ No
2. Manp5 Si 0 No aqueJas actlvidades en donde 1J!11ed consDera 81 posbla
utiizar IBcnoIogIa
Si No
En la enseftanza de una Jengua.
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-
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Appendix G
Retelling transcriptions
FIGURE G.1: Retelling transcriptions in Spanish
G3Bs('1201.06) T'GM (19.07.06} 3BGG (ZS.:07.06}
R Can you tal me the story? R ouentame todo iii! cuen10 E que estaba aotro dla que
R Dine de que se tram eI cuento d_de eI rpr'i'IciPio pasdel hornbr,&
E De (eel que (eH). E Despu&s pasd que I9g6 E Y pasO despues quese
E(Ehh): • iilm ,nun iIun dBsPUBSde aIlf Y ydesputis $it
E (Que): (que}quaeJoso (eh) Y deSJ)lHis b estaba y estaba !la ima Y desrpwb lie
Iego a su easa 1lacie:ndo Y de$,1)U6s cuando li"o alagua
R Ok Y despues? se 11eVanto se va eoniendo R lY per quale tirO.a1 agua?
E Despues :pasolprasarque la Y despues y des ydespues E Pcrque qwfa pasar
(aaa} : niia {s.e1edlo a la cane. McOOi1endoIJa madre A.1.Y que hacia al1'IornbN
Rat YkJegG? Y des1lO8s llega iJanlla Y eI moradO?
E Y Uego &Itaim dormida ni\o EQue b ti'6 aI agua
EYkJeg Y .Iuego se desperto Y despues !ega eI abueIo y A P« 'que Y porque eJ querfa
E De (ee} qua (eee). la mujer{mtJiS) Y ila abue la pasai' l.Y que estaba haciendo el
E (Ehh}:. abueIa hambr:e morado cuando 13 cabra
E (Que) : (quw} quae! 080 ·(eh) Y des:pues QUB selb com[a querfa pasar?
IfegD a sucasa. Y. despues estaba nun nun E Que que que querfa et que
E Des;pu&s .paso que'la ·(aaa).: Y despues corr y des.pues que esta air su amigo y.1e Ie tird
niia se echO a la calle. no podfacorrer a ccael' R Parque eI hombre rncrado :
y: despues cwmdo IIegO et l.que hac.ia et trdII que hacfa?
ZOITO se 10 tenia que comer E·e! troI Se escondl6 eI troI b
Y des.puSs cuando estaba que paso 'cuando pas6se cT~fa
en 'la tierra et ZOf1A) que e~ malo y 10 tirO aI aqua
Estaba a'I :rowo .asf fEnttique E Que ·esteeh trVml Qu& que
shows me how the fox was estaba queestaila vendo
lleanttg agaDst.!tte lJlee}con es taba arriba hac:iendo asf con
'las lpatas ydespu~ paso las patas y des'Plles que. que
que se to comiO cuando paso eI que ya pas6y 'Ia
RVery~r tiro
R Tilafs a beautiful story! E Mmm Mmm Habfapas10
R Ma gusto tu cuento EQue despuespas-o q e ya
estaba an la casa y c'Ual'ltdo
astaba et WIT Ills cabla Y
cuando apar-:ec:i6 aqulel homhre
estaba aquf pasa despues que
cwmdo estaha v estaba la luna
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G3.Bs (12.07.061 TGM 119.07.(6) 38GG (25.01.06)
E and then SM was slMping R Can you teM me tn& lIotira E that th& other dny thai th.e man
E and fnen SM woke up story fromth& begintting? crossed (!!til man was the word.1n
E and the fee) that (eee). EThan it happened 'that he Spanish that Entique used to refer to
E(Ehh): . arrived nun nun ilun the character of the trQM}
E (that) : (that) that the be.1r And then sha was makVJg:it and E and thltn then that he !tHIn from
anived to His hoUse. then ha stood ~ and left there and then the moon wa there
E and then it happened that the running and then it1Iv_ hin into tOO water
girl ran <IW3'f to thestr'808t and IIum and the and then the {this.ls the end of !he stocy,so I asked
motller was I'UIlIIIIg ana then quesfims to help tmt rfll1'KJlTlbermore
the ~ and tha boy got th_ dataisand prodUce a longer story}
and then the grandfather and Rand why did it throw him iItothe
the woman and the !Jandm ltte water?
grandmother E because it wanted 10cross
and then that.it ate t1in R and what was the .purpa man
and 1I1en ,he,was i\un nun dong?
and then he min) and then he E thai he 1hr8W h.in 'nto the water
cooIdn' roo he couldnl r\Ul R why did we want to cross and what
and then the fox came and he was the p!ilIpIe man doing wilen ttle
had to &at hITI goat wantedlD CJlOIs?
and then when ha was on the E that that he wanted that hls friend
Jand tile fox was fJIIW there aOO he ltnwhin
the fnx was like !his R because the ,purple InIIIl •.• what
{Enriique showed me how the was !he IrdI dOOg? (Changed the
tOll was leaning against !he 11'&11 quasiionbacause man was not
with hishands}with. its :legs and ~,anythllg ,MW)
then it 'Ilappened that it ala him E the troI hid the troll it ~
R VfftY good! whenlle {the goat) believed that the
troI was badandthr_ 11m itto the
water
E that I mean {8IIt~} eh mmm that that
hit {!he goat) was ,1ooIcflg he_
IooImg upwards and doing like th.8Sft
'Mth lila legs and 1hen that wIwIn he
(Ine lJ)aI} crossed the one thai had
crossed a;8iIIdy and then he ItIraw
IIin
E Mmm Mmm There _grass
E that it happened !hat when they
were in 1hehouse and when the fo(x}
thept was IhenI <and when the man
ap,peared hen! fpDintingat 1heibridge
on the plclUllI) the ,manwas h.eI'e and
then when IIwas 'ttIwe themoon _
lIP
Transcription conventions:
( ) Letters in parenthesis indicate hesitation, false starts or extended words.
{ } Words pronounced in local accent. The preceding word is the correct version in
Spanish.
: Indicate pause.
[ 1 indicate verbs whose action falls in the subject.
E=Enrique
R = Researcher
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Task-based learning and storytelling with young learners:
analysis and advantages
Classroom language teaching methodologies have followed a progression of methods
that have gone from very prescriptive lessons focused on the teaching and learning of
linguistic features of the language, to lessons where the focus has shifted to communi-
Cating in the target language supported by a noticing of linguistic features as opposed to
their explicit teaching. The communicative approach to language teaching is a current
tradition shaping the language teaching practice in classrooms worldwide belonging to
the latter trend. TBL find its roots in the communicative approach and to date has
been actively used in language classrooms for more than a decade, It is a methodology
that emerged from the mainstream education system, but developed within language
teaching practice: This work reports the observations carried out during a period of
eight weeks within a pre-school classroom, where stories and tasks have been used in an
ESL environment. The purpose of these observations is to inform the development of
a language teaching methodology that incorporates both TB! and storytelling and that
would be applied in an EFL setting in an on-going research project.
leT-delivered stories, English as a foreign language and
3 & 4. year-old Spanish speaking children: can the combi-
nation work?
Emergent literacy across /;anguages:using stories and tech-
nology to teach English to three and four year old Spanish
children in a foreign language context
Introduction'
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FIGURE H.l: Article in GRETA
TASK-BAS EEl, INSTRUCllOI\I, AND STfJRYTELUNG
WITH YOUNG lEAR~ERS:;Jl:NALYSIS or ITS
ADVANTAGES
___ ~~~_~.~. ~leiandJ;l,~~d
UnivfJf"Bif.yl'of{tiCBdo'
8!iu8m~Ie!!dJi!l"'LJk
#Jeiwrdf'fl fW;irl ~.~ffJI!fP"Y'IJD'stilf/jrtl:'~~tI)aU~~Q"_L~. HGf''''!!.8'''9!
~ _.f""l=/'i"U: atEnadsfi:tD.S~1Ifwg GtDth..,.ClIri9P_s /JtfiiLJ ~pd'
liifot'rTlIJIi!Jft"'Pt/,qi)IJjg1g[JJ'el!!;igni. Tfl_ehfllJ!iJiJ!e4il1l!J7? in Ed/:)Qjii6i'i) Her I~WI!l'fSI"pr;q1fl"",
is air.t'oiRClil;!fM~tf~'i(!nfr"l·i""Rlfgn8ni:a~gp '01;116 Th8li:4;lfSdtl'lns~{'TEJIJ,
8/?pmacff;wjt:tr~"YPlJng I~~m~ o/mglisf!·5upp.ortfif/'J¥fC1"'fbrJ/11. 6fjq,a·
.1Jpjibitir8~, smV19s J>i/Jsrieng,,;n 'Mchingfn.olii;/t fi> bilJl!if~/·,tiChdoIii. iii
~i:& Liingp8~'~. in" Uiiflifl,Qje canrrnJ(l1l:sr:iV.8i.BfJll"fJI'~n in FOJioifji'l ,E;aI\(icl"l1i!
~ lq 'MexJed, Sht!ihliSrflls.iworli1Jii wittJ· bJfr:Jm;lWf;lfI'i1tJd/CornrnUti{Csti611
Tfip/JltOJ~(lCl) Bli .,eyiili3msiiiiIhJirtistr.ar;Q~·8rt1I'1JSII'l1rtC'l;!r'tJrIinpl,'!T"'1I!.nfJ!
~~dw!,.,,'@&\l~in vlittJafle8rriii1,~, ;iilV;n5n1ffDnt:tiIlkif, ' ,Bltft:/I~; n!~·I!s.
1J.iV11n<t$r.r'I§!Q/Jr,ii1&D~,~rI1S~,;o..,.f:twfiIfti/<lfMii> Btll.!GllIiOO.I,~
1N1'IUDrllJtm01.\l
Iht!tl!,'ls a'rr<>nd'I'Q'll!i((,lanQ JB.~~.J! ~fji~lni\
to ~1~.rIri'!tISI:r-nw.fut!t;!rtL~sy.o~~c
ill n1Ilny' :,-IlIlll!P"" '!!"lung t!j!>;"1'o~!a (Gitil:u\i:onl.
200:tl.·W!J;h ilit!.11,II1'!)OSd QJ .r~<1l1.~iqll mU\~
!i!I,ijll!'n~,!\bjlF thiS efien51niMon lfflse$; .. ;t..I:ea-ro~
proj~al_' 1- of
E;;.,~,¢''''Ei- sQh~ol
c.hil.d.r~~ ,!lIl~. k,bjlSe<f !!isttikti<in (TIll)
llpproacrr is; bJ:ilig <:ttri!:rt ~url thg~,,!jl, is'
QO;@!l')n{~t'rnJ!rt If'r'\lffiGt!kt!i~nil~;Ji;~<lldf'
pa."lid~am:ol1$~DI8tiQ.ns~Qnllll>!~ t~~'1'te.Stlb061
&SSr0Qrn 'tilt Eilgli:;.b Il.~",;ll@llll: l!lm!l'\llllO
~:;;ont>'ltJ.ill q ~Ks'il\ooL .
')Jle- (j~irnU...putpOS'e or. Ell1S111af.j4<il! 'll' shm!- ¢u:
pqJ@~.i'PJl!· «lr tl). yt'KlIig'lli1mm
L'uftftftlum, as il'<:m fil;ovi4!:.>:llJ!!lI1;l!',l4c;'S(lRport
rJ!!'Y no;;~ to h"..in.E;-~isli aO:Ql'd\h~ [Q,dlcit;
GRETA· 2005·· 1V1&2
r.'TW'!;!;J!1.n!Sl,~Ie.rl'fc"".1h!:r!lrsl, ,~act.:l>liC$tiil~
the; ad'lll""'~'es Q~:till '9 [f\\!~ Gi1s!!lih,to(lifliliJ&:·
llllfneq;.<iPir.'m.~ 'i."M\d shoW! So~ 1ih'd~oL
Lb.'!: ob'se:vntib[\~s' tnu.J1ll~ wi!:ll: nj~!cd~1
p~ct~ced l:>Y. o1il1d'r<;n 'wlfol! lIdfotmilt!l!
ctllrui\\ltIle!tiv~ m*-
ui:E ~TlA.t Ol;i lJlT
t.o1 ands tl3; TQll~iq; th~-noliort.·(lfC\il"tnuhicanve
IJu:lg;ntg~1l!io1\lnl!!Gl:T.)·'aoJ.h~~ tQ q~lell&.,
actLv_')y'\lSt'Q in ian!.'llUge, ci"'1SrRot;J.>' roc mOre rhnn
• dC<;Ilda, I[ rom .",t!d,otlitr1appro:W\es.-d·i-:),tn:nl!l'-
1Iuu.sJ;uiQn, ,tudi.Q~lJnS\l.lJ,;Jn"",ntl; Ipr\'ii fr.O'
Ihem, h)' clulngillgth-e tirlcl<tilytb~.Iltlnlilpll!sl <If
rurriculW'tl, desiS1'. 111WI, roorph<>s'~'"ncit",
rp9!lOlog\,c,W. ,'l9'd4clClcal. IAiis.ua:a<' el<!n\elltS,
(gr.[intrult; phll'ltJ,lklgy. dl~"Qq~¢,.ffnt:l ~t~blt~)
ali' lQClltod ·secondarUy in <ltirtii:tlIUt1lidaslgn. ',",!lile:
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'i!I;;itW""leafflili' 't..zeds riri.~,,,¥,,,ft~i&·t~lQ'
1\'F&W'J!!'. a~~ih~g!;1>(9' itm~&t.t®;iI\l!(!\II;l)1'l1.
199X::Elis; 200;0:;. .
~~,~n:uui!:6Iil:~'y."ma\iJ\'iI,IiJ1ll~
~,dlW.~ 1J.n;lem:\ndJ~ i'd",fui: c!iOlniffitS ,dilil;
CIlitWi:iSi"ta)" . .:~; (1,,,, >h\l~"
g~)'.';~~1i.i:< a, ' . .' :@'U$.,an:d,
, , w.ir!:tx.a,.'Jl'
,~.:t.~',
\':31'1,& rO'e;h1i1Jj$ ¢:t,iQsl!,$,'f'Ol!i:ra5<'r,ffi~'liW:t'i(!\l:l€
(EltlS"lr)\}jj'1 ~; i!i!ita~"¢"'~!I'idOjI!fL!i1\!< ,
,~rdr!111 ,:n~$~ ,pf,'l\tSI!s ila1!¥"in: firfM.i)f
~~tt.i'''~ <I,oIIlli,,,i:m\Ii, ,i.i<tms« Ft.tIi:31,liIfil,
sa \Vh:lIe',s~~ Pd.~,thD.t,tn];~~~a,I!~m;'lyjli,~,
t1 l1)11:tfJy"'e'all\ll'g~f!l1!.i'~tl\'us,".Otl\<'fS"''tli\'"ktl)'O,r, it.(ll'l ~1i1ij $!I'
.~!i'g!!~ll!?;;glvlty:,~, ~'''''.lls.ic!J;t~';'''',:l$1l;
r~~ dbtatsiljt of"L''il'd'erslllJ\dii1!t;illt\t~ eatH i1fl'
tS" ....1.me'\'(!Sli1W1ifim!;<l- ii;J.9V~ ~'1g..Dm, .l}~
,qlffinreniiofll~t>",r-r.aI~" P.'~!n~n:il:la!l;fotllS~.
'w.. ;;n~:t1il: 6.., (jf'a,,,,,,y,m\ll;:'\j~I.!liJ;i".r!. q"q
In.:\, w.!illiq tl~.WRjG~~,!.'!'/l)ijid~~.~rn:'l!tty\
!:o'<f:s!i~~es"'rll/-ti6ns,tlk aga,ofilh'c!.tifutnem
'§aC "(tij,·p'~~,,~til'i~:~Q<f $"!"I.mttxtJuc
wllj)il!! rt\l;l ~$'I;g;'w:lll Jitii:n'el~ll\~'Iittd, 11I.1IiOV<
,Q( u:r~1'c9iidr~l~l;i,ii#%,'~t!1rri \til?'~.,~.i'rcli
, . 'iIlgf,olandi
_, l}f 'fb1:'yhmlg,
,~",l,J.,~J,:Jl1t\til;),~IY.es<,lj;a!"l~13tn, ,
~m:~tp1!All'dih}.,un!lctsrund1i!t-I[!;'1'I'''iptil~t!fn1!1
~fltolf\,.oiir~~ti''J1~'ri\¢~{i~\~~l1"AA¢J.~P'~lt1ll.",
wJlil~ ,~:~j""\(e1l(~on l~ t;il)plp.ql' ("'0"".& on..
~ 10
I~Mll·qr
~~6~,oE~u1i~~.~.~'.f~ngl~ge,
~~,~I
~'rdti!;Sl~tl!t! ffI'~Id!'~!;~f~il~,"'ill
3:ll, ,;J!<i~~I~Q'w!~ ·(jqll"ll!lll,~nrt.r.It~
Ii.a,
,l:\fiB~.¢" J>iJlJg!1!,limit.!,m,ill~ ~~q,RlJl
;~~, .ti:!'<rtgf',mSst.tiI:llri...~n:stll.nn~
l£I~.ffiitl1'njjY?6li!\6!"<ie:lft.ildbll ~l!i,s'$f~; ,
~l!I,,\Flge 1~~lIjJ;Ilh~')'~I\\.I~l)!a~l:J1gf!l~ap'd
~l'llfu~rlatt!itd:dl:lildlilfu~l;ati'tlj'(n"~Clg..1;""Qm~
,rifu~l~l,:~ [p~ R'?)"i.,iI)r '1rrJ1~!Q'l~ bl""t fQ
~.~.IM leaJ:!!lbg,pOit®bhl "£~b!;s(o,dlll'
·e,:e~p;. tlliS M1Ll'f1it to l\na1r-i> cliil~~,~s
!lh.9r:!~~(i5~'~:\!!<!meT!l'fu-$!;,l1< ~ m~tdf
~ "1C1!~a !O~l;\~)j~ba~l\eS,,:rnis'
Gi'nr,d:l WbI.\1&l ~§ ~'~'I!Ilm~'il\:9d~.&r.dng
< IJr
¢o!.ll3,~C\-tg.~j:t ia~ 1!i!.lIr.~l'~ dl~
~~J!mr:t;lfC<i ;o~&ilil:tdn,iliSSochlfeit·"(tth
lail,gpllll!:. t~atrUl!i '!Jlll 4c¥¢/ppml'lt.I.
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~ ~.J'~~r,!, tJi~I!ifil'ilt'iOlln&il!hlIara!ls;
,crrmc_da,
'j!,thJl' ,ihll-l>~.~;<1~l'S~1iJ;11tilS • rntt~,;iilb'llr'
-wlty,];.i 1:h!t¥A~~Sli<;$:'<lil'ljt~1: XHI'!'Il<
gXi.!liIm." ~ ~ Iliilp.#'lt:lftil;!",,\i:i
IiilID~QfC~1;!!) &:~~.ij'pqO.l11§.~W9~ iii
~djfp,'i& toQfIgC:hilihCn'~ ilb;i",~lli5d~ ~
limg\li\~t~.t<JW~ ':t1!~.w!J.6>\ijii~l:b5dniiir
uila~'4\';'i,!tl~COnll.W!)))) P',fllViA~ ,ill ~~
Jar tlij;;,."~'I)L tillS; 'fOI:itf<msllf!l"~'
S1itJfrfJarizl:d bclltw. in Thlil~:a_:
'iI. ~~., I!qil's epilllJirH1Sl; ~gt-
mn6J)g ~ljel ~~'i»t''9I\1ry!l'lJl!'i!I'd;:iJ.ilyWy~,;
. if t'eiiBL)f:IDld,IP'e I;U~IP:
iI,tir~J*lil@ItSj 'llI5l<sin,.'
:tt!l!]!o,~~h,~'~;:!1f
,el414m> [0 ~,al5f-liel1(l,c b£lfi,<i1', -r8Uil¥\;.a. usO;
tnt ap{i!roaClf i1Ifaws. lOt 'll'ia.1)1Ij:ng ,~ l!tQ&l!;l&C
QliieCtiv~: ~ 6n l€ittnbts' needS. FP\!
'~llt..a 1l1~ ~ ~ 1'9W,ij l!m'PY cliSsn;>Q1li
l!'tlllIai!lJ: l'Q~'1\ W,;III!~<iIl'i!lr1llijoR
~w1l:$J:S1i~Jlit'i !hl:.!iWSl ~dl!
abou.clh1f·tIi'eru.~'MIh.,t!lll.
~\l!3;f,Y~~
iQ~,tIIro.~~!QI !ll),d~tl!1\4j! ..lt~~1tt
1.llji>~R("ifil).~~~I!'!l.nm i:lg)lr.m~~' ~r
~eil'p'Ies,"9~~wl!h.\l~!i~'" P1~ou&l\"
l:y1gll~gt;~ .,
~.'l'A,;""U\;c~'ieir Cfl.fi'lCjt~II1.1nll.t
le:ltaty~it>fl~""~,!iJlrrigi[4iil dHi&>.1l!\iSlill:
[~'l'tiio'Hhllw,hetl,ji!lli:ni!""a.t£ ronl'l1l,'<::l:!trdr~
,Hto' em d:\angl::' Ih,~~>,;:;e of .. ~'lS1ilOT'g:>
'~na 'IS expeered ourceme &evtu~e-.d~it
~wnt: !'llti'osrl~ ,~"'I"I~ .~flW exllttlprt'esUC
~\!'5'n:'•.clUlIS,apl?,m.lih (5lovtdt:1:wom tQ,1~',
r"'''-'otll!\ JlIlj~ ,tb~ 14~\I!S1R~~ --ill ..Ii
~~o;.ll!hicJi ili~ tbdl~r <OhsCcferS.aRP~~rbw:
,o:11.6u\•. 1~~.'W1U, h.v~ n.r9'~~l$ro plan
i!J'l4 p;lm o~; ~l1g1t~~ib.miligfOIlporrunlCl;$.
mated tt> '!boo1~'I:t1tJl.
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r.!i'!Jl1lo:J;"i!ll~ O'tid1our fIl."""ro;aC!l.ltu::pf a,
I.n~ rU{I;;"thepetSOtlw'hllICOtr!!ClS:1:1.clUld.
~9e> not g(! in_rp dl\<it[t:v_r l{,Ing Oi:jjliil1iotio'ns>
a&:out wj\f.<h:e fQm f!!~r;I:l);..p~,(qw;rq[(fr$
\"T5 ,im Is,.ron, :tndirDOf'tWlnla.lh ;iID
C@W>~nl""ny;; ,!!*", fQ:!tl! or) fgXWi.aii':b\lei1~
;p:6ll~y, If .dilllfutl:dlliJ1'" ~(>)!\I);!gt)i.",,~.F~ :i lpf.'lrukJ; r~lstcil' ti''ratril~riley eon!
lie ®m<J:(d:m tMV(;lj' Ill">' WQII.l4 Q!'1"9~~'
U); ~;j;mtS, w.hl!nr.mt' 'inisdk/:,_~w.iw.~~c~ I:@~ sllJ!liitlibt\.
l'lu't1i._ll.Q;1!' JII<;q;!lQ!\ 1iil'f!l..b.:nQl:,"".~
t
r
!
f
r
f
'\iS1.;~~
'~fi
.'i1lI1<>1~nJ1P.1!'!!lY '1%'3~.c .In <iiow
Sjjl!Ll-·or""...lm~'lUl~1<;:; !l;l!l.~[VS<1!!
.gi~.a4;fOiti1 al!ooidiDli.r;;.J~:sign$.,
'#t~ t'J!l;lJtIln$lnI1Jl~, ~4l1&'Jt.sJll.l;;j;'~
'~i'1tf:vs riiiitlioaill"S)!J"u~lful a;ihfit:l
~o~·tb~.f'~ l'I~V;'OY~'1li6
~ota SlmlU"""Ic.~~s·CiU~~1n
iJ;~~l\tong 11'rt' ~~ rlti$ 2"!#~!!lloo~%ih:
,~Y.or die·Bendiis "r ltttplillwM"$ ':I'1l! ,,;t),
YOl!~' Iti'Il"l""
RB\!Jffl Q'!Ert~ ESLBroz.,ScROO.l
~w~r}
lq <ll~~ 'ID """'!l' ~ricrsfr:u.gi,l:s ,,,,,,play.d' bY,
JI!'i!.<'ti~($ iO'~~P:Q'''a.,~iOl)!W.n)j): ililvW9Pll\ell[
of jjlb<&\o\Il Ilifd'~ lfi an En&JiSh<i1l$ iI
5eC;Qnc;l, ~. (IjSl1 C,Q!!%wnnif lO ,sce-,1fl)"w'
ohi!; s,,~tt C:<1~!i1.bHra1\$Il\t"o!'ill\Qll;yi!s Eh
an EFt oI:i:;uill'lril~.ilI<.ojics ,o~1?>~p~nl .
oJ>:;«~q~ ~~<i~ •• ~iJi!;UL1>!'d' ill i
.cl\llOr~jbt·:tl~ "i.ib jlr,'l".'\llb9!itch(l.\!'~!!1
')~"9~ ~1lY?>.llIiJg(l g¢ IS diif«l'!:dt wm,6__
JIu: .c;;!jpOt_ I;jl~1n, bf.~~"l~·iJj'f~i'i~
elM,. liatkl!':dnlldS of'ml:'$I11tfmlll. IIJ~
'l'i!l!J.t~l llOO.tlY.e -~~~~~ w:M'td', rblsWlid" •
,and l~':il~~ 111l!.t;':!i~~r~~~g \Q
~pil¢i't t1iCLlailgi1¥aM ~!i't .iiltycl"VUt4ln~
;)f ~h~c <!!;Li,I(,l!qU-~lM"i!il1jp.&\liiIlIj:ilm-'.'<!Ii
aiillVltltS. l;!Tl;'.IIl8ll"lOti0n3 [011~ :PU!t;I!,_"'It"
~'Ilfl<l~fJOP5 lUId'.1iinli!iTY'ZOOIi' •. 1)1\\$ d
r;,,",~'tn ;l:$,i!iIl$1,,,i,~];;clr;l ,~ ~lJ.~n...c;Y.
I crs.f[4.,. 2CW • 13/1&~
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'nUmti~,culiu;q o.tj\:!nlZ.d anti. i.ifu ~bjlC~
r~!lche~ q_Pcll·.. ·,clll1Jfetr,a!r<;Q~ q,ln:!Jjlrs ...
& Ilv;;i.aje, !i"cl.! ~o:n ~iI¢ll!!(.(.g "I.,~ld~"I)
aruL:a;1dIllcs:.n,;,.mm~llM£ th~;~iOtl3· (vas
tI>Si~!iFijg.~'~1i!D!",-""..i!i!r. ~.'~.t~li\S..
·lchl>Ol11'llnJly-_and·~Qt1n.~~~V1u~
.UO!l.~.~
....... . .. 'l""'i~
thW\ ~ CQril'pJit"':'imw~·th.tt:Oimlm"d. f1:<ll1:i'·
$...~TJte:gJ:t'~~!i!Jr.g\i~jWf;~'WotrJ¥l otfi~
C1hil~.."h<t."I.!!:~';tl).e,~~'iMu4etj·
."'C""'''\'f;'·· ·..f·, .~ ...... """", ·~fl.- ..•• ~·.iS·au",.....~~7t'.c~~·;;;~~~;"Ji~'"
wnpWt!,!l'p~!;5''ll¥l' Jmjjlj!;
<Wjt.\\ilt~~!ll'Pj!tatifi',",;sc"lJft~l!! l'-rilSks
~-p:ry~lI!l!>4Il~~lJ.r-.~~~'lr:~~\!.'!!il1!l.
.. .T)lnll,0ll ~,orwem,,"""',Q~iiCI ....ks
T!iWbtl"cliiD,p.slbiI'tisl.
~1!~'iIl!> 1'l!t~~1-¢~"11lrn;s!¢~\Vjlfi*
(~96!,tb't:1~iUil-g:i1i-ft'tr:f'''~~~uPIi;le
~~ ,,~'¢\'...u;;:WQWII.r~.!ill·.{ '1!1; tlij~,II\.Ik.
~
<;ltiJ\ir"",al' ..~etI.fe \lIll;!l'·S.\Ol}",\<",iI,Ie r~cbe.r
In!iJ1Uli\ j!!OUPSJCbildftn,urc en.Wu.ruged Ii:)
fQll¢l';·lt $lTuc\Ure in the-~lUry wb"~ a.
bc!\frinmSclnjlldk-<;li9, ~~d"" ~o b~'
6bs'ec\ie(f; ~~qHUar~ate'flWIll <llt)h&;l
,~~s, .~it<m!r8s..,~~ ,tli1~-!lbQI!J!h1; 1=o;;)t\los.
lInd:&t~l~-g.Sil"b,<h~
Ct~ 'o/l'~'Or I"si'l\ tIi.'I'can. \J!:' q~~tjwrt~'
ypun~ 10ltt;n.l3Amlucr!l~~ ~;"'.d'r.~lers
6:qm~ro:rl~.~I1~ \'1\~~,r!W&'.(~ t;lill1'lmll~
r~l!1.st~)SI¥~l<!'S''Vo~ry.lj.<Dlftp,.i'i';g.(f,1!:
"'5ry:~od:r~;;:l!1jcjI'ro1i/t,...,qlyj'1&'\1-"'~l\l,tics'
'pJb~) ~Willf:t<o'J;9~fu;;1lll<ilrg,ii:illi.\l<ll'l'i_t~a
Ctb1$ 'bSSl&-aij/)tr',1.t·f\;9i~!f),etjj.~~iJt~li~troo'); '*"1'J.)'\l~oj1f(t""c!;:lllli'l1~ uwL 'l~~
a~rru,-'Q1'eriii:!QtI~ ••hii"~tltf:il",",afi",r<l:iultl!d' to
<;91"11..~w1(l~,#fliu.ning,~ 'C!Jnsjdp:-
:aHil(tffij!i5;,d)~~~nstiuS ds.ltA.l1llil. a;;
p ",,(o1@lfi:II~~(:i
CansJderDllliliil ..olt~dferoven_' With.
:Y'lU!!"J~~
1'i\e!\ii5: .ti.j!iri~~mint'.r.I"h(tl1.,(sn:!lo:."fASk!I
<>~g;t'w,HJ~]:r',,;e<g~id.\:d;w,~IP,.t!. ~
~~~,tainJ!ifLi!f\l'; l1iiS ..ij tI!$·diil1lren:,..
'niw.'r.iSi!.tb: I~ «~Y;IJ,' i'l1<1 '(h",'q~ 9i
p~lr$,~o!im!,ll.>~·~~.~[.11
.~ 91IT9.iHta\!Uf;'r\l1,iI\0'4~ 9l)Cit'I~~
It.J!P~·qu~ei;Jf~~~'~clfl:,'!§,~~
_"'1iJfdie-fe:itl\'t1l.ilcl'c.t!.thI:.atua't'l!ll:j,iliittiJ!dlll
Sif#!on. ~",~'P.!i~E"\I\~,weJ!;ii!i"i'~ ¢'tlilt
,lt1li~~i",'''Il~£¥tJlb,i!IIcll tlI.&.T~t1iaIuril(:'y'!!&
tt1ililfZ¢' <iii, a·'l2~1¥I<'lffisis,.,tfla~iiI:,~~ tilsk ,
,!b.~ '~\;gj)osiili:tcd,t1Ui'lplt'ct'ln~ttlttn~ Jf.dro
~drch·,"'~ \Thle.lO'll\\l$1!:'~ti)'~rcl[ ,
'.Jl\~g:qi1l<,'\~ !W~.A!~lQ!I!,09.W~'!!I~tJ;~
¢)IJr~~s '''''~.'''"tlttriS'Qtport't1ni(tJ#rit: w~"h:tlfl!!
1?""';.9~ !:,om!illP,p~,dhi~Lfr~p:> Uie~
el<~~htlifDs a~'w"te nOI:rtftl'ih.ftill.
01yth~'''!~l~,);!t~'~I_rv~.wj;tt:
$\IeceSSIUT,b~~.~rf:iill; vatilitiOllt.~re!tnt.<I mOt.
chal)i~ to clIUil..,n;'Or~J1~~~ o!is~~il>n
~!:!:tI 'tQt:TTI Opt ,dire~-d rdiliedo:to:.ilio'iI'!QI;.Of
tlilllStlft,)', I(jf'jr.sfoHl"'O. IV~"" ci:Il,1drel) ,w.""
q~kc;l,t9' I)~~ ~.!JP;\<~ Y£l'tlt,ch•.tiit1~'pll!:ii.m:s'
tl'la.r>:dlffet<ili.'fr"m:tll .... fd''Y l1i"l'\~. 1'l1f"t,,?k
P'ro4~d lnte.r<!SUi>gJ\\lI~(th~!> ~.Q""lI:tlJ;
,{(la.ressed (hi! waY'tlilldreille:ir.nt.aL~ ll$Jltut
a1ways,'m.1I,i.n&'~IlS<,j)f~~'$li!1 Th~a)ftl;imtl·
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l,'urposl! of m~<\\5"'''1<l;, [II <;!l!.llpk~Jh~ 1<"~P<;Uj
and us. tn"", t~.'",reil the -l'% 1:filw=m wh1!,n
the dtildT~ rya.!il;l'<llhe ,rur1!l~1:6 b'''''I!1!1I rh.
pit:n.\r~&om ibe bf;>ot end, "u!1)UIl);f.L, lhal
lh"l' weif..malZlfii.- dI<y' sr.lmtai=u:siy £uutl:.d,
mlhjn~ .gaur:t.l)es( !illr~cc:s'i..,lqlli"',. ricial
(<ani'r'" hlils)U, <tI siZ\!" T.bis"ihsauMlan " ...
mwkr.re",.nc le d:e.·tss lOwneii nr."tiiaclier.
~ With dlli·ct\il:dr:r:.';';iI!!lllttb~;Ilifkr,~~
3~ng fo< exampl,,"whThh o!'i'at.l:ror~ tile
tIrlTdl'91 I"relo.r!;!!, fli.~jpW" Ip.wr tol!! lis' r!\\ll
it ~ lIftpartanrlbr-Cllildtea t\'l r=ll!liz~
clil1'== In sh;l,P~ 'li!d pmi'ernSl.l>!C>.us:iltlSli
use~ to'unci.~.=m ,M~ ~rfJ;1;p~..l):I t1;ii~
way,'1II>I<S willi ~t.:1ling;cotn'plll'li!IUS ·.\'<:tel
",m ll>;!mlngo:xP;c~rar Pls opq en!
Cliil,a .... ,., Ilw.s,ua~ei_d';'.dQl'mcnC" ,....~·nl~.,[
p~lldllc~~taW.
car~l'(]~v<l''2vrur
-!he Gtng.>rhre;!l)._.:.r.n~'~'ili'!Ql'Y' .....lt1]..mqI\iRIS.
'1:lTiatilinS:rns .btJllt.."'c®~J dw:bl~
gingt:c"b.1ti!g,:~l\;Ie"9L Ilke, x,11lIn'i fiOg,. "'!\1~h,h."
s!art ral fule:"llj~-{llll~_a.J\{l\a;'
cha~ctcrJ\\Iri~aU! orrln:c O'YiIi';rll~ld:b11in:
.<lltell i1tI~~~ bI'~~=~=~ih'Ciiitlmg i&'ciilikitB-. j at(;
~ruq,·a.nrll,IIl~.i'Ii!tal'~,~@m'f,;~m.'m. hnve.
cliildrti'l\ N. ctr Gl!l~<f!i!n1l'~(mm;
irs c~r!>1 he iepao:ti ilS ,mcr.:dlifr.E phr .~
"/lim; JtlIl asJa,s~"-I .Y!"', ""n. ,)9,.. c ~:t;:'"",1~,no,
I'm: rli. QIig.rirl!:"d.Md",·"sbUiii:iDg:in':~~ 'il"Si
c,pJlfi~"'I'in bei!lg.~~t4l'-~rum .6rh<-fuafid,
utlb"tllbl~[ipl¢'er; th!>·siD~tb.~ld'~'"I
"is'llnaUy trit':ked bl' ~tt;~lUl 1~~l)c!.~t1 'I;;l]lT\
<tnh. 1I!l<iotlM sib~
aftj" ~irI!l'Jjsretled, tQ,.ih'e ''''i:)< 'Ute
\';il!!WI~~ i!'\~" Q?~#l,l},H:heMIDll
lluliJisttetl ~J.l1(frbltrij$, q,'?'-WCF'r.a$K~'to
dr.w "'WCiUrelaMu, It'(ffg.,2'),.M'' 1jr11~t
~<-~\"v,ll1q~ m'll'~2 'l# 'chiiwin tlle ei:U
.sh""'~ r!ill<l!lll'~ll'ou~i~.
cirelli iJ.jJ"t .. iling~rb..;;eaa:'1i
dil ....Q!"'J1. 1)) ,lj<:,iigpl g'f\llA"<;i'~'Ii-, ..
s<i?re-,col.u~cd '1'1i blacll\,·"I.\lcli, "'p'r~ts dIe:"
c:.owdl'), tried", ,"'" .iIl~gu,g~f1l!ead man, rrtl<!'
[liCl\1re on 'I!p of dIe aw I."h_, .lVq[[ ~< in [pg
'1'ld a~ 'tht L'(ji>k1",i£M;\IA~ lini$-,rJ:pt'Bdnl tJ\~
tiv~r IU'die.• ('01), g,n4,.Ih~ ~\ln ,v'If d r.l\Vo
11=~ ~\;od'5'. "'.'$l\mnjtwJnl'l[iil.l:'!r~~n,s;
Jht, CiJD!',<;.fhr""d, Mom, .IIff~ drawtrig"the Pf<t"'o:,
tho. reotber .gWJ~ c\lUdreQIOiwrii.:. g,<;ir Q"'\
:~~rY'(RIg; 3), SlIfhh ,,,niifl 'weir ,,"iler. \b.~
PIi!rure'lO th~ left of the page~aild cbe !l!ttC'",at
tli'1YtOp ruptoSC!tlUIft! \\'Q'r.d ·llrtl!l"rbJ:",d~.
1.41O}j11IUU.ry 20,011
Tt,' it:lcb"" LOld.tbt dilld ... t:>,o'l~ifi\:tiL _,1:011
ut'"I:h'~Gln!Wrbr~~d i!1.n' q;lll;d '91\~ Ch.patl'
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~"";. A ~~ !1il!:~'" bel' ~ the S~QJ;i!sci5 dwi
'Il1~fi\, ohaf.!ctct:lnSre.id, of,gfrtSetllrtuu..tl!e,
JlJ11\J1\'!!Y Qi)arp<:\I'l"i:> '" clj;tlla4 Gli:\djan Sood
~R!:,d, as a flal>:otOlii modi;. wiili flImTj;salt,Jlnd.
WQl~ A,gitl.iS die ot.;wl\g',lIlalit.'l 'P!l'l:cqp.~
;\l1<:',ah~P!\tiJmq, ~~M~rng,~h''''~I~rS,$
prop)" Jiifd aNImals. Apig.1S, <hOt ,astute' Ohara.tee
'~t flnaJJJ"rp~ tlLc;:·CIi31/1lll. ~.tl' tno(';lt'i..~
Afrerl~cCiiriat 'ibe_stct~t clnldren v.'etC-,as~d
IQ '90jPUI a,pi;:''flr_e at,a git;\ 'vM.lifb;ltn ti\.,.
.$:!ltY••J'Il!>l!td cn<itt"a\iS. "he .ques.tl6a> .. biM:' tho
.~~w.ht!r~UreJii18.t~'t,,~or!J\~,"'.ipC are.
?J:"""!" ~~P1!,;~~\J~r,Jl1\PF!lS111''!!il'"j:1r~
",tl¢\:Ii'jU:fout'If\/f(t wet,thl.
, :~\P\.'iJtg,
J,aead'
",cfp~,
~'" lh~t~ "f1!!W,~;3bii,Ut.tbl!\t1'>lCUll'''''al'td
.tli ... ~ ~Ue.'~~"li ~-PlOYf'!tO'i~?).
~ \\!Q.!'1<-~~.fu:t~'i.s olslX S)lru.h'~ 0'
i\hlt!S.JMilrB mililtl1s),
W1!it~~~,,,,~
( ..~ ~ _- ~-
IQllo"'iI¥.-I,~it"'li"",tf'fO'.fi'/. f.Or.I\cI!:II4., :t~; .r .
I· ;0
68
f\n:
~h.~
Ull!SttOi~t!jJlj:oll~blc-,.:;JiafiJ!~ ,~.tlle;W1iling;r#
.l!,1~liI"'P"Pfi\:@!~~.~ tb!r.f~ lJl'~~
~""$..~ WbmI\p,.3;~~!\L19.11~J!'~:~
,~'!lotIa~:I.tIibeil,<Iurliig ih. ~Iiii:
'lii!",~1I"q'wI.ng"llIal!< ~,,"11rc;jffl'>hle ,IW'~"of'
'm14~li&llltiirj6ll~
'()h~n~~,be!Wt~~ ,r~t"i; ""i•
. ' u'n'Oi, art ~i"qJ'i#"1<I ~rpn)l."''''' ••
J~Qg 'C[iIUl, trtlllUtlllfOm RQ""''<t. iJitl'
oh·ailffll,"l-lMdt'r saw. S6rir1t:s <J'£Vi:l/lpl!l£nL
'J' '4,~ ,liiW,~J!}l~~co!~illeril!g rhp! ar
~Ittbe$inlli!:$: of J1re ciiiUSli I.sq;1t1~li6t
.!(~,taj>in: oful/",,,.'.iriflpg;1i;iUj,QtUI1'''''
,S!iJill),'!1iUIcrlie:a4U;r cililJY(/I (~'f)1:i1"l l!l
!Mntlis<4li1f,${)ltJlht'lila)',bl )i(i"d. ~.\_
~n.,ij?'!"l~i~:dr.~ ~ilfJ4nr,a,~
,~~.rdjng!I"·SdfrI"l< ceu<it""sr.~had
"''''''PiirG fRt: );<'p. il, :angll"go prgd""iQn
~J1d'wiitU~~I~~t ChStictmh~r"",tl
mC'Jjrdhort nerfod JlfWm<t ,
]:.e1,(""j1itlnnri;i;t and''';pai:itum IJ.",' •• "
lick',,' "to' ~11!, }-~ on'" I",p'):JV<ltl fr.4"1
O'rqo«. (li]~. 6 liP" 7') ~J'trllta~ iffg,
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FI&, T. ·'V.ul.
~. I'll .~!'",C(l:li ... "hndt~n h~il I. "oilY
w/ll'd!; jrr1fJ> a 'M.d~l.gh"~ItpJi~tr;ndW"
~ ~nder.dldl!rtdl"'~~
CdNaQS1QNS.
1'* qbj~~~ ,ofru:.~htl\g;:Eng!)S1:t to. 'nIUUIr
teamets-(J.Fiu_.cq_~_'Oer.d II>. J;Q~id.er,cbi'
long-term gQaJ of th~ libglish cumouluro Ie
mail\Sl)"cnm.sdlOoLaqcf allow young diilctmnlO
learn ",,:<rrdlng [0 thejr needs' (Ca:me~ll, 260:00
CO~<\erillg r~. it 1$ sUggCs"''' rhat thtiTB1I
.pp.fOOd'r L-au. adchess the lang·turm &\la! of
illnguagl! ciiilicu!um wliUn looking ot ~hUdren'$
needs,
Widi the' flu~ "r undcrscmdlng Ult
processes l",clv"d in 'ho; ,upl?Oll'of Ihn~a!llf
developmeilt In.·a CI)n",."~an "l;s~rWijoJ('
exercise.was OTlr"'l::dl. Ibis: e:<eroii;""j'lJ;IIf"!'l
inlJ<~"'~,Us. om.rhe (easibilitj' of
jmpl';iMnt~ "","",,"!Un JPqllillel\]:n~rJ;
A """,ie,w, qf .<het \!rcra!\lfe shaw!; that to dw, .tire
u!i" or' annlt\\lil'lcali.v!l "",b w(,h ''lI'l' Yl!Ung'
!i::rm.rs~ a .somt:wl:fuluri~,qll3Tctl,a:mH'Jtlti:t
[OIl':Y. Wjd!lhe ttII;epdon ot:swj!il!lS ,cd'o3I!ctilli
arme p'rilltity level,by Prabhu ..( •.i1m ~~
(2QOl} apq l.K (,IO(j5.)1 sJudiM <dilniUtd ie the-
ililJ?!limectltd"",.,ftlll With ~bi(d'.n iJ;\<;h!; ~&!r
!plgq,Q' t!' ~ -re S<iO'~ ,RIisOatclL ..O( this l;:il:ld
IS: thus.cnll$id~nQ "cll""l1t, a. th~'l?osili\'~ effuctll>
t!ianasks !'faye iJi..lan&"'!gtlal!~opn"!nt. ""' "'l!'i
.nowrto'tn ~,5¥" o(u cliili! ih dIisoji1lptSj !u1l!
""'rth: ili<p[o~:!tld put:'Uing.
, if.,..<i'~"4;110"".,. {rom ¢tm<_'(!100l1. EUltiUlDJ). Nu""rr.(l9ll<;l), I'tahl\U.O·\l!fl)"i\kh.~1.'Im..
~~ehtn(.I9i18). .: t
""""" o. ~n (W1l!l. li1,.oier:mtl S_n ..(!~s;l):;t!to,d .nd J1\'llii" (lll&4);NUlIml ~t), WJIIlI
(l!l~,:c._i'oIj'(:1.QQ3 'Qd·~.tdl .... (200+\ "' ,I
~ jj.~1rd Baabi:s a'fJtU.6Itsktr-&;e:iinpativ;of c6lltttdl~ii Ij£lo)ks. m,rtduCUl YQQlbulary ~~o:ns'of'tladll:lon4J' ~fD1'Iflt"U:ttl
'r1t'd:tcI1'Rhd1..~~hernatha"fr _0: the' comJ,»n.y',s ,bbokS'[kJRldAll in ·OHush pru:n~·f'."hOOts, A,S'IltltD umple ~e'~
modlffcd vtt1;HlnS!.of [f3dj'i6ri!1,~~Js':avtUab~j1fl (i)e\<otnttttl);:::S'''f~!_.;. wh~ an ba ~ I\r,
M.tt'pii/~w\lad,.b.frd.c:D iJK;'ph.pme-lmdell.luml
AU,q,lldrq>'> _'" MV. ix;", ..,Iw'll"O to cnsu""""onjmiil',
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iflt\i!J!lf!'Ji!.tt;,jjjlCS/Ia, f1,,,)~I"'; ~sn-,
~_IIt-'ti!q,!tItl~amt\tiU1i~";'}ilu1tl1ll.f!
.1t9~M~~~~:l:fl'f6'1l'i!,1l\)Vl:4i!j<''W~,.,
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FIGURE H.2: Poster presented at CAL07
English programs around the world are being increasingly integrated to the preschool
school level curriculum. In some countries, this integration is accompanied by a growing
interest in the use of information and communication technologies (lCT) to support
the delivery of education across all school levels. These developments are explored in a
PhD research project through the implementation of a work scheme aimed at teaching
English to preschool children based on stories delivered via a computer. The research
took place in Spain which is considered a foreign language context since English is not
the official language of the country, the medium of instruction or the primary language
spoken in the children's home.
Research questions
Based on the aims of the project, the research questions explored in this paper are:
1. Can some form of development in children's emergent literacy skills be observed
throughout English lessons prepared under a work scheme based on ICT-delivered
stories?
2. What is the children's attitude towards learning English using lCT-delivered sto-
ries?
Methods
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A total of ten preschool children aged between 3 and 4 years old participated in
the study. The teacher who delivered the course was also a participant and she was
interviewed twice, before and after the implementation of the trial lessons prepared
under the work scheme. The participant children took a total of 12 lessons 45-min. in
length spread out in three weeks. The lessons were organized in three separate instances:
(a) Whole-class storytelling sessions (b) Story-related tasks and (c) Computer tasks. In
the classroom children worked individually with me on the story-related computer tasks.
One of these tasks was to sequence the story watched by rearranging pictures on the
screen. A narrative task happened after the sequencing and although the pictures were
available on the screen to help the child remember the story, they were asked to try
re-telling the narrative without looking at the pictures. In addition, the children were
not pressured to re-tell the story in English. All of the children participated in the
re-telling task after having viewed the story two times at least. Three stories were used
throughout the course, one per week. Goldilocks and the Three Bears was the first title
and the children were familiar with the story. The other two titles, The Gingerbread
Man and Three Billy Goats Gruff were 'new to the children and are not traditional in
the Spanish context. In order to control variations in design and software features of the
stories, which can differ significantly between software designers and publishers (de Jong
&Bus, 2003), the three stories used were taken from the same series (Inside Stories,
2(03).
Results
Children's story retellings were audio taped and transcribed for analysis under the
Narrative Scoring Scheme (J. Miller & Chapman, 2006). This scheme evaluates young'
children's narratives extending the Story Grammars approach (Stein & Glenn, 1979)
by categorizing narratives in seven components: Introduction, Character Development,
Mental States, Referencing, Conflict resolution, Cohesion, and Conclusion. Four inde-
pendent reviewers evaluated and scored the story transcriptions and the scores were
averaged in order to establish a week-to-week comparison. The analysis of children's
narratives based on the scores showed showed changes in the use of story grammar el-
ements between narratives. The following case illustrates these assertion. Figure H.3
presents an example of the changes in the narratives of one of the participant children,
a boy called Enrique. His narrative of The Gingerbread Man improved for the Intro-
duction component in week two (Wk2) of the course, but interestingly the narrative
for week three (Wk3) based on the story of The Three Billy Goats Gruff did not show
the same level of complexity for the same component. Figure H.4 shows the scores for
Enrique regarding Cohesion. It illustrates Enrique's use of this component during his
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narratives of Goldilocks with a score of I, improving in one point for the second narra-
tive. An increase of one point under the NSS indicates development in the use of a story
grammar component.
FIGURE H.3: Changes for the component of Introduction in Enrique's narratives
.~ibdIlI:Wkl
.Qi\g~":WIQ
'!t~M.:Wkl
FIGURE H.4: Changes for the component of Cohesion in Enrique's narratives
Conclusions
.Goldloc!a.t Wkl
.Gftq.n4.,11 WIQ
"BIfVCu;tlWl Will
Regarding emergent literacy development across languages through growth of story
grammars. The project results can be an indication of emergent literacy skills develop-
ment (Teale & Sulzby, 1986) across languages since the stories were heard and viewed
in English but retold in Spanish. Also, they provide evidence of the support offered by
stories to young children's development of literacy skills in situations when literacy is not
the teaching aim considering that the focus of the lesson was the teaching of English but
the analysis of the children's narratives showed developmental story grammar changes
between weeks. A possible explanation for the changes in children's narratives could
lie in their preferences of the stories used during the course. In the case of Enrique, he
selected The Gingerbread Man as his favourite story and this narrative is incidentally
the one with the highest average scores as evaluated by the reviewers.
In connection to the benefits of using leT-stories in the teaching of English and specif-
ically on EFL. Children learning English from an early age can benefit in other ways
than attaining native-speaker fluency as could be observed in the development of emer-
gent literacy skills. Additionally, children who are being exposed to the foreign language
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linguistic structure by watching stories created for native speakers, can have long-term
benefits related to comprehension of discourse of the foreign language (Garvie, 1990).
This is particularly useful in foreign language contexts considering that the practice
of the language is largely restricted to the classroom. The use of leT as the delivery
medium of the story allowed the children to construct meaning without the need to hear
the translated version. This reinforces the notion of exposure to the foreign language
discourse as the stories are delivered without adaptations.
Teacher's views on children's increased motivation and interest in learning English via
leT-delivered stories. As observed by the participating teacher, children's motivation
towards learning English increased after the introduction of the computer and the stories
into the lessons. She observed changes in children's attitude towards the lesson between
the first two weeks of the course (pre-implementation of the trial lessons) and the last
three (implementation). She considered that the stories provided the children with a
lesson structure, allowing them to take advantage of the contents of the lesson. FUr-
thermore, the teacher felt that watching stories from a computer allowed the children
to listen to properly-spoken English, supporting the children's development of native-
speaker fluency. Finally, she considered that the animations in the story. provided the
children with support tools to help them construct meaning from a story that was being
heard in English, making translation unnecessary.
Appendix I
Story transcriptions
FIGURE I.l: Goldilocks and the Three Bears
Goldilocks and the Three Bears
Once upon 0 time there were
three bears: 0 great big Papa Bear,
o middle-sized Mama Beor, and
o t.ttle Baby Bear. They 01 t.ved
together in 0 cottage in the woods.
They hod three choirs: 0 great big
choir for Papa Bear, 0 middle-sized
cheir for Mama Bear, and a little
chair for Baby Bear.
They hod three beds: a great big
bed for Papa Bear, a middle-sized bed
For Mama Bear, and, you guessed it,
a little bed for Baby· Bear.
And th.y had three bowls for their
porridge.
One morning the porridge was too hot.
So while it cooled, the three bean
went for a walk in the woods.
Someone else wos walking in the
woods that morning. It was 0 ~ttIe
girl named Goldilocks.
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FIGURE 1.2: The Gingerbread Man
The Gingerbread Man
Once upon a time, an old man and
an old woman were sitting in their kitchen.
They were both feeling hungry.
They wanted a snack.
"Let's make some gingerbreacI."
·Yum! I love gingerbread!"
Quickly, they found everything they needed.
They measured and poured. They stirred
.and mixed and. rolled.
Then the woman cut out
a big gingerbread man.
"He can have raisins for his
eyes and a cherry for his nose ... "
"and some orange rind for his .mouth."
Before long, the delicious smell
of gingerbread filled the kitchen.
But as soon as the rnan and the woman
opened the oven door, the gingerbread
man jumped out and ran away.
·Stop! Stop! We're hungry!"
·Stop! Stop! We do love gingerbread I"
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FIGURE 1.3: The Three Billy Goa.~ Gruff
The Three Bill Goats Gru
Once upon 0 time, three hungry
Billy Goats Gruff lived on a
bare hillside.
Nearby, across 0 bridge, there was
plenty of sweet, green gross . . .
but the bridge was guorded day and
night by 0 mean and hungry troll.
Every day. the goats grew hungrier.
They just hod to get across
the bridge, and one evening.
they finally thought of
a plan ...
Next morning. Little Billy Goat Gruff
walked onto the bridge.
Trip trap, trip trap.
·Who·s that crossing my bridge?"
bellowed the troU.
-It's just me,
Little Billy Goat Gruff."
·rm going to come and eat
you up'" roared the troll.
"Oh, please don't eat me. I'm only
a mouthful," said Little Billy Goat Gruff.
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Appendix J
Matrix analysis of the stories
FIGURE J.l: Matrix analysis of Goldilocks and the Three Bears (Hoey, 2001, p. 101)
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Appendix K
Transcriptions of a retelling task
FIGUREK,l: Elena: TGM retelling task
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A no a different one A puzzle {pronounced as in the Andalusian region pronounce puzzle
-something similar to p/U//z1lc tomorrow)
E en et agua salian
A the fox'! : (I was opening the activity where four pictures (rom the story had to be
ordered in sequence. Elena had completed this type of task once before with the
Goldilocks story. so she went directly to order the pictures in the numbered boxes
without waiting for my instrucnons. As I started organizing the pictures following her
direcuons, the sequencing part of the task was finished quickly].
E eh primero era este
A ok very good! So we put this number one
A and then what" s next?
Equc fueron
A running and running
E.despues era estel
A este )' despues?
E despues era este!
A all ri ht ve ' ood Elena!
A hahahaha! Very good! It's a fantastic story!
A do ),OU like the stories Elena'?
A le gustan los cuentos?
E. : (brood smile)
E mucho!
A do you want to go with Teresa now"! Or do )'ou want to draw somethmg?
A quieres hacer un puzzle'?
E. Si .
A ok ..'amos a hacer un puzzle
E este este es et gato
A bien do you remember how to say ... :IIwanted to ask her how to say cat but she
quickly pointed at the picture of the dog and said este es el dog using the word dog in
Engli sh (this is the dog l]
E. cste cs et dog!
A dog rnuy bien!
E y cstc vino corriendo en cl principia
A ok yes that's true!
E unda gURU!
A ok Elena tc yo)" a preguntar algo de la historia )" tu me dices la respuestu y te voy a
dejar qu~ tu clijas la respuesta
E vale
A who chased the gingerbread man'.'
E cl pastel que salio corriendo y y
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Ay quien 10 persegaia?
E la madr'e y cl padre
A lMIeno b madre )' el padre pcro aqui no e1itan (because from the choices given tbe old
man aDd the old WOIIUID ~ DOl onc of them t quien mas 10 pmeguia'!
A the boy and me girt!
A baeno dame tumano
A \'I'r're going to click beIe and •.• :(in the software. ~ dickin8 on the nght choice
"A1lich was prc:scntcd with tbrtt picturn (rom the story ODe ot the shaded picaan:s 0( the
puzzle in the backgound was bi&hliSbled.
A obb t!w's beautiful ri&ht?
Elall8bs
A who jampcd out of die aw:a?
Equr dcsplC5 se CDCOIItto aI a at ZOlfO se CDCUIIJ'O a a X yat zorro
Aam
E y Y Y Y lamadre yet pacR saIieron 10 10 vicron ahi
A mU)' bicD y quien se saIio cIc1 homo quien briaco'~ Who?
Ewho?
AquieD?
E que coma Y que •.•
A tile gingerbread .....
E que corri& cst&: Y la IIIIMIft, 10 pcncpia {poinrias at the p.gcrbrcad IDIIIl CID the S&HCn}
A exactly!
A can you ~ IlX" yom' baud and click on the gin~ man?
A cl.idt! (I pve EIrDa some lime so she could click cbe IDOUSC' herself)
A ",'ait wait w.UI :(Elena waat.:d to keep clicking on me choices for the: otberqaestioD. so
I asked ber to wait for me so I could read the: question to her I decided lID do this ldivity
in this wa)'. I mad the qucstioD aDd not let the children do it themselves int1ucncc:d by
Bdc:a. \VbeD she wascv.a1uatiDg .uSworlang OD me soOware preparing the lc:s.sons.she
tDld me that the Kth,'itics of cbe type of the puzzle wue 100difficult for the children. or
could be 1decided thea to t.ake aman: guided approach aDd not lettbe children explore
the task 011 their 0\\'0 I\\'85 'able to observe howe\'Cr, alter lookin8 at Bena work with abe
puzzle. let Pablo explore this Kti\'ity 011his O\\'ft. and I tried to stay 'awa)" or the task. 1
Jet Pablo and Elena work a puzzle toge1ber without reading the questions to them but
lctling them hsten to tbe: question as the software played it Both of them WCfC able to
complete the task. and even Ibough Pablo followed a trial-and-aror approach to It. elenA
actu.aJ1)' respoodc:d to the questions c:orRctly a€tcr be.uing them from the COmpUlcr)
A vuy good you have two pieces. ok"?
Esi
A who \\'as swinging iD the tree!
E que que corria el pastel y se ..
A Y quien estaba ea et columpio"?
Elanima
A caD you click OD the giJI please
·Eyyy
A cllCk on the 8irl please. click f EJena does' \'Cr)' good
A who Jumped Oft the bad o( the tox '.t Quien bnnco CD la espalda del zarro'?
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E ech d pastehto
A can you click OD die gingerbread maD please? {EIeaa docs)
A muy bic:n
A who I\ID away? Quica. se cscapaba?
Eehh
A quien se cstaba escapaado de todos 105dcllUlS?
E los cbb el et mmhb et {points at the sc:n:en J
A giagc~ad man caD )'OU click'!
A who cat the pngcrbn:ad man?
Eque
A quien se comio .. ~ mID?
EelzolTO
A an you click CII'I the fox? (Elena does .ad as she diets the Jut piece of cbe pazz.Ie
shows up and the puzzle is finished)
A abh! You've finisbcd! Vef)' ,ood~Give me (ave!
; [we both laugh)
A ok you can go with TCftSIl80\\' and we can play .. ain tomorrow
Jl.lS
Some tbougbts: Readins back this transcription I\\'IL'\ ablc to see the over control Ihad
over the task. 1could have let Elena talk more but 1didn', and Ihi.s I take as my own
Jc:amm.g (Of' future work with children. Tune for them works at dtffcrcnt pace than to
.adults. 1 twI set a series of goals ADdobjcctivu for each SCSSIon and I was UDder pressure
to complete lbem. Pcrbaps·a plan to worlc for a longer pen ods than five weeks could help,
bUllhen. the amponaot variable of Ihc rapid changes occurring in childn:n AIthis age
would DCCdto be cODSiden:d. Oift'c:n:al studies. dlfiercot strategies.
Another imponant aspect 01the coo''ersations "'ilh the children is that I tried to intenoenc
alter waiting a Ccw seconds, trying to give e.ach child an opportunity to keep talking. Tbe
\\'aItlng lapse could be cxpanded. but in this case. 1wanted to give all of the children the
same number of opponunjtics to work With me on the computer. so IW.IS always
conscsous ot' the time and accordingly kept the tasks movmg rather fast. not waiting long
for the child's responses. CoasK1er this for me retelling tasks to come.
